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LEADER

FUTURE FORECAST
It’s always interesting to speculate on what the
future might hold for music technology, so maybe
it’s time to wipe the dust off the old crystal ball...
Some things can be predicted without any
special clairvoyant skills, such as the increase
in software companies adopting the monthly
rental model, though I have to admit that as
somebody who makes only small returns from
their recorded music, it doesn’t really appeal
to me. It’s all very well somebody offering you
an ‘all you can eat’ buffet of their plug-ins for
£20 a month or whatever, but you can soon find
yourself spending in excess of £100 a month to
bag all your favourites, only to find that many
of the other plug-ins in the bundles go unused.
Maybe this works for professionals who make
a living out of music, but for me it would take
around a year’s worth of Spotify income to rent
one suite of plug-ins for one month. There’s also
a move towards putting everything in the cloud,
and those in the know predict that before too long
we’ll just have dumb terminals at home and all the
computing power will reside on some kind of giant
cumulonimbus ‘megaputer’.
Logic 10.4 has already taken further steps to
liberate us from the tyranny of the click track, and
it can only be a good thing that efforts continue
in that direction. Having the computer follow

Media House,
Trafalgar Way, Bar Hill,
Cambridge
CB23 8SQ, UK

the musician rather than the musician follow the
computer feels much more natural to me. Maybe
we’ll even see software drummers that ‘listen’
to our recorded performances and respond in
the same intuitive way as real drummers. That
certainly seems possible given the rise of Artificial
Intelligence, which at the moment seems to be
balancing out the rise in Genuine Stupidity that’s
becoming so prevalent.
AI is sure to play a greater role in the way we
make music in the future, and while it is already
possible to create algorithms that split out chordal
parts into, for example, fully arranged string parts
in various styles, I’m sure AI is the way to do this
properly. Essentially the software would ask itself,
‘Now what would Elgar do’? AI could also help
out in the pitch-correction arena by making fully
automatic pitch-correction sound more natural
and perhaps even offer different styles of pitch
transition based on the way some established
artists sing. And I’m still waiting for a plug-in that
remodels naff drum sounds rather than simply
replacing them.
OK, I admit it, I can’t see much further beyond
the horizon than the next person, but every time
I think we already have all the tools we’ll ever
need to make good music, somebody comes
along with something else that I can’t live without.
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Can you Digit? Elektron take
on FM synthesis with the Digitone

L

ast year, Elektron branched out from
their analogue roots to deliver the
Digitakt. This compact digital drum
machine, sampler and sequencer pushed all the
right buttons, even scooping an SOS Award
in our annual reader poll. Now the Swedish
synth Svengalis have designed a second digital
device that follows the same little-black-box
format. The Digitone is an eight-voice
polyphonic synthesizer that features an
eight-track sequencer, built-in effects and
what Elektron describe as “a powerful yet

user-friendly” take on FM synthesis.
What they mean by this is that the
Digitone uses FM for sound generation but
combines this with the familiar signal flow
of a subtractive synth. The Digitone lets you
choose from multiple FM algorithms, each
with a range of carefully chosen tweakable
parameters. You can then make use of one
multi-mode filter, one base/width filter, one
overdrive and two assignable LFOs per
voice. In this way, Elektron promise some
unique tones and timbres, with new and
interesting sounds just a few knob tweaks
away. The polyphonic sequencer dedicates
four tracks to internal synth sounds, with
another four available for controlling
external MIDI gear. This is Elektron’s
familiar sequencer with all the deep
functionality we’ve come to expect, from
per-step parameter and sound changes

to micro-timing,
conditional triggering
rules and independently
variable track lengths. Meanwhile, the
effects section provides three send effects
— Panoramic Chorus, Saturator Delay
and Supervoid Reverb — plus the master
overdrive effect.
There’s a stereo audio input, a balanced
stereo audio output, a headphone out,
and MIDI in, out and thru ports. There’s
also a USB 2.0 socket, which will enable
comprehensive DAW integration once
Elektron release Overbridge for Digitone
later this year. Exactly when this update to
the Overbridge software suite will arrive

has not been announced, but Elektron
say it will be free of charge to Digitone
owners and will allow the device to act as
a 2-in/2-out audio interface, with remote
control and automation of all parameters
and 24-bit/48kHz streaming of all internal
tracks and external inputs. The Digitone is
available now, priced £699.
Elektron +46 (0)31 743 7440
www.elektron.se

Reverse engineering
Lewitt’s affordable condenser features both
forward and reverse polar patterns

T

he latest new mic from Austrian innovators Lewitt is the
LCT 441 Flex, an affordable large-diaphragm condenser
with an unusual twist. Like all multi-pattern condensers,
the Flex combines the output of its dual membranes in a variety
of ways to create a range of pickup patterns. However, in
addition to the omni, cardioid, wide cardioid, supercardioid and
figure-of-eight options available here, the Flex also provides three
more settings that flip the polarity, creating rear-facing cardioid,
wide cardioid and supercardioid polar patterns.
Lewitt have been pushing the envelope with their more
expensive mics in recent years, from the LCT 640 TS,
a multi-output mic that lets you adjust the polar pattern via
a plug-in even after recording, to the LCT 540 Subzero with its

8

incredibly low self-noise. But they’ve also released the LCT 440
Pure, a high-performance, no-frills condenser that’s attractively
priced. The new LCT 441 Flex builds on the affordable Pure
platform, while sprinkling in a little higher-end innovation.
Although the conventional, forward-facing polar patterns will, in
all likelihood, see the most use, Lewitt say that the mic’s unusual
extra modes are all about flexibility and experimentation, letting
you capture more room sound, for example, without having
to physically move the mic. The LCT 441 Flex comes with an
elasticated shockmount, a foam windshield and a metal grille pop
filter that attaches to the shockmount via magnets. It’s available
now, priced £349.
www.lewitt-audio.com
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Cranborne to run
New British brand launches with trio
of ingenious 500-series devices

C

ranborne
Audio are
a new company
founded by a group
of former Soundcraft
engineers. They’re
launching with three new
products — two 500-series
racks and a 500-series
preamp module, all
designed and built in the
UK — that look as cleverly
designed as they are
keenly priced.
The 500R8 is a combined
eight-slot 500-series rack, discrete
analogue summing mixer, USB audio interface and
monitor controller. In a clear case of “why is this not already
a thing?”, the 500R8 elevates the 500-series rack from an outboard
processing peripheral to the centrepiece of the studio. You can fill
the rack with preamps and use the 500R8 as your DAW’s analogue
front end when tracking. You can fill it with effects when mixing,
with the send and return all handled via USB. And you can use it
as an analogue summing mixer when mixing down. Blessed with
abundant connectivity, it can also act as a plain old 500-series
rack! Each slot has an XLR input and output plus a balanced insert.
Below each slot on the front panel, there’s a source selector switch
— analogue, USB or CAST, a proprietary Ethernet-based network
standard — plus mix level and pan knobs. There are stereo main
and aux analogue outputs, two sets of stereo monitor outputs,

a stereo DAW input, a talkback mic input and an
auxiliary CAST Ethernet port. A 28-in/30-out USB audio
interface, the 500R8 also features S/PDIF, word clock, MIDI and 16
channels of ADAT I/O. The front panel provides main monitor and
aux headphone outputs, main and aux level and direct/DAW blend
knobs, a stereo level meter and a full complement of monitor
controller buttons, including speaker switching, mono, dim, mute
and talkback.
This extremely well specified unit is joined by a second
500-series rack, essentially boasting all the same functionality
minus the USB interface and monitor controller. Instead,
the 500ADAT is designed to piggyback on an existing
ADAT-equipped audio interface. Featuring the same high-spec
A-D/D-A converters and 16-channels of ADAT in and out, it will
act as an input expander, analogue processing host or summing
mixer in much the same way as the 500R8.
Finally, Cranborne have launched a 500-series module of
their own. The Camden 500 is a transformerless mic, line and
instrument preamp. Designed to sound as clean and transparent
as possible, Cranborne say it boasts incredibly low noise and
distortion, with a highly linear phase and frequency response.
However, hoping to cover all the bases, Camden 500 also
features an analogue saturation circuit. The Mojo knob with
two switchable modes — Pop and Thicken — is designed to
add back in some of the warmth, saturation and harmonics that
a vintage-style, transformer-based design might impart, but in
a fully controllable way.
All of these units are expected to ship in the second quarter
of 2018. The 500R8 will cost £1249, with the 500ADAT priced at
£1099 and the Camden 500 at £299.
www.cranborneaudio.com
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Red leader Clavia release Nord
Electro 6 series stage pianos

T

he Nord Electro stage piano has
always provided a compelling
alternative to Clavia’s flagship Nord
Stage, offering the same revered piano,
organ and electro-mechanical keyboard
sounds minus the Stage’s fully fledged
synth engine. With the latest iteration,
Clavia have introduced a host of upgrades,
from new sounds and more memory to
additional polyphony and timbrality and
a streamlined user interface.
The Nord Electro 6 is available in three
different versions. The 61-note Electro 6D
61 and the 73-note Electro 6D 73 feature
an organ-style semi-weighted waterfall
keybed and physical organ drawbars.
The Electro 6 HP, meanwhile, comes with
a 73-note hammer-action keybed and
LED drawbars. As before, the Electro 6

features three independent sound sections
— Organ, Piano and Sample Synth — that
can be used independently, layered or split
across the keyboard. However, thanks to
its newly acquired three-part multi-timbral
capability, the Electro 6 will let you split or
layer all three at once, with six split points
and the option of creating crossfades
between two sounds to straddle the split
point. It also enables crossfading during
program changes, for a smooth transition
from one sound to the next. The Organ
section gets two new pipe organ models
and a Dual Organ mode. The later simulates
a dual-manual organ — you can attach
a second MIDI keyboard for additional
verisimilitude if you wish — and lets you
quickly toggle the drawbars between the
two manuals. The Piano section features

additional polyphony, a new selection of
dynamic layered patches and new piano
EQ filters, designed to accentuate softness,
mid punch or brilliance. Finally, the Sample
Synth section, which offers up a selection
of sampled keyboards including officially
licensed Mellotron and Chamberlin sounds,
has been given double the memory of the
Electro 5 and extra polyphony to boot.
The effects section is as comprehensive as
before, with two multi-effects slots, a rotary
speaker and amp simulator, EQ, delay and
reverb, though all three reverb types now
offer an additional Bright mode. The Nord
Electro 6 is set to arrive in the Spring, with
pricing yet to be announced.
Sound Technology +44 (0)1462 480000
www.soundtech.co.uk
www.nordkeyboards.com

Vox pops Teenage Engineering’s latest Pocket
Operators focus on sampling and vocal synthesis

T

he ever-inventive Swedes behind the Pocket
Operator range of fun yet serious (and
seriously fun) noise-making machines have
introduced two new models. The PO-33 K.O! micro
sampler and PO-35 Speak vocal synthesizer join
last year’s PO-32 Tonic drum machine to constitute
the third generation of Pocket Operators. All three
feature a built-in mic, but while the PO-32 Tonic
uses this simply for transferring patches via an
old-school audio data burst, these new models offer
full sampling capabilities, adding a new twist to the
Pocket Operator formula.
In addition to the built-in mic, these devices,
which run off a pair of AAA batteries, feature
mini-jack inputs and outputs and a built-in speaker.
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The PO-33 K.O! provides 40 seconds of sample
memory, with eight melodic sample slots and eight
drum sample slots. You can play chromatic melodies,
trigger drum hits and then sequence the lot, with
16 effects also built in. Meanwhile, the PO-35
Speak is geared towards vocal sampling, synthesis
and sequencing. It features 120 seconds of sample
memory, with the ability to transpose the sampled
sounds and play them on a set musical scale. Eight
voice character settings and eight effects let you
further manipulate your vocals. Both new Pocket
Operators are available now, priced £85 each.
Sound Technology +44 (0)1462 480000
www.soundtech.co.uk
www.teenageengineering.com
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Collab technician BandLab add Real-Time
Collaboration to free, cloud-based DAW

B

oasting a user base of nearly three million, BandLab is a free,
cloud-based collaborative social music platform, available
on iOS, Android and within web browsers. Now, its makers
have added some intriguing Real-Time Collaboration features to
the web version of their DAW, allowing you to invite collaborators
to work on the same version of your project at the same time. Only
one person can operate in edit mode at a time, and they have full
control over the 12-track DAW. All other collaborators watch in
view mode as the track is arranged and recorded, and can audition
changes as soon as the newly recorded parts have synced to their
respective machines.
In our own initial tests, the cloud sync is surprisingly quick, letting
you listen to remotely-made changes moments after they’ve been
recorded. In-DAW chat allows all collaborators to comment as
a track comes together and also request control. Every time control
is handed back and forth, a new revision is created which
collaborators can then return to, should they wish. So, one
band member can create a rough arrangement, hand it off
to the singer to record a vocal take, then pass it over to
the producer to apply effects, for instance. This is a logical
extension of BandLab’s existing asynchronous collaboration
system which lets you open and edit (or ‘fork’ to use their
terminology) publicly shared tracks, all the while tracking
who has made what changes — very useful for proper
attribution and copyright.
Of course, this isn’t the first time we’ve seen real-time
collaboration features in a DAW — Cubase Connect
notably allowed remote recording, and OhmStudio offered
a similar feature set but in a desktop app, which is now no
longer being developed — but it might just be the most

elegant implementation we’ve seen yet. One surprise with Real-Time
Collaboration in BandLab is that up to 25 users can collaborate on
a track at once. In combination with BandLab’s Tip Jar feature, this
could easily be used by artists and producers to give paid access to
the track-building process for patrons and even allow fans to add
their own touches to a production.
Currently, Real-Time Collaboration is available solely in the web
version of BandLab, but the final result can be auditioned and
edited in the single-user mode within the Mix Editor on mobile.
Full-resolution WAV files can also be downloaded at any point
for further production and processing in your favourite DAW.
Considering the platform is entirely free, this new functionality makes
BandLab an enticing prospect for songwriters, bands and producers
creating demos.
www.bandlab.com

Immortal orchestra Spitfire announce
ambitious new Hans Zimmer string library

H

aving enjoyed a number of fruitful
collaborations in the past, Spitfire
Audio and Hans Zimmer have
unveiled their most ambitious project yet.
While previous Zimmer-helmed Spitfire
instruments have focused on the renowned
score composer’s signature palette of
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percussion and piano sounds, this latest
effort is an orchestral string library simply
titled Hans Zimmer Strings.
It’s an unassuming name for something
that sounds like it could be pretty
spectacular. Zimmer — who Spitfire
describe, with some justification, as “the
godfather of orchestral sampling”
— has never been afraid to go
big, and this library promises to
deliver orchestral strings on an
unprecedented scale. Recorded
at AIR Studios using a staggering
300 players — the biggest
string orchestra ever recorded,
according to Spitfire — it will allow
score composers to command
a virtual ensemble that would be
effectively impossible to assemble
for real. A photo released by

Spitfire, taken at one of the recording
sessions and showing the entire hall
occupied by in excess of 50 cello players,
gives us some idea of what’s in store! From
thundering basslines to spine-tingling
glassy high notes, it looks like Hans Zimmer
Strings will be capable of some serious
shock-and-awe, as well as the kind of
radical dynamic shifts that have made the
man himself so influential. Intriguingly, in
addition to the A-list composer, players
and producers involved in the project,
Spitfire have recruited design studio Ustwo
(responsible for the award-winning mobile
game Monument Valley and the Headspace
meditation app) to assist in designing the
interface. Full details on this exciting new
library should be available by the time you
read this.
www.spitfireaudio.com
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T for two ADAM Audio launch remarkably
affordable T Series monitors

H

aving set themselves the
challenge of creating a more
affordable nearfield monitor
that nevertheless retained the high
performance and technical innovation
of their more upscales ranges, ADAM
Audio have come up with the T Series.
The new range consists of two models,
the T5V and T7V. These active, two-way
nearfield monitors feature many of
ADAM’s signature touches, including
a new folded-ribbon tweeter design, yet
carry an incredibly modest price tag. The
German company say that they will deliver
the kind of extended frequency response
and low distortion that has previously been
unthinkable on a tighter budget.
The T Series monitors are equipped
with the new U-ART 1.9-inch accelerated
ribbon tweeter. Based on the S-ART
tweeter found in the flagship S Series, the
U-ART is said to offer many of the same

benefits, including high efficiency, low
distortion and a frequency response that
reaches up to 25kHz. It’s housed inside
ADAM’s High-frequency Propagation
System (HPS) waveguide, designed
for wide, consistent horizontal and
vertical dispersion. The T5V’s five-inch
woofer and the T7V’s seven-inch
woofer also use a new design featuring
a lightweight, symmetrical-excursion
polypropylene cone, promising a linear
frequency response down to 39 and 45
Hz respectively. Other features include
a rear-firing bass port, a DSP-controlled
crossover, Class-D amplifiers, high and
low shelf filters for room adjustment, and
balanced and unbalanced line inputs. Set
to ship very soon, the monitors are priced
at £149 each for the T5V and £175 each
for the T7V.
ADAM Audio UK +44 (0)7590 069007
www.adam-audio.com

Remix results B-Side Project announce
2018 Remix Awards winners

T

he winners of this year’s B-Side
Project worldwide remix competition
have been announced. The
culmination of a 10-month process that
saw more than 600 musicians, bands and
producers from over 60 different countries
take part, the 2018 awards ceremony was
held at Strongroom Studios Bar & Kitchen,
the venue attached to the legendary London
recording studio, and streamed live online.
Launched back in 2009, B-Side Project
is dedicated to creating new connections
between artists and remixers. Their
annual remix competition provides
a high-profile platform for producers to
establish their credentials and gain official
releases. Musicians and bands from all
over the world submit their tracks, before
a selection are then paired with a remix
producer. A diverse panel of judges, which
this year included Subpop founder Bruce
Pavitt, Roni Size, La Roux, Talvin Singh and
Clean Bandit, is then tasked with whittling
down the final playlist to select the best 10
remixes, including an overall winner.
Presented in association with media

14

partners Sound On Sound and sponsors
Prism Sound, Genelec and Shure, the
Best Overall Remix award went to
US-based producer Altruist for their
remix of UK singer-songwriter Smitha’s
track ‘Greedy Love’. Picked out from
over 160 final entries, this remix will
join the nine runners-up on the official
album release, alongside the original
artist tracks. The overall winner also
took home a mouth-watering bundle of
studio gear including a Prism Sound Lyra
2 interface and a pair of Genelec 8341A
monitors. Other individual awards handed
out on the night, including Best Remix
Arrangement, Most Imaginative Remix and
Most Innovative Remix, included further
studio goodies from Audio-Technica, ROLI
and Shure, while all the winners received
a subscription to Sound On Sound and ear
protection from ACS Custom.
You can find out more about the awards
on the B-Side Project web site and listen to
all the winning tracks and remixes on the
B-Side Project Soundcloud page.
www.b-sideproject.org

US-based producer Altruist (above) was the
overall winner of the B-Side Project, remixing
the original track ‘Greedy Love’ by UK
singer-songriter Smitha (below).
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String singer Waldorf unveil STVC
string synthesizer and vocoder

A

lthough they tend to divide opinion (and synth fans
are nothing if not opinionated), the string synths that
bestrode the 1970s and early ‘80s — instruments like the
Solina String Ensemble, Logan String Melody and Roland RS-202
— had a massive influence on the sound of the day. Waldorf’s
Streichfett String Synthesizer desktop module, which recreates
these sought-after sounds in a convenient and affordable,
MIDI-enabled format, has proved popular with string synth
aficionados, and now the German company have produced a new
keyboard version, adding patch recall capabilities and a fully
featured vocoder in the process.
The STVC is a relatively compact keyboard, boasting 49
velocity-sensitive keys with aftertouch, pitch bend and mod
wheels and a rugged metal chassis. Like the original Streichfett
module, it features two distinct sound generation sections that
are mixed together using a blend knob, plus an effects section
with reverb and mod effects. The Strings section uses a single
Registration knob to sweep through settings for violin, viola,
cello, brass, organ and choir, alongside Crescendo and Release
controls and switches to set the chorus and ensemble modes. The
Solo section is a 16-voice synthesizer (doubling the polyphony
of the original module) designed to complement the core string
synth sound. Equipped with Tone, Tremolo, Attack and Decay/
Release knobs, the Solo synth can be layered across the entire

Stand specialists König & Meyer
have have expanded their range of iPad
and tablet mounting accessories. The
Mini iPad/Tablet Holder is designed to
accommodate the iPad Mini and other,
smaller sized tablets such as the Amazon
Fire and Samsung Galaxy. It comes in
five different standard configurations
— Clamp-on, Mic Mount, Tabletop,
Wallmount and Tripod Stand — and is
fully adjustable for height, width and
depth and portrait or landscape
orientation. Once set for the
correct dimensions, your tablet
of choice simply snaps into
place. K&M have also introduced
a steel orchestral music stand
that doubles as an iPad holder.
Cleverly, adjustable clamping
bolts that fit into slots cut in the stand
allow it to securely hold tablets of all sizes.
www.k-m.de
Universal Audio have released
UAD Software version 9.5 and, with it,
three new plug-ins for their UAD2 plug-in
processing platform. The first is an
exacting model of a channel strip from the
rare Helios Type 69 mixing desks designed
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keyboard or split to just the lower or upper half. When engaged,
the Vocoder takes over the Strings section. Waldorf promise
excellent speech intelligibility and formant modification, with an
additional Freeze mode that lets you sample a word or phrase and
then play it anywhere on the keyboard. Waldorf also say that the
Vocoder can be used on external carrier signals — another synth,
for example. At the rear, there are stereo line and headphone
outputs, expression pedal/line in and sustain pedal inputs, MIDI
in and out, and a USB port, which also supplies power to the
keyboard. The STVC will be available in the Spring, priced at $899
in the US, with UK pricing yet to be announced.
Hand in Hand Distribution +44 (0)1752 696633
www.handinhand.uk.net
www.waldorf-music.info

for Olympic Studios in the
1960s. The Helios Type 69
Preamp and EQ plug-in
($299, or $199 to upgrade
from the legacy Helios
Type 69 plug-in) recreates
not just the passive
three-band EQ but also
the feedback-style 70dB
preamp and Lustraphone
mic input transformer. The plug-in also
supports UA’s Unison preamp technology,
with real-time modelling of impedance,
gain staging and circuit behaviour. Next
up, the Brainworx A/DA Flanger ($149, or
$99 for owners of the UAD A/DA STD-1
delay plug-in) is an officially licensed
emulation of A/DA’s legendary analogue
flanger pedal. Featuring mono, stereo
and mono-to-stereo modes, it allows
you to switch between odd or even
harmonic emphasis and models both
the original 1979 pedal and the modern
reissue. Finally, the Friedman Buxom Betty
Amplifier ($149, or $99 for owners of the
UAD Friedman Amplifier Collection) is
a detailed emulation of this boutique 50W,
EL34-powered guitar amp. Developed by
Brainworx and fully endorsed by Friedman,
the plug-in adds a comprehensive effects

rack and 100 different recording chains
with multiple speaker cabinet responses.
www.uaudio.com
The Mini-Rock is the latest active
studio monitor from Unity Audio. Their
smallest model yet, the Mini-Rock is
a two-way design featuring a pair of
180W Class-D amps. It features the
same 50kHz folded-ribbon tweeter
found in the larger Rock and Boulder
monitors, but the woofer is brand-new.
The eye-catching geometric pattern on
the woofer’s inverted dome is said to
stiffen the cone (a sandwich of aluminium
and paper), reducing resonances and
coloration while improving power handling
and dynamics. As with the rest of the
range, the cabinet is completely sealed
to improved low-frequency accuracy and
phase linearity, but unlike
the others, inside the
Mini-Rock is a split dual
chamber with an aperiodic
vent. This is said to
increase the bass response
without having to resort to
a ported design. Available from April, the
Mini-Rock will be priced at £1395 per pair.
www.unityaudioproducts.co.uk
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Zoom LiveTrak L-12
Multitrack Recorder & USB Audio Interface
Zoom reimagine the stand-alone multitracker
for the DAW generation.
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SAM INGLIS

T

o musicians of a certain age, the
name Zoom is synonymous with
‘cheap and cheerful’. Most of
us have probably owned one of their
guitar multi-effects pedals, or a budget
rackmount reverb unit: equipment
that might not have rivalled Lexicon or
Eventide in quality, but certainly offered
excellent value for money. In recent years,
though, the Japanese manufacturers have
been moving steadily upmarket. Building
on their affordable H-series of hand-held
recorders, they’ve created a professional
field recorder, the F8, and their current
audio interfaces in the TAC and UAC lines
give nothing away to competition from
more familiar names in that field. That
process continues with the LiveTrak L-12.
Way back in September 2009
I reviewed a product that could be seen
as its ancestor. An innovative combination
of multitrack recorder, mixer, fader control
surface and USB audio interface at a very
attractive price, the Zoom R16 bridged the
gap between ‘in the box’ and stand-alone
recording. For the first time, a single piece
of kit allowed owners to quickly and easily
make location recordings anywhere before
bringing them back to the studio for
computer-based editing, overdubbing and
mixing. (You can read that review online
at www.soundonsound.com/reviews/
zoom-r16.)
There was a lot to like about the R16,
and I bought and still own the review
model. However, I’ve always felt there
was scope for a more ‘professional’
implementation of the same concept. The
R16’s capacity to run on six AA batteries
meant that phantom power was available
only on two inputs, and compromised the
quality of its preamps and other analogue
circuitry. With only a single stereo output,
mirrored on a single headphone socket,
monitoring and cue-mixing options were
very limited. Stand-alone recording was
restricted to 44.1kHz, there was no digital
I/O, and metering was basic.

Star Trakkin’
Almost nine years on, the LiveTrak L-12
looks a lot like that ‘more professional’
version of the R16. Once again, it seems,
Zoom’s core aim has been to create a USB
device that will work well as a front end
for a computer-based recording system,
and which can also be removed from your
studio and taken to rehearsals, gigs and
location venues for stand-alone multitrack

recording. It turns out, though, that the
LiveTrak is far more than an updated R16
— and in some ways, it’s also less.
Physically speaking, the LiveTrak
occupies nearly twice as much real
estate as its predecessor, though it’s
still relatively compact. Although it is
made almost entirely of plastic it feels
reasonably robust, despite a tendency to
emit creaking noises on occasions, and
the layout of the top panel is admirably
friendly and clear, with plenty of space
between adjacent buttons and knobs. The
additional functionality compared with
the R16 has made it impractical to run the
LiveTrak either from internal batteries or
from bus power, so the included wall-wart
power supply is a necessity. This does at
least secure firmly into its socket in the
back of the unit.
Like the R16, the LiveTrak features
eight ‘combi’ XLR/TRS inputs with
mic preamps, but these ones use
a high-quality design said to deliver
A-weighted EIN measurements below

Zoom L-12 £599
PROS
A unique combination of digital
mixer, multitrack recorder and USB
audio interface.
Five headphone outputs, each with its own
cue mix.
Friendly, easy-to-use mixing functionality
with scene-based recall and good metering.
Good preamps and general
recording quality.
Allows recordings to be made
simultaneously to its internal SD card and
to an attached computer.
Built-in talkback system.
Offers an awful lot of mixing, recording
and interfacing for the money.

CONS
No solo function or polarity reversal.
On-board reverb/delay doesn’t appear in
the cue mixes.
Mixer scenes can’t be transferred
between Projects.
Control over the master output level
is imprecise.
Not expandable.
Does not support 96kHz recording in
audio interface mode.
Recorded audio files always have the same
names, which can cause confusion when
imported to a computer.

SUMMARY
The LiveTrak L-12 is further proof of
Zoom’s commitment to innovation,
combining a 12-track recorder, a simple but
effective digital mixer and a multi-channel
USB audio interface to excellent effect.
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-128dB, and all can supply phantom
power, which is switched in two banks of
four inputs. The first two offer an optional
high-impedance mode for the direct
connection of electric guitars and so on,
while the other six have a switchable
-26dB pad, eliminating any risk of
clipping when recording close-miked
drums. The R16’s built-in stereo omni
mics have been junked in favour of an
internal talkback mic, which can be slated
to recorder tracks.
Although the R16 was, in
theory, a 16-track recorder, it
could record only eight tracks
simultaneously, and managing
a larger project using bank
switching and so forth got
confusing quite quickly.
Sensibly, then, Zoom have
dispensed with the banking
system on the LiveTrak, along
with the R16’s little-used and
cumbersome ‘virtual tracks’
system. This is made up for
by the addition of four line
inputs, on RCA phonos and
unbalanced TS quarter-inch
jacks, which can be recorded to
two further stereo tracks. The
LiveTrak is thus ‘only’ a 12-track
recorder, but it can record all
12 tracks simultaneously, along
with its own stereo master
track. Oh, and it can record
16- or 24-bit audio at 44.1, 48
or 96 kHz, though for some
reason 96kHz operation isn’t
available when it’s used as an
audio interface, and there are
still no digital inputs.

rather than above the faders. These
don’t just display signal levels, though,
because one of the key additions to
the LiveTrak’s mixing functionality is
a simple but effective scene-based recall
system. Each LiveTrak Project can store
up to nine scenes, which are stored
and recalled using a dedicated grid of
numbered buttons. A scene stores all
digital mixer settings, including not only
fader positions but EQ, send levels, pan,

Faders To Stun
Where the LiveTrak differs
most of all from the R16 is
perhaps in its mixing functions.
Both devices use 60mm
faders, which generate digital control
data rather than altering levels in the
analogue domain. When the R16 was
hooked up to a computer, that data could
be sent to a host DAW program using
the Mackie Control protocol, allowing the
R16’s faders to control their on-screen
counterparts. This feature has, alas,
been dropped in the LiveTrak, but has
made way for substantial improvements
in other departments.
In place of the R16’s meagre
four-segment LED meters, the LiveTrak
has 12-segment meters that run alongside
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A single set of channel strip controls governs
EQ and a few other settings for the currently
selected channel.

and global effect parameters. When
a scene is recalled, the appropriate LEDs
on each channel fader light to indicate
the stored value, and the fader itself
only ‘picks up’ control once you move it
through this position.
The main limitation to this feature is
that it doesn’t seem to be possible to
save and recall scenes independently of
Projects; when a new Project is created,
it inherits the active mixer settings from
the previously loaded Project, but not

settings stored as scenes. So, as far as
I can tell, there is no way to import one
Project’s mixer scenes into another, which
is a shame.

Due Processing
The R16 had a DSP effects processor
that, as well as generating two global
send effects, could provide either EQ and
dynamics on eight channels, or various
single-channel insert effects. Whichever
mode you chose, setting it up
was done entirely using a fairly
cumbersome menu system, and
it wouldn’t completely surprise
me to learn that no R16 owner
ever had actually used these
effects in anger.
The LiveTrak has a more
basic but much more useful
arrangement, operated in
a hands-on fashion similar
to other digital mixers. Each
of the eight mono and two
stereo mixer channels has
a select button which makes
that channel the ‘focus’
for a dedicated bank of
channel-strip controls. These
comprise a switchable 12dB/
octave high-pass filter turning
over at 75Hz, low and high
shelving EQs centred at 100Hz
and 10kHz respectively, and
a mid band providing ±15dB
gain at a frequency of your
choosing, along with a pan
control, a send control to the
single global reverb/delay,
and an EQ on/off button.
The global effect also has
dedicated knobs, one selecting
the type of effect and two
more controlling parameters
appropriate to that effect,
and there’s a fader and
mute button controlling the
global return level.
There is no dynamics processing
available in the channel strip, but
each of the eight mono channels has
a rotary control labelled Comp. This
applies simple ‘one knob’ compression
in increasing amounts as the control is
turned clockwise, and is hard-wired into
the input path rather than the mixer itself.
Any compression you apply is thus ‘baked
in’ to the recorded signal, in contrast to
the EQ. Logically, this would suggest that
the compressor is an analogue circuit,
though the schematic in the manual has
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Phone: +44 (0) 20 8445 2446
www.kmraudio.com

Sharing The Joy
There is one key area in which the LiveTrak
scores not only over the older Zoom R16,
but also over every single stand-alone
multitracker and computer audio interface
I’ve ever used. Most multitrackers and
audio interfaces include at most two
headphone sockets. Most bands include
at least three people. So if you want
everyone to monitor on headphones, you
need a separate headphone amp, with all
the complication that entails. Quite why
no-one has done before what Zoom have
done on the LiveTrak is a mystery, because
the solution is obvious: they’ve included
five headphone sockets.
Each of these headphone
outputs has a level control
and a button which toggles its
source. In the up position, it
mirrors the master mix that
goes to the LiveTrak’s main
XLR outputs. In the down
position, the output gets its
own mix, which is adjusted by

selecting the appropriate Fader Mode button.
The headphone amps are, if not the cleanest
I’ve ever heard, roughly comparable in terms
of loudness to those found on your average
audio interface, and headphone output A is
also mirrored on a pair of quarter-inch line
outputs — so it could, for example, be used
to feed stage monitors in a situation where
the LiveTrak is doing duty as a live-sound
mixer. The only serious limitation is that,
for reasons best known to Zoom, the effects
return appears only in the master mix. This
is a shame, as it means that anyone using
a separate cue mix is deprived of the ‘comfort
reverb’ that some musicians rely on.

Not Going Solo
In terms of the overall user experience,
then, the LiveTrak’s mixer is a massive
improvement over that of the R16.
There are no shifted functions or
mixing features accessible only from
menus, everything is logically laid out,
and the scenes system is both useful
and fast. I’d be more than happy to
mix a small live show on the LiveTrak,
or to set up individual cue mixes for
musicians using the five headphone
outputs (see box) — something which
is almost never worth the trouble with
the software-based cue-mixing utilities
found in most computer audio interfaces.
However, I can’t move on without
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One of the features that will
set the LiveTrak L-12 apart
from other mixer/recorder
options for bands — there
are a whopping five separate
headphones outputs.

it placed immediately after the A-D
converter. Either way, it certainly doesn’t
prevent the converter clipping if your
signals are too hot, and in any case, the
converter seems to be aligned such that
the clipping point of the mic preamps
is almost exactly at 0dBFS. Both the
EQ and the compression actually sound
rather good, though with so little user
control available over the latter, the safer
option is to leave the dial all the way to
the left, where it does nothing.

Phone: +44 (0) 20 7281 4478
www.proaudioeurope.com

Phone: +44 (0) 1213 595 056
www.pmtonline.co.uk
Phone: +44 (0) 1234 780 177
www.kazbarsystemsinc.com
pointing out a few negatives.
One is that, speaking for myself, I’d
have found solo buttons infinitely more
useful than the mute buttons provided.
After all, you can instantly and smoothly
mute a channel just by dragging its fader
to the bottom, and since there are no
pre-fade sends, the only thing the mute
buttons do differently is that they work
across all of the cue mixes at once. By
contrast, there’s no way to solo a channel
except by dragging all the other
channel faders to the bottom! Some
sort of solo or PFL feature is invaluable
in location recording and live-sound
contexts, especially in a troubleshooting
situation, so it’s a pity there’s none on
offer here — even a single solo button
within the channel strip would have been
better than nothing.
The other obvious omission is that
there is no way to reverse the polarity
either of an input or a recorded track.
This wasn’t easy on the R16 either, but at
least it was possible. If you often record
multi-miked drums and other sources
where polarity can be an issue, you’ll
probably want to invest in a couple of
polarity-reversing adaptors that can be
introduced into the input path.

Phone: +44 (0) 843 155 0800
www.gear4music.com
Phone: +44 (0) 1372 730 578
www.guitarguitar.co.uk
Phone: +44 (0) 113 418 2463
www.reddogmusic.co.uk
Phone: +44 (0) 151 236 7800
www.studiocare.com
Phone: +44 (0) 330 380 1135
www.musicmatter.co.uk
Phone: +44 (0) 871 472 4747
www.scan.co.uk
Phone: +44 (0) 141 552 3402
www.guitarguitar.co.uk
Phone: +44 (0) 131 229 8211
www.reddogmusic.co.uk
Phone: +44 (0) 1202 597 180
www.absolutemusic.co.uk
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Authentic analog sound
lives on UAD and Apollo.
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Finally, it’s probably worth mentioning
that although the quarter-inch monitor
outputs have an analogue level control,
the XLR master outputs always operate
at full level (delivering, according to the
specifications, +14.5dBu for a full-scale
digital signal). The only way to vary the
level coming from the master output is to
pull down the master fader. This operates
in the digital domain, so if you need to
pull it down a long way in order to feed
very sensitive monitors or a PA,
you will in effect be feeding
a reduced word-length signal to
the outputs, with theoretically
deleterious consequences for
sound quality. This probably won’t
be a problem in most real-world
situations, but in a studio context,
you need to be careful with the
master fader: like all of the other
faders, it goes to +10dB, with no
detent at unity, and only about
4cm of fader travel between
unity and minus infinity. It’s
thus hard to set an output level
precisely, and if you’re playing
back mastered material that
peaks close to 0dBFS, it’s easy
to push it too far and generate
unpleasant distortion.

complete Projects and individual audio
files to or from an attached USB drive.
Each mixer channel has
a corresponding track within the Project,
and what you hear depends on the
setting of that channel’s Rec/Play button.
If this is unlit, you’ll hear whatever input
is selected; if it’s lit red, that input will
also be recorded; and if it’s green, you’ll
hear instead whatever has already been
recorded to that track.

Playing The Recorder
The influence of the R16 on
the LiveTrak’s design shows
up most clearly in the recorder
section, which nestles in the
bottom right-hand corner of
the front panel. Controls are
less abundant, and the R16’s
large jog wheel has given way to
a small rotary encoder, but basic
operation is very similar. The
LiveTrak can record to SD, SDHC
and SDXC cards, with the latter
offering a staggering 512GB of
potential recording space. This
would, by my reckoning, give
you almost 90 hours of 12-track, 24-bit
recording at 44.1kHz, or nearly a whole
Paul White guitar solo.
The first step in making a recording
is to create a Project. These are
automatically named according to the
date and time of creation, but it’s possible
to give them meaningful names with
a little encoder jockeying. Also lurking
in the Project category in the menu
system are the options to load other
Projects, delete or write-protect the
current Project, and export or import both
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Projects in separate folders on the card.
By contrast, engaging Overdub means
that subsequent recordings take place
within the existing Project, so additional
takes simply sit further down the timeline
— or overwrite previous ones, depending
on where you started the transport.
Assuming you’re later going to import
the files into your computer for mixing,
this gives you the choice of a single set of
up to 12 long WAV files with your takes
embedded in them — which is
what you get in Overdub mode
— or a collection of folders
containing sets of audio files
corresponding to an individual
take. The problem with the
latter approach is that the
WAV files created by the L-12
are always named ’TRACK01’,
‘TRACK02’ and so on, and
there’s no way to change this,
or make the WAV files inherit
the Project name. So, if you’ve
done a lot of takes, you could
potentially have tens or even
hundreds of folders containing
identically named audio files
to sort out. The risk of getting
into a terminal tangle is
much greater than the risk of
accidentally erasing your best
takes in Overdub mode.

Working Over

With a 512GB SDXC card loaded, the
LiveTrak L-12 can record nearly 90 hours of
12-track, 24-bit/44.1kHz audio without being
hooked up to a computer.

This last option is relevant in only
one of the LiveTrak’s two recording
modes, which are toggled by a button
labelled Overdub. With Overdub inactive,
engaging Record automatically creates
a new Project, making it impossible to
accidentally record over something you’ve
already captured. If you perform a series
of takes, stopping the recorder between
each one, they will occupy individual

Overdub mode also gives you
the ability to overdub onto new
tracks whilst hearing previously
recorded material, and to
punch in and out on existing
recordings. This is destructive
and can’t be undone, but an
optional footswitch is available
if you need to do it hands-free.
As on the R16, there’s a fixed
relationship between inputs
and tracks, but this time
around there is no ’swap tracks’
function to move recorded audio from
one track to another. So if, for example,
you want to record a lead vocal on track
1, then overdub harmonies on tracks 2, 3
and 4, you’ll need to unplug the mic each
time and shift it to a new input. Just like
the R16, the LiveTrak also grinds to a halt
when you press Stop at the end of a take,
and there’s a slightly annoying delay
lasting several seconds before you can
take any further action.
The encoder can be turned for precise
adjustment of the playback position
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HEAVYWEIGHT GEAR.
HEAVYWEIGHT SOUND.
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ON TEST
ZOOM LIVETRAK L-12

With the analogue audio I/O on the top panel, the rear is dedicated largely to
the digital functionality, including the two USB ports — one for connection to
a computer and one to USB pen drives, for easy transfer of recordings.

within the Project, and each Project
can also contain up to 99 markers.
Dedicated buttons let you step forwards
and backwards through the markers,
making it easy to navigate large projects.
For instance, if you were recording
a live show, it would be natural to drop
markers at the start and end of each song.
However, it’s not possible to use markers
to set pre-determined punch-in and -out
points, and nor does there seem to be any
way of transferring them to a DAW along
with the audio content of a Project.
A built-in metronome can be set to
any practical tempo and to most time
signatures you’re likely to need, including
5/4, 7/4, 3/2 and 6/4. There’s a choice
of five click sounds, and the click level
is separately adjustable in all of the cue
mixes, which is nice. You can also choose
whether the metrononome should be
active only in record, only during the
pre-count, and so on.
The talkback mic is located just
above the display, and is activated by
a nearby button. This always operates
in momentary mode, so it’s not possible
to have the talkback mic latch on. By
default, talkback is slated to any track
that’s record-armed, but it’s possible
to disable this either globally or on
a track-by-track basis.
Finally, two neat options that should
be mentioned are automated recording
— whereby the LiveTrak’s transport can
be configured to automatically start
and stop recording when user-specified
signal levels are encountered — and
pre-recording, which captures whatever
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was played in the two seconds before
recording is started.

Computer Age
Even more so than on the R16, it’s
fairly obvious that the LiveTrak’s built-in
recorder isn’t intended as a substitute
for a computer-based DAW. There is no
editing, system of virtual tracks, or bussing
architecture, and there are no insert
effects beyond basic EQ. But, of course,
the whole point is that no stand-alone
digital multitracker could hope to
compete with what modern DAWs offer.
Rather, the LiveTrak’s recording features
are designed to complement and extend
the capabilities of the computer-based
DAW. Even better, its built-in recorder
can actually be used at the same time as
recording is taking place on an attached
computer, giving a degree of redundancy
that’s not available in any other system
I know of at this sort of price.
The LiveTrack can be started up in
three different modes, which are selected
using a slide switch on the rear panel.
The ‘normal’ mode is Audio Interface, in
which both interface functionality and SD
card recording are enabled. Recording
is likewise possible in USB Host mode,
which also permits the LiveTrak to
transfer Projects and files to and from an
attached USB thumb drive (don’t do what
I did, and attach a hard drive, because
everything will slow to a crawl). In Card
Reader mode, the L-12 starts up purely
as a storage device, allowing an attached
computer to read and write files directly
from and to its SD card.

A computer attached to the LiveTrak
‘sees’ 14 inputs and four outputs. The
inputs correspond, respectively, to the
eight mono inputs, the two stereo line ins,
and the stereo master output from the
mixer. However, if you want to hear any
playback from the computer, you’ll need
to sacrifice one or both of the stereo line
inputs, as these share mixer channels with
the two stereo USB returns from the DAW.
One way in which the LiveTrak differs from
most audio interfaces is that sample rate
cannot be set in software. To change the
sample rate, you need to use another
hardware switch on the rear of the unit.
Again, three settings are available (44.1,
48 and 96 kHz) but operation as an audio
interface is disabled if you select the
last of these.
The LiveTrak can be operated as
a class-compliant interface, but this
mode is intended only for use with
iOS devices. To use it with a computer,
you need to download and install
Zoom’s custom driver. The company’s
UAC range of USB audio interfaces
reportedly offer superb low-latency
performance; I don’t know whether the
LiveTrak uses the same driver, but it
doesn’t deliver the same results. At the
lowest 32-sample buffer size, round-trip
latency was nudging 10ms, presumably
because of internal latency within the
mixer section rather than poor driver
coding. Were the LiveTrak a conventional
audio interface, with internal digital
cue-mixing functionality accessible only
through a Mac OS or Windows utility,
I’d be questioning whether the benefits
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outweighed this latency penalty. However, since the
mixer is such an integral, hands-on part of the LiveTrak’s
design, I don’t feel inclined to be critical here. The latency
can be compensated for within the LiveTrak’s recorder
section, if you want your overdubs to line up perfectly with
the original takes.

In Sum
In researching this review I was surprised to find that,
nearly nine years after its launch, the Zoom R16 is still
a current product. That’s an astonishing lifespan for a piece
of budget digital audio equipment, and suggests that it
met and continues to meet a widespread need. At the
same time, though, I was also surprised to find that it
remains pretty much unique. Apart from its slightly larger
sibling the R24, no other multitrack recorder in the same
price range also acts as a USB interface, digital mixer
and DAW controller.
The LiveTrak L-12 likewise ploughs a lone furrow. It
does not really supersede the R16, since it is not a DAW
controller, can’t run on batteries or be bus-powered,
and omits some of the R16’s menu-based features. Yet
at the same time it is clearly different from anything that
other manufacturers offer. Tascam, for example, still make
a wide range of Portastudios, but seem to envision them
as alternatives to computer-based recording rather than
as part of that process. Many digital mixers now offer USB
interfacing, and some of them also have basic recording
facilities, but these are really designed only for capturing
live shows — and I challenge anyone to name another
recorder, mixer or interface that has five headphone
amps built in.
The LiveTrak is a much better-sounding machine than
the R16, and the additional inputs and outputs allow
it to take on a considerably wider range of recording
tasks. At the same time, of course, some engineers will
feel that even 12 inputs aren’t quite enough to cater for
all location-recording scenarios, and as it’s not possible
to sync two L-12s or to add additional I/O, there’s no
getting around this limitation. Anyone expecting a truly
‘professional’ device might also be put off by the vague
master output level management, the lack of timecode
or clocking options, and the non-availability of 96kHz
recording over USB, but frankly, if you want features like
that, you need to be prepared to pay a whole lot more!
For its intended roles, the LiveTrak is a very well-judged
design. It should make an absolutely brilliant tool for
bands, serving as a live-sound mixer for small gigs,
a multitrack recorder in the rehearsal room and a USB
audio interface in the studio. There’s enough I/O to
record a full drum kit plus a couple of other instruments,
and it’s about as easy to use as any digital mixer or
multitracker could ever hope to be. Once again, Zoom’s
designers have demonstrated a level of imagination and
creativity that is lacking in many other manufacturers,
and they’ve once
£ £599 including VAT.
again come up with
T Zoom UK +44 (0)8432 080 999
something very cool,
E info@zoomcorp.co.uk
at a price that almost
W www.zoom-uk.com
seems too good to
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be true.
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his month, we’re giving you the chance to win a pair of
PMC’s brand-new result6 compact nearfield reference
monitors. Designed for audio professionals working in
areas as diverse as music recording, mixing, mastering, broadcast
and post production, these monitors feature all the qualities for
which PMC’s pro reference monitors are internationally renowned.
Although we haven’t yet published a review, Hugh Robjohn’s initial
thoughts are that they are “genuinely excellent.”
According to PMC, the result6 monitors incorporate radical
new technologies that deliver exceptional sonic performance.
The British company’s new two-way active loudspeakers have
been designed to offer high resolution and detail, accurate
and extended bass, consistent tonal balance on all levels, even
dispersion and a wide sweet spot. What’s more, they are the most
affordable PMC monitors to date.
The result6’s two-way design features a 27mm soft-dome
tweeter with dispersion grille and a doped natural-fibre mid/bass
unit, both of which were custom-designed for this monitor. The LF
driver is perfectly integrated with PMC’s Advanced Transmission
Line (ATL) — the proprietary bass-loading system at the heart of
all the company’s products. Meanwhile, the HF driver incorporates
the D-Fin, described by Technical Editor Hugh Robjohns as
“a rather clever ‘acoustic lens’ to improve HF dispersion and
extend the sweet spot.”
Powering these exceptional monitors are built-in dual
amplifiers that supply 65W and 100W to the HF and LF
drivers respectively. Their efficient, low-distortion and
high-damping-factor Class-D designs provide plenty of
headroom and ensure a generous dynamic response for such
a compact monitor, say PMC.
The result6 is rated down to 45Hz, but Hugh notes that, in
initial tests, “they’re still capable of reproducing 32Hz at a useful
level in my room, which is impressive.”
The result6 also features an elegant, pure analogue crossover
that keeps both drivers working at peak efficiency, while
non-invasive limiting protects the LF and HF units from damage
without adversely affecting their sound.
With no overly complex DSP-based user options or room
profiles to contend with, accessing the renowned PMC sound
is easy. If you want to fine-tune your amplifier output level to
precisely suit your listening environment, there’s a simple trim
control on the rear panel that gives you ±10dB. Apart from that all
you need do is plug them in and hit play.
You can read Hugh’s in-depth review in an upcoming issue of
Sound On Sound.
To be in with a chance of winning these magnificent monitors,
all you have to do is enter the competition on our web site by
following the printed link by May 7th, 2018. Good luck!
Prizes kindly donated by PMC.
T +44 (0)1767 686300
W www.pmc-speakers.com
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Korg Prologue
Polyphonic Synthesizer

Korg’s new “flagship analogue synthesizer” actually incorporates
plenty of digital technology — and to great effect!
GORDON REID

A

nalogue classics such as the
Prophet 5, the Memorymoog, the
Chroma, the Jupiter 8 and the
Matrix 12, while weighty beasts, were all
considerably narrower than the 88-note
monsters that we take for granted in the
digital age. Nevertheless, when Korg sent
me the first of their “new generation of
flagship analogue synthesizers”, I didn’t
expect it to be a cheeky little 49-key,
eight-voice synth that I could pick up
with one finger. The company later
swapped this for the top-of-the-range
61-key, 16-voice model, but this was still
not what I would call heavy, imposing or,
in some undefined way, flagship-y. So
I wondered, is someone
playing fast and loose with
the English language, or
is there something special
hiding inside the diminutive
cases of the company’s
new babies?
Despite their wooden
end cheeks, both
Prologues look and feel
modern, although with a nod in the
direction of some early polysynths. Their
gently curved control panels could just
as easily hide virtual-analogue synth
engines, but the Prologues are far from
that, with each of their voices boasting
two analogue oscillators, an analogue
filter and an analogue audio amplifier,
together with an analogue compressor
at the end of the signal chain on the
larger model. Nonetheless, there’s
a hefty amount of computation going on
inside too, with a third, digital oscillator
per voice, digital LFOs, digital contour
generators and digital effects. Many of
their controls are implemented digitally,
too; so if, for example, you press their
octave shift buttons, you hear no
changes until you play the next note.
Consequently, despite being described

as flagship analogue synthesizers, the
Prologues (which, from now on, I’m going
to refer to as simple ‘the Prologue’) are
analogue/digital hybrids — not that
there’s anything wrong with that.

The Technology
Despite digital tuning and those digital
control systems, the Prologue’s analogue
oscillators are true VCOs that are kept
at arm’s length from the microcontrollers
running in the background. They offer
three waveforms — sawtooth, triangle
and square — and can be switched
between four octaves, from 16’ to 2’.
Shape knobs then let you distort their
waveshapes, and pitch knobs allow
you to fine-tune them by ±1 octave in

alone, VCO 1 and VCO 2, or VCO 1 and
VCO 2 and the third oscillator per voice,
which is called the Multi Engine.
This is a digital oscillator that, instead
of offering three waveforms, offers three
modes of sound generation. The first
is Noise, which generates four types of
noise that can be further refined using
the oscillator’s Shape control. Happily, the
peak (band-pass) type is sufficiently tonal
to be used to create breathy sounds that
you can play chromatically. The second
mode is VPM which, as always, is Korg’s
implementation of FM synthesis — in this
case two-operator FM. There are no fewer
than 16 algorithms available utilising
various carriers, modulators and feedback
settings, and you can alter the modulator
depth and the modulator
pitch ratio using the Shape
knob and Shift-Shape
respectively. There are also
six VPM parameters in the
menus, and these include
controls for keyboard
tracking and a simple AD
modulation depth contour.
I fear that some people will
view two-operator FM as a bit pointless
but, as an owner of a Yamaha GS-2, I can
assure you that this isn’t so. If you’re
prepared to spend a bit of time with
it, you’ll discover that you can conjure
a surprising range of sounds this way. The
third mode is called USR and contains 16
slots into which developers will be able to
load oscillator programs developed using
the Prologue SDK (see box). As shipped
from the factory, one of these slots
contains an oscillator called Waves: this
comprises a low-amplitude sub-oscillator
together with a primary wave that sweeps
from a sine wave at one extreme of the
Shape control to a typical ‘digital’ wave
with a subdued fundamental at the other.
Tucked away in the Program menus,
you’ll find a parameter that allows you to
determine whether the output from the

“With its stylish design, full sized
keys, well-designed control panel,
solid construction and quality sound,
there’s much to like here.”
steps of one cent. When modulated by
the LFO, waveshaping can generate
a basic Supersaw effect, something akin
to Arturia’s Metalizer effect (albeit with
lower modulation depth), or traditional
PWM. Happily, you can waveshape one
analogue oscillator and not the other,
which allows you to create patches that,
for example, combine a sawtooth wave
and a PWM wave, which is necessary
for some classic analogue sounds.
Other facilities include sync and cross
modulation of VCO 2 using VCO 1, as
well as ring modulation provided by
a genuine ring that allows you to use all
of the available waveforms as sources.
Cyclic pitch modulation can be supplied
by the LFO, while sweeps are generated
using the global ADSR contour generator.
Both of these can be directed at VCO 2
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The Prologue Software Development Kit
Unreleased at the time of review, the
Prologue SDK is due to appear later in
2018. In principle, this will allow software
developers to create new digital oscillators
that can be uploaded using the (also
unreleased) Prologue Librarian into the
16 slots in the User section of the Multi
Engine. Developers will be able to reveal
algorithm parameters to the Shape knob
and place up to six additional parameters in
the Program menus, which suggests a great
deal of flexibility. I wouldn’t be surprised if

Multi Engine passes through the mixer
and filter section, or bypasses them to
arrive directly at the VCA and effects
sections. This allows you to do things
such as mix an unmolested FM sound
with an analogue sound sculpted by the
Prologue’s filters. Korg haven’t made
a big fuss about this, but it offers some
intriguing possibilities. It took me less
than five minutes to create a patch that
mixed a simple FM piano with swelled
analogue strings, and the result showed

Korg Prologue
£1299/£1739
PROS
In many ways, it’s a big, heavy analogue
polysynth, but without the size or
the weight.
Its control panel, while not
all-encompassing, is clear and stylish.
Adding the digital Multi Engine to
a largely analogue synth hugely extends
its capabilities.
The quality of the effects is better than
you might expect on a polysynth.
The expansion potential of the Multi
Engine and the Mod effects is intriguing.
The whole sounds and feels greater than
the sum of the parts.

CONS
The voicing architecture is deliberately
simple and constrained.
The slowest attack times are not
slow enough.
Its MIDI CC map is non-standard.
No aftertouch.
I don’t like pitch-bend and modulation
wheels to be behind the keyboard.

SUMMARY
In the Prologue, Korg have created
a modern and flexible instrument to satisfy
players who yearn for the good ol’ days
when analogue polysynths ruled the world.
And the upcoming software developers’
kit means that its potential for future
enhancement is almost unlimited.

32

Korg had already created a bunch of such
oscillators just in case third-party adoption
of the SDK proves to be slow or difficult.
The SDK will also allow programmers to
develop new modulation effects to fill the 16,
as-yet invisible, user slots in the Mod Effects
section. Once uploaded, these effects will
appear alongside the existing ones.
For understandable reasons, the SDK won’t
be suitable for players and dabblers, having
been developed for people who know their
ways around signal processing and DSPs.

great promise. I suspect that there’s a lot
here to be discovered.
If the output from the Multi Engine
is to be passed through the filters,
it’s converted to an analogue signal
and then mixed with the outputs from
VCO 1 and VCO 2 (or VCO 1 and the
output from the ring modulator) and
the combined signal is then presented
to the VCF section. This comprises two
filters: a gentle high-pass filter controlled
merely by an on/off switch, and
a resonant 12dB/octave low-pass device
offering the expected cutoff, resonance
and bipolar contour amount controls,
with additional switches for overdrive
and keyboard tracking. I must admit that
I question the choice of switches instead
of knobs for these functions, because the
latter would have allowed for far greater
control over the sound.
Despite some superficial similarities,
this filter isn’t the same as that used in
either the Minilogue or the more recent
Monologue. I discussed this with the
people at Korg, and they stated that,
after considering the raw waveforms
that are already available in the Prologue
(and speculating about those that could
become available when new oscillators
are implemented by developers), they
had decided that a different design was
needed. Unfortunately, this has no 24dB/
octave option, which seems surprising.
When I queried this, they said that the
new filter couldn’t be implemented in
a 24dB form, but I must admit that I don’t
find this answer convincing; you can
place two identical 12dB filters in series
to create a 24dB/octave filter. Maybe
there’s something going on here that we
don’t know about, or maybe they simply
decided that the filter sounds great as it
is, in which case they should have said so.
The Prologue’s low-pass filters
(one per voice) will oscillate when the
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The Rear Panel
The Prologue is a polysynth, not a workstation,
and its rear panel reflects this, with just stereo
audio outputs and an associated headphones
output, all using quarter-inch sockets.
Curiously, it lacks an audio input, which means
that it can’t process external audio. Analogue
synchronisation of the arpeggiator with
external gear is provided by 3.5mm sync in/
out connections, while digital communications
are handled by MIDI in and out plus a USB

resonance is high enough. Since they
tune to almost the same pitch and the
keyboard tracking is accurate enough,
you can then play them chromatically to
create some slightly wonky, out-of-tune
sounds that can be quite interesting.
Furthermore, the filters will lock to the
oscillators, which means that you can
create sounds using up to four sources
— VCO 1, VCO 2, the Multi Engine, and
the oscillating filter — should you wish.
(Strangely, the Prologue
8 that I had here was
not able to track as
accurately or lock well
enough to do this but,
since it may have been
a production prototype,
I’m not going to hold
that against it.) It was
while experimenting with playing the filter
that I discovered that the quantisation
of its cutoff frequency knob seems to be
about a quarter tone, which is coarser
than I had expected. But I can’t say that
I encountered any objectionable zipper
noise when sweeping it, so I have no
problems with that.
You can modulate the filter cutoff
frequency in three ways: using the
LFO, using the general ADSR contour
generator, and using velocity, the
sensitivity of which can be set in a menu.
Happily, the velocity affects the amount
by which the contour is applied rather
than affecting the cutoff frequency

B connector that carries MIDI but not audio.
Between these lie two control sockets: one for
a sustain pedal and the other for an expression
pedal that can be directed to numerous voicing
parameters. Finally, there’s the welcome return
of an IEC mains input and its associated on/off
switch for the internal PSU. Both of the review
units that I tested were 220-240 V only, which
means that there will be different models for
others markets. Be careful, or tears may ensue.

directly, which is as it should be. On the
other hand, testing revealed that the
longest attack time is just three seconds.
This is much shorter than I would like, and
precludes sounds that swell over a more
extended period. Given that the contour
is calculated digitally and then converted
to a CV, I have no idea why this should be
the case, especially since the maximum
times for the decay and release phases
are considerably longer.

phases seem to be rather linear, which
can result in a cusp as the decay stage
transitions into the sustain stage. It’s only
audible in a few, specific cases, but it’s
not ideal.

Modulation
The Prologue offers just one LFO per
voice. This offers three modes: slow, fast
and BPM, the last of which synchronises
it with the synth’s arpeggiator. The fast
range has an upper frequency of 2.8kHz,
which suggests all sorts of interesting
possibilities, but you can’t make it track
the keyboard, which eliminates almost all
of them.
You adjust the LFO frequency and
depth using the dedicated knobs, and
you can invert the waveform by using
Shift-Intensity, which converts the ramp
wave into a sawtooth but, for obvious
reasons, is pointless for the triangle
and square waves. There are just three
destinations: the oscillators’
pitches, various combinations
of their waveshapes, and
the filter cutoff frequency.
Unfortunately, you can direct
the LFO to only one of these
at a time. Since there are no
Sample & Hold or random
options, and no niceties such
as affecting the LFO rate or intensity using
a contour generator, this is perhaps the
most limiting aspect of the Prologue’s
architecture. If the processing power
and memory is available, it wouldn’t
have cost anything to add a couple of
software-generated LFOs and contour
generators, and not a huge amount
to add the D-A converters and VCAs
necessary for them to control other
aspects of the synth. Consequently, this
degree of simplicity was almost certainly
a decision rather than a limitation forced
upon the designers.
By default, the LFOs for every voice
are locked together and are initialised

“Upon the Prologue’s launch, some
people wondered whether it would
prove to be an enhanced Minilogue
with a few extra voices. It’s not.”
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After the filter, the signal passes
to the audio amplifier, the gain of
which is controlled by a second ADSR
contour generator that can also be
made velocity-sensitive. There’s no LFO
modulation, so tremolo is not possible.
Before leaving the contours, I noted
two additional points during my tests
— one good, the other not so good.
Starting with the former I found that,
unless voice stealing occurs, contours
with slow attacks and releases pick up
from the current position on successive
notes, which ensures that there’s no nasty
‘sucking’ sound. However, like those on
some recent Korg synths, the contours’
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Abridged Specifications
Type

Hybrid analogue/digital synthesizer

Keyboard

49 or 61 keys, velocity-sensitive

Maximum polyphony

Eight or 16 voices

Voice modes

Poly, Mono, Unison, Chord

Timbres

Two, with split, crossfade and layer

Voice parameters

each time that you press a key, which
is equivalent to having a single LFO for
the whole synthesizer. You can switch
these constraints off in the menus, so
I did — first the key sync and then the
voice sync — whereupon they remained
locked together! Eventually, I found
that switching the parameters back on
and then off again in a particular order
separated the LFOs so that I could
program sounds with independent
modulation on each note. This is clearly
a bug, and I’m confident that it will be
fixed before the products are shipped.
The outputs from the voices are next
summed in the way determined by the
selected voice mode (see box) before
being passed to two stereo, digital effects
sections: Mod followed by Delay/Reverb.
The first of these appears to contain
just four effects, but there are numerous
variations available for each: eight
choruses, three ensembles, eight phasers
with evocative names such as Orange and
Small, and eight flangers. Consequently,
the range of effects obtainable is not
trivial, despite the available parameters
being limited to just Speed and Depth. In
addition to this, there’s another, currently
invisible, modulation effect option called
User. This has 16 empty slots into which it
should soon be possible to upload custom
effects (see box.)
The second effects section contains
delays and reverbs, with 12 distinct delay
effects and 10 reverbs including four
special effects that I like a lot. Again,
there are just two parameters — Time
and Depth — but I didn’t find this to
be a significant limitation. (If you want
complex and tightly defined effects, you’ll
probably turn to an external processor
anyway.) However, the maximum gain
of the feedback loop in the delay is
a little under unity, which means that you
can’t obtain the sci-fi effects that would
otherwise be possible. On at least one
recent Korg polysynth, the maximum gain

VCO 1 and VCO 2

Sawtooth, triangle and square waves with waveshaping

Modulation

Cross-mod, oscillator sync, ring modulation

Multi engine (osc 3)

Digital noise (four types), VPM (16 types) and User (16 slots)
modes

VCF

HPF: unspecified; LPF: 12dB/octave with resonance and drive

Contour generators

Two ADSR

LFO

One, with slow, fast and arpeggiator sync modes

Effects
Modulation effects

Chorus (eight types), Ensemble (three types), Phaser (eight
types), Flanger (eight types), User (16 slots)

Delay/reverb effects

Delay (12 types), Reverb (10 types)

Low-frequency compressor

Prologue 16 only

Other
Arpeggiator

Up, down, up/down, as played, random, poly random, one to
four octaves

Memories

500 bi-timbral Programs

Program sort functions

Program number, category, alphabetical, like, frequent,
envelope, random, live set

Displays

Main: OLED with oscilloscope function
Multi-engine: six characters

Audio I/O

Output L(mono)/R (quarter-inch TS unbalanced)
Stereo headphones (quarter-inch TRS)

Sync

In: 3.5mm, maximum input level 20V
Out: 3.5mm, output level 5V

MIDI

In and out (five-pin DIN), USB B

Pedal inputs

Sustain, expression

Power supply

220V/240V, 23W (Prologue 8), 38W (Prologue 16)

Dimensions

Prologue 8: 709mm x 348mm x 118mm — 7.5kg
Prologue 16: 874mm x 348mm x 118mm — 9kg

is a little greater than unity, so you have to
wonder why the company changed this.

Programs
The Prologue is a bi-timbral synth, capable
of accessing two patches (called Timbres)
in a single Program, whether split, layered,
or crossfaded from one to the other on
either side of the split point. The two
Timbres are named Main and Sub, the
latter of which is a tad confusing because
it implies something to do with pitch or
keyboard position, which it’s not. On the
Prologue 16, there’s a dedicated panel
that allows you to switch on the Sub,
determine how it’s combined with the

Main, determine the relative levels of the
two, and whether the panel edits one,
the other, or both simultaneously. On the
Prologue 8 these decisions have to be
made in the Program edit menu and, on
both models, the split point has to be
set in a menu. Of course, the Prologue
16 becomes eight-note polyphonic when
layered or crossfaded, and the Prologue
8 becomes four-note polyphonic, which
would be all the justification that I needed
to pay the extra for the larger model.
Three other capabilities are worthy
of mention here. Firstly, you can load
a Timbre from one Program into the Sub
Timbre of another, whereupon the copy
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is stored in the new location, so you can
edit it without affecting the original, and
vice versa. You can’t load a Timbre into
the current Main Timbre, which means that
you can’t fetch THIS from one Program
and THAT from another to create a new
Program; instead, you have to save a copy
of the Program containing the wanted
Main and then fetch the Sub into that.
Secondly, you can determine which effect
or effects will be applied to which Timbre,
with both effects generators offering
options for Main, Sub and Both. Thirdly,
you can assign different MIDI channels to
the two Timbres, meaning that you can
sequence them independently over MIDI,
or play one and sequence the other.
The Prologue has no internal
sequencer, and I am happy with
that decision. There is, however, an
arpeggiator that offers controls for Off/
On/Latch, Tempo (30 to 600 bpm with
tap tempo, or external analogue or digital
clock), Range (one to four octaves) and
Type. There are six Types and, although
the names are unconventional, these
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equate to Up, Down, Up/Down, As
Played, Random and Poly Random, the
last of which plays two random notes
selected from whichever keys you press.
I very much like this; the results can be
magical, capable of providing an evolving
soundscape worthy of any film or TV
soundtrack. You can direct the arpeggiator

to both Timbres, or to just one, allowing
you to play the other manually.
Next, we come to the Program level
parameter, which allows you to adjust
the volume of each Program relative to
others, the Voice Spread parameter, which
distributes the notes you play across the
stereo field, the Voice Mode Depth (see

The Voice Modes
The Prologue offers four Voice Modes, and a menu item determines whether the single-key modes
(Mono, Unison and Chord) are single- or multi-triggering. However, there’s no parameter for key
priority, which is permanently ‘last note’ with, in single-key/multi-triggering modes, retriggering
of a held note when a later one is released. This is always a boon when attempting rapid solos.
Mode

Type

Voice Mode Depth

Poly

Polyphonic

Doubles the sound and increases
the detuning.

Mono

Monosynth with sub-oscillators.

Introduces sub-oscillators one and two
octaves below the fundamental.

Unison

Monosynth with all voices played
per note.

Increases the detuning.

Chord

Produces a chord when you play
a single key.

Selects from a set of predetermined chords.
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The Menus
You’ll find a surprising number of
parameters buried in the Prologue’s
three menus: Program (things that affect
a given Program), Function (housekeeping
functions) and Global (things that affect
the synthesizer as a whole). With no
fewer than 34 voicing parameters in the
Program menu, you might think that a lot
of the synth isn’t being controlled using
the knobs and switches on the control
panel and, to an extent, you would be
right. However, there are many things here
that you’ll probably be happy to set and
forget. It’s unlikely, for example, that you
would want to grab a knob to change the
velocity sensitivity of the VCF or VCA
during performance, important though
these things are to the sound that you’re
creating. Mind you, I would never advocate
twisting the filter cutoff frequency knob
during a performance either: if you want
to affect a voicing parameter while playing,
assign a controller to it, don’t use the
programming controls!

As well as an extra octave to its keyboard, the Prologue 16 also
boasts a built-in analogue compressor.

box) and an analogue compressor (not on
the Prologue 8) that sits after the master
volume control and thickens the sound
considerably. The compressor’s settings
are not saved in Programs so, to achieve
optimum results, you may need to adjust it
each time you select a new sound.
Finally, you can determine the amount
of pitch-bend independently for the
up and down directions, and you can
assign one of 32 parameters to the
modulation wheel, and another one from
32 options to the expression pedal, all on
a per-Program basis. Mind you, it would
be even better if you could assign multiple
parameters simultaneously.

In Use
There’s lots that’s good about the
Prologue 16 and, despite its apparent
simplicity, I was able to obtain some very
classy sounds from it. Starting from the
Init program, I immediately stumbled
across patches that transported me back
to the 1970s. I then moved on to some
of my favourite patches — solo brass,

string ensembles, and so on — and
was impressed by the open and natural
character of the sounds that I obtained.
I suspect that this is a consequence of
the filter, which allows the Prologue to
‘breathe’ more than a 24dB/octave filter
would, but without seeming weak or
flaccid. Of course, more filter profiles
would facilitate a greater breadth of
sounds, but the Prologue is what it is.
Moving on, I created some fabulous,
eerie sounds and then, at the other
end of the spectrum, invoked the filter
overdrive and the compressor, which
worked well to increase the power and
the depth. Delving deeper still, I obtained
some surprisingly complex sounds, with
each Timbre providing two ‘parts’ — one
comprising an analogue VCO/VCF/VCA
chain (sometimes employing the sync,
cross-mode or ring-modulation options),
and the other employing the Multi Engine
passed directly to the VCA. Then, when
I then started to experiment with the voice
modes and arpeggiator, things became
even more interesting.

While doing this, I noticed some
inconsistencies in the voicing. For
example, when using certain static
waveshapes of the Sin 1 (FM) Multi
Engine oscillator, playing up and down
the keyboard revealed tonal differences
between notes. Whether you view this
as adding character or something to be
avoided is your choice but, when mixed
with other elements in complex sounds, it
certainly added something to the results.
As I continued over a period of a few
weeks, I realised that the Prologue has its
own, distinctive character, both in terms of
how you approach it and the sounds that
you get from it. This doesn’t imply that it’s
mono-dimensional; while its sound is what
we used to call ‘Japanese’ (as opposed to
‘American’) back in the 20th Century, it can
be gentle or aggressive, fairy dust or lead
boot. But, no matter what I did, I always
felt that I was programming and playing
a Prologue rather than another polysynth.
This isn’t a criticism; far from it. In an era of
‘me too’ synths, from stunning recreations
of past glories to blatant copies of other
people’s designs, something that feels a bit
new and a bit different is to be welcomed.
Of course, it’s not perfect, and it will
come as no surprise that I’m going to
complain about the lack of aftertouch,
either played or received over MIDI.
I find this omission unfathomable on an
instrument that the company has decided
to call a flagship because the keybed itself
— which is very playable, I might add, and
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apparently the same as used in the Kronos
61 — is capable of generating aftertouch
messages. This means that someone at
Korg made a conscious decision not to
implement aftertouch in the voicing, which
makes no sense to me. In a similar vein,
while the rest of the performance features
comprise velocity sensitivity, sustain
and expression pedals plus pitch-bend
and modulation wheels, the wheels are
positioned behind the keyboard. This

seems more common today than it was in
the past, and it saves space, but it’s the
wrong place for players brought up on
the likes of the Prophet 5, the OB-X, the
Memorymoog... and almost everything
else, whether the synth in question used
wheels, flippers or joysticks.
The Prologue also lacks a mechanism
to allow you to jump directly to wanted
Programs. Sure, you can sort them in
various ways to make access simpler, but

Shift Functions
Nowhere is the Prologue’s digital control more obvious than in its use of Shift functions. Given
the small number of them, it would have been nice if these had been printed on the control
panel... it shouldn’t have been hard to accommodate them.
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Shift+

Outcome

Pitch knobs

Tune the oscillators in semitones.

Multi Engine shape

Alter the FM modulation ratio.

LFO intensity knob

Invert the LFO waveform.

Effect select switches

Select sub-types for each of the effects.

Exit button

Invoke the auto-tuning routine.

it’s not the same as typing in 391 and
pressing Enter to recall Program 391.
Perhaps by way of redress, you can create
four Live Sets of up to eight Programs,
but bear in mind that this operation
doesn’t make copies of the Programs,
so any changes in the original will affect
every instance. I’m also concerned that
the Prologue comes with a quick-start
guide but no manual, which has to be
downloaded. I know that this is the
modern way, and it’s probably acceptable
for low-cost products, but it’s not
appropriate at the high end.
Finally, I need to mention the MIDI
specification because, as they did with the
Minilogue, Korg’s engineers have chosen
to ignore the standard MIDI CC map.
Improvements have been made — for
example, CC5 is now portamento time,
and CC64 is now damper on/off, as they
should be — but there are still oddities.
Furthermore, while the manual states
that “the Prologue lets you assign MIDI
control change numbers (CC#) to the
major parameters that affect the sound,
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with 32 VCOs and 16 digital oscillators
is a beast, and it’s capable of generating
some mighty leads, basses and pads, while
also being capable of great delicacy, with
all manner of tinkling, glassy, fairy-dust
patches just a few twiddles away.
Ultimately, I wonder whether it was
the right decision to keep the Prologue’s
architecture so simple because, on
a feature-by-feature basis, there are current
alternatives that offer far more. But I’m
happy that Korg are moving their analogue
technology upward from small boxes and
baby synths. As consumers, we’ve become
obsessed with getting something for
nothing (or, to be more precise, getting lots

for almost nothing) to the point that some
manufacturers have designed increasingly
cheaper instruments with reduced
performance capabilities in order to carve
out a slice of the market. The Prologue isn’t
one of these and, with its stylish design,
full sized keys, well-designed control panel,
solid construction and quality sound,
there’s much to like here. I’m delighted to
see a modern, ‘pro’ analogue/digital hybrid
polysynth coming out of Japan, and I hope
that it proves to be the first of many.
£ Prologue 8 £1299, Prologue 16 £1739.
Prices include VAT.

W www.korg.com

CAPTURE YOUR SOUND. ANYWHERE.

The smaller Prologue 8.

and control these parameters from an
external MIDI sequencer while you play
the tone generator. You can also use the
front panel knobs or buttons to transmit
these control change messages, in order
to control an external MIDI device,” I’m
afraid that it’s not true. It may become
so in the future but, at the time of
writing, there’s no way to assign CCs.

Strumming in the backyard? Jamming in the living room?
It doesn’t matter when or where your creative juices start
flowing, you can capture your unique sound like a pro.
The d:vice™ Digital Audio Interface is a pocket-sized, easyto-use audio recording tool. Connect it to your iPhone and
up to two DPA microphones, and you’re well on your way
to capturing best-in-class audio outside the recording studio.

GET CLOSER TO FREEDOM OF CREATION

Conclusions
In 2014, I reviewed the Minilogue and
suggested that we keep our fingers
crossed for a Pro version. Consequently,
I wasn’t surprised when, upon the
Prologue’s launch, some people
wondered whether it would prove to
be an enhanced Minilogue with a few
extra voices. It’s not. While there’s
much that’s similar to the earlier model,
there’s much that’s new; and, despite
omissions such as the sequencer and
some of the voice modes, I think that it’s
reasonable to suggest that the Prologue
is more than just a Minilogue Pro. After
all, a bi-timbral 16-voice polysynth

dpamicrophones.com
Made in Denmark
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Lindell Audio

WL-3 R
500-series Channel Strip
How did the 500-series’ first discrete,
transformer-balanced full channel strip
fare in our tests?
HUGH ROBJOHNS

T

obias Lindell’s products are
always interesting, as they’re
designed essentially to meet his
own needs as a producer and engineer;
as his marketing states, they are
“designed by engineers for engineers”.
Called the WL-3 R, his latest offering
is actually a revamped version of the
original WL-3 500-series channel strip
launched a few years ago, and which
Lindell claimed to be the first 500-series
channel-strip module — by which he
means a single unit combining preamp,
EQ and dynamics processing.
Whereas that original model was
a single-width module, the new version is
designed to occupy a double-width slot
and it looks very classy and elegant, with
an attractive, 8mm-thick, burgundy-red
anodised aluminium front panel. It also
features eight custom-made knurled
solid-aluminium knobs and a short-throw
fader with metal knob, and all the
rotary potentiometers have a 41-notch
detented action. The audio signal path
is book-ended with Carnhill input and
output transformers, too.
A joint venture between Tobias Lindell
and Paul Wolff (probably best known for
his past design connections with API),
the WL-3 R channel strip combines a mic
preamp, a three-band equaliser with
separate high-pass filter, a compressor,
and an output fader — but this undersells
the versatility of what is on offer here.
Disappointingly, the review unit didn’t
come with a manual and neither could
I find one online — but thankfully the
basic operation seems fairly straight
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forward, and at least some background
details are available on the company’s
web site.

Mic Preamp
Following the input transformer, the mic
preamp features a continuously variable
gain control, marked with a range from
+6 to +60 dB. The short-throw (60mm)
fader below it can add a further 10dB of
gain at the output stage if required. In
the middle of the panel near the bottom
are five small, grey buttons, all with status
LEDs, and the lowest three select +48V
phantom power, Line input mode (which
inserts a 20dB pad), and Polarity Reverse.
A further button to the left of these three
activates a second-order (12dB/oct) 80Hz
High-pass Filter which remains available
regardless of whether the main EQ
section is enabled or not.
Testing the WL-3 R on the bench with
my Audio Precision test system showed
the actual gain range to be +7 to +57
dB in mic mode, with the output fader at
its unity mark. Pushing the fader all the
way up produced an overall maximum
gain (with the EQ and Dynamics sections
bypassed) of 67dB. As is so often the case
with variable gain controls, the lower end
of the range increments the gain very
slowly, building towards a mad rush as the
control nears the clockwise extreme.
To deliver a nominal +4dBu signal
at the output, the maximum mic input
level is -3dBu, which might be a little
low for some close-mic applications,
and the minimum is -53dBu. However,
the 20dB pad introduced when the Line
mode is selected raises the minimum and
maximum input levels to -33 and +17 dBu,
respectively (all with the output fader at
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its unity mark). I used an NTI Minirator
MR-PRO to check the input impedance,
which measured 5kΩ in mic mode,
although that dropped to just 1.4kΩ in
Line mode, which is surprisingly low.
While this shouldn’t be a problem with
most line-level equipment, some might
complain, and I certainly wouldn’t advise
splitting the output of a device to feed
the WL-3 R in parallel with something
else. The unit passed my test to check
whether it can provide the maximum
phantom power current without issue.
Looking at the frequency response
on the AP system, the low-frequency
-3dB limit is 25Hz with a second-order
(12dB/oct) roll-off, rising to 100Hz when
the high-pass filter is switched in. With
the output transformer unterminated
(the AP provides a 200kΩ load by
default) I measured a very gently rising
response above 30kHz, but when
connected in a normal audio chain
with a typical destination impedance
(10-50 kΩ) the response will be flat to
well beyond 30kHz.
Checking the distortion figures,
I measured a THD+N of 0.01 percent at
minimum gain, rising to 0.12 percent at
maximum gain (both when delivering
+4dBu at the output, EQ and Compressor
bypassed). The equivalent input noise
(EIN) figure is around -125dBu (150Ω
source, 20-20kHz bandwidth), which
is respectable if somewhat shy of the
state of the art.

EQ & Dynamics
The equaliser section, on the left side of
the front panel, has its own EQ On button

Lindell Audio WL-3 R
€996

PROS
Lots of processing in a very small space.
Paul Wolff-designed circuitry.
Carnhill input and output transformers.
Optimised for parallel compression.
Fader for gain-riding while recording.
Significant user-configurable parameters.

CONS
Jumper-link options undocumented.
Unusual meter behaviour.
Control positions not easily visible.
Line input impedance is rather low.

SUMMARY
Claimed to be the first and only full channel
strip in the 500-series format with preamp,
EQ and compressor, and circuitry designed
by Paul Wolff.
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The signal path is
book-ended by two chunky
transformers, and the internal
circuitry also contains
jumpers to tweak some
settings to the user’s taste.

(with status LED), and
features ±10dB gain
controls for the high
and low shelves and the
sweep-mid band. The
LF shelf is set at the
factory to peak around
100Hz and the HF shelf
around 5kHz, but jumper
links on the circuit card
offer alternative settings
of 200Hz and 10kHz,
respectively. Although
the web site specs claim
the centre frequency of
the sweep mid-section
can be tuned from 900Hz to 5kHz,
the front-panel markings suggest the
intended range is actually 250Hz to 5kHz
— and the unit I had for testing measured
close to that, at 290Hz to 5kHz (as shown
in the Audio Precision plot).
Arranged in the centre of the panel
are three more rotary controls which all
relate to the VCA compressor. The top
knob is labelled Compression and this
is effectively a Threshold control, scaled
simply from 0 (Less) to 10 (More). Below
that is a Make-Up Gain control, scaled in
the same way and providing up to 15dB
of additional gain. The third control, which
I was expecting to be a release time,
turned out to be a wet/dry mix facility for
quick-and-easy parallel compression.
Another pair of buttons (both with
status LEDs) insert the dynamics section
into the signal path and link the side-chain
with that of an adjacent unit (if present) for
stereo working. Stereo-linking is a standard
feature in most mono compressors,
but for anyone unfamiliar the idea, this
facility makes sure that the gain-reducing

Alternatives
There are several 500-series units featuring
both preamp and EQ but lacking the
compressor, and a handful with both preamp
and compressor but no EQ, so it wouldn’t
be difficult to assemble a channel strip
comprising two single-width modules — but
there’d be no fader, of course. There are
certainly very few other full channel strips
in this format. Aphex’s Project 500 appears
to have been discontinued, and while JHS
Pedals’ Pulp N Peel ticks all the functionality
boxes, it’s a rather different proposition.
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elements in both channels apply the same
amount of gain reduction at all times,
regardless of which channel exceeds the
threshold the most. Without stereo-linking
the stereo image would pull to one side or
the other as each channels’ compression
circuits imposed different amounts of gain
reduction — and that’s not the kind of
auto-pan effect most people want!
Interestingly, more jumper links on
the circuit boards allow the user to
select either a feed-forward or feedback
topology, as well as fast or slow Attack
times. The feed-back/feed-forward
options give two distinct sound
characteristics, with the feed-back mode
reminiscent of older classic compressors
like the UA1176, for example, while the
feed-forward mode is more like a modern
VCA compressor. It’s a shame that Lindell
couldn’t find space on the front panel
for a button to select these modes, but
at least the unit can be user-configured
before installation in the rack.
The compressor’s release time is
entirely programme dependent (ie.
an auto-release system), and I found
it to be pretty fast and ‘pumpy’ on
most sources. This choice is perhaps
explained by Tobias Lindell’s enthusiasm
for parallel compression — this reactive
character works very well when used in
that configuration. Apparently, the VCA
circuitry also features an ‘Equal Energy
Detector’ (EED) in the side-chain, which
is intended to give the compressor
a relatively smooth personality. It turns
out the EED circuit is essentially a ‘tilt’

filter, which increases the compressor’s
sensitivity to high frequencies and
reduces it to low frequencies, thereby
providing more compression for treble
signals while not reacting too heavily
to bass instruments.
I plotted a set of transfer curves to
show how the compressor behaves with
different settings. There is no physical
ratio control, but from these plots it’s
clear that the ratio builds progressively
as the input level rises above the
threshold, starting with a soft-knee and
gradually stiffening towards limiting.
As the compression knob is turned up
(more compression) the shape of the
compression curve remains the same, but
the threshold is effectively reduced so
that the limiting level is lowered, resulting
in more (and harder) compression.
Interestingly, though, by the time the
compression knob is at the 12 o’clock
position this VCA compressor starts
automatically to introduce some make-up
gain, lifting low-level elements at the
same time as squashing the high-level
sounds. At the extreme clockwise
position, I measured around 22dB of gain
added to the low-level elements, and the
effective threshold level reduces from
+5dBu at minimal compression settings
to -35dBu at maximum. Again, this works
extremely well in the parallel compression
mode. The separate make-up gain control
works conventionally, with up to 15dB of
extra gain available, although I suspect
this won’t be needed as often as in
a more conventional compressor.
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Squeezed in between the dynamics
and mic preamp/output sections are
two six-LED bar-graph meters. The top
one shows the signal level (before the
output fader) and is scaled from -18 to
+18 dBu. However, with the fader at
its unity mark, the bottom LED actually
lights fully with an output level of -25dBu,
the penultimate (yellow) LED lights at
+18dBu, and the top red one at +24dBu
when the unit is within 1dB of clipping.
The second bar-graph meter shows
gain-reduction and is scaled from 2 to
20 dB but it works in a rather unusual
way. On dynamic music sources it does
as you’d expect, bouncing up and down
to reflect the amount of gain-reduction
being applied. However, it doesn’t
register static amounts of gain reduction
at all, such as when testing with sine
tones, which is rather odd!
A short-throw output fader sits
almost at the end of the signal path, with
a Carnhill transformer feeding the result
to the outside world. The fader is scaled
with +10dB at the top and minus infinity
at the bottom, and is really handy for
riding levels while tracking. The Audio
Precision test set confirmed the 10dB of
gain in hand above the unity mark, while
the maximum attenuation at the bottom of
its travel measured -77dB. Unfortunately,
though, I found that if moved by pressing
on the lower edge, the fader cap can
tilt and foul against the bottom fader
mounting bolt (which sits proud of
the surface). If this happens, the fader
attenuation is restricted to just -28dB, and
this caught me out a couple of times when
trying to fade a track out. It’s a shame, as
there’s no technical reason for the fader
mounting bolts to sit proud at all, given
the thickness of the aluminium front panel.

In Use
Of course, I didn’t just measure the
performance of the WL-3, but also put
it to use. The preamp offered plenty of
gain (up to almost 70dB with the output
fader pushed up, and nearly 85dB with
the compressor’s make-up gain dialled
in too!), and although it isn’t the quietest
I’ve used, it will be perfectly acceptable
for most purposes. The elevated input
impedance of 5kΩ makes it a good
partner for ribbon and moving-coil
dynamic mics too. The EQ is versatile and
sweet-sounding, and while I preferred to
set the HF shelf to peak at 10kHz rather
than the default 5kHz — this added ‘air’
without over-emphasising bright sources

A set of EQ response curves showing the high (blue) and low (red) shelves in their default settings,
along with the sweep-mid (green) at the control extremes and centre. Unusually, the maximum
boost/cut for the mid-section is 3dB greater in the middle of its range!

— it’s nice that the user can choose the
options that suit their own line of work.
Unfortunately, the small grey paint-filled
spots on the control knobs aren’t great at
revealing the control settings, especially
when viewed in low lighting or at an angle,
and the 41-detent action means there’s
no clear centre-detent for zeroing the
controls quickly by feel either (perhaps
black paint dots would help?). And while
I’m at it, I accidentally pressed the Link
button once or twice when seeking the
Line button because the two terms look
so similar at a quick glance; perhaps the
latter could be labelled ‘Pad’ instead
(although my apparently failing eyesight
might still confuse it with the Pol button!).
Inevitably, everyone has different
expectations and requirements of
compressors and I have to confess that
I was initially a little underwhelmed
with the facility in the WL-3 R.
However, I’d been using it as a normal
series-style compressor, and I soon
learned that — like others in the Lindell
range — this one has been designed very
much to be used in parallel-compression
mode, using the built-in wet/dry mix
knob. Employed in that context, I found
it to be both punchy and effective, and
I grew to like it a lot.

Conclusion
Complete channel strips for the
500-series are few and far between (see
the Alternatives box) and I’m amazed
that nobody else appears to have used
the ‘doublewide’ format to create

a comprehensive, discrete channel strip
such as this, so full credit must go to
Lindell for spotting that opportunity and
working with Paul Wolff to create the
WL-3 R. The result is a genuinely useful
and high-quality product, with a decent
mic preamp, a nice-sounding EQ, and an
interestingly versatile compressor, and the
output fader is a nice touch too.
There are a few quirks to consider,
though. The way the gain reduction
meter doesn’t show static GR levels,
for instance, and the very low input
impedance in line mode. I’m also
surprised that an owner’s manual isn’t
available yet, given the number of
internal user-configurable jumpers and
the fundamental way in which they can
change the unit’s operation.
Overall, this is a lot of technology
to pack into in a 500-series module.
The price doesn’t quite put the WL-3
in impulse-purchase territory, but it’s
competitive for what’s on offer. It’s less
expensive than the discrete rackmount
offerings from most of the big-name
competition and broadly on a par with
rackmount preamp/EQ/compressor
channel strips like the DAV Electronics
BG5 MkII and the SPL Channel One MkII.
It’s cleverly thought out, looks and feels
classy, works well and sounds great —
Lindell deserve to do well with it.
£ €996.30 (about £880) including VAT.
W www.proaudiox.com
W www.lindellaudio.se
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2-Channel Microphone Preamp
Code: REC0012484-000

Feat

FAME PRO SERIES VT-67
Multi-pattern Tube Microphone
Code: REC0009827-000

Cod

£ 421
ROLAND TR-08

Drum Machine
Code: SYN0006028-000

£ 299
ARTURIA MINIBRUTE 2

Semi-modular Analogue Synthesizer with a
2-octave Keyboard
Code: SYN0006265-000

£ 575
BEHRINGER DEEPMIND 12

Analogue Synthesizer is a 12-voice Polyphonic Synth
Code: SYN0005543-000

£ 740
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Studio Production Workstation
Code: PCM0014680-000
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£ 469
ARTURIA MINIBRUTE 2S
Semi-Modular Analogue Sequencing
Synthesizer Module
Code: SYN0006267-000

£

£ 575
BEHRINGER DEEPMIND 12D

Analogue 12-voice Polyphonic Desktop Synthesizer
Code: SYN0005982-000
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CALL US:
020 3176 6247
Chesham House | Chesham Close
Romford | RM7 7PJ | sales@dv247.com

SHAPE TWIN

The Focal Shape Twin is a professional level monitor speaker, and is
considered the flagship model of the Shape range. The name derives from
the twin drivers clearly visible on the units face.

These are 5” cones made from Focal’s Flax material, the make-up of which was carefully arrived at after 5 years of research and development. Flax cones retain their rigidity without the need for excess materials, meaning they are lightweight and economical. The two cones
are accompanied by a 1” ‘M-shaped’ Aluminium/Magnesium inverted dome tweeter.
The rear of the unit features an adjustable Crossover control (160Hz), a releasable High-Pass Filter and adjustable Bass and Treble knobs.
There are also both XLR and RCA inputs found here. The Shape Twin is finished in an MDF cabinet with a Natural Walnut veneer.
Features:
2.5-Way Professional Monitors

2x 5” Flax Cone Drivers
1” Aluminum/Magnesium Inverted Dome Tweeter
8” Double Passive Radiator
3x Class-AB Amplifiers
Releasable High-Pass Filter
TMD Suspension
Neutral Inductance Circuit
Adjustable Crossover at 160Hz
MDF Cabinet
Natural Walnut Finish
Code: REC0013584-000

Pre Order £ 749

UNIVERSAL AUDIO ARROW
Thunderbolt Audio Interface
Code: PCM0014789-000

BEHRINGER MODEL D

Analogue Synthesizer in Desktop/Eurorack Format
Code: SYN0006136-000

£ 443
£ 299
. LOWEST PRICE GUARANTEED . NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE
. FREE THREE YEAR WARRANTY

Our shop in Romford
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TECHNIQUE

How To Stay Efficient, Focused And Effective

NEIL ROGERS

I

n today’s age of downloads, streaming
and randomised playlists, you’d be
forgiven for questioning the relevance
of the album format. But most artists
I speak to still value it very highly, and the
resurgence of vinyl as a listening format
suggests that plenty of listeners still
feel the same way. All of which is great,
because I still regard producing albums as
the pinnacle of what I do, and it gives me
a huge amount of satisfaction. Happily, as
I write this article, I’m about to embark on
a lot of mixing work. Three albums’ worth,
to be precise.
However, album production poses
particular challenges for a mix engineer. It
can be very difficult to estimate in advance
how long it will take to mix any given song;
sometimes I can knock out a good mix in
a couple of hours, but sometimes, one I’d
thought would be easy takes me two days
to get right. That uncertainty is multiplied
when you’re mixing an album of 10 or more
tracks, and can make it quite daunting, even
if you have plenty of mixing experience.
For me, producing an album always used
to follow a similar pattern. I’d get completely
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Mixing an album can be more challenging than
working on songs individually — but it can also be
the most satisfying achievement for an engineer.
engrossed in the first song or two, and
invest a lot of emotional energy in getting
them sounding as good as I could, often
taking a few days to do so. I’d then send
the results to the artist, hoping they’d agree
with my ‘vision’. Fortunately, they usually
did — but at that point it would dawn on me
that I now had to deliver another nine or 10
songs to the same standard! Approaching
each track in the same way as the first would
usually demand way more of my time than
the budget allowed.
So if, like me, you rely on this sort of
work to pay the bills — and especially if
production budgets are, let’s say, ‘modest’
— or if you’re working to deadlines dictated
by release dates, or even if you’re just
frustrated that your projects never seem
to end… you need to figure out how to
work efficiently, while still keeping the
whole process enjoyable and motivating for
yourself, and of course striving to deliver
the best possible end result. I’ve thought

about all this a great deal in recent years,
as I continue to try to improve the way
I work, and in this article I’ll explain some
of my own approaches that I hope you’ll
also find useful.

Scoping The Job
There are several things to think about
before you even get started with the mixing,
and much depends on what your role was in
the earlier stages of the project. My own job
often includes being both tracking and mix
engineer. Sometimes I’m closely involved
with production decisions, and often I just
wear the hat of a critical engineer who
offers opinions when necessary. But in none
of these scenarios can I blame anyone but
myself for any problems with the technical
side of the recording!
If it’s an album you didn’t record and
you’re tasked solely with mixing, which
is something I also do on occasion, you
might be tempted simply to dive in and
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see where you can take things. But before
you wander too far down that road you
really must check that the recordings are
actually mix-ready. The material needs
to be of a standard that allows you to
mix it to your own satisfaction and that
of your client, within the time allowed by
the artist or label’s budget. There’s a vast
difference between the time it takes to
mix an album and the time required to do
lots of editing and vocal tuning to knock
a session into a mixable shape. You need
to be honest with yourself and the band
about this, and to make the call as early
as possible: if you end up rushing things
and delivering substandard mixes simply
because you spend all your time salvaging
the recordings then, unfair as it may seem,
you’ll end up acquiring a reputation for
delivering poor mixes! As a minimum,
then, it’s essential that you take the
time to listen, in a reasonable amount of
detail, to each and every song that you’re
agreeing to mix.
If you feel the tracks aren’t ready, it
may be that you have to suggest that the
project isn’t quite ready for mixing yet,
and give pointers on what needs doing,
or it might be that you request a budget

increase to cover the extra time involved
in doing the work yourself. If you’re at all
unsure, it can often be a good idea if you
agree to do a trial mix first, as it’s crucial for
you and the artist that the project is a good
fit all round. Be wary of working for free,
though; personally, I’d agree a fee for the
test song, and if I was then asked to do the
full album, I’d deduct that amount from the
total price for the album.

All By Myself
This article assumes that the mixing sessions
are unattended — by which I mean you
work alone, without the artist or band
present. It’s common practice and is how
I prefer to work, but it’s still a good idea to
be clear about this with your client before
you start, and all the more so if you’re
working with artists who lack experience
of making records. Although the process is
varies from project to project, typically I’ll
suggest to a client that I get the ball rolling
and that we then spend some time together
during which they can offer feedback before
I take things further. I might also offer the
option of a final attended touch-up session
if needed. You do need to be wary of the
effects of ‘mixing by committee’, though;

it’s always tricky and sometimes impossible
to accommodate everyone’s views (even
now I’m sometimes guilty of making the
wrong calls here!).
It’s also important that you establish
and agree a realistic timescale, and arrange
how any payment will be structured. I’ve
had some projects turn a bit sour simply
because it’s taken longer than expected
to finish the mixes to a quality I was happy
with; even if we producers consider what
we do to be an art form, some of our clients
have different priorities, and you must
respect that. I won’t go into any detail here
about contracts and written agreements,
but if there’s money changing hands, I’d
suggest as a bare minimum that you send
artist and label a clear email outlining
a basic agreement.
If a mix project is likely to take place
over an extended period of time, it can be
good to agree staged payments. I certainly
like to do this now when I’m both recording
and mixing an album, agreeing sensible
points such as one-third and two-thirds
of the way through, with a final payment
on completion. I’d treat a test mix (as
mentioned above) as one of these stages,
with its own payment. Working this way
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gives you a little extra motivation to keep
things moving, and helps with cash flow if
you have bills to pay. Especially if you’re
working with a new client, it’s sensible to
not release final high-resolution mix files
before you receive full payment.

Housekeeping
It’s not the most exciting thing in the world,
but one thing that will help you mix an
album — whether it was recorded by you
or by another engineer — is to start by
paying attention to file management. If you
recorded the album, it’s tempting to start
with the DAW project that contains all the
files from the tracking sessions, including
multiple takes and so on. If you work on
these, though, the folders can get large
and unwieldy very quickly, so consider
creating dedicated mix projects and folders
that contain only the final comps and
edits; most DAWs make doing this fairly
painless. Having a project folder that’s
5-10 GB in size rather than 60GB will not
only make it a hell of a lot easier to move
between different setups if you need to
do that, but it also makes it much quicker
to back things up on a daily basis, which is
essential. It also means the final project will
be of a manageable size to archive once
you’re finished. If you’re receiving the files
as a dedicated mix engineer this should
be less of an issue but, especially if you’re
working at a non-professional level, you
can’t guarantee that; as I mentioned earlier,
it always pays to get a handle on the overall
state of the project early on.
Another non-creative thing I now always
do is create a basic spreadsheet or Word
document, which I’ll then use to keep track
of everything and to organise the different
stages of the mix project. You could take this
idea further, but as a minimum this would
comprise a list of all the songs, along with
a few notes about where I’m at with each
one. I’ve recently taken to keeping more
detailed notes, particularly when I start
getting feedback and doing revisions on
more than a few songs at a time. I find that
doing this frees my mind up, enabling me
to focus on the most important aspects of
the mix.

Getting Started
When it comes to actually mixing, I try to
ensure that I don’t burn myself out on the
first couple of songs, and my approach in
the early stages is designed to help with
that. A typical starting place is to start work
on one song that I think is generally a good
representation of the whole project. I’ll
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One of the simple Word documents I use to
plan and keep track when mixing an album.

start this mix with a basic mix template that
I’ve set up in Pro Tools. Obviously, every
engineer will have different ideas of what
a template should include, and I don’t go
as far as some do. However, after quite
a bit of experimentation I’ve arrived at
a basic template with a level of detail that
speeds things up without constraining me,
or making it feel as though I’m mixing by
numbers. It involves a mix-bus chain and
routing system, six or seven effects options
set up and ready to go on Aux channels,
group busses for various instruments with
some plug-in options in place, and a basic
set of VCA faders ready for me to assign as
needed. The idea is that I can get a project
up and running quickly. It minimises the
time spent on administrative chores such
as creating tracks and setting up routing,
and it frees me to concentrate on the music
for those vital few first passes through.
Yet it still leaves plenty of room to flesh
out the sessions as I begin to mix the first
few songs.
As my first mix progresses, I’ll often use
the session to create a more sophisticated
template for use on other songs in the
project. While every song will have its
own unique requirements, there’s usually
some commonality too; particularly if one
engineer has recorded the project over
a few sessions, there will be plenty of
transferable settings for every song. For
example, if a live drum kit is used, that will
naturally be quite a major element in the
mix. If the same drum kit was recorded in
the same room, with the same mics and mic
techniques, then the phase relationships
between the different mics should be

broadly the same, and the fundamental
tone of each drum will likely be quite
consistent for at least a some of the songs.
It can be a similar scenario for guitars and,
to a lesser extent, vocals too.
Once I have, say, two songs nearly
finished and am feeling confident, I like
to get every other song on the album to
a fairly advanced starting place by using
my more developed template. I’ll also start
to add a few notes to my spreadsheet and
begin to develop my view of the album
as a whole.

Sounds Like A Plan
Let’s assume I’ve scheduled a 5-6 hour
session to work on mixing a band’s album.
What would I fill those hours with? Well,
I tend do my best creative work in the first
few hours of a session (don’t we all?). While
a big-name mix engineer, with the luxury of
an assistant to do all the setting up, would
often be starting a mix at this point, my aim
is to get each song’s mix project to a stage
where I can come in fresh next time and
finish the mix in an hour or two. I’d probably
spend the first few hours working on the
two songs I’d chosen to start with while
my ears were fresh, and then email MP3
bounces of these to myself to listen to at
home or in the car.
For the rest of that session, I’d spend
around 30 minutes each on other songs,
building things up and tweaking the
template to suit each specific song. This way,
I am making good use of those later hours
in the session, when I know my creative flow
is on the wane. It also limits my exposure to
each individual song, reducing the chances
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I start with a basic mix template, but
develop it for the wider project while
working on the first few songs.

that I’ll have tired of any of them
before I come to mix them.

First Impressions
I was joking the other day with
another engineer about how
great mixing would be if it weren’t
for the artist also having to like
what you do. While the words
were said in jest, there was
a serious point behind them: it
feels good when you start to get
a handle on a large project, and
that it’s all coming under your
control, but there’s a risk inherent
in our insular way of working
today, which is that you forget
to check at a sufficiently early
stage that your client is on board.
There’s no point doing loads
of work establishing a direction
for the project, without first
checking that it’s where the artist
wants the project to go! You also
need to make sure you don’t
become so obsessed with one
song that you leave too little time
for the rest, as I alluded to earlier.
However, the other side of
the coin is that sending things to
your client too early on can also
be counter-productive, because
it’s crucial that the first mix they
hear is genuinely representative of
where you plan on taking things
(especially if it’s the first time
you’ve worked with them). So
what do you do?
I find it’s helpful to seek feedback
initially on more than one song, as this
can give a much better representation of
your thinking. For instance, the artist might
come back with comments like “We really
like the balance in song one,” or “There’s
a bit too much vocal reverb on song two
compared with the other one.” This sort of
information gives you a good, clear steer,
to inform both changes to these songs and
the shape of the rest of the album.
Whether or not you’re mixing a full
album, it’s worth considering how to
increase your chances of delivering a good
impression with these first mixes. If you’re
mixing remotely and emailing files to
your client, you have no control over what
playback device or environment your client
will use to audition that critical first mix. So
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while I’m fairly settled in my current mix
space and know I can get good results in
it, I still make a point of listening to at least
the first few tracks of a project on a range
of systems outside of the studio.
My little routine involves listening in
my car, on a small stereo at home and on
headphones. I also care and check what
a mix sounds like on my phone’s tiny inbuilt speaker. Why? Well, you’re not mixing
for the phone, but simply accepting it as
the harsh reality of where your mix might
end up in the first instance. Importantly,
you’re also checking for possible issues
that require investigation back in the
studio. Phones can be quite revealing in
this respect; although my phone’s one
tiny speaker has a very narrow frequency
response, a mix with a good vocal balance,
good mono compatibility and enough
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There’s a lot riding on the early bounces you share
with the artists — and they could be listening on
any system anywhere. So, while it’s always useful
to have different monitoring options in the studio
(such as the Auratone speakers, or the Sonarworks
software pictured) it’s also a good idea to check
on other systems in other listening environments,
when you’re in a different frame of mind. Car
stereos and even tiny phone speakers and earbuds
can all come in to play.

weight in the upper-bass/low-mid region
should still sound relatively respectable.
The song should still work even on such
a heavily compromised playback system,
and if a vocal is way too loud or stereo
elements are dramatically reduced in the
balance, that’s not a good sign. Having
a single Auratone-style speaker as part
of your monitoring setup can be a good
way to head off such issues, and there are
some clever plug-ins available that try to
simulate the same effect. But I suspect that
just as important as hearing your work on
different playback systems is hearing it in
a different environment and judging it in
a less critical way when you’re in a different
frame of mind. Phone and car-stereo checks
force a new perspective upon me, and
I find this process even more revealing
when I allow some time after leaving the
studio before listening. For this reason I’ll
generally leave the mixes overnight and,
ideally, listen just before I head back to
the studio, as this allows me to act on any
observations almost immediately.
At the start of any mix session, I’ll also
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prepare a little selection of reference tracks
to use. Ideally, I’ll do this with some input
from the band or artist, and include at
least one track that they feel is relevant.
I use Sample Magic’s very handy Magic
AB plug-in for this. You can do this without
a dedicated plug-in, of course, but this way
I can easily create a preset to insert on each
song project’s master bus. When I have
the first few tracks mixed, and the band
is happy, I’ll also put these mixes into the
preset, allowing me to check quickly how
a current mix compares with previous ones.
The reference tracks are a great way
of calibrating your ears; checking both
technical elements and artistic decisions
against material that we trust sounds
good, whether in the studio or out in
the ‘real world’. After more than a few
hours mixing, for example, I find myself
beginning to add too much top end as
my ears start to get tired; a quick listen

to a few familiar tracks, and I’ll know
straight away if I’ve gone too far. I also get
a little self-conscious sometimes about
overdoing effects such as reverb or delay,
and it can be reassuring to hear just how
generous some commercial tracks are
with them. Solid reference material is
especially important for anyone working in
a less-than-stellar room, particularly if there’s
no acoustic treatment that targets the
low-frequency response.

Troubleshooting
In an ideal world, you’d mix the first few
songs, the band would love them and,
fuelled by the confidence that you’re the
most gifted mixer of your generation, you’d
power through the rest of the album. It’s
nice to dream... As with so many things in
life, though, other people’s expectations
can differ wildly from our own. Remember
what I said earlier — that you must figure
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The Magic AB plug-in by Sample Magic makes checking your mix against reference material
quick and easy. Such plug-ins can be very helpful when working across several mixes at once.

out as early as possible how you’re
going to bring your project to fruition?
That applies here. If you’re met with
a less than enthusiastic response to the
first few tracks, it’s important that you
figure out why, but that’s not always as
easy as it sounds. Dealing with feedback
from a single artist is usually fairly
straightforward, but when it comes to
bands, whose members don’t always
agree, nothing surprises me any more!
It’s also worth noting that it’s not in some
people’s nature to dish out praise; you
may just get brief exchanges suggesting
a few changes in level.
Your method of communication is
worth considering. Email might seem
an obvious choice, as it allows you
both to get all your thoughts down
systematically. Equally, though, it can
often make it difficult to gauge strength
of feeling, and what’s really driving
feedback. If you sense alarm bells
ringing, I suggest you just pick up the
phone, so you can ease any concerns
or root out a problem, but do approach
your conversation in the right frame of
mind; don’t go in too defensively or
portray any insecurity in your ability, but
do check in to make sure everyone is
happy and try to eliminate any doubt in
your mind. That’s important, as any such
lingering doubts make it very hard to
mix the remaining songs. If things get
a bit rocky — and from time to time they
will — you just have to remind yourself
that what we do is highly subjective,
and that being pushed and challenged,
though uncomfortable, invariably makes

us improve. You must try and work with
whatever feedback you’re given, but it’s
important that you also retain confidence
in your ability. In terms of practical
suggestions, extra reference tracks may
be helpful, or you might get the client to
take a bit more ownership by bringing
them in to the studio, or perhaps
chatting over Skype.

Moving Forward
OK. Let’s assume that you’ve got
over the initial feedback hurdles, and
things are now going well. You have
the band/artist on side and, after a few
tweaks, a couple of mixes are in the bag.
Things can sometimes move fast from
here. Hopefully, you’re in a position to
reap the benefit of all that preparatory
work you did for the remaining songs,
and on organising the project as a whole.
Next, I like to work on two, or possibly
three songs at a time, and then get these
signed off. To make this possible, you
need complete recall of the sessions,
which is one of the massive advantages
of mixing ‘in the box’; it helps me
stay fresh, and to avoid becoming
bogged down in the details of one
track. Once this second batch is done,
before you know it you’re somewhere
around halfway through the album, and
sometimes further. I find that it’s fairly
common for there to be one track that
requires that bit more effort to mix than
the others, or one that you get a bit stuck
on for a while, and I’ll tend to put this to
one side while I build momentum. Once
I get on to the final few songs, I find I

Producers tell us again and again
that artists just cut a better vocal
when they hear our mics in their
headphones. Wow!
Now, the MK300 brings that
magic to a new generation
of artists and engineers at a
breakthrough price. Check out
the MK300 and see if we’re
telling the truth. Then, let us
know on social media!

The MK300

Exclusive Distributor
Tele 0113 457 5222
www.redchilliaudio.com
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Even if you have access to a good console,
consider working ‘in the box’ — the
advantages of full recall allow you to work
on several tracks in parallel, and make
working on mix revisions much easier.

have to be particularly self-disciplined — the
final touches on a mix, like level rides, and
managing the finer details or effects and
processing, can seem that much harder to
put in place. Such details are so essential to
a good mix, though, that you need to dig in!

Being A Better Finisher
One thing about mixing that’s incredibly
difficult to learn is when a mix is actually
‘finished’, and this is a problem multiplied
when mixing an album. If you’re an eternal
tinkerer, and especially if you find yourself
returning to mixes even after the client
has signed them off, you can slide quickly
down a very long and slippery slope. The
best advice I can give is to get more mixes
under your belt, preferably
in a variety of genres.
You develop a sense of
when you’re starting to
overwork a mix, and when
there’s a little more to
be squeezed from it by
starting on version 38!
There’s a quote that runs
something like: “You never
finish a mix, you just give

up on it,” and it’s famous for a reason. It’s
not a defeatist statement, but acknowledges
an emotional truth about mixing: as there’s
no perfect mix you’ll never be 100 percent
happy with yours, so you must learn to know
when it’s time to let go.
Getting a client to let go of a mix can
be tougher, and many mix engineers will
stipulate how many revisions they are
willing to do for free as part of their original
agreement. I might offer two free revisions
for the price agreed, for example. This
could be critical if you’re mixing outside of
the box, but even when working entirely
in software, your project needs to have a
defined end point. I don’t tend to get too
formal about this myself, but I have had

projects where the amount of revisions
has started to get a bit silly. One instance
springs to mind where a band were driving
themselves crazy trying to get the level of
the bass guitar right and wanted to settle
on a point where the bass player’s girlfriend
thought it should be when listening in
her car. This was way too loud in my own
opinion, so I politely pointed out that if they
really didn’t know and were happy for her
rather than me to decide then we might
end up having something of a trust issue!
For managing mix revisions over multiple
songs, my mix spreadsheet is really helpful
as it can makes it easier to keep track of
things when you have a number of songs on
the go. I’ll often cut and paste comments

Although mastering is
slightly outside the scope of
this article, you still have to
mix with the end result in
mind. To that end, it can be
helpful to arrange your mixes
in a mastering-style setup,
playing with the order of
tracks, assessing the relative
levels and tonality and so on.
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Mastering?
Many artists seem to feel that they don’t have
the budget for professional mastering, and
the words I dread from a band more than
any other are “we have a friend who is doing
the mastering for us”. Where possible, I’d
always recommend that clients have the
album mastered professionally (if your friend
happens to be Bob Ludwig, you might want
to mention it!), but if they ask me to do it
and are unwilling or unable to have it done
professionally, I’ll agree to do both mixing
and mastering for a small extra fee. I make
no claims to being a mastering engineer,
and I don’t believe it’s the best idea to master

from emails straight into the spreadsheet
so I can refer back to them easily. Still,
there’s a solid argument for not having
too many mixes ‘live’ at any point. I find
it better to sign off two or three songs
at once, and to be clear to the band that
this is how things must work and why.

Consistency
One question a lot of people who are
inexperienced with album production
seem concerned about is what degree
of consistency there should be across
all the different songs on the album.
How important is it that an album has
a consistent ‘mix’ sound throughout?
Well, it depends a great deal on the
nature of the material, of course, but
taking the example of a band working on
something like a concept album, or even
a simple snapshot of where they’re at,
I think it’s is an important consideration.
That said, if, as an artistic statement, each
song has a different sonic direction, you
might deliberately work to emphasise
this further — that’s one to explore
up front with the artist in question, of
course. Assuming you are looking for
a consistent sound, the fact you’ve mixed
a whole album in a relatively short time,
in the same room, using similar mix tools,
will mean that this sense of consistency
will tend to take care of itself.
One consideration when mastering
will be the relative level of the different
tracks, and recently I was asked how
important I feel it is to have consistency
in the loudness of the lead element of
each track — usually the lead vocal, but
sometimes it might be a solo instrument
— irrespective of the overall level of
the song. This is worth contemplating,
as it’s not something that can really
be changed during mastering without
impacting on the rest of the mix. It could

your own mixes, but I know I can provide
a basic master that will respect my mix, take
it to a competitive loudness if required, and
perhaps add a little extra polish if necessary.
That way, I know the integrity of my hard
work is being protected from the ‘friend’.
You may also be asked to provide mix
stems (whereby the mix is split into groups,
either for remixing or to allow further tweaks)
or alternative mixes. It’s worth discussing
all of this when outlining your terms at the
beginning of the project, because while the
processes involved are fairly straightforward,
these extra bits can be quite time-consuming.

certainly be distracting to have wildly
different lead-vocal levels from song
to song, even if the level of the rest of
the instrumentation varies wildly. A low
vocal level on one track might make
that song seem a bit wimpy, while too
high a level might make another stick
out in an awkward, unwanted way.
There are no hard rules here, but this is
one of those things you can consciously
check — so think about this when
asking yourself if the transition between
songs is likely to work as desired. If you
want to ‘check in’ and get a feel for
how the songs sit with each other, it’s
not a bad idea to lay the album out in
a mastering-style session, even if you
won’t be doing the mastering yourself.
I recently started using PreSonus’s Studio
One for this purpose; when it comes
to mastering, I found its options for
creating DDP files and checking relative
loudness extremely impressive.

Summing Up
Recently, a Manic Street Preachers
quotation grabbed my attention.
They described making an album
as “the closest a band can come to
producing a piece of artwork”. I agree
with this, and in order to think like an
artist at the mixing stage, we need to
develop a few project-mangement
skills — and, even more importantly,
people-management skills. Once we
have these things under control, we
can get our heads into the music, which
is where we want to be for as much of
a project as possible. Hopefully, I’ve
provided a few ideas, some guidance,
and some encouragement for when
you’re tasked with mixing a larger group
of songs. It can be hard work, but it is
also extremely rewarding when you get
that final track finished.
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ON TEST

Extinct Audio BM9
Passive Ribbon
Microphone
Born out of a successful
microphone repair business,
Extinct Audio’s first product
is inspired by the classic
Danish ribbon mics of old.
SAM INGLIS

T

he magazine you’re reading was founded
in 1985, in response to new developments
in home studio recording. The availability of
affordable multitrack tape recorders, sequencers,
mixers, synths, samplers and drum machines meant that
it was suddenly feasible for musicians to record their own
music to a high standard, with increasingly sophisticated
production values. However, like all revolutions, the home
studio revolution did not come from nowhere.
Audio recording had been a popular hobbyist activity
since the 1950s. Mainly the province of hi-fi buffs, the
focus was on capturing live performances to tape, and
there was very little crossover between the equipment
used in studios and that available to enthusiasts. To
the audiophiles of 60 years ago, a Grundig moving-coil
microphone might have represented a week’s wages, but
you’d never have found one in Abbey Road. Today, they
litter the shelves of junk shops, while once-prized reel-to-reel

Extinct Audio BM9 £599
PROS
Sounds like a classic ribbon mic, but with better high- and
low-frequency extension.
Relatively strong output level for a passive ribbon mic.
Beautifully made and supplied in a very attractive box.
Good value for money.
Small, light, and easy to position.

CONS
Shockmount won’t fit in the box!

SUMMARY
Extinct Audio have brought the classic Bang & Olufsen ribbon
design into the 21st Century, with impressive results. The BM9
has a sound character that is noticeably reminiscent of the
Danish original, but with its higher output, smoother frequency
response and greater ability to capture sound at either end of
the spectrum, it’s much more usable in the modern studio.
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Piston Engines
The strip of foil that forms the ribbon in a ribbon microphone
has to be corrugated in order that its tension can be adjusted
appropriately. In most ribbon mics, including the BM9, the
corrugation consists of a simple zig-zag pattern running most
of the length of the ribbon. In the original BM-series mics
from which the BM9 takes its inspiration, however, Bang &
Olufsen did things differently. Their ribbons used a so-called
‘pistonic’ arrangement, whereby the main part of the ribbon is
corrugated crossways, and zig-zags appear only at either end.
Opinions differ about how much difference the corrugation
style makes to the sound of a mic, but most agree that there is
a difference, and it is certainly more significant than, say, the
composition of the ribbon material.
Incidentally, the pistonic approach is also used in Beyer’s
ribbon mics, but few third-party repairers seem able to
replicate it; so when you see second-hand Beyer mics
advertised as “upgraded with new ribbons”, be aware that this
is a doubtful usage of the word “upgrade”.

recorders are scavenged for parts and thrown away. However,
the enthusiast recording market of the ’50s and ’60s did
produce a few gems that are still valued.
Danish hi-fi manufacturers Bang & Olufsen have always
been known as much for the distinctive styling of their
products as for their sound, and for many years, they
marketed a range of ribbon microphones that both looked
stunning and sounded much better than most of their
contemporaries. All B&O ribbon models carried the prefix
‘BM’; it seems there probably never was a BM1 or a BM8,
though the company made moving-coil mics designated
the MD1 and MD8. From the BM3 onwards, they all shared
a similar and very striking visual aesthetic, with the ribbon
motor placed inside a cylindrical metal body. In the BM3
and BM4, which were both mono microphones, this body
sprouted ‘ears’ on either side, which housed the magnets.
These ears disappeared in the final generation of B&O
ribbons: a mono mic called the BM6, which could be turned
into a stereo mic known as the BM5 through the addition of
a second mono element called the BM7. These mics had more
high-frequency extension than the BM3 and 4, but were rather
more delicate in construction, with several key parts being
made of brittle plastic.

TB12 312 STYLE “TONESHAPING” MIC PRE-AMP

WA76 F.E.T LIMITING AMPLIFIER / COMPRESSOR

EQP-WA VINTAGE VALVE PROGRAM EQUALIZER

WA-2A VINTAGE VALVE OPTICAL COMPRESSOR

WA-412 VINTAGE 4 x CHANNEL MIC PRE-AMP

Bang On
If all of these models look familiar today, it’s because many
of the design ideas pioneered by Bang & Olufsen are still
current. It’s no accident that the Royer microphones bear
a close visual resemblance to these forebears, and there are
innumerable cheaper copies of Far Eastern origin doing the
rounds. The subject of this review is likewise inspired by the
Danish classics.
Through his repair business Xaudia, Stewart Tavener will
be well-known to many SOS readers in the UK. Stewart is
one of the country’s leading specialists in restoring classic
ribbon mics, and more B&O mics have been in pieces on
his workbench than you or I have had hot dinners. So, when
it came to starting his own manufacturing business, he too
looked across the North Sea for inspiration. Both the model
name and the appearance of his BM9 are obvious homages to
Bang & Olufsen, and especially to the BM3, but this is much

WA-47

WA-47JR

WA-14

WA-87

VINTAGE “STUDIO CLASSIC” MICROPHONES

www.nova-distribution.co.uk
@nova_pro_audio

sales@nova-distribution.co.uk - 020 3589 2530
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ON TEST
EXTINCT AUDIO BM9

We are living in something of a golden age for ribbon mic design, and
if for some reason the Extinct Audio BM9 doesn’t float your boat, there
are excellent alternatives available at around the same price from Rode,
Audio-Technica, Samar, Sontronics, Royer, Beyer, Cloud and more. Of
the ones I’ve tried, I’d highlight the Rode NT-R and Samar VL37 as
being particularly special. However, you could also look around for an
original Bang & Olufsen ribbon microphone. They are fairly common, at
least in Europe, and regularly appear for sale on sites such as eBay.
If you do, there are a few things to bear in mind. First of all, as
mentioned in the main text, the magnets tend to lose their potency over
the years, and the Duralinum ribbon material can corrode and become
stiff. So, even if you are lucky enough to find one in working order, it won’t
be operating to its original specifications, and in practice, may be usable
only on loud sources such as drums and electric guitar amps. This is
doubly so with the BM2 and BM3, which had a 50Ω output impedance.
Second, note that each model has its own Achilles heel. In the BM2,
3 and 4, it’s the output connector, which is unique to B&O and difficult
to obtain. If you buy one without the matching cable, repairers such as
Xaudia can replace them with XLRs, but it’s not a trivial job. The later
B&O mics have a five-pin DIN with a locking ring on the mic rather than
the cable; this flouts the convention adopted by almost every other mic
with a DIN connection, but in practice, a standard DIN socket will mate
pretty snugly. More of a problem with these mics is the brittle plastic used
in some key components, including switches and the spacer that attaches
the BM7 to the BM6 to make the stereo BM5. Be sure that these parts are
in good condition before you buy, as they may be difficult or impossible
to replace.
With the possible exception of these plastic parts, everything else
about the BM-series mics can be rectified by throwing enough money at
the problem, and indeed, Stewart usually has a few refurbished models
for sale on the Xaudia web site. But having tried his BM9, and some of
the other mics mentioned earlier, I’d say it’s not worth spending the same
amount of money on buying and restoring a B&O mic. The new mics are

more than a simple reproduction.
Although original B&O mics in good
condition are still useful and characterful
microphones, they are far from perfect.
Unlike typical Coles and RCA models, they
have relatively small magnets, and these
tend to become partially demagnetised
over time. This means that the never-stellar
sensitivity of the BM-series mics has typically
declined to the point where they are now
only usable on drums and other loud
sources. Many of them also have output
transformers that are not really optimised
for interfacing with today’s preamps, and in
place of pure aluminium, B&O used an alloy
called Duralinum for their ribbon material,
which is susceptible to corrosion. Oh, and
B&O would never fit a standard connector if
they could find one that no-one else on the
planet used.
The Extinct Audio BM9 thus incorporates
a number of improvements over the BM3
after which it is styled. Of these, the main
ones that are visible from the outside are
the XLR connector and the grille, which is
slotted vertically rather than horizontally; this
allows some variation in the length of the
different slots, helping to mitigate diffraction
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When The Original Isn’t The Best

From left: the BM2, BM3, BM6 and the stereo BM5.

just better, and you’ll benefit from manufacturer support, a functioning
standmount and guaranteed consistency from mic to mic, none of which
are on offer with original B&Os. It’s better to think of them as beautiful
and quirky pieces of microphone history, worth snapping up if you see
them on offer cheaply at car-boot sales (and especially if you can find
a BM5 with the beautiful wooden case that was available as an option),
but not directly comparable to the Royers of this world.

effects. Internally, the differences are more
profound. Extinct Audio’s ribbon motor
is more refined than the B&O originals,
with a wider frequency response, and
uses modern rare-earth magnets, giving it
a stronger magnetic field and consequently
higher sensitivity; and the ribbon is made of
pure aluminium.
The important bits of the BM9 (which,
like the B&O models, is a passive design)
are all hand-made in the UK, including the
ribbon motor and the output transformer. In
fact, since the latter is made specially for the
BM9, Stewart offers the option to vary the
output impedance for anyone who wishes
to do so. The stock transformer provides
a 300Ω impedance at 1kHz, which should
be well suited to the preamps in typical
modern mixers and audio interfaces. The
mic body is beautifully made and finished in
a striking matte satin, and a lovely wooden
case with ammonite logo and magnetic
clasp adds to the overall impression of
class. The BM9 also comes with a simple
but effective shockmount, which securely
holds the microphone in place through
friction, making it easy and quick to set
up and position. My only quibble is that

there’s no room for this mount inside the
case, which I’m sure will result in many
shockmounts getting separated from their
attendant BM9s.
Stewart is all too well aware of the pitfalls
involved in microphone measurement, not
least of which is the difficulty of finding
a suitable figure-8 measurement mic to act
as a reference. As a result, he has been wary
of publishing ‘specifications’ for the BM9
which might turn out to be unfounded, but
is able to compare individual specimens
to supply matched pairs. He also confirms
that the mic does have a fully symmetrical
figure-8 polar pattern, and is thus suitable
for use in Blumlein and Mid-Sides arrays,
and says that its frequency response should
be considerably more extended than
that of the B&O mics it is based on, and
comparable with typical modern ribbons
from the likes of Royer.

Put A Ribbon On It
The proof of the pudding is, as always,
in the eating. So how does the BM9
actually sound?
Though I don’t own an original Bang
& Olufsen BM3, I do have several of the
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slightly later BM5 stereo mics, one of which
has been experimentally modified by
Stewart himself, with the original magnets
replaced by modern neodymium ones.
‘Before and after’ comparisons on this mic
showed us that increasing the strength of
the magnetic field doesn’t only increase
the sensitivity of a ribbon microphone: it
can also change the sound to a surprising
extent. As the field gets stronger, it begins
to inhibit the ribbon’s ability to vibrate at
low frequencies, and beyond a certain point,
bass response audibly suffers.
This certainly isn’t a problem with stock
BM5s. Vintage ribbon mics typically roll off
at the top and bottom, especially when used
at a distance, but the BM5 delivers a serious
amount of welly in the 100Hz region and
below. This can be interesting when used
as a drum overhead or room mic, but it
can also get completely out of control! By
contrast, the modified BM5 sounds a bit
choked at the low end, and tends to make
drums sound very ‘blatty’; it is, however,
much more sensitive, and thus usable
on quiet sources such as acoustic guitar
or voice.

Both mics have their uses, but what
surprised me about the Extinct Audio BM9
is how much better it sounds than either.
At the low end, it definitely has a deeper
bass response than many vintage ribbons,
but this is both more manageable and more
natural than that of the unmodified BM5.
The thump that the BM5 produces when
you put it within 100 yards of a kick drum is
impressive, but it’s also rather uncontrolled
and ringy, as though partly the result of
an undamped resonance. The same drum
recorded on the BM9 still hits you in the
guts, but it’s a short, sharp, articulate punch
rather than an unfocused ‘boom’.
The mid-range definitely has a B&O-ish
quality to it, but is noticeably smoother and
more refined, perhaps with a slight thickness
in the 400Hz area. This is easily tamed with
EQ if it’s too rich, and whereas all of the
original BM-series mics struggle to put
across much information above 10kHz or so,
the BM9’s greater extension is obvious, with
a palpable sense of air and space at the top
end. It’s a great drum overhead or room mic,
but it also works well in all the other roles
where you might traditionally use a ribbon.

A friend put them up next to his Coles 4038s
as room mics for upright piano; the Coles
had even more going on below 100Hz, but
the BM9s had more air, and a nice bite to
the upper mid-range that would help the
instrument cut through in a mix.
I had the review BM9s on loan for
a couple of months, and on every occasion
where I needed either a figure-8 microphone
or a characteristically ‘ribbon-y’ sound,
they stepped up and delivered the goods.
Not only do they sound great, but like the
original Bang & Olufsen designs, they’re
stylish, lightweight and easy to position
— and unlike the originals, they’re built
like a tank, and usable on quiet sources. In
short, the BM9 presents a very nicely judged
balance of the classic and the modern, at
a price level you don’t normally associate
with ‘boutique’ microphones. I have
bought the review pair, and at least one of
my old BM5s will be making its way onto
a well-known auction site very soon!
£ £599 including VAT.
W www.extinctaudio.co.uk

BOUTIQUE AUDIO AT ITS FINEST.
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ON TEST

Strezov Sampling
Wotan, Freyja & Arva Choirs
Sample Libraries
The Bulgarian choir
specialists go epic with
a trilogy of choirs.
DAVE STEWART

S

trezov Sampling’s back story is
a familiar one: a bunch of full-time
composers and arrangers, battling
with the usual impossible workloads
and cruel deadlines imposed by their
hard-hearted employers, create their
own easy-to-use sampling tools which
produce great-sounding results without
requiring hours of programming. In
a win-win situation, the sample collections
are subsequently spiffed up and made
available to the wider musical community,
to the general satisfaction of all.
Founded by orchestral composer George
Strezov, the company’s debut release was
Storm Choir 1 in December 2012. A stream
of orchestral and choir sample libraries
followed, including a 20-piece chamber
string ensemble, a large pizzicato strings
group, solo strings, brass and woodwind
ensembles, grand pianos, and percussion
collections containing taikos, timpani, low
toms and bass drums.
While the company’s instrument titles
have been well received, the Sofia-based
company have scored particularly highly with

60

their choirs. Building on the success of Storm
Choir, Strezov’s sampling team created
a choral trilogy — Wotan Male Choir, Freyja
Female Choir and Arva Children’s Choir —
each of which we’ll examine here.

Guiness Book Of Records and a first
in a sample library, it’s a useable vocal
effect with combined horror-film and
comedy potential.
Wotan presents its basses and tenors
separately and also in a combined,
cunningly-named ‘Men’ patch with a split

Wotan Male Choir
Originally released in the dying days
of 2015 and updated a year or so later,
Wotan features separate sections of 10
tenor and 10 bass singers recorded at the
Sofia Session Studio, a capacious, hall-like
space with a high ceiling optimised for
recording large orchestras and choirs. The
inspiration for the library was the powerful
low voices heard in ‘The Bridge Of
Khazad-dûm’ song from The Fellowship Of
The Ring, the first part of the 2001-2003
Lord Of The Rings epic film trilogy. The
singers enter at 1:05, creating (in Strezov’s
words) a “powerful male choir sound that
gives you the chills.”
Looking to achieve a generally more
stirring sonority than that of the mixed-voice
chamber Storm Choir series, Strezov hired
a larger, all-male line-up of basso profondos,
baritones, high tenors and dramatic low
tenors. This masculine troupe delivers
its performances with panache, with the
profondo guys living up to their name
by stretching down to an unfeasibly low
contrabass G1. Pitched in the orchestra’s
bottom octave, this subterranean, guttural
vibration has little pure musical value,
but as well as being a candidate for the

Strezov Sampling
Wotan, Freyja & Arva
Choirs
PROS
All three choirs and the Arva child soloists
sound great.
Polyphonic true legatos ensure smooth
melodic and chordal movements.
Very good dynamic range.
Each choir includes a powerful,
well-designed wordbuilding feature.

CONS
Expensive.
The range of syllables is somewhat
restricted.
The PDF manuals lack vital explanatory
text.

SUMMARY
Produced by choir specialists and performed
by hand-picked groups of singers, Strezov’s
Wotan, Freyja and Arva libraries sound
fabulous, feature true legatos, are highly
dynamic and collectively cover all the
choral bases over the full range of adult and
children’s voices. Sophisticated wordbuilding
facilities are the icing on the cake.
Recommended to serious media composers,
producers, arrangers, songwriters and anyone
in need of high-quality choir samples.
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The Wotan male choir sound was inspired by the powerful low voices heard in the soundtrack of
The Fellowship Of The Ring, first part of the Lord Of The Rings film trilogy.

point of F4, creating a collective three
and a half octaves span (see the ‘Contents
& Ranges’ box for more details). In a nod
to those working with less powerful
systems, ‘lite’ versions of the patches are
provided. The choir sings eight different

syllables (more on which below) at three
dynamics in a choice of sustain and
staccato styles, as well as bellowing them in
a deafening fortissimo and uttering them in
a tender whisper.
Recorded with multiple round robins,

goldenagepremier.com

these attention-grabbing shouts and
whispers are included in the main patches
and automatically sound when you play
a very loud or very quiet note. While that
could come in handy, I found it intrusive for
general playing purposes, so was relieved
to find you can turn them off on the GUI’s
mixer page. Alternatively, if you want to
feature these deliveries, you can edit their
velocity settings or load them as separate
patches. Also included is a slim menu of
eerie Ligeti-style atonal cluster chords,
recorded at multiple dynamics.
On first listen, Wotan’s male singers
exhibit a fairly soft, controlled timbre which
sounds particularly warm and appealing
in the tenors’ patches. However, their full
dynamic potential is revealed when you
push up the mod wheel: this activates
the basses’ and tenors’ belting louder
dynamics, which will cut through the densest
orchestral din.

Freyja Female Choir
Strezov’s Freyja Female Choir was
released in September 2016. Consisting
of separately recorded sections of 10 altos

«Handmade high end pro audio
for a lot less than you would expect»

GA-47

47-style tube microphone

- point to point wiring
------hand
made in small batches
CHECK OUT
- highest quality components
GA-47 soundfiles
custom
made output transformer
and reviews.
- tightly selected capsule
Find links on the
Premier website. - no capacitor between the capsule
and the NOS Telefunken EF-800 tube
------

PRE-73 PREMIER - only 499 Euro

preamp with high pass filter, air eq and
output pad. More info on our website.

PREQ-73 PREMIER - only 649 Euro

preamp with 3-band inductor based eq

Assemble youe own favourite combination with one of our UNITE rack kits. The new UNITE PREMIER will hold one or two half rack units.
You can also combine them with our Red and Black units like the new COMP-3A Jr, the COMP-3A, COMP-2A. MODULAR = FLEXIBLE!

-------------------------

Carnhill transformers, Tantalum and
polystyrene capacitors, most wires are
soldered to the circuit board and more!
CHECK OUT OUR PRO AUDIO SPECIALS!

www.goldenagemusic.se
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ON TEST
S T R E Z O V S A M P L I N G W O TA N , F R E Y J A & A R V A C H O I R S

Contents & Ranges
Wotan Male Choir
Ten Basses
G1-E4
Ten Tenors
A2-C5
Freyja Female Choir
Ten Altos
C3-F5
Ten Sopranos
C4-C6
Arva Children’s Choir
Boys altos
G3-C5
Boys sopranos
C4-G5
Girls altos
G3-C5
Girls sopranos
C4-G5
Arva Soloists
Boy solo alto
A3-C5
Boy solo soprano D4-F5
Girl solo alto
G3-C5
Girl solo soprano D4-F5

Mixer page of Strezov Sampling’s Freyja female choir.

and 10 sopranos, the library mirrors the
structure of the Wotan choir but adopts
a less overtly dramatic approach, focussing
on a softer and more emotional sound
which George Strezov says was inspired by
the magical sound of choirs in old fantasy
films and games. To this end, the fearsome
yells of the Wotan crew are absent, but
a nice set of urgent, confidential breathy
whispers is included for each of the
library’s eight syllables.
These singers are veterans of many
recording sessions, and it shows. The
altos make a lovely, vibrant sound over an
unusually wide range which extends up
into soprano territory. I particularly like their
quiet sustains, which sound wonderful when
you solo the ambient hall mics and pile on
lashings of convolution reverb, creating
a heavenly, floating sonic sensation. The
tonal quality is maintained in the altos’
strong-sounding louder performances,
which will hold up well when combined
with male voices in a full arrangement. The
sopranos sound equally great, beautiful in
their low register and commanding in their
higher range, though a few wobbles can be
heard on certain syllables on one or two of
the top notes.
For Freyja (pronounced Fray-ah), Strezov
Sampling introduced a new ‘agile legato’
sampling technique which allows users to
play polyphonic true legato intervals with
every syllable in the library. This means that
the smooth single-line contouring we’ve
become accustomed to hearing in orchestral
and choir libraries can be extended to
multiple simultaneous melodic movements
and chords.
Though this is not a new concept, I have
to say its implementation here is both
impressive and musically effective: providing
you play in a proper legato style (ie. joining
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up notes), the singers’ intervals sound
gloriously fluid and convincing, a triumphant
affirmation of the brilliant interval-legato
sampling technique. The legato patches
default to a polyphonic mode which allows
you to overlap notes, but if you prefer
you can remove any overlaps and play
old-school monophonic melodic lines, or
even turn off the legato transitions and play
the samples as straight sustains.

Arva Children’s Choir
& Soloists
The final chapter of the Strezov choral
trilogy brings together two of Bulgaria’s
leading choirs in one package. In the
blue corner, the Sophia Boys’ Choir; in
the red corner, girls from the Bulgarian
National Radio Children’s Choir. As in
Freyja, alto and soprano sections from
each choir were recorded separately, this
time at two dynamics. I was pleased to
see the inclusion of classic ‘ooh’, ‘ah’ and
‘mm’ sounds (the latter a fabulous timbre
to layer with soft strings and keyboard

pads), and enjoyed the moving-vowel,
mod-wheel-activated ‘mm-ooh-ah’
bonus patches.
As you’d expect, the two choirs exhibit
subtle differences in tone; the boy altos
sound a touch more open and breathy than
the girls, while the reverse is true for the
sopranos. I also found the boys’ note attacks
to be generally a little more assertive.
However, such comparisons are academic:
both of these childrens’ choirs are excellent,
and their lovely, uplifting, rich, pure sound
will grace any arrangement.
Arva also offers alto and soprano girl
and boy soloists, performing a restricted
set of wordbuilding syllables and Strezov’s
trademark polyphonic legatos. Though the
latter is a nice feature, the soloists sound
most effective in monophonic legato mode,
which enables you to glide from note to
note using the same vowel sound.
George Strezov remarks that “recording
the children was a tough task, very
exhausting both for the performers and
our post-production team.” That’s not to

One Lyric To Rule Them All
A few words on the song which inspired
Wotan. According to the Lord Of The Rings
Fanatics Plaza Internet forum, ‘The Bridge of
Khazad-dûm’ is sung in Khuzdul, an imaginary
language devised by Lord Of The Rings author
JRR Tolkien, which was the secret language
of the Dwarves. The lyrics are, ‘Urus ni buzra!
Arras talbabi filluma! Ugrud tashniki kurduma!
Lu! Lu! Lu! Urkhas tanakhi!’, which apparently
translates as, ‘Fire in the deep! Flames lick our
skin! Fear rips our heart! No! No! No! The
demon comes!’ — words we’ve all uttered on
seeing the local UKIP parliamentary candidate
heading down our garden path.
After a bit of debate about whether it was
Orcs rather than Dwarves doing the chanting,

forum user Draven-Jade (aka Scavenger Of
Mordor) chimes in, “Hey, that’s really cool
that they are actually saying something! Dude,
that’s awesome! It makes the music so much
more... meaningful? ...I always thought it was
just a sequence of guttural grunts, but the real
words are really really cool... I wish my school’s
choir could sing that, but alas, the boys’
section sucks.”
Oh dear. Happily, thanks to Strezov’s
efforts, users can now employ Wotan to
construct songs in their own made-up
languages while experiencing the satisfaction of
hearing them professionally rendered by a set
of accomplished grown-up singers. Beats the
school choir every time...
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ON TEST
S T R E Z O V S A M P L I N G W O TA N , F R E Y J A & A R V A C H O I R S

Wordbuilding Syllables
Wotan: Buh, Chak, Ki, No, Niya, Rih,
Seh, Tuhm.
Freyja: Luh, Dak, Si, Mo, Liya, Rih, Sheh,
Ruhm/Ah*, Mah*, Mm*.
Arva Choir: Luh, Pan, Ki, No, Liya, Rih,
Leh, Son, Lah, Liyum/Ah*, Ooh*, Mm*.
Arva Soloists: Boy — Luh, Ki, No,
Liyum/Ah*, Ooh*. Girl — Ki, No, Lah,
Liyum/Ooh*.
(* Available for legato patches only.)

Containing separate boys and girls alto and soprano sections, the Arva Children’s Choir
collection gives you two choirs for the price of one.

imply that these choirs were difficult to
work with, but it would be hard for any
group of kids to maintain concentration
throughout the rigours of a long sampling
session. Nevertheless, these young
singers, combining musical assurance with
the slightly vulnerable quality inherent
in a child’s voice, will touch the hearts
of listeners.

Syllabuilder Engine
At the heart of Strezov’s choirs lies
a powerful wordbuilding feature which
allows you to string together multiple
syllables (listed in the ‘Wordbuilding
Syllables’ box) into virtual lyrics within
Kontakt. To ‘write’ your words, you choose
an empty position on the dashboard and
click on a syllable in the list to the left;
the editor will automatically switch to the
next empty position, so you can repeat
the procedure up to a limit of 30 sounds.
The selected syllables play through in
sequence, changing to the next step
each time you play a note or chord. You
can start the sequence from any point (or

Alternatives
Choir libraries with integrated wordbuilding
facilities include EastWest Quantum Leap’s
Symphonic Choirs and Hollywood Choirs,
Cinesamples’ Voxos 2, 8Dio’s Requiem,
Liberis Angelic Choir, Insolidus Choir and
Lacrimosa Epic Choir, Virharmonik’s Voices
Of Prague and Czech Boys’ Choir, Best
Service’s Cantus and Mystica, Fluffy Audio’s
Dominus Choir, and Strezov Sampling’s
debut release Storm Choir 2. Vienna
Symphonic Library’s Vienna Choir and
Performance Samples’ Oceania also offer
a selection of vowels and consonants for your
sequencing pleasure.
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repeat a word) by assigning one of the
keyswitches provided on the GUI to your
desired start syllable.
The syllables themselves may be
customised by adjusting their attack,
release and volume settings: there’s also
a very useful ‘start offset’ control which
allows you to trim off the front of the
samples. I found this is a good way of
creating the simple ‘ah’ and ‘ooh’ sounds
which are the stock in trade of old-school
choir libraries: you can load the ‘niya’ and
‘buh’ syllables and use the offset control
to trim off the initial consonant. While that
sounds clunky on paper, it actually works
surprisingly well. Similarly, you can remove
the final consonant of a syllable such as
‘chak’ (which normally sounds automatically
when you release a key) simply by turning
off the release samples.
In addition to simple sequencing, two
or more syllables may be linked together
and played with a single note or chord on
the keyboard. For example, you could link
‘ki’ and ‘no’ to produce the compound
sound ‘kino’ with a single key press, and
set the speed of the transition between
the two sounds by clicking on one of
the rhythmic values shown on the GUI.
A further interesting refinement allows
you to morph between linked syllables,
which in conjunction with the sample offset
control, opens up the possibility of creating
moving-vowel diphthongs.
To connect adjacent syllables, you simply
click on a small circle placed beside them on
the GUI, and to morph between them, click
on the circle a second time. In these modes,
you can use the Syllabuilder’s rhythm
controls to adjust the time each syllable will

be held for before jumping to the next in
the sequence.
Once you’ve settled on your lyrics,
you can save your work as a preset and
re-load it at a later stage — you can even
load a preset (which uses the suffix NKA,
denoting a file used for storing array
data from Kontakt scripts) into a different
instrument from the one you used to
create it, so you could work out your lyrical
arrangement with the tenors and then
import it into the basses patch. This facility
extends across all three choir libraries, so
you could create lyrics in Freyja or Arva and
import them into Wotan.
The eagle-eyed among you will note that
the syllabic content differs somewhat from
library to library: however, the vowel sound
of the eight principal syllables remains the
same across each of the three choirs, and in
practice the somewhat soft, blurred delivery
of the initial consonant means that these
sounds work together nicely.

Overview
Strezov’s Wotan, Freyja and Arva choirs
share many characteristics: all three were
recorded in Sofia Session Studio from close,
Decca Tree and hall microphone positions
and include a custom convolution reverb.
Sustain and staccato syllables, polyphonic
true legato intervals and the elaborate
wordbuilding facilities described earlier are
provided for each choir. The singers’ ranges
overlap to a large degree (in fact, the
tenors sing so high they could be mistaken
for women), which means you can layer
sections to good effect.
The libraries (respectively 5GB, 8.2GB
and 8.1GB installed) require the full version
of Native Instruments Kontakt 5 and up, and
will not run on the free Kontakt Player. The
makers suggest a minimum of 4GB of RAM,
though (as with all powerful libraries of this
type) I’d recommend more RAM to ensure
a smooth ride.
On a musical note, the singers perform in
the familiar European choral style; although
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there’s a hint of George Strezov’s beloved
“primal Slavonic singing vibe”, this is not the
ethnic Bulgarian throat singing sound made
famous by the Bulgarian State Television
Female Choir. That said, though their vibrato
increases at louder dynamics, the singers
avoid the heavy ‘molto vibrato’ associated
with classical and opera singing, producing
a plainer, less affected sound which will sit
comfortably in a pop track as well as adding
size, drama and a lush choral texture to
orchestral cinematic soundscapes. In a word,
these samples are versatile!
It’s worth noting that sustain pedal can’t
be used in the conventional way in these
libraries: it works instead as a switch for the
libraries’ legato performances, trimming off
the initial consonant and enabling you to
hold the last syllable over a series of notes.
While this increases playability, I do miss
being able to sustain chords with my foot!
A more significant omission is the
lack of a proper manual. Each library has
a built-in set of integrated help pages
which explain various functions in detail
— no bad thing, but there are 23 pages,
and you have to laboriously click through

them ‘til the one you want appears.
I assumed this text would appear in the
product manuals, but it’s not there (though
it is reproduced in the downloadable
PDF manual for Strezov’s ‘Rhodope 2’
Bulgarian Ethnic Singing library).
These libraries are not cheap: since the
company went to the trouble and expense
of creating moody cover images for their
manuals (including a set of sinister monk-like
figures for Wotan, the leader of whom
bears a disquieting resemblance to Monty
Python’s Terry Gilliam), omitting this vital
information is inexplicable. At the very least,
it should be made available online on each
library’s product page.

Conclusion
In an interview with Sound Bytes online
magazine, George Strezov made this
observation: “One of the main reasons
why we started Strezov Sampling is
because most of the commercial sample
libraries out there which I used were... too
perfect! I strongly believe that the magic
behind music are those tiny imperfections
that make things sound interesting and

catchy. Otherwise it’s just too robotic!”
With that in mind, the company avoids
EQ, noise reduction, compression and hard
auto-tuning, and while employing some
re-tuning inside Kontakt where absolutely
necessary, strives to keep the authentic
and original sound of the recordings and
embrace the natural imperfections which
occur in “candid, lively samples”. When
auditioning the three choirs, I found that
the aforementioned imperfections do
occasionally rear their head on a few notes,
but I didn’t hear anything which made me
feel I’d have to avoid using a sample.
Whatever your feelings on the quest for
musical (im)perfection, Strezov Sampling
seem to me to have their musical priorities
right, and their buyers evidently agree. As
they move into the sixth year of their prolific
operation, I wish them continued success,
and look forward to hearing more of their
sampling adventures.
£ Arva Children’s Choir $429, Freyja
Female Choir $329, Wotan Male Choir
$329, all three $879. Prices exclude VAT.
W www.strezov-sampling.com
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ON TEST

Nob Control nOb

Software Controller
Welcome to the world’s smallest serious DAW
control surface!
M AT T H O U G H T O N
Nob Control nOb €237
PROS
Looks stylish, feels great.
Plug-and-play simplicity if you wish, but
the nAc software gives you much more
sophisticated control options.
Greater precision than MIDI controllers
or mouse scroll-wheels, and better physical
control than click-and-drag.
Quick Assignments allow near-instant
control not only of multiple parameters but
multiple applications too.

CONS
A quit and reload are (currently) required
to save your nAc software settings.

SUMMARY
This compact, stylish device is capable of
far more than a first glance suggests should
be the case and, used alongside a mouse/
trackpad, could prove an indispensable
partner to your DAW.
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T

he nOb is a very simple idea —
so simple, in fact, that I’ve seen
more than one idle social media
commentator dismiss it as an overpriced
scroll wheel. They’re wrong, as I’ll explain,
and thankfully sufficient people were able
to see its potential that it was funded via
a successful Kickstarter campaign. The idea
has now been executed beautifully, with
far greater sophistication than the device’s
simple-but-elegant appearance suggests
should be the case.
Conceptually, the hardware acts in
a similar fashion to a generic mouse scroll
wheel, in that the main control is a rotary
encoder that operates on whatever’s
beneath the OS’s mouse cursor. That might
be a fader, a knob, a text field, a waveform,
a window... Essentially, anything you’d
normally control via the click and drag of
a mouse can, potentially, be controlled by
the nOb. This means you have access to

more of your DAW’s parameters than via
a typical MIDI controller. But at the same
time, it offers much more than conventional
control via a mouse’s scroll wheel or
click-and-drag operation. And that’s even
before you introduce the nOb Assignment
Centre (nAc) software, for Windows 7 and
later, and Mac OS 10.9 and above — I’ll
cover nAc in more detail later on.
The nOb is, in fact, an Arduino device
that’s housed in a beautiful, varnished,
triangular, wooden block. It sits on four
small non-slip rubber feet on one of the
triangle’s two long sides, making it slightly
deeper than it is tall. A USB cable trails out
the back, and when hooked up to your
Mac or Windows computer via this cable,
the nOb should be detected automatically,
offering its default functionality with no user
configuration or software required.

Toggle, Touch, Tap & Turn
The front panel is dominated by the large,
round, light copper knob, whose physical
resistance can be adjusted by a tiny screw
hidden in a deep recess in its side. Above
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this but, importantly, within easy reach
of your fingers when turning the knob, is
a pair of toggle switches, one on each side.
These are the only hardware controls but
all three are touch-sensitive, so they can
be used in combination to assign different
functions to the knob: double-tapping
a switch can change the knob’s behaviour,
as can touching one while turning the knob,
and double tapping the knob provides an
undo/redo facility.
By default, the top-left switch toggles
between two modes: in the down position,
rotating the knob moves whatever’s under
the cursor and the cursor stays where you
move it; when up, once you take your fingers
off the knob, the cursor returns to where it
started. That could potentially be helpful if,
say, you want to record fader automation
and have the fader always return to unity
when you’re done. Touching this toggle
as you begin to turn the knob suspends
dragging, allowing you to scroll the cursor to
another control. I found that useful when, for
example, adjusting the position of adjacent
clips or warp markers, or moving from one
mixer channel’s fader to the next.
The other toggle’s position sets the
cursor’s default direction of travel (vertical
or horizontal), and touching it while
turning the knob temporarily inverts that
selection. This is great for controlling an EQ
plug-in’s ‘node’, as you can quickly switch
between one-handed control of gain and of
frequency — and could just as easily use X-Y
pads with precision. Some other intriguing,
albeit more niche operations are explained
in the PDF user guide. I won’t dwell on them
here, but you can, for instance, set the knob
to move the cursor in circles, in a square
pattern, or diagonally.

Parameter Precision
Perhaps the nOb’s most important feature,
which I’ve mentioned briefly in passing,
is its precision, which is greater than that
of a scroll-wheel or a typical MIDI fader
or continuous rotary encoder. In fact, it
gives you the same precision as clicking
and dragging with a mouse/trackpad,
but with much better physical precision.
That’s because using your fingers to turn
a high-precision encoder like this gives
you much better control than using your
whole arm to control a mouse position,
whereas with a trackpad there’s the problem
that when you get the cursor right where
you want it, there’s often a further small
movement just as you lift your fingers away.
(a trackball is better, but I still find them
fiddly when reaching for the buttons!).

“Quick Assignments always bring the relevant
application/window into focus... but you can
also use one set of Assignments for different
instances of the same plug-in.”
By way of example, when using it the
nOb to control a track fader (set at the
default height in a new Cockos Reaper
project), the smallest increment I could move
the fader up from unity gain was +0.17dB,
whereas a very careful two-fingered swipe
of my MacBook Pro’s trackpad (the gesture
for its scroll function) couldn’t manage to
move the same fader up less than +0.82dB.
That’s quite a difference. Controlling an
instance of Reaper’s ReaEQ, my trackpad’s
scroll function was assigned by the plug-in
to control bandwidth — I had to click
and drag to use the trackpad for this —
whereas the nOb could apply gain in 0.1
and 0.3 dB increments; using this plug-in’s
dedicated slider to control the band’s gain,
the trackpad-swipe could only manage
increments of 0.7dB. Also, note that unlike
with a MIDI controller, if the GUI you’re
controlling is stretchable (as with many
plug-ins and DAW channel faders) then
increasing the GUI size allows even greater
precision. A long fader would make the
nOb an ideal candidate for, amongst other
things, recording multiple passes of detailed
lead-vocal automation.

Got The nAc?
None of what I’ve described so far requires
you to use the nAc software — but as nAc
can make the nOb much more impressive,
I strongly recommend that users download
and install it.
As well as being used for firmware
updates, nAc allows you to set the sensitivity
(how fast it moves the cursor) independently
of that of your mouse, and can invert the
function of the toggles for ‘left-hand’ use.
For when you’re not using it to control
your DAW, you can configure the nOb as
an advanced scroll-wheel, or to set the
system audio volume. But it is the Quick
Assignments feature which presents the
most intriguing possibilities...
Essentially, Quick Assignments are a sort
of combination of a learn facility, keyboard
shortcuts and cursor-movement memory,
and they allow the nOb to move the cursor
between parameters with little more than
the press of a key. You can make as many
Assignments as you wish via a pair of text
columns in the software and, as I’ll explain,
the designers have thought hard about how

to avoid all these shortcuts clashing with
those of your DAW.
A common scenario which illustrates how
Quick Assignments work is configuring the
nOb for pan and fader control in a DAW’s
mixer. You’d click on each fader in turn, and
hit a key combination that you’d defined
that tells nAc to store the position of the
cursor. For example, you might assign
Option+1, Option+2 and so forth to return
the cursor to different track fader controls,
with the number corresponding to that of
the track, and Cmd+1, Cmd+2 and so on to
the same tracks’ pan controls. The software
remembers not only the cursor position, but
also the mode of the nOb when storing the
Assignment — so (depending on the nature
of the control) you’d probably set it to
horizontal when mapping an Assignment to
a pan control, and vertical for a fader.
You also define a recall shortcut for each
Assignment, which will take your cursor
back to the desired position. This could
mean creating a lot of shortcuts, obviously,
and as nAc takes precedence over other
applications, this approach could potentially
render some DAW shortcuts unusable.
To get around this, nAc recognises the
hardware’s knob as a modifier key; so if you
use knob+1 instead of Option+1 to zap the
cursor back to track 1’s fader, for example,
this couldn’t override any DAW shortcut.
Quick Assignments don’t only recall
the cursor position, though — they also
remember the window that is in focus.
Thus, recalling a preset brings the relevant
application/window into focus (the window
must be open, but it can be minimised or
hidden from view). As this system uses the
OS window name, Nob Control have taken
the opportunity to add another thoughtful
feature: user-defined ‘wildcards’ allow you
to use a single set of Assignments to control
different instances of the same plug-in.
Going back to the ReaEQ example,
I could have this plug-in inserted on several
different tracks. I’d open one instance and
assign nOb shortcuts to control each of
four bands. In nAc, I’d add the wildcard
expression “*ReaEQ*” (meaning any
window including the block of characters
‘ReaEQ’), as shown on the screenshot.
And then, as long as I leave this plug-in’s
stretchable GUI the same size for each
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instance and they’re configured with
the same number of bands active, my
Assignments would control whichever
instance was open — there’d be no need to
reassign Quick Controls for each instance. (If
multiple instances are open, there’s an order
of precedence, with the instance to which
you assigned the control ranking highest,
and the last-tweaked one next).

While the nOb’s basic functions work as soon as you
plug in the USB cable, to get the most out of it you
really need to install the new nAc software, for Mac
OS and Windows. This allows the nOb to recall not
only cursor positions but also different windows and
applications, and to move the cursor to the same
parameters on different instances of plug-ins.

In Practice
Rather than set up too ambitious a list
of Assignments, I tended to stick to only
a couple of modifiers and my MacBook Pro’s
number keys; this made mapping them to
different functions quick and easy, with little
risk of forgetting the shortcuts. But you
could, if you wished, set up something much
more sophisticated, or something easier to
remember if you’re going to use it a lot —
eg. assigning knob+G for a guitar-bus fader,
knob+V for vocals and so on.
For the most part, I found that everything
worked really well. For example, the
nAc/nOb combination remembered where
the EQ band nodes were, and almost always
remembered where the nOb had moved
an EQ node or channel fader too. I was
also able to recall parameters in Reaper,
WaveLab, and my RME interface’s Totalmix
software perfectly well. On a few occasions,
I encountered a puzzling but small positional
offset, or a nOb move that had, apparently,
not been tracked. But such glitches certainly
weren’t the norm, and they’re very speedily
rectified using the Quick Assignments facility.
(It’s worth noting that if you move a control
using your mouse rather than the nOb,
nAc won’t keep track of those movements;
understanding that becomes second nature
after a while, but it can throw you at first.)
I experienced a small number of nAc
crashes. In fairness to Nob Control, I was
pushing things deliberately, making many
rapid adjustments and switching between
Assignments in different applications, to
see if the software would cope. It wasn’t a
‘real-life’ test, there weren’t enough crashes
to consider it a significant problem, and
if nAc crashes it doesn’t impact on your
DAW project (reloading nAc brings the nOb
back into use). Nob Control tell me they’ve
received very few crash reports, but that
they take them very seriously, will investigate
them and will update the software
accordingly. Still, I need to mention it here
because when nAc crashes it doesn’t recall
the Assignments you made since it was
last saved, and the current save facility isn’t
obvious; settings are saved when you close
the nAc window. We’re still on v0.1, though,
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so it’s very early days, and there are plans to
introduce a better auto-save very soon.
For some users, the nOb will remain
in one place most of the time, in front of
the listening position; it’s one of very few
controllers you could use easily with a large
analogue console in front of you. But it
has great potential as a compact, portable
companion for a laptop too, which is largely
how I was using it while testing. It’s a small
point, but it’s worth noting that the USB
cable lacks strain relief where it exits the
hardware — I noticed this when tangling
the cable with other gear while packing it
away in my bag. Ideally, I’d have liked to
see either a USB socket or strain relief for
the cable — and when I mentioned this to
Nob Control they said the latter was on
the to-do list. In the meantime, the cable
is easily replaced in the event of failure,
as it enters a USB socket on the Arduino
board, but this requires opening the box,
which voids the two-year warranty. (That
said, I’d be surprised if the cable were to
fail while under warranty unless you were
particularly reckless.)

Conclusion
The couple of minor issues I’ve described
are more than offset by what works well,
and while further software enhancements
may be welcome the nOb/nAc combination
is already a powerful, wonderful product
for controlling your DAW software — or for

controlling NLEs and imaging software such
as Photoshop, for that matter.
Much more than a glorified scroll wheel,
the nOb looks stylish, its basic functions
are intuitive, and there’s plenty more
functionality there if you want to dive in
deeper. Importantly, it offers much greater
precision than MIDI faders/encoders, my fat
fingers feeling their way around a trackpad/
touchscreen, or (because you’re turning a
knob with fingers and movement is confined
to one axis) clicking and dragging with
a mouse. It won’t be to everyone’s taste;
some will prefer a set of MIDI knobs, buttons
and faders to be permanently assigned
to specific functions. But even then, this
device has the potential to make a good
companion for such a controller, as you
can control things that such devices can’t.
(I’ve configured a Behringer BCR2000 for
extensive control of Cubase, and definitely
envisage using the nOb alongside that.)
All things considered, then, the asking
price isn’t bad. I’ve not had the space for
a detailed exploration of everything that’s
possible, so do also check out Nob Control’s
videos on their web site, and for news
of updates to the nAc software too. But
hopefully you now have a better feel for
what a nOb can do for you.
£ €236.81 including VAT.
E info@nobcontrol.com
W http://nobcontrol.com
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precisely customize his setup as he goes along without spending a huge amount of money
all at once. It s a system that can grow over time into a massively versatile and totally exible
musical instrument. kb37 is a compact and rugged performance instrument. It can house up
to 100 HP of modules which sit right on top of the super high-quality Fatar TP9 keyboard.

WALDORF

WALDORF

NEW

NW1

CMP-1

NEW

WALDORF

WALDORF

NEW

DVCA1

MOD1

NEW

NW1 includes an advanced wavetable engine
with independent control of spectral envelope
and noisiness. nw1 sound engine also allows
for onboard creation of user wavetables.

A true high-end analogue compressor not
only adds punch to your signal, but it also
can be modulated in intriguing and
unconventional ways!

Built around two VCAs with a wide range of
options giving the ability to musically colour
the signal. Starting in dry mode, you get
high-precision analogue amplification.

Simple envelopes and LFOs to complex
looped multi-stage curves, the mod1
delivers rich and endless modulation
options all based on pure analogue circuitry.

WALDORF

WALDORF

WALDORF

WALDORF

2-POLE

STREICHFETT

ROCKET

PULSE 2

Giving the guitar player, DJ, or the keyboard
player access to the heart of the Waldorf
sound - with an inspiring user interface and
one knob/one function philosophy.

Combining the best of the now extinct
String Synths of the 70s & 80s. Dual sound
engines feature a fully polyphonic strings
section and a monophonic solo section.

The Waldorf Rocket Synthesiser is a
super compact and insanely powerful
synthesiser that delivers bone crushingly
fat bass synth sounds.

Pulse 2 is a complete analog synthesizer
that delivers what synth enthusiasts crave.
Three analog osciliators in combination
with a true analog cascading filter.

2BOX

NEW

TRIGIT TRIGGERS

CME

XKEY AIR BLUETOOTH

NEW

Are you looking for authentic playability and the
looks of a classic drum set on stage? Are you
one of those who just wants to nail their sounds
live and in the studio, whether acoustic or
electronic? In that case, nothing beats adding a
drum module to your acoustic kit. Simple, right?
Yep, simple, provi ded you use the right tools.
Using acoustic drum triggers has neve r been
easier and better looking than with the all-new
2Box Triggers.

The CME Xkey Air is the ultimate portable
bluetooth MIDI controller. Featuring full
sized keys, velocity sensitivity, polyphonic
aftertouch, 100% MIDI, and low latency.
Coupled with amazing battery life and
housed in a high quality aluminum body.

EQUATOR AUDIO

WI DIGITAL

The coaxial transducer design of the nearfield
speaker combined with a steep 4th order
crossover delivers a detailed mid-range that
allows for clarity in that complex 900Hz – 3 kHz
range. Guitars, voices, strings, horns, & reverb
trails are very clearly and accurately portrayed.

The Wi Digital ALP55 2.4GHz is the Smallest,
Most Advanced, Stereo Digital Wireless
Instruments & Audio Monitoring System for
guitarists, bassists, keyboardist, drummers
and audio monitoring professionals with 2-Way
USB 2.0 Wireless Audio Connectivity.
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INTERVIEW

PAUL TINGEN

L

ocated more or less in the middle of
nowhere in the South-Eastern USA,
and containing just under half a million
inhabitants, the city of Atlanta, Georgia punches
above its weight. Not only was it the birthplace
of Martin Luther King, Jr; it is now the “hip-hop
capital of the world”, having spawned current
stars such as Future, Gucci Mane, 21 Savage,
Young Thug and Migos — and, before that, the
likes of Andree 3000, Usher, Jermaine Dupri,
Jeezy, Ludacris, OJ da Juiceman, OutKast,
B.o.B., 2 Chainz, The-Dream, CeeLo Green, Lil
Jon, and many others. In short, Atlanta’s impact
on the international music scene is totally
disproportionate to the size of its population.
The main innovation of the Atlanta hip-hop
scene, and in fact of Southern hip-hop as
a whole (also incorporating cities like New
Orleans, Houston, Memphis and Miami), is
trap. This is music stripped to its bare bones,
dominated by heavy 808s and double- or
triple-time hi-hats, with a fairly light-sounding
snare, sparse but cinematic use of synths
and other instruments, and overall very little
mid-range content. Hand in hand with this
goes the distinctive Atlanta vocal sound:
simultaneous rapping and singing, aided and
abetted by obvious use of Auto-Tune.

Through The Trapdoor
Tracing the exact roots of Atlanta rap and
trap would require an article of its own, but in
a nutshell, the genre was in the first instance
pioneered by producers Lil John, Mannie
Fresh and DJ Paul, and was then further
developed by the likes of Fatboi, Drumma
Boy, Shawty Redd, D. Rich and Zaytoven.
The latter’s sound has gone on to become
particularly influential both in the Atlanta rap
scene, and in the music world at large. Many
of the trappings of trap, and of Zaytoven’s
approach in particular, have been seeping
into R&B/pop and other music genres as well,
for example giving rise to Latin trap.
It’s an outcome that has surprised and
delighted the man himself. “I am definitely
amazed by what Atlanta has done! The beat
and the music mean a lot, and then the
rappers, like Future and Migos, also started
singing melodies. They are singing from a rap
standpoint, not as singers, so they’re not doing
harmonies and so on, but the melodies they
come up with are so catchy that the listeners
can sing along with them, and they almost
like it more than R&B. The Atlanta sound has
become the more popular sound. It’s edgy, and
creative, and that’s what attracts people to it.”
Zaytoven acknowledges the debt owed
by the Atlanta music scene to artists like
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T-Pain and Kanye West in using Auto-Tune
and getting rappers to sing, but adds,
“T-Pain was definitely one of the guys who
started it, but he came from a singer’s
standpoint. So, as I said, because people
like Future and Quavo are it approaching
from a rapper’s standpoint, they are going
to feel things differently and will sing them
differently. That is the game right now, and
why I think R&B is not quite as popular
anymore. The music and melodies that
producers add to the game, and the things
like melodies from Future and other rap
artists is what we need for today’s trap
music.” It’s quite a claim to state that trap
is superseding the dominant pop genre of
this century, modern R&B, but what’s been
happening in the charts the last few years
bears this out.

Early Music
Tracing how Zaytoven ended up in his
position as one of the prime beat- and
taste-makers of the 21st Century is slightly
more straightforward than tracing the
genesis of the trap genre, and starts with
the fact that he has his roots in church
music. In contrast to many of his current
beat-making colleagues, Zaytoven actually
plays his material rather than clicking
notes on a grid. While doing so he spends
remarkably little time on developing his
sounds, or sitting in front of a screen.
Spontaneity and improvisation play a major
role in Zaytoven’s universe and he proudly
asserts that he spends on average 10
minutes on each beat, and tends to dismiss
beats that take him more than 15, because
he’s most likely not “not feeling it”.
Zaytoven was born Xavier Lamar Dotson
in Germany, in 1980, and started playing
drums at a church in Grenada, Mississippi,
when he was eight years old. His father was
a preacher and his mother a choir director,
so the church and music connections were
there from the start. Because his father
was in the US army the family travelled
around a lot, and when Dotson was still very
young, they moved from Germany to the
South-Eastern US.
“The problem with playing drums was
that every boy in the church wanted to
do this, so I might get to play only one
song during an entire service. I got tired
of waiting for my time to play the drums,
so I switched to the keyboards, and also
picked up a guitar. There was a guy called
Sheldon Harrison who taught me, and later
Hugh Davis. They showed me stuff here
and there so I could follow behind them on
the organ. Then I’d go home and practise

Central to Atlanta’s white-hot rap scene is producer
Zaytoven, who brings a West Coast flavour to trap.
what they taught me, all night long. That’s
how I learned how to play keyboards.”
The next step in the young Dotson’s
musical development occurred when he
was about 15. By this stage his family had
moved to San Francisco, where he ran into
a well-known rapper and producer called
JT the Bigga Figga. “He had a studio with
drum machines and keyboards and stuff like
that, and he showed me how to use them
and program stuff. So I’d make a beat, and
put it on a cassette tape, and went home
and listened to it, and it was like ‘Cool!

I made a beat!’ I was doing that for fun, and
then my little brother and my cousin wanted
to rap on my beats, and then also the
guys from my school, and that turned into
somebody giving me $50 for a beat, and
then $100 and then $200, and so on.”

West Practice
It was during those years in San Francisco
that Dotson was nicknamed Zaytoven —
after Beethoven, naturally — by someone
impressed with his keyboard chops.
After finishing high school, in 2000, he
moved to Atlanta, because his family had
already moved there and he had problems
making ends meet in San Francisco. In
Atlanta he set up a studio in his parents’
basement, attended barber school and
worked as a barber. The latter provided an
unexpected bonus because he met several

of the rappers he was to work with, one of
them being Gucci Mane. Despite the fact
that Zaytoven’s beats still sounded very
West Coast, he quickly immersed himself in
the nascent Atlanta hip-hop scene.
“I loved West Coast rap music, and
I also loved down-South rap music. But
when I was on the West Coast, I had to
make West-Coast sounding beats, so
that’s what I was good at. After I arrived in
Atlanta, I was trying to make Atlanta-style
beats, but I could not create the sound
that people were accustomed to here. My
main influences in Atlanta were the rappers
I had to please. They wanted things that
were more simple and 808-driven, whereas
my stuff was too melody-driven. I think
what shaped my sound was that I was not
able to make genuine down-South beats
with my West Coast influences.”
As a result, Zaytoven ended up creating
a hybrid, giving his work a distinctive
sound of its own. “The 808 and the kick
are very important in the Atlanta sound, as
is low bass. You want to make sure that the
speakers in the trunk of a car are rattling!
We don’t only need to leave space in the
mid-range for the rappers to do their
melodies, they also want to sit on the beat
in a certain way, using cadences. If there’s
a lot of mid in the track, you cover up the
rapper. For me, the rapper’s contribution is
the last instrument that goes on the track,
and they supply the mid-range.”
The signature sound that Zaytoven
arrived at combines the kick-heavy but
otherwise very sparse arrangements of trap
with his West Coast-influenced melodic
and atmospheric piano parts. Augmented
by some other sounds, these produce
a spacious and melancholy arrangement
and feel. Most of his beats are between
135 and 150 bpm, but played in half time,
which gives a laid-back sound, and again,
leaves lots of space for the rappers.
Zaytoven’s first contribution to an
official release, on JT the Bigga Figga’s
album Something Crucial in 1999, was
naturally entirely West Coast in sound.
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Zaytoven in his Atlanta studio. To left
of shot is the Akai MPCX which is his
main source of drum sounds.

After arriving in Atlanta, he broke through
with Gucci Mane’s ‘Icy’ featuring Young
Jeezy (2005), which Zaytoven says was
still very West Coast, because it was more
uptempo, with more mid-range and more
musical content. This was followed by
Gucci Mane’s seminal ‘Bricks’ (2009), and
the same year saw the release of ‘Make
Tha Trap Say Aye’ by OJ Da Juiceman
featuring Gucci Mane, by which time
Zaytoven had more or less established his
signature trap sound. In 2010 Zaytoven
created the beat for Usher’s ‘Papers’
which won him a Grammy Award. Other
well-known Zaytoven tracks include
‘Versace’ by Migos (2013) and Future’s
‘Oooh’ (2015), and of late, the producer
has started releasing tracks under his own
name, for example ‘East Atlanta Day’
featuring Gucci Mane and 21 Savage.

The Human Touch
While Zaytoven’s sound has changed over
the 20 years he’s been active, his process,
and the gear he uses, have remained
remarkably constant. He’s got a studio in
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his home in Atlanta, where he for the most
part avoids the trappings, so to speak, of
modern software-based gear and working
methods. “My keyboards are the Korg
Kronos, Yamaha Motif, Roland Fantom G6
and Access Virus TI, plus I have the Akai
MPCX. I also have a Pro Tools C24 console,
an Apogee Symphony interface, Focal
and Yamaha monitors, a Neumann U87 for
when I record a rapper, and the Mac that
looks like a trash can.
“I’m still more of an analogue guy.
I feel that using hardware gives me more
of a human, soulful, warm sound and feel.
A lot of guys are clicking in their notes
and beats and end up sounding so robotic
and digital that it doesn’t have that warm,
human touch anymore. I also think me
actually playing keyboards adds to a warm
feel in my beats. When I create beats I run
all my keyboards through the MPC, and
use MPC software to record things. I don’t
spend much time finding a sound, because
I am impatient, and the moment I find
a preset that works well with the beat, I use
it. My drum sounds in the MPC also are to

a large degree still the kit sounds that were
given to me by JT the Bigga Figga back
in 1999 when I got my first drum machine,
the MPC 2000XL!”
In fact, not only does Zaytoven have
a predilection for using presets and
a set of drum sounds he’s been using for
nearly 20 years, but his sound palette is
dictated by his choice of four hardware
keyboards, which, he says, are the
foundation of every non-drum sound
he makes. “My Kronos is my signature
and go-to keyboard. When I first started
making beats I had the Korg Trinity and an
MPC, and I then had the Triton, and the
Trident, and then the M3, and now there’s
the Kronos. In essence they all are the
same keyboards, just different versions
to which they added newer sounds. I also
got the Yamaha Motif when I first started
making beats, because I wanted to add
some different sounds than I got from the
Trinity, and you could not buy plug-ins
back in the day. Certain sounds from the
Motif are on my first big songs, which is
why I need to keep it.
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Unrivalled sound
and workflow
An equalizer is probably the tool you use most while mixing
and mastering, so you need the best of the best! With FabFilter Pro-Q 2,
you get the highest possible sound quality and a gorgeous,
innovative interface with unrivalled ease of use.
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Zaytoven describes the Korg Kronos
as his “signature keyboard”.

“Roland used to have the Fantom X,
but then they came out with the G, and
I also keep it because it has a lot of sounds
that I like. The sounds that I used on the
Gucci Mane track ‘Pillz’ back in the day
(2006) are from the Fantom, and they are
signature sounds for me. I got the Virus TI
strictly for the arpeggiator. I was trying to
add some different flavours to my beats
and the Virus arpeggios added a new twist.
I initially had the Virus 1, and now the Virus
2, and it’s part of my sound.
“I will always keep these keyboards,
because if at any time someone wants
a real signature Zaytoven sound, or if I feel
like making something I did years ago,
I have the keyboards right there and can
pull up those sounds. So any time Roland
or Yamaha or Korg come out with a new
version of these keyboards, I buy it. Once
again, I don’t really tweak the sounds.
I like to keep it real and not add stuff to
it. I also don’t use any samples, other than
the drum samples, and the only soft synth
I use is Spectrasonics Omnisphere, just for
different sounds with a more digital nature.
I might use a piano sound from that, and
trigger that from whatever keyboard
I play.”
Zaytoven is aware that his approach
stands in stark contrast to the approach
taken by many of today’s beat-makers,
who are always on the lookout for new
sounds, and constantly listening over their
shoulders for the latest fashionable sounds
used by others. “What I try to teach to
anybody who is coming up as a producer
is that there are so many plug-ins and so
many soft synths now that you can get
lost. There are just too many sounds, and
if you use too many of them, you can
never create your own signature sound.
But with Zaytoven, when you hear a flute,
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or you hear a violin, or a certain piano you
know it is Zaytoven because these are my
go-to sounds.”

All About Feeling
Once Zaytoven’s beat is in good shape —
which, as he says, usually takes less than 15
minutes — his next step is to load what he
has recorded in his MPC as audio into Pro
Tools. “By the time I put the beat in Pro
Tools it’s pretty much done. I start editing

right there and then in Pro Tools, while
I’m still into the beat. It’s all one process.
I may cut and paste parts and rearrange
the beats, and turn stuff up and down,
and I might add a few plug-ins, but not
many. I don’t do any sonic shaping. I like
to keep it real, and don’t do too much to
the sounds.
“If I’ve recorded vocals, I may put
some effects on them in Pro Tools, and

that may be the final release. For example
with the early Gucci records, like ‘I’m
A Dog’ (2009), they went straight from
my basement to the radio or the mixtape
or the album. I mixed that stuff myself,
even though I’m not a mixer. But I guess
people liked the way it sounded, which
was rough and edgy. So I might put an
EQ or a compressor on a vocal, but I don’t
know how to use them too much, and
I’m sure somebody else can do that stuff
better than me. The same with mastering.
But nowadays, if a beat I’ve done does get
mixed by someone else, they often work
from my two-track. When I gave Migos
the beat for ‘Versace’ (2013), they never
came back and asked for the files of the
individual tracks.”
Zaytoven’s minimalist mix and
mastering approach, like his beat-making
process, once again comes from
a philosophy that stresses feel and
spontaneity and rough edges over
perfectionism. “If you start overthinking
things and editing too much you really
can take the feeling away from your beats.
That’s why I make them as fast as I do.
I often work with the rappers in the room,
and watch them perform, and they don’t
write any music any more. They just go
in and almost freestyle the entire song,
because it’s all about feeling and groove.
So that’s how I try to treat the music and
the beats as well. I don’t over-edit, I don’t
try to make it perfect, I just focus on
creating that feeling.
“Often when I make a beat, I can
visualise what an artist will do over it,
or how they are supposed to sound
over it, and I definitely include that in
my process. Music is about feeling, and
I think that is why Atlanta has been on
top for so long, because what we do is
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Beats Galore

improvised and has a lot of feeling,
and we don’t go in for a lot of fixing
things or editing.”

Spreading Wings
While Zaytoven untiringly and
eloquently sings the praises of the
Atlanta rap scene, there are hints
that he actually would like to diversify
his activities a little further. He’s
branching out into releasing singles
and solo albums under his own name,
he’s DJ’ing and working with other
beat-makers such as Metro Boomin,
Atlanta’s brightest young kid on the
trap block. Zaytoven also starred in
and wrote music for a 2012 movie
called Birds Of A Feather, which was
loosely based on his life, and Birds Of
A Feather 2 is slated for a release early
this year, as is his first big-label solo
album, Trap Holizay.
“Albums like Sorority and Where
Would The Game Be Without Me 2
are like mixtapes. They contain songs
that I have done with a lot of different
artists, and rather than me holding onto
these songs, I prefer to put them out
to the public as compilations. But Trap
Holizay will be out on Capitol-Motown,
and has nothing but big names on it: 21
Savage, Gucci Mane, Lil Uzi Vert, Migos,
Travis Scott, Future, Quavo, Kodak
Black, 2-Chain, Rick Ross, Jeremih,
Trouble, and so on. I also worked
with other beat-makers on it, like DJ
Mustard, Mike Will Made It, Metro
Boomin, and so on. It’s being mixed
right now.
“My new movie Birds Of A Feather
2 should be coming out in February.
I scored the entire movie, using the
same approach as when I make beats.

“Many of my beats don’t get used, because
they maybe did not get to the right person, or
maybe they were not that good. Sometimes
people come back later on to use them. And
I send out old beats sometimes. My beat
for ‘Versace’ was in fact two years old. But
because I end up with many beats, I have to
organise them. I often do that by month. Or
I make 40-beat folders. Then I go in and label
them, like I might mark something as R&B
beats and something else like trap beats, and
another like more pop-sounding, or club, or
radio beats. I also title every beat. My title
often sparks the rapper and there are quite
a few occasions in which the final name of
a song was the name I gave to the beat.”

I added the music after the movie was
finished. I looked at scenes and tried to
get a feeling or emotion out of them,
and then just made the music to go
with it. It’s the same process, but it does
give me a little bit more space to be
more adventurous. There definitely will
be a soundtrack album.
“I also do a lot of DJ’ing, and
sometimes I might make a beat live,
just to excite the crowd. On stage
I have the MPC Live, a smaller version
of the MPCX. It takes me three
minutes to create a beat, and I then
might have some guys come on stage
to do freestyle rap to the beat, just
to get everybody involved. Nothing
is pre-rehearsed. It is all about doing
it on the spot. Making beats live is
something that I am trying to create.
It’s essential to be able to play to
be able to do this, though on stage
I quantise what I am doing. In the
studio it depends on the kind of riff
I’m playing. A lot of the time I leave it
unquantised.”
According to Zaytoven, it’s all about
branding his name and getting it out.
“Nowadays you have to. These are
the things I have to do to expand my
name, so people look at Zaytoven not
just as the guy who makes beats, but
also as an artist, even though I don’t
rap. And yes, the name is cool because
of the Beethoven-Zaytoven rhyme,
but even though I play the piano, I’m
not really into classical music. So I’m
not going to add any more classical
elements to what I am doing. I also
don’t do any sample stuff from the
past. Like I said, my music is about
feeling, and I just always try to create
new stuff!”

beautifully
honest

www.amphion.fi
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Zaytoven’s quick working methods have
a down side, which is that there are literally
thousands of beats sitting on his hard drives.
“I get up in the morning and can make 10
beats, which I then send to different artists
who I think would be best suited to rap over
them. Or I have someone in the studio and
create a beat in front of them, and while
I have the energy, I may create another five
with the sound and feel that they are looking
for. When I send out 10 beats, only four may
be used, and that means that the other six
may be forgotten. That is just the way the
game goes. It means that I make and send
out another 10, and see which people take
which beats.
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ON TEST

IK Multimedia T-Racks 5

JOHN WALDEN

S

oftware-based DIY audio
mastering is now an accepted
necessity for many independent
musicians, and IK Multimedia’s T-Racks

IK Multimedia
T-Racks 5
PROS
Standard edition is a great choice for those
new to DIY mastering.
MAX contains some excellent emulations
of hardware classics.
Stand-alone version offers an effective and
easy-to-use mastering environment.

CONS
MAX edition is a significant investment.
No side-chain options in the various
dynamics processors.

SUMMARY
The standard edition of T-Racks 5 is
a great place to start for those interested in
DIY mastering, while the MAX edition, if
your budget can stretch that far, provides
a comprehensive plug-in suite for both
mixing and mastering duties, and includes
excellent emulations of classic EQ and
dynamics hardware.
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Mastering Software
Whether you’re looking for a stand-alone
mastering suite or a comprehensive plug-in
bundle, the latest iteration of IK Multimedia’s
T-Racks has much to offer.
is one of the longest established options
for that task. Paul White reviewed the
original release of T-Racks back in the
February 2000 issue of SOS, and more
recent versions have been covered in
the April 2009 and May 2013 issues, with
consistently positive conclusions. So does
the release of T-Racks 5 continue both
the steady development of the feature
set and the solid reputation that IK
Multimedia have built for the application?
T-Racks started life as a stand-alone
application offering mastering-style EQ,
compression and multiband limiting. The
feature list has expanded considerably
since then and, more recently, IK have
made all the individual processing
options available as separate plug-ins.
The latest iteration of the software,
T-Racks 5, continues the cross-platform

‘stand-alone plus plug-ins’ format, with
VST2, VST3, AU and AAX formats all
supported. Meanwhile, the feature set
continues to grow, with four interesting
new modules added, a stylish redesign of
the stand-alone workflow, improvements
to the underlying audio engine, more
comprehensive ‘broadcast-ready’
metering tools and options for
album-style mastering with a montage
view for sequencing tracks. The latter
includes export options such as Disc
Description Protocol (DDP) format for
replication purposes.
T-Racks 5 comes in four flavours,
including the free T-Racks Custom Shop
shell, which includes the Classic EQ
module and an in-app store for buying
further processing options. Three paid
versions called T-Racks 5, T-Racks 5
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In the stand-alone T-Racks
application, the bottom central
panel can show a waveform
view for an individual clip, with
a Snapshot function allowing
automation of parameters.

Deluxe and T-Racks 5 MAX
also feature this store,
but ship with bundles of
nine, 22 and 38 processors
respectively. For the purposes
of this review, I had access
to the MAX version, which
is available at a substantial
discount for existing IK
Multimedia customers.
MAX’s 38 processors can be divided
into four categories; EQ, dynamics, spatial
and a ‘catch-all’ of other things. This
last category includes both the Master
Match and ONE processors that are new
in version 5 and which, alongside the
equally new Dyna-Mu compressor and
EQual plug-ins, are present in all three
paid versions.

Stand Alone: Does It Deliver?
The stand-alone interface has had
a significant makeover in T-Racks 5.
Beneath the topmost menu/control strip,
the default layout splits the resizeable
windows into six panels. On the left are
the Preset Browser, with the Clip List
beneath it. The former offers presets
for both full signal chains and individual
processors, while the latter is where you
load and sequence individual audio files.
Each clip can have its own processing
chain specified.
Top right is the metering
panel, which includes peak,
RMS, LUFS and dynamic
range readings as well
as options to customise
the metering displays
for different musical and
broadcast applications.
Beneath it is the processor
browser from where you
can drag and drop modules
into the larger, lower central
panel that, by default,
shows the processing signal
chain for the current audio
clip. Each chain can contain
up to 16 processors, the last
of which is always the new
Master Match, even if it is
not active. These can be
reordered and arranged into

parallel configurations if you wish. Finally,
the top central panel shows the interface
for the currently selected module.
The signal-chain panel can also be
toggled to a waveform view, which
includes basic audio editing features
such as clip trimming and adding fades,
but also provides access to a Snapshot
automation function, allowing up to
eight different settings configurations for
your processing chain to be matched to
positions along the waveform timeline. In
addition, the menu bar also includes four
slots (labelled A to D) that can hold four
different signal-chain configurations for
each audio clip, making it easy to explore
alternative processing strategies for
a given clip as you work.
There is one further item on the
topmost menu strip that’s worth paying
attention to: the Equal Gain button. With
this option engaged, T-Racks does its

best to match the apparent level of the
processed and unprocessed versions of
the audio. This makes it easy to check
that your processing chain is preserving
the sonic quality, without your ears being
fooled simply by volume increases. This is
an important, and very useful, feature.
Another new stand-alone feature is the
Assembly window. This offers a two-lane
waveform display where you can
sequence, trim and edit a series of audio
clips loaded within the current project.
When you are ready, you can export
either individual clips, multiple clips (WAV,
AIF and FLAC formats are supported) or
the full montage.
T-Racks 5 still isn’t a full-blown audio
editor in the same vein as, for example,
Steinberg’s Wavelab, but the stand-alone
environment now offers enough editing
The Assembly window allows you to build album
projects within a single T-Racks 5 document.
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tools for routine mastering
tasks, both for individual
flies and album-length
projects. The visual design
and workflow are slick and,
if you have passed your
‘Loudness Wars 101’ class,
the metering options offer
more than enough to help
keep you on the straight
and narrow when it comes
to getting your output levels
in the loudness sweet spot
for your musical genre.

EQ & Dynamics
There are 12 different EQ modules/
plug-ins supplied in the MAX edition,
along with the ONE processor which
we’ll return to later. As well as some of
IK’s own designs, these include a number
of ‘inspired by’ offerings, including full
channel strips with dynamics such as
British Channel and the SSL-inspired
White Channel. The EQ-73 and EQ-81
draw on classic Neve equipment, EQP-1A
is a Pultec homage, while EQ PA, EQ PB
and EQ PG are based on API designs
and the Master EQ 432 emulates the
Sontec 432, a hardware unit revered
by many mastering engineers. IK’s own
designs are the existing Classic and Linear
Phase EQs, plus the new EQual. With
10 bands, very transparent operation
and extremely precise control, this is
a sophisticated tool.
It’s a similar story within the dynamics
section. MAX offers 14 dedicated
dynamics options, including hardware
tributes such as the VC670, White 2A,
Black 76, the SSL-aping Bus Comp and
the Neve-inspired Precision Comp Limiter.
New for version 5, and included in all
three paid versions, is the Dyna-Mu,
The new EQual processor provides wide-ranging
EQ options.
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New in version 5, the Dyna-Mu module
emulates the highly regarded Manley Variable
Mu compressor.

which pays homage to the classic Manley
Variable Mu — and which, like the VC670,
does a very forgiving job on any bus or
master bus even when pushed quite hard.
IK also have their own ‘classic’
Compressor, plus a multiband limiter,
compressor and de-esser. The last of
these is particularly nifty, letting you
really target the frequencies you want to
attenuate. You get mid-sides processing
options and some modules also feature
a frequency-based triggering filter but,
currently, there is no full side-chain facility
for any of the plug-ins. This is one of the
few criticisms I’d have of T-Racks 5 as
a plug-in suite for mixing, though it’s less
of a concern for mastering.

And There’s More
The ‘everything else’ category includes
some very interesting tools. I’ve already
mentioned the metering options, but
MAX also includes the Classic Clipper,
an alternative means of taming peaks,
plus the four-band Quad Image stereo
width processor and Saturator X. The
last of these is an interesting take on
tape saturation, with multiple modes.
Used gently, it can add some subtle
analogue-style warmth in a mastering

context, but you can also really cook
things if you want something more
obvious for an individual track within
a mix.
The Deluxe and MAX versions also
feature IK Multimedia’s Mic Room
technology. In concept, this is similar
to Antares’ Mic Mod EFX in that
it models the sonic characteristics
of classic studio microphones from
a Shure 57 to a Neumann U87. Results
obviously depend upon the character
of your original recording, but it does
provide some interesting tonal options,
particularly for vocals.
Two new processors round off this
catch-all category: ONE and Master
Match. Both are included in all paid
versions and both are worthy of a few
words. While T-Racks is, first and
foremost, a mastering suite, ONE is
designed to be a complete mastering
solution in a single processor. Across
the nine controls offered, you get
a combination of EQ, compression,
exciter, enhancer, stereo width adjustment
and limiter. For example, the Air control
allows you to boost/cut the high end,
while Focus changes the way the
mid-range is perceived. The Body and
Bass Punch settings provide control
over the low end, while the Transients
control changes how the attack of sounds
is handled.
The two largest
knobs are Push and
Volume, and respectively
control how hard the
compression is pushed
and the overall loudness.
Both include a red scale/
LED meter showing how
much gain reduction
is being generated as
a consequence of the
processing. As with the
other controls, I suspect
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each knob is actually changing a number
of underlying parameters within the
processing algorithms. Obviously, if you
push too hard on any of these settings,
then things will eventually get messy, but
I was actually very impressed at how easy
ONE makes it to do a basic mastering job
when your starting point is a solid mix. It’s
perhaps not flexible enough to perform
surgical corrective moves, but that’s not
what it’s there for, and I can imagine those
new to DIY mastering finding this a really
great place to start.
In concept, Master Match is similar
to the Master Assistant within iZotope’s

The Mic Room processor offers emulations of some classic microphones.

Ozone 8, in that it aims to analyse your
audio and suggest processing that
will take it where you want it to go. In
a simple three-stage process, Master
Match takes the spectral balance and
perceived loudness of up to three
references and then applies both EQ and
level adjustment to get your track to try
and match them. You can, of course, apply
your own choice of mastering processes
in front of Master Match, and then just
use Master Match to nudge you a little
closer to your sonic target. Like ONE, this

Alternatives
The most obvious alternative is iZotope’s
Ozone 8. It too comes at different prices,
offers individual components as separate
plug-ins and has some truly innovative
options such as the Tonal Balance Control.
It is very powerful and flexible but perhaps
not as instantly approachable as T-Racks
5. Alternatively, you can, of course, also
build your own mastering signal chain from
individual plug-ins, but you won’t get the
stand-alone mastering environment found in
products such as T-Racks.
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is a very useful tool for those taking their
first steps in DIY mastering and, providing
you don’t expect miracles (it will not make
a duff mix into a radio-ready hit), it can do
a very decent job.

Not Just For Mastering?
For mastering duties, the new T-Racks
5 front-end offers a pretty comfortable
working environment, and I can’t imagine
new users having too many difficulties
finding their way around. Equally, as
a mastering tool, T-Racks 5 is sonically

Making Space
The MAX edition of T-Racks 5 includes four
reverbs and an emulated tape-based echo:
not obvious essentials for mastering, but nice
to have, nonetheless. The reverbs cover hall,
plate, room and ‘inverse’ options and all, colour
scheme aside, provide similar control sets,
with an ADV (advanced) button opening up
a large number of further controls if you want
to dig past the Easy mode options. It would
be easy to overlook this selection, but these
modules are actually capable of some seriously
good reverb treatments. I experimented with

a range of vocals, acoustic guitars, solo pianos
and drums and have no complaints about the
results that can be obtained.
The ADV options in the plate reverb
module include an Echo section offering
delays up to 500ms, and the only other delay
option is the Tape Echo plug-in. This is
a characterful emulation of an Echoplex
hardware unit. It’s good at what it does but, for
my taste, provides rather too much emulated
tape noise for routine delay duties — not that
that is really an issue for mastering.
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Master Match helps get your
masters into the same sonic
territory as your chosen references.

up there with the obvious
competition. Those new to
DIY mastering will appreciate
the accessible front end
and the contributions made
by ONE and Master Match
to get them started. The
bottom line here is that
even the standard edition is
a perfectly capable mastering
package; by the time you
reach the MAX version, it
offers an almost endless
set of options including the
ability to add ‘character’
using the various emulations of classic EQ
and dynamics hardware.
So what about the other potential
role for T-Racks 5, as a plug-in bundle for
mixing? Aside from one technical gremlin
— the Metering plug-in sent Wavelab
belly-up on me a few times — I had no
problems using any of the T-Racks 5
plug-ins in the various hosts I tried. The
standard version offers a well-targeted
selection of plug-ins for routine
mastering duties, but few of them could
be considered essential mixing tools.

a workhorse delay and pitch correction,
for example — but for the most part,
T-Racks 5 MAX would take you from zero
to hero in one step.
That is, assuming IK’s emulations
stand up sonically to the competition.
As I happened to have a number of
equivalent emulations from Waves
Audio on my test system, I spent
a very interesting hour or two making
direct comparisons. IK’s White 2A and
Waves’ CLA-2A not only produced
comparable results, but the response of

“The bottom line here is that even the standard
edition is a perfectly capable mastering
package; by the time you reach the MAX version,
it offers an almost endless set of options.”
However, the (admittedly pricy) MAX
selection provides a hugely impressive
collection of emulated hardware that is
just as tempting for mix engineers as it
is for mastering. If you are currently just
working with the stock plug-in selection
supplied with your DAW, T-Racks 5 MAX
would provide a significant upgrade
both in terms of choice and in adding
‘character’. There are a few things that
might still be required — a compressor
with an external side-chain input,

T e st S pec
IK Multimedia T-Racks 5 MAX.
Apple iMac with 3.5GHz Intel Core i7 CPU
and 32GB RAM, running Mac OS 10.12.5,
Soundcraft Signature 12MTK.
Tested with Steinberg Cubase 9.5.10 and
Wavelab 9.0.20.
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their front-panel settings also matched
very closely; and although the controls
are perhaps less similar, the same was
basically true of the T-Racks EQ73 when
compared with the Scheps-73, or the
EQP-1A compared to the PuigTec EQP1A.
If my experience is representative, then
IKM’s take on these hardware classics is
certainly up to par with similar options
from other vendors.

Masterful
On the whole, then, I’ve been very
impressed with T-Racks 5, and particularly
with the vintage hardware emulations
in the MAX edition, which make it
highly desirable for mixing as well as
mastering. That said, MAX is not cheap.
So just who might the various flavours of
T-Racks 5 suit?
With the standard edition, I think

that answer is pretty easy: if you are just
finding your feet with DIY mastering,
T-Racks 5 provides a great choice. There
are enough options included to do routine
mastering work, it’s easy to get to grips
with, the metering is more than adequate
and ONE and Master Match provide
useful tools for the less experienced.
You also get a few useful plug-ins to add
to your DAW arsenal and the option to
extend the module library through the
Custom Shop as time goes by.
The cost of the Deluxe and MAX
editions means their market is likely to
be a more select one. However, for the
more experienced music producer who
is looking to both step up his or her DIY
mastering options and round out a plug-in
collection with a set of tasty emulations
of hardware classics, T-Racks 5 is a pretty
simple way to kill two birds with one
stone. In that regard, if the price doesn’t
make you wince too much, I think MAX
is actually pretty good value for money,
if you really want lots of choice and don’t
already own similar plug-in emulations
from other vendors. Of course, with the
T-Racks 5 store, you can also pick and
choose what you might want, albeit at
a higher price per plug-in, just as you
can from those other plug-in sources.
Whichever version suits your needs, this is
a quality product that has matured nicely
to offer both a comprehensive mastering
package and a really good collection of
plug-ins for mixing duties.
£ MAX edition £529.99; Deluxe edition
£317.99; standard edition £159.99.
Prices include VAT.
T IK Multimedia +44 (0)1223 234414
W www.ikmultimedia.com
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Ear candy
Mackie launch first
in-ear monitors plus
live sound tools and
headphone amps

S

talwarts of studio and stage for
decades, Mackie have shown
an uncanny knack for nailing the
price-features-quality equation, making
their mixers and loudspeakers
a permanent feature in semi-pro
circles. Now the company have
launched their first range of in-ear
monitors, offering further evidence
that IEMs, once the preserve of the
pros, are now for everyone.
There are three models in the new
range. The MP-120 (£89) features
a single dynamic driver, while the
MP-220 (£135) uses dual dynamic

drivers to offer, Mackie say, a tighter bass
response and more detailed mids and highs.
The top-of-the-line MP-240 (£179) combines
a dynamic driver with a balanced armature
driver, with the aim of offering both the solid
bass of the former and the revealing clarity of
the latter. All three feature detachable cables
and come with three different sizes of ear tip.
Also new from Mackie, the MDB series
of DI boxes features two passive DIs — the
mono MDB-1P (£53) and stereo MDB-2P
(£69) — as well as the active MDB-1A
(£69) and the MDB-USB (£135), a USB
interface-cum-DI designed for running
audio from a laptop to the FOH mixer. With
a USB input and dual balanced XLR outputs,
the MDB-USB also provides a headphone
output, level knob and mono sum switch.
Mackie’s range of live sound tools is further
expanded by the M48 phantom power
supply, which will run off a 9V battery or an
external mains adaptor, and the MTest-1,
a battery-powered cable tester with male
and female connectors for all common
jack types.
Mackie have also produced a new series
of headphone distribution amps. The HM400 (£159) is a four-channel headphone

amplifier featuring per-channel EQ and
level controls, level metering and left/right
channel mute switches. Each channel also has
its own aux input and a balance knob to mix
the main and aux inputs. Additional outputs
at the rear mean each channel can drive up
to three sets of headphones, so 12 pairs of
cans in total. Its bigger brother the HM-800
(£217) is an eight-channel amp capable of
feeding up to 16 sets of headphones from
two main stereo inputs. Alongside these 1U
rackmount devices, the HM-4 (£35) is a tiny
four-way headphone amp with one stereo
input and four headphone outputs, each with
its own level knob.
Polar Audio +44 (0)1444 258258
https://polar.uk.com
www.mackie.com

Adaptable amp

Bose design highly portable, highly versatile PA

T

he new S1 Pro from Bose is a portable,
powered PA speaker designed to play
a number of different roles. Bose are
calling it a “multi-position” PA, and the S1 Pro
can function as an all-in-one PA, a floor monitor,
a practice amp or a wireless music system.
What’s more, it weighs a measly 6.8kg and is
small enough to fit in a plane’s overhead locker.
The S1 Pro’s built-in mixer provides two XLR/
quarter-inch inputs with independent level, EQ
and reverb controls, plus a third stereo channel
fed by either the stereo mini-jack input or via
Bluetooth. Borrowing from the ToneMatch
technology found in the Bose L1 PA system,
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the S1 also offers switchable presets for
mic or instrument sources on the mono
input channels. More unconventional
is the unit’s Auto EQ feature. Internal
movement sensors are said to detect the
speaker’s position and orientation then
trigger automatic EQ compensation, whether
the S1 is flat on the floor, tilted back, elevated,
mounted on a speaker stand or placed on its
side. The Bose S1 Pro is out now priced £529.
For true mobility, an optional rechargeable li-ion
battery is available for £130.
Bose UK +44 (0)3330 142545
https://pro.bose.com
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8
8
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DiGiCo S21
Digital Mixing Console

In the S21, DiGiCo have made their world-class
digital mixing technology more accessible than
ever before. We spent some time with it, both
at DiGiCo HQ and at a real live event.
DiGiCo S21 £5994
PROS
Great specs and performance.
Big channel count in a compact package.
Quality build and physical design.
Directly inherits several features from
established upmarket DiGiCo products.
Company have a reputation for standing
behind their products and providing great
user support.
Customisable — arrange the surface just
how you want it.
Tight and effective integration across all
aspects of function and surface.
Multitrack recording and virtual
soundcheck.
Range of DMI cards including extra inputs
and Waves SoundGrid access.
Brilliant value.

CONS
Only available in black.

SUMMARY
A truly professional console that is both
powerful and easy to work on, and with
a host of ‘pro’ features, at a remarkable price.
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MIKE CROFTS

F

or many independent live-sound
practitioners, owning a digital
mixer from the DiGiCo range has
always been firmly in wish-list territory.
The S-Series models changed all that, with
the S21 and S31 — two seriously ‘pro’
consoles — putting this famous brand within
the reach of us ordinary mortals.
DiGiCo were formed in 2002 with the
purchase of Soundtracs — a company
founded in the early 1980s by a group of
recording engineers wanting to develop
a better studio console than what was
currently available. That led to some 20
years of successful analogue designs
and their first development of a digital
mixing console back in 1992. Since 2000,
Soundtracs’ product range had been
based entirely on digital audio, and they
gained a reputation for the exploration and
development of many new technologies;

Connections on the S21 include 24 mic/
line inputs, 12 analogue outputs, AES and
word-clock I/O, Ethernet ports for connecting
to various DiGiCo peripherals (including the
remote-control D-Rack preamp/stagebox), and
a DVI port for connecting an external monitor.
There are also two DMI card slots, which can be
fitted with various I/O expansion modules.

they are particularly known for their
integration of FPGA-based ‘Stealth Digital
Processing’, for introducing TFT LCD
touchscreens as standard on their surfaces,
and their use of 96kHz sample rates.
The first DiGiCo-branded product
was the D5 digital mixer system, and the
D-Series product line has grown over the
years. Their SD-Series consoles significantly
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lower-cost FPGA components and a new
control processor to deliver all that DiGiCo
performance for, to put it bluntly, a lot
less money.

Is It For Real?
There’s an old adage that one seldom
gets something for nothing, and in my
experience this holds just as true when
buying audio gear as for anything else.
This is where you have to get your hands
on the S21 to check out what all the fuss
is about (or the S31 if you need more
faders; we’ll just refer to the S21 for now).
Appearance-wise, the S21 is more than
a little reminiscent of the SD7, having
the same angled surface, solid-looking
aluminium surround, iconic LED lighting bar
and large screens, but can it really do the
proper business at such a remarkable price?
If the general buzz, chat and feedback is
anything to go by, the answer is definitely
a big ‘yes’, and there are those who might
say that the S21 workflow and flexibility,

physically aligned, and very much integrated
with, the channel strips. The twin screens
dominate the upper part of the surface,
which is sharply canted upward (in a very
similar way to the SD7) and affords excellent
visibility and physical access for both screens
and controls. There’s absolutely no mistaking
the S21, this is one shape and style that
stands out. Over on the right-hand side sits
the master fader, the master LED meter,
a group of assignable variable-function
encoders with push-switches, and the main
navigation and display controls to get you
whizzing around the system. Overall the
surface is uncluttered and clean-looking,
and because the physical controls change
function depending on what you’re doing
at the time, there are enough to do the
job while keeping a clean, minimalist
look. On top of this, the encoders use the
‘HTL’ design — this stands for ‘Hidden Til
Lit’ — which means that at any time, any
encoder which is operational will be lit (in an
appropriate colour and linked to the screen
if necessary) and any others will be unlit
and therefore appear ‘greyed out’ so that
they don’t add to visual clutter. This makes
it easier to lay your hands straight on the
control you need. The whole surface is easy
to navigate after only a short time behind it,
and the tight integration between screens
and controls is extremely effective and easy
on the eye over long periods.

The Port Side

raised the bar in terms of processing power
(something like eight times the power of the
already powerful D5), and currently includes
models to which many engineers have
aspired but which have perhaps only been
within financial reach of serious professional
clients. I have consistently put ‘SD9’ on my
Christmas and birthday lists but, sadly, with
no positive result to date...
However, here’s the thing: a couple
of years back DiGiCo decided to break
completely new ground with the release
of the S-Series, using new processing
designs to make the famous DiGiCo brand
available at a previously unheard-of price.
Using the same audio algorithms found
in the SD consoles, the S21 and S31 use

being, of course, a bang-up-to-date design,
offers a comparable level of operational
flexibility to some of its distinguished
and more established stablemates, while
bringing a few new tricks to the party too.

Scratching The Surface
The DiGiCo S21 surface is laid out in two
side-by-side main sections, providing
direct hands-on control of up to 48 mono
or stereo input channels, the master bus,
16 busses in mono or stereo, 10 VCAs
and a 10x8 matrix router. Each of the two
surface control sections has a bank of 10
fully assignable motorised faders and a huge
TFT LCD display that hosts 10 further sets
of assignable on-screen channel controls,

In terms of local ins and outs, the S21 rear
panel is equipped with 24 inputs and 12
line outputs. The mic preamps are the same
as those found in the DiGiCo D-Rack, in
other words the same as those used in any
current DiGiCo rig using the remote digital
head modules. This is good compatibility
and is presumably a plus point for any outfit
considering the addition of S-Series consoles
to its existing SD-Series inventory.
Here on the rear we also find two DMI
slots for installing various option cards,
including the recently released DMI-MIC
card that adds eight additional mic preamps
via a D-sub connector, right there on the
console. There are currently no fewer than
10 DMI cards available, including MADI,
Dante, Aviom, HYDRA, AES, A-D/D-A
converters and — referenced later in this
piece — the DMI Waves card that provides
64 input and output streams to the Waves
SoundGrid system. The user manual makes
the point (in red type) that the DMI cards are
not hot-swappable items, and the console
must be powered down before removing or
inserting them.
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Above the DMI slots are the usual
Ethernet connectors for the D-Rack and
other peripherals. This section also contains
the main AES, word-clock and USB access
points. I love the fact that there’s also
a full-size DVI output for connecting an
external screen to mirror what’s being
displayed on the right-hand internal monitor.
One thing that comes across strongly
in the manufacturer’s information is that
the S21’s processing power is always fully
available, no matter what system resources
are in play, and a great example of this is
that all the input channels can be run as
stereo or mono without having to sacrifice
channel count or performance.

Getting To Know You
I arranged to visit DiGiCo at their Surrey
headquarters, where they kindly took
the time to show me the S21 and demo
the main features. First impressions are
important, in my view, and the first time
I met the S21 I was straight away drawn to
its appearance. The aesthetics, build quality,
look and feel (and, let’s be honest, the big
‘DiGiCo’ logo on the side) all contribute to
the ‘how much do I want to get my hands on
it’ score, which in this case was pretty high
as soon as I walked into the demo room.
The S21 was sitting in between an S31
and an SD9; this was interesting as I had
previously harboured serious designs
on owning the latter with its striking red
bumpers. However, after getting over the
initial feelings of arriving in mixer heaven
I felt more intrigued by the compact, more
upright stance of the S21 and was keen to
start touching and twiddling.
A comprehensive tour of the main
layout and functionality of the console
lasted around an hour, and the reason
these models have become so popular
was quickly apparent
— you can work
them virtually any
way you want, and
the capabilities and
options go way beyond
what you’d expect at
this kind of price. The
fader layers are completely
customisable in that you can
have any control channel
anywhere you like, and
getting them there is as easy as
dragging and letting go, possibly
making use of the auto-complete
function to speed things up even more.
The controls, although few in number,
perform a multiplicity of tasks depending
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on what the screen is displaying at the time.
I found that the best way to figure out what
the physical controls did was to look at the
screen and simply ‘feel the force’ by trusting
that the DiGiCo designers (obviously Jedi)
had programmed exactly what was needed
onto the controls in any display mode. There
were only a few times that I tried to press
a knob expecting something to happen and
then finding that it didn’t, and generally,
once I investigated a bit further I’d find
that it wasn’t the best way to access the
parameter I wanted anyway, if you follow
my meaning.
The surface design is, at least in terms
of physical control knobs, just about as
minimalist as they come. The large screens
are where your eyes need to be, as
everything relevant to the current operation
will be displayed right there or directly
alongside, and the controls will, if needed,
change function and colour to suit the
display (you can do almost everything direct
from the screen).
It’s not only the surface layout that
impresses on the S21, the entire package
has a very solid, beautifully engineered
feel to it. The standard of design and
construction is obviously high, and there are
quality touches everywhere you look — from
the smooth aluminium extruded surrounds,
comfortable front edge rest, and matt
black polycarbonate surface finish to the
excellent built-in LED light strip right across
the top of the console, this is one attractive
and inviting piece of kit. It’s compact and
solid but not particularly heavy — an easy
one-person carry — and there’s a superb
‘drive-in’ flight case available.
The complete functionality of the S21
is something that the

excellent user manual covers very well, so
I won’t attempt to reproduce it here as it’s
freely available from the DiGiCo web site
and is a definite recommended bedtime
read for anyone who wants to explore the
capabilities of the console in more depth, or
to explore the finer technical detail. There
are, however, some stand-out features that
just have to be mentioned, even briefly, and
if I skip the one you’re most interested then
my apologies, but all you need to know is on
the web site.

Channel Setup &
Signal Processing
Almost every digital mixer will have some
form of channel overview display, but
this one is worth a mention because it’s
particularly clear and comprehensive; every
main processing section or key parameter is
accessible from this screen with one touch,
there are handy routing arrows indicating
the signal path, and from here you can copy
channel parameters to paste elsewhere and
gang/link channels together.
Every channel, be it an input, aux,
matrix or group, has permanently available
processing, and that includes four-band
parametric EQ with high-pass and low-pass
filters (permanent ones, in addition to the
four EQ bands), delay and two dynamics
processors. The first dynamics section is
by default a single-band compressor but
there are a maximum of four multi-band
compressors available, assignable to any
input or bus, and DiGiCo have also provided
four instances of excellent valve emulation.
Working in the multiband compressor
screen really shows how good the
multi-touch screen is — pinch, swipe and
drag actions are stable, smooth and reliable,
and the generous screen size makes for
a really good, clear and straightforward
display and control experience even when
making fine adjustments. The second
dynamics section can be selected as
a gate, a ducker (great for AV) or
another single-band compressor
with a side-chain input. Both
dynamics sections display
an RTA, helping to
keep adjustments
relevant and
appropriate
to the
signal going
through whatever
The twin multi-touch TFT screens provide most
of the visual feedback, and are responsive to all
the usual pinch/drag/swipe touchscreen gestures.
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The S21 under ‘battle
conditions’ at the Rescue
Rooms in Nottingham.

Meet the
PreSonus
Interface
Family

channel is selected.
The screen display and
fingertip control really has
to be tried to appreciate
just how good it is.

Graphic EQ &
Aux Sends
We all know that
graphic EQs are just not
glamorous or interesting
but are nevertheless
an important part of
live-sound life. The S21
has no fewer than 16
32-band graphic EQs
that can be patched into any processing
path. When the surface is displaying graphic
EQ mode, the faders become magically
endowed with a centre detent — a real
mechanical one that gives clear tactile
feedback with a precise ‘notch’ at the nil
(centre-of-travel) point. This is another of the
S21’s selection of really neat tricks!
Getting control of aux sends is
something that seems to be implemented
differently by different digital mixer
designers, and is sometimes one of the
areas where I wish for a more analogue-type
approach, with nice, comforting physical
controls — rather than bringing auxes to
faders and forgetting to return to the main
mix, then wondering why (a) I don’t seem
to have much control over a particular mic
in the FOH mix and (b) the guys on stage
suddenly look unhappy. The S21 provides
the usual aux sends on faders mode but can
also assign aux sends to the rotary controls
that sit just below the screen, thus providing
a ‘one knob per send’ arrangement. This is
a really nice feature and a great use of the
20 per-channel encoders that integrate so
well with the on-screen display.

Gain Tracking & Spill Set
It is possible, perhaps probable, that two
S-Series consoles will be operated in tandem
for front-of-house and monitor duties, and
one issue that can arise when two consoles
share a common input rack is the need to
adjust the source levels independently on
each desk. The S21 employs a clever and
useful feature called gain tracking, whereby
any adjustments made at one console are
automatically compensated for at the other
by adjusting the digital input trim on, say,
the FOH console by an equal and opposite
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amount to any changes in preamp gain
made on the monitor desk — meaning
that the FOH and monitor engineers will
both be happy, and therefore peace,
harmony and smiling will characterise
every gig.
Another great live workflow feature
is that a number of channels/busses can
be assigned to a ‘Spill Set’ for instant
recall to the surface no matter what view
is currently selected. I can imagine this
being so handy in, for example, a theatre
show where a large number of radio mics
are in operation, and at certain places
in the score you need to have focus on
a specific group of sources and effects
returns to cover a major solo feature, or
maybe where some of the live mics are
required to be close to sidefills. Interactive
sound effects is another instance where
having instant access to specific faders
could be a lifesaver.

AudioBox iSeries Interfaces

Studio Series Interfaces

Studio 192

Live Recording, Virtual
Soundchecks & Effects
The ‘Virtual Soundcheck’ facility has
been available since 2002, when it first
appeared on the DiGiCo D5 consoles,
and it has become a standard feature on
the mixer product line. It is what its name
suggests: the ability to record individual
channels (either by routing to a specified
output point or via the 48-channel USB
I/O) and substituting the recorded sources
for the live ones by hitting the ‘listen to
copied audio’ button; ‘listen to sources’
takes you back to the real live world, and
individual channels can be excluded from
the selection so that live performance can
play alongside the pre-recorded sources.
Superb effects are only to be

Qunatum Series Interfaces
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expected, and the S21 has eight
slots into which you can assign the
onboard reverbs, signal enhancers
and delays with global tap tempo.
Factory macros offer one-touch
access to important functions,
and of course flexible snapshots
can be created, managed and
instantly recalled via dedicated
controls. The offline and control
apps (Mac, Windows and iPad) are
now available for download from
the company web site, so remote
control and pre-building of shows
is also a reality for the S-Series. There really
is a lot to talk about, but unfortunately not
the time or space to do full justice in this
brief piece.

In Use
I didn’t have the S21 with me long enough
to take out on a serious live gig, however,
I did take a trip up to the Rescue Rooms
in Nottingham to see the beast in action
on the last date of a Fickle Friends tour.
The tour was being handled by Patchwork
London, and I met up with Calum Mordue,
the tour manager and engineer, to chat to
him about the S21 and what in particular he
liked about it.
Calum came out to meet me near the
venue and explained that he was just
finishing off the band’s soundcheck, so
I looked around and snapped a few photos
until he was able to spare a few minutes.
The house desk had been moved aside and
was only being used to route the outputs
into the house rig; everything upstream
was part of Patchwork’s DiGiCo setup. The
Rescue Rooms is a medium-sized venue
with a ‘lived in’ atmosphere (I had been
there before but not for quite some time),
and the house rig has more than enough on
tap to deliver a really big sound, as I found
out when Calum ran up to demonstrate
the performance level. He showed me how
he’d configured the S21, and emphasised
the benefits of the slick workflow and
ease of use that makes all the difference
when touring.
After a few minutes Calum needed to
go and sort out a keyboard-related issue on
stage, and invited me to have a play (“You
can’t hurt anything!” he said, as his entire
show setup was of course safely backed
up and could be recalled at any time).
I messed around with various views and
layer options, and in particular the pinch/
drag touchscreen operation, which I found
so intuitive and responsive. When Calum
returned he only had a short time before
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Control software for PC and Mac allows you to
set up the S21 prior to a show.

having to go off and perform tour manager
duties, but he did have time to show me
a favourite feature of his — the multiband
compressor and the side-chain function.
I wasn’t able to stay for the full show, but
the S21 was clearly a much-loved piece of
kit, not only by the engineer but also by the
band, who really appreciated the quick and
easy soundchecking and, in particular, their
IEM mixes.
During my chat with Calum Mordue,
and afterwards by email, he responded to
a few questions I had about the console.
Having used it for artists including Becky Hill
and Fickle Friends, as well as on corporate
shows with Kelis, Dua Lipa, Jessie Ware,
and festival stages such as Slam Dunk and
Farr Festival, these are his thoughts on the
S21: “We chose the S21 because of the
small footprint and huge channel count and
processing power. I like how easy it is to use,
and the patching is easy and fast. You can
do 16 stereo outputs plus eight matrix mixes
across 48 stereo inputs, which is huge for
such a small console.
“Fickle Friends love it, and the fact that
their IEM mixes are 90-percent complete
before we even start the soundcheck or line
check at festivals gives them that comfort
blanket. Quite a few house engineers
have commented on how open and clean
it sounds.”
And what about his relationship with
DiGiCo, and the support they offer?
“DiGiCo are fantastic, you can call them
up whatever time and they will have an
engineer on the phone to talk you through
any issues. They’ve helped set up gain
tracking with an SD-Rack with a DiGiCo
Little Red Box, and so on. We have just
bought a second S21, and we are already
thinking about a third.”
Is there anything he would like to see
developed or added to the S21 in the
future? “In-built waves integration would

be nice,” said Calum. “You’d
obviously need a Waves server,
but not to have to run the Waves
MultiRack software on a separate
laptop would be great.”
And who better to address
this last point than the company
themselves? I forwarded Calum’s
comment to Roger Wood, head
of software development at
DiGiCo, and he sent me this reply:
“Referring to your question on the
Waves integration, basically there is
no ‘direct’ integration with Waves
on the S-Series, as the console and Waves
protocol run on different OS platforms,
hence why it’s necessary to run Waves
SoundGrid externally with MultiRack on an
external computer/server, and connect using
the DMI-Waves card. This does have the
added benefit of providing the user access
to a large range of SoundGrid plug-ins, not
just from Waves, but from different specialist
audio suppliers including Sonnox. Ultimately
this allows users to have more flexibility in
the plug-ins they want to use.”

Conclusions
So there you have it: real-world feedback
from both a tour engineer using the S21 in
his day job, and a response direct from the
guys at DiGiCo.
In closing, I wish I’d had more time to
explore the S21 in a lot more detail and in
particular to use it on a couple of my own
theatre shows, but as I said earlier, first
impressions count for a lot, and there’s
much you can ‘get’ about this console in
just a few minutes. What DiGiCo have done
here is bring real, pro-standard console
ownership within sight of aspiring and
developing sound professionals, and give
budget-conscious venues the chance to kit
themselves out with one of the best names
in the business. I love the S21 and, given
a few suitable bookings in the diary, I’d
buy one (complete with D-Rack of course)
without any more thought.
The DiGiCo S21 is a superb live-sound
console, well-equipped in all departments,
with a well-designed and flexible workflow,
great aesthetics and audio performance to
match. For anyone serious about developing
their professional live-sound credentials,
this is definitely a digital console worthy of
real consideration.
£
T
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W

£5994 including VAT.
DiGiCo +44 (0)1372 845600
info@digiconsoles.com
www.digiconsoles.com
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Alto Bluetooth Total XLR Bluetooth Receiver
Quite a few audio companies build separate
Bluetooth receivers, but this Alto offering
is a little unusual insomuch as it is built
into an XLR connector, allowing it to be
plugged directly into a mixer input or into
the back of a powered loudspeaker. There’s
also the option to link a pair of receivers to
work as a stereo pair so that two speakers

an issue in some applications, as the width
of a domestic room is about as good as you
can hope for and the signal is significantly
attenuated by walls. There’s also a small but
significant latency with any Bluetooth device
so using it to carry any live signal that relies
on precise timing could be problematic.
However, ultra-precise timing is not usually

can be fed in stereo without having to
run cables. Power comes from an internal
battery that can be charged from any USB
power source, which may also be used to
provide continuous power to the device.
When running on batteries the running
time is around six hours on a full charge.
Unlike some of the competition there’s no
stereo output when using a single unit, so
unless you use two, you’ll only hear one
channel of a stereo signal sent from a stereo
source. Obvious applications include playing
backing tracks or interlude music from
a phone, tablet or laptop.
Opening the box reveals one of those
sealed plastic packs that you need scissors
to open, and inside that is the Bluetooth
Total, a mini-USB charging cable and a user
guide. Though partially charged, the unit
should ideally be fully charged before use.
An amber LED flashes during charging with
a second green LED working in combination
to show the state of charge when the unit
is turned on and not being charged. These
two LEDs also convey information regarding
power standby mode.
The body of the unit has the XLR
connector at one end, the USB charging
point at the other, and a number of
switches and LEDs on the side of the body.
A switchable -10dB pad sets the output
level while a slide switch powers the unit on
or off. Two further buttons with status LEDs
are used for pairing with the transmitter and
for setting up the stereo link function when
using two receivers, though we couldn’t try
the stereo linking feature as we were only
sent a single unit to test. Pressing the Pair
button makes the device discoverable and
the blue LED flashes, becoming solid once
the device has paired.
Of course the range of Bluetooth may be

an issue when playing backing tracks.
In use the Bluetooth Total paired easily
with my MacBook Pro, and with the pad set
to its -10dB position there was no problem
plugging it directly into a mixer microphone
input. With the pad out it works fine with
a line-level input. The subjective sound
quality was clean and transparent and
switching on the mixer’s phantom power
didn’t upset it. If you want to hear a stereo
signal summed to mono, you have to take
care of this on the sending device so for
practical applications where you need to
keep the signal in stereo, you’ll need to buy
a pair. In all, though, the Bluetooth Total is
a very elegant product and building it into
an XLR connector is a neat idea, as is the
ability to link two for stereo use with no
wires. Paul White
£ £34.99
W www.altoproaudio.com
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Miktek T89
Dynamic Microphone
Miktek’s T89 dynamic vocal microphone,
which comes with a vinyl case and a stand
clip, follows a familiar physical format,
offering a super-cardioid response and
with a frequency range that extends right
up to 19kHz. Its cast body and tough steel
basket are finished in metallic grey, and the
basket has the usual removable foam lining
for cleaning.
Part of the Miktek sound comes
from the use of transformers in all of
their microphones, and in this case the
transformer handles both balancing and
impedance matching (output impedance
is 300Ω). The capsule is fitted via a resilient
mount to minimise handling noise. In terms
of size and weight, the mic feels very familiar

with a basket diameter of two inches,
a length of a hint over seven inches and
a weight of just under 300g. Its sensitivity is
specified as -57dBV/Pa.
These days there’s plenty of choice
when it comes to affordable dynamic vocal
mics but, as with studio mics, it pays to
try out a few and then pick one that suits
your voice. For example, if you need to cut
through more, a mic with a hefty presence
peak might suit you, but then that same
mic might sound too harsh for a singer with
a more brash vocal tone. As is the case with
most live vocal mics, the T89 does have
a presence peak, in this case topping out
at around +6dB between 6 and 9 kHz. The
response rises gently from 2kHz upwards
into the presence peak but is nominally
flat below that until the lows start to roll
off at around 160Hz, reaching the -10dB
point at 50Hz. This LF roll-off is important
to help balance the proximity
bass boost that occurs
with all pressure-gradient
microphone types when
used close to the sound
source. As this mic has
a super-cardioid response,
the least sensitive angle
(and therefore the best
place to put your monitors to
reduce the risk of feedback) is
135 degrees off the main axis,
rather than directly behind
the mic, as is the case for
cardioid models.
Tonally the mic leans
towards a warm sound when
used closer than 20cm from
the mouth, and I found that it
benefited from maybe 3dB of
boost at around 3kHz to put
the necessary clarity back into
my own voice. That suggests it
might best suit somebody who
needs to tame an aggressive
edge or to prop up some weak lows.
However, with a little EQ it can handle most
singers, and that low cut is actually quite
useful in reducing the risk of popping. Given
that the cost is in the same region as the
ubiquitous SM58, this is a mic you’d choose
based on how well it suits your voice rather
than simply price, but it is a very solidly built
and capable mic that deserves a closer look.
Paul White
£ £99.99
W www.redchilliaudio.com
W www.miktekaudio.com
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Our S21s offer us the sound quality and robustness
we need from a compact console to cover all our
touring demands. Plus it’s a DiGiCo for under £5k,
that’s amazing.
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FAKING A FULL ORCHESTRAL PERFORMANCE

Using a unique combination of virtual musicians
and acoustics manipulation, Dr Shelley Katz aims
to bring orchestral performances to even the
most modest of venues.
GARY COOPER

T

he world of classical music has
remained more or less serenely
unaffected by the technological
revolution that has been both nursemaid
and concubine to popular music since the
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1950s — at least, in the live sphere. Things
may be different in the recorded world,
where the search for ever higher fidelity
has resulted in many significant technical
developments but, for the most part, live
orchestras still play acoustic instruments
that evolve at a geological pace, in large

and often old concert halls. Even when
the music itself has turned futuristic, the
surroundings and manner in which it is
played would be familiar to audiences
from 100 years ago.
This is not, of course, necessarily a bad
thing; indeed, the ‘period instruments’
movement has achieved great artistic and
commercial success by deliberately setting
its face against the supremacy of the 19thCentury orchestra. But there are serious
problems with the status quo.
Large-scale orchestral music is
restricted by its very nature to major
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Conductor, pianist and
architect of the Symphonova
system, Dr Shelley Katz.

One answer to these objections could
be to take orchestras to the people, much
as leading theatrical companies try to
do by touring the provinces — but while
finding a theatre big enough to stage a
serious play is one thing, finding a suitably
sized concert hall with acoustics good
enough to show a professional orchestra
at its best is quite another. And then
there remains that not-so-small matter of
the cost. You might be able to make the
maths work with a string quartet, or even
a chamber orchestra of, say, 40 musicians,
but a full-blown symphony orchestra can
involve over 100 players, each of whom
must not only be paid, but transported,
fed and watered. It’s not a new equation
and was one of the factors that put paid
to the big-band phenomenon of the 1930s
and ‘40s.

Bring It Home

concert halls, most of which are located
in big cities. This means that people who
don’t happen to live in cities rarely get
the opportunity to enjoy full orchestral
performances, which in turn affects
career opportunities for musicians and
the popularity of orchestral music itself.
It has other ramifications, too. Much of
the ‘art music’ world relies on subsidies
from patrons and governments, and
questions can fairly be asked about why
all such money is spent on city dwelling
populations, leaving people in rural and
isolated areas culturally deprived.

On the face of it, the problem is
intractable. Even if you could find the
money to pay the orchestra, there are
too few venues in which they could play.
And it is here that technology has finally
stepped in with a possible solution. On the
surface, this might seem like something
out of the pages of Professor Brainstawm
or Heath Robinson (think Rube Goldberg
for readers in the USA), but Symphonova
actually has the potential to solve all of
the above problems. It’s a system whereby
a conductor can employ gestural control
and a handful of real musicians to play an
orchestra’s worth of instruments — and it
is really quite remarkable. What is more,
it can even simulate the sound of a large,
world-famous concert hall in the alien and
acoustically hostile environment of the sort
of small venue most towns can provide.
Symphonova is the brainchild of
the Canadian conductor, pianist and
inventor Dr Shelley Katz. Juilliard-trained,
after graduation Dr Katz studied under
several notable conductors, including
Leonard Bernstein. After relocating to
Germany, he worked as Studienleiter at
the Staatstheater Mainz and the Theater
der Stadt Koblenz, as solorepetitor
at the Deutsche Oper am Rhein, and
as conductor of the Duisburg Studio
Orchestra. Apparently, he came up with
the germ of the Symphonova concept
in 1989 while working as Studienleiter
and Kappelmeister at the opera house in
Koblenz. Despite enjoying a career that
has seen him work with many illustrious
figures from the world of classical music
and in prestigious venues around the

world, Dr Katz made time to pursue his
fascination with the ultra-high-quality
sound reproduction and the gestural
control of artificial systems, and earned
a PhD through the Tonmeister (audio
engineering) program at the University
of Surrey. According to his CV, his
thesis examines rule-based expression
in computer-mediated performances
of orchestral excerpts from Romantic
opera, while his work on flat-panel
loudspeakers has resulted in him holding
several patents. All of the above, and
quite a bit more, are put to work in the
Symphonova concept.
The University of Surrey was home
to the Symphonova project until 2014,
supported by grants from the UK
Engineering and Physical Sciences
Research Council and by private and
commercial sponsorship. Later, Dr
Katz and Dr Abigail Dolan founded
Symphonova Ltd and the project has
moved from the laboratory stage to
real-life performances. Armed with the
technology Dr Katz has put together,
what amounts to a small chamber-sized
orchestra can undertake the works of
composers who require a full-sized
symphony orchestra, and do so in venues
no bigger than a small cinema or town
hall — and despite these limitations, they
can produce a sound quality that wouldn’t
disgrace the leading concert hall of
a major city.

Having A Ball
My personal encounter with Symphonova
is worth recounting because it exemplifies
just how far the concept can be taken. In
the Autumn of 2017 Dr Katz took what I
can’t help thinking of as a semi-robotic
orchestra to Herstmonceux Castle in
Sussex, to perform Mahler’s Fourth
Symphony in the Castle’s ballroom.
Now the overseas undergraduate
college of Queens University, Canada,
Herstmonceux Castle is an imposing 15th
Century building which is no stranger
to science and technology, having been
the home of the Royal Observatory,
Greenwich, from the late 1950s to the
1980s. The ballroom, however, is not
as grand as it sounds, being a relatively
plain, even boxy, rectangular room in
the bowels of the castle and not, so far
as I was able to tell, particularly notable
acoustically. In fact, it really wasn’t
somewhere you would want to place an
orchestra at all, with a large portion of
one end of the room occupied by rows of
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The 15th-Century Herstmonceux castle,
the ballroom of which was the venue
for the Symphonova performance of
Mahler’s Fourth Symphony.

seats for the evening’s audience. In the
hands of Drs Katz and Dolan, however, it
was transformed.
It’s when you get to the ‘How does it
work?’ stage that the project becomes
tricky to describe. The room simulation
uses modelling software from the Swedish
acoustics company Dirac Research (see
box), assisted by Dr Katz’s flat-panel
speaker technology, while the orchestra
itself is even more
extraordinary. Instruments
on stage that are not
played by actual musicians
are driven by transducers,
in effect turning them into
loudspeakers. These are
fed from a computer-based
system controlled, much
like a real orchestra, by
gestures from the conductor. Dr Katz’s
inspiration to use as his ‘virtual’ musicians
unplayed instruments that remain on
stands throughout the performance is
a marvellous example of lateral thinking.
As he says, each instrument naturally
produces the sound it is known for, so why
attempt to simulate it from a loudspeaker?
Why not use the instrument itself to
produce its own characteristic sound? It
sounds improbable, but it actually works.
According to Symphonova, the
gestural control is a critical component
of the system. This isn’t classical karaoke
but a real performance from a MIDI score,

using the Vienna Symphony Library of
sampled sounds, which is controlled
by a “new type of conducting wand”.
The ‘symphonist’ (as Symphonova call
what you would otherwise call the
conductor) wears a small electronic board
which controls the virtual instruments.
“The left arm controls dynamics
and the right arm is responsible for
timing. Using conventional conducting

I wondered
Dr Katz’s conducting
how much control
directs both the real
musicians, and a Vienna
the conductor or
Symphonic Library
symphonist actually
software orchestra.
had. Obviously, he
or she can adjust
tempo, but presumably amplitude as
well? What other factors are under the
conductor’s control?
“It’s a little more subtle than that,”
Dr Katz explains. “By amplitude, I
presume you mean the perceived SPL
of loudspeakers. But that would be little
more than akin to turning a knob on an
amplifier. If, for example, one considers
a single note played with musical
expression by a skilled violinist, let’s
consider how it might be performed to
render a highly effective crescendo, from
pianissimo to fortissimo. The note may
start with little or no vibrato, very light
bow pressure on the strings, and the bow
placement might be close to, or over, the
fingerboard. As the note is sustained in
time, the violinist may increase the rate
and width of the vibrato, increase the bow
pressure, and locate the bow between
the bridge and end of the fingerboard
where the power of the player is best
communicated. As a result of this kind of
playing, the entire timbre of the violin will
change, in conjunction with the SPL one
might measure.
“If, as a result of my gestural control,
the only change that took place would
be to make the instruments louder, the
sound of the orchestra
would be much less
expressive, and much more
stilted. Consequently, the
gestural control is also
linked to a number of
interrelated MIDI and audio
automation controls, all of
which conspire to create an
effect that is closer to the
behaviour of a live player.”
Which brings us to the instruments
themselves. It’s not hard to see that a
transducer can work with a violin or a
cello, but how does it work with, for
example, brass instruments? “It is indeed
a modified transducer,” explains Dr Katz.
“Many people mistakenly believe that
a wind instrument requires the flow of
air for sound to occur. That’s only true
because the air flow is required to make
something vibrate, so that a standing
wave is established in a tube (a horn,
trumpet, clarinet or flute). In the case of
brass instruments, the air flow is necessary

Dr Katz: “To turn these instruments
into loudspeakers, all that is needed
is to create a standing wave in their
respective resonant chambers...“
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gestures, the symphonist is able to
communicate with the musicians present
while simultaneously having full and
instantaneous control over the virtual
instruments,” is how Dr Katz explains it.
“The gestural control has two primary
effects: A, the timing of events and,
B, the intensity of events. Its primary
purpose is to translate the expressive
rhythm (rubato) which is communicated
visually (using conducting gestures) to
the musicians, into a data stream that
communicates the salient information to
the industry-standard DAW that I use —
the excellent MOTU Digital Performer.”
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Dirac Research
Dirac Research may not yet be a household name
in either the live or recorded sound worlds, but
they have won a significant reputation in the VR
and automotive markets. Indeed, in the latter
field, their products are already used for audio
conditioning inside vehicles by Volvo, BMW
and Bentley, and they are now employing their
technology in mobile phones, for which they offer
room optimisation for both iOS and Android
devices, as well as in sound treatment for VR and
home-cinema users. Along the way they have
become associated with some prestigious brands
including Pioneer, Sverige Radio, Olympus, DTS
Studios and Arcam.
I posed a series of questions to Dirac’s Flavio
Fellah about the Swedish company’s role in
Symphonova, beginning with the rather obvious
(but no less vital) question: what does Dirac
processing actually do? Is it room equalisation,
time-alignment, or acoustic adjustment?
“Dirac Live applies time-domain correction,
in addition to equalising the room for optimal
sound,” he says. “Our perceptual system is very
much oriented to time-based cues — not just
time-of-arrival and phase, but also to the rise and
decay times. Much of what we perceive as ‘good
sound’ relates to time-domain issues, and our
auditory system is sensitive to these aspects.
“Music is very much about transient and
impulse responses, because they are responsible
for conveying emotions in any given composition.
For example, the difference between a guitar string
that is plucked lightly compared with a guitar
string that is plucked hard is very apparent. The
two manners of playing the same string create a
different time-domain response, even though the
frequency content appears to be the same.”
As far as I was able to make out from my

experience at Herstmonceux with Symphonova,
and a bit of background research, it seems that
Dirac Live processing takes place in real time.
Is this the case and, if so, what is actually being
measured and adjusted?
“Dirac processing only takes place in real time
when it is reproducing music (or playing music
with Symphonova),” Fellah says. “Prior to this
real-time processing, Dirac Live measures nine
different room positions to understand the room’s
behaviour, including its acoustic anomalies, so that
they can be properly corrected. Furthermore, it’s
possible, and often desirable, to precisely adjust
the tonal balance as required.
“Both the impulse response (the behaviour in
the time domain) and the frequency response (the
behaviour in the frequency domain) are measured
beforehand. The measurement of a relatively large
number of positions paves the way for a more
accurate model that only applies correction when
necessary and possible, thereby maintaining the
music’s integrity.”
So how would a live sound engineer actually
use Dirac’s products, I wondered; are they
software or embedded in hardware? “There are
different embodiments of Dirac Live, both as
stand-alone software or embedded into a number
of hardware units,” says Fellah. “A front-of-house
engineer may use a stand-alone Dirac-enabled
DSP unit, and a new stand-alone software-only
version with plug-ins targeted to professionals is
expected in 2018.”
It wasn’t quite clear to me back at the castle
which component of the Symphonova event
was being used to simulate the Vienna Konzert
Haus. I wondered whether that was the work of
the Symphonova Virtual Acoustic, or if it was
Dirac’s doing. Fellah explains: “No, that’s Dr

Flavio Fellah of Dirac Research.

Katz’s merit; simulating a music hall is a difficult
and time-consuming effort — we know this
as well, as we’ve enabled the recreation of an
individual acoustic environment in the Volvo
XC90 with Dirac Unison. At the touch of a
button, vehicle occupants can be immersed in
the acoustic likeness of the Gothenburg Concert
Hall, located nearby to Volvo’s headquarters and
acclaimed by many artists as one of the world’s
best concert halls. But the Dirac Live application
currently doesn’t offer room emulation. An ‘ideal’
room emulation is present in the upcoming Dirac
Sensaround, where the behaviour of a virtual
listening room is reproduced.
“My understanding is that, as of now,
Symphonova is totally unique in its capabilities.
Dr Katz has truly leveraged the full potential
of Dirac Live, and fine-tuned the tonal balance
of each ‘Instrumental Loudspeaker’ in the 56
individually Dirac-corrected channels that he
used during the performance.”
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to make the lips of players separate
and come together at a particular
frequency. The noise of the lips opening
and closing — the Bernoulli principle —
causes a standing wave to occur in the
instrument. In the case of a clarinet, it’s
the reed that vibrates, and in the case
of a flute, it’s akin to blowing across the
top of a bottle — the air stream flutters
up and down across the opening of
the mouthpiece.
“To turn these instruments into
loudspeakers, all that is needed is to
create a standing wave in their respective
resonant chambers, using a signal that is
native to the instrument.”
Instruments chosen and played
by professional musicians tend to be
carefully selected and are usually very
expensive, so what about the ‘dummy’
instruments in the orchestra? Do they
have to be as carefully selected as any in
a conventional orchestra?
“Yes,” says Dr Katz. “A high-quality
trumpet definitely sounds much better
than bathtub-plumbing in the shape of
a trumpet. If we had a billionaire with
vision on board, I’d build an orchestra
with the best possible instruments. But
it’s been quite interesting and somewhat
astonishing to discover how much the
Dirac technology corrects deficiencies
in instruments one would rank as merely
good-quality.
“The ideal would be to use
matching-quality instruments, and it would
indeed make a difference. But dynamic
equalisation in combination with Dirac
goes a long way to correct and improve
timbral differences, and create a more
unified and convincing sound. I admit that
I have not been willing to reach to very
good string instruments because I cannot
bring myself to cut them open and convert
them. In time, we will no doubt find a
skilled luthier to work with me on the
instruments, and then I will upgrade the
quality of the strings to fully professional
instruments. But we might need to find
that visionary billionaire first.”

Flat Panels
The flat-panel speakers in use at the
concert puzzled me, I must admit. They
are visually very unobtrusive: during the
performance, I sat close to the back
of the room, and didn’t really notice
their presence at all until I happened to
hear a slight hiss from them during the
intermission. Were they actually doing
anything and, if so, what?
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The ‘dummy’ instruments are fitted with
transducers fed from the VSL setup.

Dr Katz explains: “They were
absolutely in use! They were, along with
the two at the front of the audience,
defining and providing the Virtual
Acoustics. And the audio they propagated
was carefully configured to emulate the
late reflections at the back of the hall we
chose for the night [the Vienna Konzert
Haus, Grosse Saal].”

account the acoustic sound the orchestra
is producing and somehow balance the
two for a combined effect?
“Yes, you are quite right — there is
a whole lot more going on,” he confirms.
“For now, I hope it will suffice to say that
I use the Dirac to adjust the Instrumental
Loudspeakers individually and in sections;
I use the Dirac to adjust the acoustics;
and then I use the Dirac to
adjust the processes I use,
which unify and blend the
live sound of the musicians
with the audio sound of the
instrumental loudspeakers.
The magic of the system is in
the very natural physical tools
that I use. The Instrumental Loudspeakers
and the Transverse Wave Resonating
Panel loudspeakers (for the virtual
acoustics) both integrate naturally with
the acoustic instruments of the musicians.
Dirac is the wonderful oil that cleans and
flows between everything, making sure
it all works smoothly. Using the TWRP
loudspeakers at the back, the Virtual
Acoustic in the auditorium was defined and
established. It became an active, live and,
thanks to Dirac, fully corrected resonant
acoustic environment that responded
beautifully to the stimulus of the orchestra
‘on stage’, exactly as the auditorium in

Dr Katz: “The magic of the
system is in the very natural
physical tools that I use.”
Symphonova call their proprietary
acoustic treatment the Symphonova
Virtual Acoustic System, and claim that
it can even create the acoustic illusion
of a grand concert hall outdoors, but
I was curious to know in more detail
what it did, and what the Dirac system
Symphonova also uses was doing. There
are other questions, too. For example,
the sound heard by the audience during
a Symphonova concert largely comes from
the acoustic instruments being played,
so what, I asked, is being processed?
Is it just the sound emanating from the
loudspeakers, and does that take into
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a great concert house responds to the stimulus of what
comes from the stage.
“The goal of all this technology and effort is to do what
every instrument maker has done: create an instrument
that will be used by thousands of musicians and go where
no orchestra has gone before!”

Super Nova?
So does it actually work? I make no claims to being either
a Mahler scholar or an acoustician, but I do know that the
late-Romantic composer’s works demand physically big
orchestras and that even by tackling his relatively modest
Symphony Number Four, Dr Katz wasn’t making life easy
for himself. As for how close the sound was to that of the
Vienna Konzert Haus, I am unqualified to say. However, I can
say that the sound bore little resemblance to what you might
have expected from the Castle’s ballroom! It was spacious,
airy and natural — and if Dr Katz says that is what it would
have sounded like in Vienna, I can see no reason to quibble.
Where Symphonova goes from here is going to be
fascinating to see. Far from diminishing the number
of jobs for professional musicians, it would, if widely
adopted, increase by an order of magnitude the number
of venues in which symphonic music could be played,
making more work for classically trained musicians. How
it will be accepted by the world of classical music is
another matter, but Symphonova makes no claims to be
a replacement for either major orchestras or their venues.
Rather, it’s a supplement for them, a way for people
who are denied the full experience to get a great deal
closer to it. Perhaps, at last, technology has come to the
symphony orchestra.
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ON TEST

Soyuz
SU-023

Cardioid Capacitor
Microphone
Soyuz’s classy new creation brings
a Soviet-era capsule design in from
the cold. But how does it sound?
SAM INGLIS

A

fter the Iron Curtain was
swept aside at the close of
the 1980s, some surprising
facts about the Soviet Union
began to emerge. One was that its
state-planned industries didn’t just
produce boring stuff like tractors
and ballistic missiles. There were, it
turned out, several manufacturers
making audio equipment, including
some very interesting synthesizers and
microphones. Enterprising Western
studio owners were quick to pounce
on models like the LOMO 19A19
and 19A9, which combined funky
Soviet-chic design with classy valve

Soyuz SU-023 £1260
PROS
Good value for a mic that is entirely
hand-made.
Classy sound that will particularly suit
vocal recording applications.
Stylish appearance that clients
will remember.

CONS
A shockmount is needed but
not supplied.

SUMMARY
Drawing on years of Russian expertise
in capsule design, the SU-023 is
a high-quality studio microphone
with an attractive, airy sound, at
a surprisingly reasonable price.
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microphone sounds and, at the time,
were much more affordable than their
European counterparts.
Since then, prices have skyrocketed
and supply has dried up, so buying
an original LOMO now is even more
of a minefield than it was 25 years
ago. However, there are several
newer Russian manufacturers making
microphones that embody the
same blend of quirky appearance
and high-quality, vintage sound.
Among them are Soyuz, whose
SU-017 and SU-013 were reviewed
in SOS May 2015 and November
2017 respectively.

Triple Whammy
Those mics are both valve-based,
but the latest model to
emerge from Soyuz’s Tula
factory is a large-diaphragm,
phantom-powered, externally
polarised solid-state capacitor
microphone designated the SU-023,
and affectionately referred to by its
manufacturers as the ‘Bomblet’. The
023 is outwardly similar to Soyuz’s
017 and its solid-state counterpart,
the SU-019, and all three mics have
the same very distinctive body shape.
However, the 023 is intended to be
more affordable, and consequently
uses a polished metal shell rather than
the more elaborate painted finish of
the other Soyuz mics.
The SU-023 is also different from
its siblings from a functional point
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of view. Whereas the 017 and 019
use a capsule based on the Neumann
K67 design, the 023 employs what
Soyuz describe as a “rare Soviet-era
triple-backplate capsule”. Unpicking
this description a bit, it turns out that
this is based on the LOMO 19A21,
which, in turn, was derived from AKG’s
celebrated ‘brass-ring’ CK12 design. The
cardioid pattern in a large-diaphragm
capsule is created by a pattern of
holes in the backplate which act as an
acoustic labyrinth, and the CK12 had
a complex backplate which made it
expensive to produce and somewhat
prone to manufacturing variation.
LOMO’s engineers simplified the design
to eliminate the need for ‘blind’ holes,
and their backplate consisted of three
layered discs, each with its own pattern
of through-holes. This is the basis of
the ‘triple backplate’, which Soyuz
have further developed in the SU-023.
Although there is a rear diaphragm,
it’s not metallised, so the capsule is

subsonic thumps every time someone
brushes against a mic stand, but the 023
fits comfortably into a Rycote InVision if
needs be.
Rather than implement the
promised -20dB pad using a switchable
circuit on the mic, Soyuz supply it as
a separate component, as is found on
some modular mic systems. To attach it,
you unscrew the capsule assembly and
re-attach it with the pad between capsule
and mic body. This works, but it’s not
something you’d want to do all the time,
and leaves the capsule pointing sideways.
The SU-023’s frequency response is
specified as 30Hz-18kHz, and the chart
suggests a broadly flat response across
most of this range, apart from a hint of
suck-out in the low mids and a 5dB peak
at 10kHz. Sensitivity is quoted as 10mV/
Pa, and output impedance at 190Ω. The
microphone is said to tolerate SPLs of up
to 140dB, presumably with the pad, but
it’s not stated what level of distortion this
figure relates to. Despite using solid-state

“An original design that stands out both for its
sound and its striking looks...”
cardioid-only. Unlike the CK12, it is also
centre- rather than edge-terminated.
The other unusual feature of
both the 023 and the 019 is the use
of a custom-made toroidal output
transformer, rather than the more usual
square design with a laminated core.
Toroidal transformers are employed in
some high-end ribbon mics from the
likes of Coles, Samar, Mesanovic and
Royer and, at least in theory, have several
advantages in this role. In particular,
fewer turns of wire are needed to
achieve a given inductance, so toroidal
transformers have lower resistance than
their conventional counterparts. Their use
in capacitor mics is relatively uncommon,
however, perhaps because they are more
expensive to make.

Out Of The Box
The Soyuz SU-023 is supplied in a very
attractive wooden box with a magnetic
clasp. The need to bring the mic to
market at an affordable price means no
shockmount is included, but you do get
a very basic standmount that screws on to
the base of the mic using a threaded ring.
This struck me as being a cost saving
too far, pretty much guaranteeing loud

rather than valve circuitry, the SU-023
is only a couple of dB quieter than the
SU-017, with self-noise given as 18dBA.
However, given that it seems intended
mainly for close-miking applications, this
is unlikely to be a problem in practice.

In Use
The ‘brass-ring’ CK12 capsule used in
the AKG C12, C12A and early C414
models is now highly sought-after
and much imitated, for good reasons.
A good example has a distinctive, slightly
‘soft’ sound character which somehow
gives the subjective impression of airy
brightness without overly emphasising
high frequencies in the problematic way
that some capacitor mics do. Because of
the modifications that LOMO and Soyuz
have brought to the capsule design, not
to mention its very different headbasket
and transformer, you would not expect
the SU-023 to sound exactly like an old
C414, but it does have something of the
same character to it, with none of the
hard, occasionally honky mid-range that
you sometimes get from Neumann-style
large-diaphragm mics.
Placing the SU-023 next to my own
C414EB suggested that the Soyuz

Alternatives
As far as I know there are no other current
production microphones that use the LOMO
19A21 capsule, and only a few that employ a
toroidal output transformer. However, there
are very many mics that employ copies of the
AKG CK12 capsule from which the 19A21
was derived. The best modern recreation
of the CK12 that I know of is the CT12 from
Campbell Transmitter; Tim Campbell doesn’t
make a complete microphone, but for around
the same price as the Soyuz you could
purchase a suitable donor mic and have him fit
a CT12 in it.

mic has a slightly smoother sound,
with a thicker and more rounded low
mid-range. The Soyuz’s 10kHz emphasis
is fairly obvious, but it stays out of the
way of the sibilance range on most
vocalists; although the high-frequency
lift on the 414 in cardioid is not as
prominent, it seems to be located lower
down the frequency spectrum. On my
voice, if anything, I actually preferred the
SU-023. The polar pattern struck me as
having a fairly wide cardioid character,
with a little less attenuation of sound
arriving from the rear than you get with,
say, a U87.
The overall impression is of a sweet,
open-sounding mic that is well on the
lively side of being neutral, but not so
much as to limit its versatility. I certainly
didn’t encounter any sources during the
review period that struck me as being
a bad match for the SU-023, and it even
delivered a pretty decent performance
as a kick-drum mic with the pad in place.
As Paul White never tires of saying, if
you’re looking for a mic primarily to suit
your own voice then you really need to
audition it for yourself, but if you get a lot
of different singers and instrumentalists
into your studio, I think this mic would
give reliably good results on many of
them. It’s also good value for money for
an entirely hand-made microphone, even
if the non-inclusion of a shockmount is
a false economy. In a world where many
supposedly ‘boutique’ microphones are
really badge-engineering exercises that
conceal mass-produced Chinese capsules
and circuitry, the Bomblet is an original
design that stands out both for its sound
and its striking looks, and I shall be sorry
to return the review model.
£
T
E
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W

£1260 including VAT.
Funky Junk +44 (0)20 7281 4478
sales@funky-junk.com
www.proaudioeurope.com
www.soyuzmicrophones.com
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ON TEST

Polivoks Pro
Analogue Synthesizer

The original Polivoks is rare, iconic, nasty and
fabulous in equal measure. So how does a
modern-day reincarnation compare with the classic?
GORDON REID

T

he original Polivoks was a
remarkable synthesizer, which
I covered in some depth in the
July 2010 issue of Sound On Sound.
Although sometimes dubbed ‘the Russian
Minimoog’, there’s little or nothing about
its architecture that’s reminiscent of the
Moog (that honour belongs to the rarer
and, to be polite, less original Estradin
230) because it offers two VCOs with
cross-modulation, a dual-mode VCF,
two ADSR contour generators with AD
looping modes, and a dedicated LFO.
And, while it can sound fantastic, its
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gnarly character is quite different from
the creamy smoothness of the Minimoog
or, for that matter, almost any other
monosynth. Unfortunately, it has at least
two significant deficiencies: despite
looking like it could survive an encounter
with a medium-sized tank, parts of it are
very fragile, and it has the shallowest and
possibly the worst keyboard action ever
to have had the misfortune to find itself
attached to the front of a professional
synthesizer. I was therefore rather excited
when, a couple of years ago, I heard about
a project to recreate the old beast as a
desktop module. Called the Polivoks Pro,
this promised to be neither a modern

interpretation nor a virtual analogue
emulation, but a genuine reissue of the
original with the same facilities, layout and,
of course, sound.
My first reaction when the Polivoks
Pro arrived was amazement at how
small it is (it’s approximately 17 x 7 x 3
inches and weighs around 3kg) and I
wondered how the manufacturers could
claim that it’s based upon the original
schematics and recreated using original
Soviet components. Clearly it can’t be
using the back-plane architecture of the
Polivoks nor the original board layouts,
so I asked Ruslan Neguch, the Project
Manager at Polivoks Pro, how it was
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done. He told me, “When the original
Polivoks was designed, the Soviet
electronic board tracing technology was
quite poor, so the component density
could not be high. This caused a lot of
problems. We redesigned all of its boards
into a single board with a high density
of electronics, which also allowed us
to improve the oscillators’ stability and
make many other improvements. As for
the components’ originality, we used the
same transistors, filter op-amps, VCAs,
and even resistors as before. Some of
these were manufactured in the 1980s,
some in the 1990s, but they have all
the same nominal values and electrical

qualities because they were manufactured
at the same plants and factories. We have
incorporated 85 percent original Soviet
NOS (new old stock) components that are
no longer being produced, which is one
of the reasons why we are only making
100 units.” But despite this attention to
historical accuracy and being described
by Neguch as ‘an authentic re-issue’, it
was immediately apparent that, from a
functional point of view, the Polivoks Pro
isn’t a replica; there are knobs, switches,
inputs and outputs where none existed
before. Neguch continued, “We have tried
to preserve the primary functions and
parameters of the legendary synthesizer,

with all of its charisma. But our recreation
of the Polivoks also allowed us to
introduce a series of modifications and
improvements. Unlike its predecessor,
the Polivoks Pro doesn’t drift out of tune,
while its new functions expand the creative
possibilities available to musicians.”
None of this dampened my enthusiasm
to try the Polivoks Pro — quite the
opposite, in fact. A stable Polivoks with
additional functionality, smooth knobs,
clean switches, MIDI and multiple CV
control options sounds very attractive
to me, whether or not the circuitry has
been implemented using 30-year-old
components. So the first question to
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ON TEST
POLIVOKS PRO

The Rear Panel
The rear panel of the Polivoks Pro has been
greatly enhanced when compared with that of
the original. In addition to the audio input and
output and the MIDI In and Thru sockets with
their associated Reset button (which allows the
synth to recognise the channel of an incoming
MIDI signal), there are now six CV+Gate

answer is how closely does the Polivoks
Pro emulate its inspiration?

The Oscillators
The Polivoks Pro’s dual oscillators appear
to duplicate the original synth’s, with
each offering five waveforms — triangle,
sawtooth, square and two further widths of
pulse waves — with footages ranging from
32’ to 2’, LFO pitch modulation (vibrato),
cross-modulation of Osc1 by Osc2, and a
fine-tuning control on Osc2 with a range

Polivoks Pro
PROS
Its character is very close to that of the
original Polivoks — nasty, but fab.
Numerous additional functions extend its
capabilities in useful ways.
Its MIDI and CV inputs make it far more
flexible and articulate than the original.
It’s compact, but much sturdier than
an original Polivoks.
The control panel is a pleasure to use.

CONS
The review unit required calibration, and
there are no accessible trimmers.
It exhibited an intermittent fault, although
one that I suspect could be easily fixed.
It uses an external PSU with a barrel
connector and no stress relief.
It’s not cheap (but neither is it
ridiculously expensive).

SUMMARY
Some fall in love with the Polivoks the first
time that they lay their hands on one, while
others can’t understand what all the fuss is
about. If you’re a lover, you should definitely
be interested in the Polivoks Pro.
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inputs. These start with the Gate input (which
is called Envelope Trigger) followed by two
CV inputs for the VCA Gain and the filter
cutoff frequency. The latter of these isn’t
calibrated for 1V/oct, so you can’t play the filter
chromatically, but it’s welcome nonetheless.
These are in turn followed by 1V/Oct CV

of approximately ±14 semitones. As on
the original, the generated waveforms are
only approximations to their names, which
is one of the things that gives the Polivoks
its character. Starting with their Osc1
triangle waves, I compared the Polivoks
Pro to the original and was surprised
by how much brighter the original was,
although the triangle generated by its
second oscillator was much closer to that
of its predecessor. I later discovered that
this is intentional; Osc2 on the Polivoks
Pro has an asymmetrical waveshape
that it closer to the original’s, whereas
Osc1 produces something that is tonally
closer to the ideal. The sawtooth wave
was a much closer match, exhibiting
the mildly distorted character that is a
characteristic of the original. Likewise, the
square wave was a close match, although
the reissue sounded ‘hollower’. Given
that the Polivoks Pro was calibrated a
few weeks ago, while my Polivoks last
saw the business end of a screwdriver a
few decades back, I can’t say that I was
surprised. Likewise, the duty cycles of the
other two pulse waves were different from
the vintage synth’s, with the consequent
differences in tone.
Perhaps the first major functional
difference between the two synths is the
addition of pulse-width modulation of
Osc2. This is controlled by a switch and a
knob sited on an extra panel found where
the plastic cover concealing the oscillator
tuning and scaling trimmers sits on the
original; the switch selects the modulation
source (either the LFO or the VCA contour)
while the knob increases or decreases the

inputs for Osc2 and Osc1. (If monophonic use
is selected on the control panel, only CV1 is
used.) The last of the control inputs affects the
LFO rate. Power is supplied by an external 15V
AC PSU using a barrel connector without cable
stress relief. Come on manufacturers... at least
use a locking plug!

amount of the effect. Strangely, PWM not
only affects the rectangular waves, but also
the triangle wave, skewing this from side
to side so that the waveshape oscillates or
glides between a sawtooth wave at one
extreme and a ramp wave at the other.
The second big difference is the
provision of a ring modulator whose inputs
are the pulse waves generated by Osc1
and Osc2. In truth, this isn’t a genuine
ring modulator, but rather a digital XOR
circuit of the type found in the Korg MS20
and some other synths of that era, and
which performs the same function as a
ring modulator. It generates all manner
of timbres that were unavailable on the
original synth, which is good, but it does
show up a deficiency; the oscillators don’t
stay in tune when you switch between
waveforms, nor do they track identically.
This means that the timbre can shift
dramatically as you play up and down
the keyboard or if you switch waves, and
it made me realise that the Polivoks Pro
offers no accessible trimmers to adjust the
scaling, which is a problem.

The Mixer
Whereas the Polivoks’s mixer offered
levels for Osc1, Osc2, Noise and any signal
presented to the audio input, the reissue
offers Osc1, Osc2, the signal generated
by the ring modulator and Noise.
Nonetheless, there’s still an external signal
input, and this has its gain control next to
the PWM controls in the new panel. But
with no cable inserted, this knob acts as
the gain for the third significant addition
— an internal feedback loop. Depending
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The Polivoks Pro’s front
panel measures 43 x 18 cm.

upon the signal being generated by the
synth, the result of winding this up can
range from gentle thickening of the tone
to sonic chaos.
As on the original, the mixer distorts at
high signal levels and, as well as imparting
grittiness to the cyclic waveforms, it gives
the noise a granular character at high
amplitudes. The noise spectrum is much
redder than that of the original but, while
it’s not authentic, that’s not necessarily a
bad thing.

The VCF & The VCA
Its dual-mode, resonant 12dB/oct filter
was in many ways the defining element
of the original Polivoks. It had a harsh
character and distorted easily but, while
these characteristics may not have
seemed desirable at the time, they have
found much favour in recent years. Like
the original, the Polivoks Pro filter offers
low-pass and band-pass modes, both of
which will oscillate when asked to do so.
As before, there’s no keyboard tracking
so, without the use of external CVs,
modulation of the cutoff frequency is
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limited to that provided by the LFO and
by the dedicated ADSR contour generator.
But, as a bonus, the Polivoks Pro offers a
bipolar amount control so that, unlike on
the original, you can invert the contour’s
effect. The contour also retains a loop
mode whose shape is determined by the
Attack and Decay Settings provided that
the Sustain level is set to, or close to, zero.
Experimenting with this demonstrated that
the minimum contour times are shorter on
the reissue than on the original, which is
another bonus.
The VCA section features another
dedicated contour generator with the
same single-shot ADSR/looped AD
architecture as the filter’s, and the gain
can again be modulated by the LFO. The
special feature here is a switch that defeats
the contour and holds the VCA open at
its maximum level for drones, effects and
processing external signals.

Modulation & Other Facilities
The LFO itself is a simple affair offering
seven waveforms including noise and
sample & hold, plus a rate control. This

embodies more advances over the
original synth, which only offered four
waveforms. Perhaps more significantly,
you can now control the LFO rate using
three additional sources. Firstly, you can
do so by presenting an external CV to
the modulation input. Alternatively, you
can flick the left-hand switch on the extra
panel to its MIDI position, whereupon the
upper note that you play on a connected
MIDI keyboard will affect the rate. (The
higher the pitch, the faster the LFO.)
Finally, you can flick the switch to its Filter
Contour position. The rate will then be
affected by that contour, with the depth
and polarity determined by a knob marked
Modulator that sits where the headphones
level control sat in the master panel on
the original. (In the other three cases, this
knob acts as an offset for the LFO rate
control.) Interestingly, you can use MIDI
control or the VCA contour simultaneously
with the external CV input. If there’s a
good use for this, I’m sure that someone
will find it.
Sharing the master control panel,
you’ll find additional knobs for the
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portamento rate, master tune and master level. But there’s
also a switch here...
Like the ARP Odyssey and one or two other synths of
the era the Polivoks was duophonic, but offered a switch
to select between monophonic and duophonic operation,
the latter of which allowed you to play the oscillators
independently; Osc2 was always the lower note with
low-note priority, while Osc1 was always the upper, with
high-note priority. Furthermore, portamento (if used) was
only applied to Osc1, which meant that in duophonic
mode you could play synth solos with portamento while
any changes in the lower note were instantaneous. The
implementation on the Polivoks Pro is slightly different,
with portamento applied to both oscillators in monophonic
mode, but to Osc1 alone in duophonic mode. (This is
different from what is described in the fledgling manual,
which describes the same implementation as the
original synth.)
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In Use
The Polivoks is a very straightforward synthesizer and, to
the extent that the Polivoks Pro imitates it, the same is
true, not least because the control panel is based closely
upon that of the original, and is both nicely designed and
a pleasure to navigate. The behaviours of the additional
functions are perhaps less obvious, not least because
there’s no proper manual as yet. But, printed on its
underside, there’s a translation of most of the terms used
on the synth, which is useful when it’s not plugged in
(although, for obvious reasons, much less so when you
have a host of cables hooked up to it). To assist still further,
there’s an English overlay provided on the company’s web
site. I printed this out as a cheat-sheet and, after a few
hours, never needed to refer to it again.
As you would expect from something shiny and
new, the Polivoks Pro’s switches are positive and its
potentiometers are crackle-free, so when I placed it on top
of a high-quality MIDI controller to play it, the experience
was very satisfying. I also played it using the CV+Gate
outputs of my SH101, and the same remained true. But if
the programming and playing experience is rather different
from that of the original, the sound is not, and the essential
Polivoks-iness has survived. The Polivoks Pro remains
superb for aggressive ‘synth’ sounds and, if you direct
appropriate CVs to the velocity, aftertouch and modulation
inputs, it breathes new life into what was already a powerful
lead instrument. As for deep, aggressive and sometimes
just plain nasty basses, it’s second to none, and the new
ring modulator takes it even further than the original in
this regard. Delving a bit deeper, you can still use the
two contour generators in their looping modes to obtain
strange, cross-rhythmic effects, and you can still obtain the
wicked screams of the original. There are differences, of
course. For example, the maximum modulation depths have
been increased across the instrument, which is in general
a good thing. One interesting consequence of this is that
increasing the cross-mod depth increases the pitch of the
sound. On the original, the maximum depth was insufficient
to make this obvious, so I had never noticed it before.
Mind you, using cross-mod on the Polivoks was always
an exercise in serendipity, so I think it’s fair to say that it
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Round the back there’s a handy translation
for those whose Cyrillic is a little dusty...

remains much the same on the Polivoks
Pro, only more so.
I have long held that a stable Polivoks
with improved connectivity could be an
excellent addition to many studios and
live rigs and, despite being a tad more
polite than its inspiration, the Polivoks Pro
fits this description well. However, there
are two caveats. Firstly, there’s the issue
of the inaccurate oscillator scaling and
the lack of accessible trimmers to correct
it. This needs to be addressed, perhaps
by better factory calibration but also by
providing end-user instructions on how to
do so. Secondly, Russian products have
long had a reputation for unreliability,
and the designer of the Polivoks, Vladimir

Alternatives
There have been a handful of suggested
improvements for the Polivoks, with
schematics for things such as CV+Gate
inputs appearing at sporadic intervals. But
increasing interest and demand for its sounds
has now created a mini-industry of Eurorack
products inspired by various sections of the
original synth. Perhaps the most prominent of
these are the kits and modules manufactured
by Erica Synths in Latvia, which include
VCOs, VCFs, VCAs and modulators, as well
as a complete 84HP system in which all the
modules draw their inspiration from the
Polivoks. Alternatives are available from The
Harvestman (now renamed Industrial Music
Electronics) and other, more obscure sources
that you can find on the web.
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Kuzmin, has long since admitted that it
could suffer problems as a consequence
of poor components and manufacturing
errors. I had hoped that the Polivoks
Pro would be immune from this, but the
review unit had an intermittent fault.
Twice during the course of the review,
pitch CV1 (which drives both oscillators in
monophonic mode and Osc1 in duophonic
mode) disappeared. The first time that this
happened, I was controlling the Polivoks
Pro via MIDI, but when I tested it using the
analogue inputs, everything was fine. A
while later, CV1 became unresponsive to
both MIDI and the pitch CV input. Then,
the following day, everything was fine. A
week or so later, it became unresponsive
again, but then recovered and has been
fine ever since. I suspect that this is
nothing more than a dodgy cable, a dry
solder joint, or perhaps a component
on the edge of its tolerance, so I’m not
overly concerned... these things happen.
Whatever the cause, it should be a simple
repair but, had I been an end-user rather
than a reviewer, it could have caused no
little concern and annoyance.

Final Thoughts
When it was announced, the Polivoks
Pro was due to be priced at $2000,
with a planned price rise to $2400 after
the first few units were sold. However,
something then went wrong, and serious

disagreements between the technical team
and the commercial side of the company
ensued. During this period, a number of
units were sold at auction, most at the
starting price of $1850. Happily, the internal
issues now seem to have been resolved,
and the company are again talking about
developing further products. Following
my correspondence with Ruslan Neguch,
it appears that the Polivoks Pro is currently
available directly from the manufacturer
for €1650, which seems fairly reasonable
for a hand-built labour of love. Sure, you
can buy a second-hand Polivoks for less
than half of this, but it will probably have
dodgy switches and pots, will lack the six
CV+Gate inputs, will lack MIDI and the
other enhancements of the Polivoks Pro, will
have no warranty, and may require servicing
before it can be put to use.
It’s interesting to speculate what the
price of the Polivoks Pro could be if the
company decided to go into larger-scale
manufacturing. If the sound could be
retained, many players might be keen. But
for the moment, I think that the Polivoks
Pro will remain an obscure but very
desirable bit of kit, retaining much of the
nasty character of its inspiration. Nasty, but
fab. I like it.
£ Pricing to be confirmed.
W www.schneidersladen.de
W www.polivoks.pro
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Modor Formant Filter
Eurorack Module

O

ne of the more pleasant surprises of 2016 was the
Modor NF-1, a knobby digital synthesizer with
an eye-catching layout. Along with a selection of
oscillator types, it featured a formant filter which offered
morphing between three different vowels. Via parallel
band-pass filters (focused on specific frequencies),
it delivered convincing vocal tones; it’s therefore yet
another pleasant surprise to find this technology rehoused
for Eurorack.
The module offers stereo operation and dual CV
inputs, although sadly there’s but a single shared CV
amount — and no input level controls. Nevertheless,
you’re able to supply different modulation sources for each
CV input to produce some very cool stereo effects.
By turning the large white Formant knob, you can
manually sweep between three vowels, with a trio of LEDs
acting as a visual reference. In the knob’s leftmost position,
the first LED lights up and if you wish you can select a new
vowel for that position. Pressing the Vowel button steps
through the 10 available presets, which are: A, E, I, O, U,
OE, EI, EU, AO and UI. This aspect of the user interface
felt a little clunky, at least if you wished to define a specific
morph group; you’re forced to count button presses or
rely on your ears. And, depending on the source audio, it
might not be easy to differentiate between (for example)
a ‘U’ and a ‘EU’. Having chosen the first vowel, you turn
the knob until the second
LED lights, dial up a new
vowel and so on. If you
like what you’ve put
together and want these
values loaded on power
up, Shift and Vowel will
achieve that for you.
Morphing between

Modor Formant
Filter
Size: 16HP
Current: +12V = 140mA
-12V = 20mA
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the preset vowels can generate changing, voice-like effects, using
harmonically rich input waveforms such as sawtooth or even white noise. In
common with Modor’s NF-1 synth, you can also break away from the preset
vowels and have a go at creating your own. The knobs labelled 1 to 4 are used
to sweep the frequency bands and if the shift key is drafted in, it attenuates the
first three frequencies. The vowel’s overall volume is set by combining shift with
the 4th knob.
It turns out that it is far from easy to stumble across new vowels that rival the
presets. Indeed, you’ll quickly notice that many of the knob positions generate
nasty, howly noises instead. I’d say that these are not controls you’d be likely
to tweak during performance. Assuming you eventually hit on something
interesting, I’m afraid there’s no way to store your hard-won creations, other
than by the default power-up save process I mentioned earlier.
I realise that adding a display or extra indicators would have raised the price
of the module. Similarly, CV inputs for the edit controls might have initially
seemed a good idea, but given the unpredictable (and sometimes downright
challenging) nature of the results, vowel creation could be more of a quirky
side-function than a major selling point.
First and foremost, this module makes stereo vocal filtering both simple and
accessible. Although my reservation about the single CV attenuator remains,
I obtained some pleasing results from this spartan interface. Some of my
favourite sounds came from processing a regular synth waveform through one
input and noise through the other. By modulating these with different sources,
perhaps a pair of not-quite synchronised LFOs, I hit upon many rich, speech-like
textures, especially when I drafted in a couple of external VCAs to provide
modulation of the level of each output. If you’re interested in vocal tones and
don’t want to get bogged down in complication, this filter is worth checking
out. Paul Nagle
£ £265
W www.modormusic.com

Intellijel/Cylonix Rainmaker
Eurorack Module

I

f, like me, you sometimes use cost or size considerations to avoid checking
out new modules, it’s possible you never gave the Intellijel Rainmaker
enough attention. Another collaboration between Intellijel and Cylonix,
the Rainmaker is neither cheap nor small — and the early demo videos weren’t
great either. However, with the passage of time and the inclusion of more
adventurous presets, it’s becoming difficult to ignore the background ‘wows’
of enthusiasts.
The Rainmaker consists of a stereo 16-tap spectral delay paired with a 64-tap
comb resonator, the latter sporting external triggering options that turn it into
a (single-voice) Karplus-Strong synthesizer. The module can be configured to
operate in serial or parallel modes, have either section feed the other, or you
can separate them for two individual roles. It’s therefore a very flexible and
high-quality (96kHz, 32-bit internal processing) module. I mentioned just now
that fresh presets have been added and of particular interest are those created
by Richard Devine. Located in slots 82-128, they show off some of the amazing
textural possibilities you can enjoy straight out of the box.
As you can probably tell from the panel, there are copious programming
options, so it’s good to know you can back up the patches via USB, a fact that
isn’t immediately obvious because the USB port is accessed internally. With 128
memories to overwrite, I doubt this will be an issue right away, but when you
do want to access the USB port, you’ll have to open up and either leave a cable
trailing through your case or rest the module outside temporarily while you back
up. Personally, I much prefer the route taken by Waldorf in their NW1 module,
which has a convenient front-panel USB port.
There’s no denying this is a major gobbler of case real estate, but any
misgivings I had about size were quickly dispelled as I started to explore. The
Rainmaker is superbly laid-out — it’s a user interface without any obvious
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Intellijel/Cylonix
Rainmaker
Size: 36HP
Current: +12V = 270mA
-12V = 24mA
compromise. I’m not usually a fan
of displays and menus in my
Eurorack, but here the pin-sharp
OLED is invaluable, whether
for showing the tap levels and
panning, the filter settings or the
signal gain/routing. Seemingly
minor panel additions make
a huge difference, eg. the Clear
button will quickly empty the
buffer, restoring calm to what can
sometimes be a highly complex
‘echo soup’. There are also CV
inputs for all the main panel
functions, including separate clock
inputs for each section, and two
user-programmable modulation
controls (and CVs); these take care
of parameters that aren’t directly accessible.
The per-tap options are pretty extensive
and include level, pan, resonant filter
values and pitch. You can choose the tap
to be used for feedback independently
for both channels. There are controls for
global pitch shift, delay feedback and tone
— all very handy to have. You can apply
subtle (or not so subtle) feedback detune,
again independently on each channel.
Throwing caution to the wind, you can
route the combined output of all taps into
the feedback or vary feedback position
according to the comb resonator size.
This variable feedback can kick off spooky,
random ringing effects if you modulate the
comb size with a slow, free-running LFO
or similar.
I was relieved that the ‘piles’ button
referred to in the manual has been renamed
‘stack’ on the module itself since, at my age,
some words can send shivers to regions
best left undisturbed. Anyway, a stack is
a means of applying the same time value to
multiple taps. It’s a trick that can be magical
for building layered filter textures or when
combined with the granular pitch shifter.
Each tap can have a specific pitch shift,
leading naturally to simple (or complex)
chords. The granular processor is based on
up to four grains of varying size and overlap;
it’s the source of many of the Rainmaker’s
most ethereal patches.
Delay times can be synchronised to an
external clock or set directly with the tap
tempo button. The values for grid, stack

and time divisions combine to define the
overall timing and spacing of each tap.
The delay taps have a range from 0.1ms
to over 20 seconds and the times can be
swished around with an LFO too, with all the
expected pitch-warbly goodness. If all that
isn’t enough, the default groove that spaces
the taps evenly apart can be replaced by
a selection of preset patterns, including
swing, random, accelerando, etc.
Despite its apparent complexity,
Rainmaker is surprisingly easy to get
around. With so many taps to play with,
perhaps the only hard bit is imposing
restraint and avoiding the descent into
total mush. Dedicated buttons mean you
can easily select any tap to work on or edit
all at once. What I did find lacking was an
ability to apply changes only to a selection.
There are, at least, a number of preset
ramp shapes enabling you to perform
tasks such as gradually closing the filters
along the taps, or raising the pitch as you
progress through.
One of the coolest creativity stimulators
is the randomiser — it scrambles some
(or all) of the values until something new
(and probably unexpected) appears.
Randomisation is one of the functions that
can be assigned to the trigger button (and
input) so, if you’re feeling adventurous, you
could even sequence the randomisation
process. It would be slicker if the choices for
randomisation could be refined and limited,
though, because some of the results can
be mad, noisy or clicky — thank heavens

for that Clear button! By the way, other
tasty trigger options include freezing the
current buffer, reversing or clearing the
delays or providing a ‘ping’ to stimulate the
comb resonator.
The comb resonator is not merely
a source of chorus or flanging but offers
a wealth of tuned resonator tonality. There
are a couple of trigger impulses to choose
from and the resonator types include guitar,
sitar and clarinet, each imposing their
own character. Additionally, a selection
of 16 comb patterns produce a range of
textures, with four slope shapes providing
swells, crescendos and decays. Naturally
it’s the shorter resonator delay times and
high feedback that create the characteristic
ringing tones, but with longer delays (over
20 seconds is possible here too), discrete
echoes appear.
The Rainmaker is a massively powerful
tool to tempt any sound designer and it has
the potential to amaze for years to come.
While it can perform regular delay duties,
it really shines as a source of ambient,
resonant reverbs, complex rhythmic patterns
and ringing synthesis, all married with
chorus, flanging, pitch shifting and assorted
granular grumbles. Apply a spot of creative
modulation and even the simplest signal
input can unleash swarms of buzzing insects,
grainy chords and filter sparkles, plus
a gazillion options I’ve yet to stumble across.
Surely a future classic. Paul Nagle
£ £590
W www.intellijel.com
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TECHNIQUE

How A Database Can Improve Your Productivity
Database software might not be as exciting as the
latest virtual instrument or DAW — but it can be
even more effective in helping you get work finished.
HALVARD BJØRKÅS

A

fter about 20 years of producing
jingles and cues, my hard drives
are crowded with sketches,
projects ready to mix and complete
tracks. Finding the right track can be
a nightmare. Having all those tracks
hanging around also makes me less
productive, because I don’t have a good
system for rating sketches to decide
whether they are good enough to be
finished or if it should be binned. The
result is that I have lots of half-done
projects that, with some effort, could have
been finished and making money for me.
This article describes my search
for the ultimate way of organising my
tracks: a single system that can hold
all the information I need in one place
and make it easily accessible. Let me
start by describing some solutions that
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I have tested through the years, but have
stopped using for various reasons.

The Quest
A well-organised hard drive is, of course,
a good starting point. I recently came
across an old hard drive with partitions
named ‘Ringo’, ‘Paul’ and so on. In
retrospect, naming your hard drive after
your heroes isn’t very helpful when
dementia strikes some 15 years later.
I also have a ring binder with nicely
organised notes for each project. Back
in the CD burning days, I used to attach
a backup of the project to the note
sheet. Today I keep the ring binder
mostly for nostalgia, but it was a pretty
good analogue database. The main issue
with this system, though, is that it isn’t
very searchable.
My problem, as a composer for library
music, is that I want to work fast to keep

my production numbers high. After
a month spent working on perhaps 20
or more tracks, I can’t remember what
each track sounds like just by looking at
the project name. (This isn’t so much of
a problem when I produce pop music,
where the lyrics and melody are merged
together in my memory.) I tried putting
the projects into folders named according
to the musical style, but where should
I save the track that is a reggae/hip-hop
instrumental with a touch of funk in
the bridge?
I used to have an Excel document with
basic information about each project. This
met a lot of my needs: it can hold lots of
information in one place, and Excel gives
you the opportunity to search through all
the data. I used it for a year but eventually
gave this up too, mainly because of the
aesthetics. I like to have one nice-looking
page for each project, and Excel isn’t very
good when it comes to longer text fields.
Searching for an alternative,
I remembered that I used a database
package called Bento some years ago,
to organise my DVD collection (which
today seems like a waste of time, as my
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The way it used to be: paper filing has some
advantages, but it’s bulky and not searchable.

DVDs are stored in the cellar). Bento
went out of business in 2013, and
although the long-established FileMaker
is still kicking, it’s evolved into a suite of
applications that is really overkill for this
task. Eventually, after hours of Googling,
I came across TapForms 5.
TapForms calls itself “the digital filing
cabinet of your life”. I would go even
further and say that a good database
could well be your digital brain, storing
all the information you need in one place.
(I wish I had set up a database for all
my carpentry tools as well, but then the
hardware store wouldn’t have sold me
that third hammer...)

Tap To Enter
Opening a database application for the
first time can be quite intimidating. Many,
like FileMaker, seem to be made for
IT professionals — but the ease of use
in TapForms is excellent. I was up and
running with a version 1.0 of my studio
database in no time. The user interface
conforms very much to Mac OS design
conventions, and reminds me of Apple
applications like Pages and Keynote.
TapForms is made by a single
developer in Canada, who is very active
on the user forum, helping the users
with different issues. During the writing
of this article TapForms got an update
to version 5.2.5 with some handy new
features and bug fixing. I have noticed
some minor bugs in TapForms, and it has
crashed a couple of times — but every
time I have reopened it,
I have been pleased to find
all the data in place, even
the very last information
I put in just before the
crash. (As is common in
database utilities, you never
have to save anything in
TapForms; the current
state of the database is
always stored on disk.) Last
but not least, the price is
just about right. At €56 it

Other Database Applications
TapForms is Mac-only; another Mac option
worth checking out is Ninox Database. There
are lots of alternatives for Windows users.
Microsoft’s own Access is well known, and
should let you make a similar database to
the one I have described. The freeware suite
OpenOffice has a database application called

certainly is a bit of an investment, but if
you have lots of tracks laying around on
your hard drive, I’m sure it will pay off. Of
course, adding the details of an existing
catalogue of tracks to a new database is
time-consuming, but it doesn’t have to be
done all at once — I try to do 10 minutes
each day, or more if I have the time.
TapForms also has a lot of other
features under the hood that I personally
don’t use, mostly because I use other
applications for the same jobs. You can
keep a client log, set up reminders, create
to-do lists and so on, and producers on
the move can sync the database to all
your Apple devices through iCloud. The
iOS version even lets you record audio
and sync it to your database.

Field Work
Most database applications work the
same way. You store all your data in
fields, which can be thought of as being
similar to the columns in a spreadsheet.
In the kind of database I’m talking about,
you might have one field for title, one
for genre and so on. A collection of
entries in these fields makes up a Record,
corresponding to a row in a spreadsheet.
You can actually view TapForms data as

Base, which looks quite easy to use, and there
are lessons on YouTube for those who want to
give it a go. There are several online solutions as
well, including some free ones, but personally
I feel more comfortable having my database
stored locally, in case the online database
provider should discontinue their service.

a spreadsheet, but then you could just use
a spreadsheet; where the database excels
over Excel (pun intended) is in its ability to
create different layouts to show your data.
First, you create all the different fields
you’re going to need. In TapForms, this
is done by selecting Forms and Fields in
the right column. When you create a field,
you also have to choose what type of
data it is going to store: text, number,
attachment and so on. From the Lists tab in
the Preferences menu, you can also easily
create lists of metadata tags to apply to
different Records. In my database, I mostly
use multi-value popover pick lists. These
are lists that let you select multiple entries,
so you can tag things like what instruments
the track contains, the mood, and so on.
The list itself is actually a text field, so it’s
easy to add new lists to your database.
When you have created all your fields,
it’s time to create the layout. Press the
Layout button, and drag in all the fields
you want to show. Remember that
you can have more than one layout for
different purposes, showing different
fields in different arrangements. For
instance, you might want one layout for
tagging instruments, mood and genre,
and one layout just for making notes, or

The main layout of my
database displays all the
information about the current
Record, corresponding to
a particular track. I can open
the Logic project or preview
the track by clicking the File
Attachment links.
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TECHNIQUE
PRODUCTIVITY IN THE STUDIO

to keep track of where you’ve submitted
each track. You can always add more
fields to your database and your layouts
later, so don’t feel you need to have
everything fully worked out before you
start using it.

How I Use TapForms
In my studio, I keep TapForms open on
my second monitor all the time. When
I save a new Logic project, I give it
a working title based on the mood or the
musical style of the initial sketch. At the
same time, I also make a new record in
TapForms with some basic information,
and I attach the Logic project to the form.
I never change my working title in Logic or
TapForms. Bounced files often get other
names, because the project may have
evolved in another direction or I come
up with a better name for the track. The
final name goes into
its corresponding field
in the database, so the
connection between
the Logic project and
the bounced file is
always searchable. This
is useful when a client
finds a track on my
Soundcloud site and
wants a new mix or
some other changes,
and I need to remember
the working title of that
five-year-old cue.
One big time thief in
my studio is having to
open a Logic project in
order to remind myself
what a track sounds like.
A sample-heavy project can take around
a minute to open, even on my decent Mac
Pro, and it’s frustrating to wait for this to
happen just to find out that you opened
the wrong project. This is where the File
Attachment field comes in handy. As I said,
I attach the Logic project to each record
in TapForms. I also attach an early bounce
of the project, to let me quickly preview
the track. The attachment is just an alias

Language Lesson
TapForms runs in the same language as
your operating system, but I prefer to
run it in English rather than my native
Norwegian. This can be done by running
the following in Terminal:
defaults write com.tapzapp.tapforms-mac
AppleLanguages ‘(“en”)’
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to the file on disk, so that the database
does not grow too large over time. I don’t
bother updating this attachment if the
track evolves during production, as this is
just a raw reminder to myself. To preview
the track, you have to click the link, and it
opens in the Mac OS Finder; one feature
on my TapForms wish list is the ability
to play MP3s directly from within the
database.
To keep things tidy, I keep all my
bounced tracks in the automatically
created ‘bounced’ folder within each
Logic project. This also goes for different
edits or mixes of the track. If I’m sending
multiple tracks to a client, though, I make
a folder in Dropbox and copy the tracks
here. The original bounced file always
stays in the Logic project folder.
I can also use the database to store
the metadata for any music libraries that

require this to be created by the producer
of the music. For instance, I have an
account at Pond5 where I upload all the
tracks that have not been used in other
projects, reasoning that it’s better for
them to make me some money than
to collect dust on my hard drive. The
tagging procedure on Pond5 is based on
the same comma-separated values that
TapForm uses, so when I add the track
information on Pond5, I can just copy it
from my database. This saves me lot of
work, and I have the metadata locally on
my computer if I should put the tracks on
some other music library.
I also have a generously sized Notes
field on the layout. Here goes everything
that I think needs to be done with the
track: thoughts about how I can develop
the arrangement or things that need to

A Starting Point
If you want to have a go with TapForms,
you can download the database I use
as a template from the SOS web site.
TapForms itself is available from the App
Store or direct from the maker’s web site.
W www.tapforms.com

be fixed in the mix. Sometimes I take note
of guitar amp settings or mic positions,
if I think that I may want to do more
tracking with the same sound later on.

Smart Search
Probably the most important feature of
a good database program is smart search:
a search that automatically updates the
findings based on a number of chosen
terms. I use smart searches all day. They
keep me focused. In my to-do app, for

Smart search in action. By storing a few searches,
you can have a complete overview of different
tasks that need to be done.

instance, I use it to filter out tasks that
need to be done today at my office, so
I don’t see what I need to do at home
today (which is in another smart search).
In my studio, the smart search
function of TapForms helps me be more
productive. On days when I don’t have
the inspiration to make a new track, I have
set up a search for less creative work.
This will find tracks that need mixing, or
which need to be cut down into 10- and
30-second versions for libraries. For days
when I don’t feel like producing music at
all, I have a search for projects that need
to be registered with the Performing
Rights Organisation. This way, I always
find things that need to be done!
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ON TEST

Yamaha EAD10

Acoustic Electronic Drum Module
Recording, triggering, sampling, effects:
Yamaha’s versatile new drum module does it all.
MARK GORDON

T

he hybrid drum kit, combining
electronic elements with regular
acoustic drums, is an increasingly
popular concept, particularly with current
music styles and production techniques
that draw upon an ever-more diverse and
eclectic range of sound sources. Yamaha’s
EAD10 is described as an ‘Acoustic
Electronic Drum Module’ — a hybrid
drum module that combines the natural
sound of your acoustic kit with effects
and electronic sounds. That’s quite an
intriguing proposition, and suggests it
might be the answer to a scenario that
often involves a lot of equipment, cabling
and technical know-how. Once you
include the fact that the EAD10 can also
record your performances, integrate with
your DAW and help you create YouTube
clips, you might suspect that it’s a bit of
a jack-of-all-trades — but does it master
any of them?

A System Of Two Halves
The ‘System’ comprises two parts: the
Main unit, or ‘brain’, and the Sensor unit.
The Main unit deals with all the sound
processing, samples and effects, while
the Sensor unit provides an audio signal
captured by its two on-board microphones
and a trigger signal from the bass drum.

Yamaha EAD10 £479
PROS
Simple to set up.
Sounds great.
Expandable with additional triggers.
Rec ‘n’ Share app integration

CONS
No individual outputs

SUMMARY
The Yamaha EAD10 could well be the
one-stop solution that many drummers
have been looking for, incorporating
mics, triggers, samples, effects and DAW
integration into a very simple-to-use
package. Hits the spot.
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The fairly weighty Sensor unit has
an all-metal construction and feels very
solid. Its slightly odd shape enables it to
be fixed to the hoop of your bass drum
and secured with a single knurled chrome
knob. (If you’re familiar with using any
bass drum triggers, you’ll know the kind
of arrangement I’m talking about here.) At
around three inches square, it fits snugly
against the hoop and is in no way intrusive
when playing.
Built into the Sensor unit is a trigger
that picks up the vibrations from the bass
drum. In addition to the trigger, a vented
grille section at the top of the unit
houses a stereo condensor mic in an X-Y
configuration that picks up the acoustic
sound of the drums. The only other visible
features are the two jack sockets on the
rear of the unit (labelled A and B) that
send the stereo mic signal and trigger
signal down the provided cables to the
Main unit.
This second unit is a somewhat lighter
affair constructed from black plastic with
a very nice matte finish. The left of the
unit features six black, retro-looking,
knurled plastic knobs in two rows of
three. The upper row controls the Master
volume and Audio/Click volumes, with the
last knob used to select presets (Scenes).
Reverb level, Effect level and Trigger level
are controlled by the lower three knobs,
each displaying its current setting via its
own circle of red LEDs.
A fairly small LCD screen is located
toward the centre of the unit, beneath
which are three ‘soft buttons’ that
relate to whichever parameter appears
above them on the display. Two large
+/- buttons sit below, with smaller Store
and Exit buttons either side. Finally, to
the far right are the Menu button, Sensor
Unit button (for instant access to the mic
and trigger levels sent from the Sensor),
a Recorder button and Click button.
Neatly located in a recess at the front
of the unit is a standard quarter-inch
headphone socket.
The rear panel hosts relatively few
inputs and outputs for a drum trigger

brain. Four physical trigger inputs are
provided in total, marked out as ‘1 Kick/2’
and ‘3 Snare/4’, ‘5’ and ‘6’. Both the Kick
and Snare inputs can potentially accept
two trigger sources if you use a Y-cable or
a dual snare trigger such as the Yamaha
DT50S, which can trigger the rim and
head independently. Trigger inputs 5 and
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6 both support any of the DTX-series
three-zone pads. I’m sure other pads and
triggers will work, but potentially not with
multi-zone functionality.
Below the Kick trigger input (also
marked A) is input B, which accepts the
mic signal from the Sensor. So for basic
operation and with no additional triggers,

The EAD10’s I/O comprises a quarter-inch footswitch socket, USB A and B ports, quarter-inch
connections for the sensor unit, the four trigger sources and the audio output, and a 3.5mm aux input.

the Sensor unit is simply connected to the
A and B inputs with a dual quarter-inch
jack-to-jack cable.
Left and right outputs are provided
on two mono quarter-inch jacks with an
aux input on a standard mini-jack socket

for external play-along sources such
as an MP3 player. Other than the 12V
PSU socket, the only other I/O on the
rear of the Main unit is two USB ports:
To Device and To Host. To Device is
designed to accept a USB flash drive for
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New H9 Algorithm!

YA M A H A E A D 1 0

Share & Enjoy
To coincide with the release of the EAD10,
Yahama have introduced the Rec ‘n’ Share
app (Free from the App Store — iOS only).
Although it’s not uniquely linked to the
EAD10, the app does integrate very well
with the hardware via USB, using the Apple
Lightning to USB Camera Adapter (or
equivalent).
The app allows you to import any track
from your music library (iTunes, Dropbox
import, etc.) and play along to it. Nothing
very impressive about that, I hear you cry.
OK, but what if, when you imported the
song, the app analysed it and applied a click
track with a count-in to it? A little more
impressive? I certainly thought so when
I imported four or five songs and found the
app nailed the tempo and gave me a perfect
click track. There were the odd few songs
it struggled with, and in a couple of cases
I ended up with an ‘inverted’ click, but overall
the results were very impressive.
In addition, the app allows you to slow
down or speed up the track (while, of course,
preserving pitch) and also to create A-B
markers to loop a section of the track, so you
can listen to and practice one particular part
of the song. Of course, the click is following
slavishly with every twist and turn.
Finally, when you’ve perfected your
performance, you can record the output
of the EAD10, complete with triggered
sounds, reverbs and effects, directly into the
app. But it doesn’t stop there. The recording
function of the app includes video, so you

direct performance recordings and the
saving of presets. The To Host USB port
connects the EAD10 to your Mac, PC or
smart device such as an iPad or iPhone.

Pick Up Sticks
With everything set up, plugged in and
ready to go, I thought I would check out
a few of the 50 preset kits (Scenes) for
some instant gratification, before delving
a little deeper.
Once you’ve switched on the Main
unit, the current Scene name and
number are displayed in the centre of
the LCD, while a small indicator shows
the level of both the mic and trigger
inputs in the top-right corner. If either
of these appears too low or high while
you’re playing, pressing the Sensor
unit button allows you to adjust input
levels manually using the +/- buttons, or
automatically by selecting the Auto soft
button and playing around the whole
drum kit for about 10 seconds.
Preset Scene 1, ‘Arena’, gives you
that instant ‘on stage at the O2’ sound,
adding a large reverb to the mics and

algorithm for the H9
platform.

can create your own performance video with
high-quality audio straight from the EAD10.
Once recorded, you can balance the drum
track against the song to your liking and
render the project for uploading to YouTube
via a single button press, or simply save it to
your photo library.

layering a 22-inch Maple Kick with your
own kick, via the kick-drum trigger. Fast
tweaking of the Scene is made very easy
with the dedicated Reverb, Effects and
Trigger knobs, raising or lowering the
level of each element of the sound.
Moving through some of the
other preset Scenes, more colourful
effects such as phasers and flangers
are introduced, giving a sweeping,
psychedelic sound to the kit that
changes with the dynamics of your
playing. Scene 6, ‘8th Note’, applies
delays to the kit, to great effect,
and definitely brought out my inner
Stewart Copeland!
All the kits are well balanced, with
just the right amount of delay or
compression on each individual element
of the drum kit. This is, in part, down
to the EAD10’s DSP, which takes the
mic signal and divides it into frequency
bands that are intelligently routed
through the internal effects.
So far I had only used the Sensor
unit with its built-in bass-drum trigger,
but the EAD10 can accept up to five

beyond!

EVERY new algorithm

the H9 Control app for
£19.99
120
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additional triggers, to
play more electronic
sounds alongside the
acoustic elements of
the kit.
I added the Yamaha
DT50S trigger (available
separately) to my
snare drum. Although
physically a single unit,
this actually contains
two discrete triggers,
one from the drum head
and one from the rim.
A number of the preset
Scenes provide for an
extra sound controlled
from the snare trigger
input, so I first tried
those out with the newly
added DT50S. Like all
the other features I’d
tested to this point, it
was a case of simply
plugging and playing
— everything just worked. The ‘Dance
8’ Scene now included an 808-style clap
alongside the booming 808 kick drum,
while the already fantastic sounding ‘Calf
Heads’ Scene mellowed even further with
the addition of a subtle tom sound under
the snare.
Fortunately, the majority of the preset
Scenes are very useable and focus on
altering and augmenting the drum kit
sound in practical ways that you’re very
likely to be able to use on a recording
or performance, whether you choose
— for example — ‘Metal Kick’, with its
harsh, layered kick and snare voices, ‘It’s
1985’, offering a classic gated reverb
sound, or the inspirational ‘Vinyl Loop’,
a very convincing retro-sounding kit,
compressed and EQ’ed, with a scratching
record sound layered underneath.

(Drum) Roll Your Own
All 50 of the preset Scenes sound great
and offer a wide range of styles and
genres to both enhance your playing
experience and introduce an element of
creativity — especially in the case of some
of the more radical effects. However,
there’s a lot more depth to the EAD10...
Two hundred user Scenes are also
provided, which can be created by
modifying an existing preset and saving
it in one of the user locations, or by
selecting a blank user Scene and creating
from scratch. From any preset or user
Scene, the three soft buttons below the
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The Sensor unit clips unobtrusively
to the rim of the kick drum.

display take you instantly to the Reverb,
Effect and Trigger edit pages, making it
very easy to quickly change the settings.
No fewer than 527 of Yamaha’s best
drum and percussion voices are included
in the EAD10, organised into seven
categories: Kick, Snare 1, Snare 2, Tom,
Cymbal, Perc and Effect. Any voice can be
quickly and easily assigned to any of the
trigger inputs. Each drum voice can also
be edited in a lot more depth than I had
expected: parameters include Tuning,
Decay, Pan, Voice Filter Cutoff and Voice
Filter Resonance.
As if that wasn’t enough, you can
import 100 of your own samples via
the USB port as 16-bit WAV files with
a maximum length of around 20 seconds,
and save them in the EAD10. This is
a great feature for adding unique samples
such as vocal phrases or specific drums
and percussion to a live performance.
When it comes to signal processing,
the EAD10 doesn’t fail to deliver, with 11
high-quality reverbs and 21 other effects
including delays, distortion, compression
and dynamic modulation (flangers and
phasers). Individual sends and returns are
provided for both the mic signal and the
triggered voices, so each element of the
overall Scene can receive its own level of
reverb and effect.

Record In A Flash
The EAD10 can record your performance
either directly into the Main unit or, for

longer performances, to a USB Flash drive.
Internal recording is limited to around 90
seconds and is lost once the Main unit
is powered off, but the USB option can
record up to 30 minutes. In addition to
playing along with the built-in metronome,
you can also import MP3 and WAV files
as an accompaniment to your playing.
Once they’re imported, you can play along
and ‘overdub’ your performance onto
the backing track with the complete ‘mix’
saved to the USB drive.
The internal recording function is
certainly a useful feature for practice, but
my next step was to integrate the EAD10
with my DAW, in this case MOTU’s Digital
Performer 9 running on a MacBook.
Just like everything that has gone
before, it really couldn’t be simpler. Plug
in a USB cable between the EAD10 and
Mac and you’re done; no drivers, no
installation, no fuss. The EAD10 showed
up immediately as an input option in DP’s
audio tracks. The USB output is a stereo
mix of the microphone signal, effects and
triggered sounds, mirroring the audio
output of the physical unit. In addition to
the audio, the trigger information from
the EAD10 is sent to the DAW as MIDI
data, so you can assign a MIDI track and
record both the audio signal and trigger
data simultaneously.
Initially I chose to record just the mic
signal, so I turned down the Reverb,
Effects and Trigger on the Main unit. In
this scenario, even though the triggered
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sounds are not appearing in the audio mix,
the MIDI signals from the performance are
still transmitted to the DAW.
The stereo mic configuration produced
a very impressive result — everything
was nicely balanced, with a good stereo
image. The kick drum had plenty of thump
and the snare also had good presence.
If anything, the toms lacked the body
you would achieve with close mics, and
because of the way I have my kit set up
the ride cymbal was a little overbearing,
but overall it was an impressive sound.
By adding a little EQ, compression and
reverb, I was able to create a very useable
drum track that wouldn’t sound out of
place on any recording.
In addition to the audio, I also
recorded the trigger data from the
EAD10 as a MIDI track in DP9, so I was
able to assign the kick and snare parts
to samples, in this case from Superior
Drummer 3. This enabled me to augment
what was already a great-sounding
drum track with external samples and
manipulate that in any way I wanted.
Creating a great-sounding drum track was

an absolute breeze, with no multiple-mic
setups and no MIDI or audio interfaces.

Bang Tidy
Even though I’m in the fortunate position
of having a studio where my drums are
set up and permanently close-miked,
I instantly saw the attraction of the EAD10
for practice, performance and recording.
As a practice tool, it’s perfect. Take
two boxes, with very few wires and
minimal setup, and you’re able to play
along with backing tracks or a metronome
mixed with great-sounding drums. The
presets are huge fun and certainly offer
instant gratification. The majority of the
preset Scenes are ideal for playing along
to tracks, and many of them offer real
inspiration when it comes to creating
interesting drum parts.
The editing potential is a lot more
extensive than I expected — the ability
to edit the internal drum sounds, and
apply reverb and effects to the mics and
triggered sounds independently, makes
the EAD10 far more than just an ‘effects
box for drums’.

Integration with a DAW is simple and
produces excellent results. Of course, it
does lack some of the body and warmth
of a close-miked kit, and you’re limited
to a ‘mixed’ stereo track, but having
the option of triggering a replacement
kick, snare and potentially two toms
via the MIDI tracks opens up enormous
post-production possibilities.
The only addition I’d like to see would
be individual outputs for the mic and
triggered sounds, so that the signals
could be balanced and effected differently
by an FOH engineer in a live scenario.
To return to my intro, the EAD10 is
certainly not just a ‘jack of all trades’.
Everything it does — and it does a LOT
— it does extremely well. The sound
quality, features and functionality are
exceptional in pretty much every area. For
under £500, it achieves results you’d be
hard pushed to recreate with dedicated
separate units and a pile of unwanted
cables and confusion.
£ £479 including VAT.
W www.yamaha.com

“The definition of a great plug-in”
AudioProducerNews.com

x

x

Generate convincing doubled vocals to create
width, depth or add thickness instantly
Find out more:

sonnox.com/toolbox/voxdoubler
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ON TEST

DPA d:vice
PAUL WHITE

D

anish Pro Audio, or DPA
Microphones as they are
more commonly known, need
no introduction. Their new d:vice is
a compact two-channel (input only)
audio interface enabling any DPA
mic that terminates in a MicroDot
connector, and is intended for making
high-quality recordings directly into an
iOS phone or tablet, or into a Mac or
Windows computer, using pretty much
any third-party recording software. It
is also possible to use DPA’s d:dicate
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Mobile Recording Kit
DPA’s iOS-friendly interface and mic set is aimed
squarely at broadcasters and interviewers who
need the very best audio quality.
range of recording microphones, with
the optional MMP-G preamp. It would
seem that broadcasters and interviewers
are the primary target, though practical
applications extend to anywhere that
high-quality recordings need to be made
on location or on the move. Power comes

from the connected device, and the
current draw is approximately 100mA.
With a quoted noise floor of -114dBFS,
the d:vice can run at sample rates of
up to 96kHz with 24-bit resolution. The
frequency response is flat within ±0.2dB
from 20Hz to 22kHz, with the THD
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DPA d:vice £1164
PROS
Excellent recording quality.
Compact.
Available in a range of configurations,
with various combinations of
DPA microphones.
App allows independent control of input
gains and preset storage/recall.

CONS
The cost.
You have to switch between the DPA
app to set gains and a recording app to
capture audio.

SUMMARY
A premium compact mobile recording
solution that offers connectivity with
a number of DPA’s excellent recording
microphones, as well as exemplary
audio performance.

(distortion) figure bettering 0.001 percent
at 10dB below maximum level.

In The Box
The d:vice comes in a number of bundles
that include various DPA microphones.
Our review system came with a pair of
SC4060 omnidirectional lapel microphones
— the ‘Double Lavalier’ VIDMK-4060-S kit
— but sets including a headset mic, a 4080
cardioid lavalier mic, or combinations of
these. Each lavalier mic comes with an
ingenious clip, into which the mic can be
mounted either horizontally or vertically
(meaning it will work equally well attached
to a shirt collar, tie or T-shirt), as well as
a foam windshield and two removable
grilles. The ‘default’ grille (which is
pre-fitted) adds a 3dB HF boost between
8-20 kHz; another adds a 10dB boost
around 12kHz (which DPA recommend
for when the mic is chest-mounted). With
neither grille fitted, the mic’s response
is nominally flat, but exposed to the
elements and therefore unprotected
against dirt and moisture.
Included with the kit is a Micro USB-B
to iOS Lightning cable, a Micro USB-B
to USB-A cable, and foam windshields
for the mics, all packed in a semi-rigid
zip-up storage case. While DPA suggest
that the d:vice can be used with any iOS
phone or tablet, the reality is that only
later iOS devices (iPhone 5 and above)
equipped with a Lightning connector and
running iOS 10 or later are supported.
When connected to a computer, the
d:vice is recognised as a class-compliant
USB audio device that works without
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drivers. The d:vice itself is around two
inches in diameter and less than half an
inch deep, making it practical to tuck
it in a pocket along with an iPhone for
location recording.

App Control
DPA provide a free app, available from the
Apple App Store, that provides control of
the preamps as well as the ability to save
gain, mode and low-cut filter settings in
up to four presets. However, it’s worth
noting that the app doesn’t actually record
— you need to use a third-party app such
as GarageBand to capture audio. There
are no physical controls on the d:vice,
so although you can just plug it in and it
will work with the levels set in the right
ball-park for lapel/speech work, you need
to use the app’s Gain slider to adjust the
input levels. Level meters on the app
screen, divided into green, amber and red
areas, monitor the input levels.
The switchable low-cut filter comes
in at 80Hz with a 12dB/octave slope and
should be used for speech recording or
when rumbles or traffic noise are present.
An on-screen Mon button sends audio via
your iOS device or computer’s headphone
output for monitoring purposes. A Lock
button stops any third-party software

Alternatives
There are a great many different iOS
recording solutions around — Rode, for
example, make a lavalier mic for smartphones,
as well as an X-Y mic for iPhones and iPads,
and companies like IK Multimedia and
iConnectivity offer numerous iOS-compatible
audio interfaces, to which you can connect
your own microphones. However, none offer
the combination of quality and portability that
the d:vice boasts.

from changing your gain or HPF settings
— which would be really handy for use
with video-recording apps that have an
auto-gain feature that can’t be switched
off. All of these settings are retained when
powering down the d:vice.
The two inputs can be used to make
stereo recordings, but when only one
mic is connected, the app automatically
switches to Mono mode. It is also possible
to sum the two mic inputs to mono if
necessary, which would be very useful if
you wanted to upload an interview, say,
directly from your iOS device. In Stereo
mode a single gain fader controls both
channels. In Dual mode, each channel
has separate controls. Presets are saved
by pushing one of the numbered preset
buttons for three seconds. A short push on
a preset button recalls the saved preset.

Overall
Because there are no controls on the
d:vice itself, you do need to switch
between the d:vice app (to set the
gains) and whatever app you choose to
record into (to capture audio). However,
since most iOS recording apps don’t
allow you to set up stereo channels with
different left and right input gains, the
app-controlled nature of the d:vice does
present an advantage in that respect, as
does its ability to save and recall presets.
There’s no doubt that the d:vice
is a very professional piece of kit,
and its compact form factor makes it
a very practical proposition for field
work — though it also comes at a very
professional price. That said, the audio
quality is exemplary, it partnered perfectly
with the lavalier mics provided, and is
also compatible with all of DPA’s other
excellent mic offerings.
£ VIDMK-4060-S kit (includes d:vice

The d:vice control app allows you to adjust the
left and right input gains either independently
or linked, to combine the inputs into a single
stream, and to lock the settings to prevent
third-party apps changing them.

interface and two SC4060 microphones)
£1164 including VAT.
T Sound Network +44 (0)20 3008 7530
E sales@soundnetwork.co.uk
W www.soundnetwork.co.uk
W www.dpamicrophones.com
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SESSION NOTES

PAUL WHITE

M

alvern-based tango band Los
Compadritos wanted, largely
for promotional purposes, to
record a dozen songs in an afternoon
in the front room of one of the band
members. Our plan was to record the
band playing together, capturing two or
three versions of each song. We’d pick the
best version and edit in better sections
from other takes if necessary.

Early Decisions
Violinist Angie’s instrument has an
L.R.Baggs pickup system, which allows it
to be DI’d directly into an audio interface.
Like many such pickups, it captures
a sound that’s somewhat brighter than
the instrument’s acoustic sound, but
that’s nothing a little EQ can’t beat into
shape, so we opted to use this. Alan’s
Takamine acoustic bass guitar also sports
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THE PRACTICAL CRAFT OF RECORDING

Recording a tango band: our engineer figures
out the best way to capture a dozen songs in
a single afternoon.
an under-saddle pickup, so we decided
we’d hook this up to his Vox AGA70
acoustic guitar combo. This would provide
Alan with monitoring, and I’d be able to
record the amp’s balanced XLR DI output.
Having experienced a lot of string-squeak
and finger-noise problems when using the
pickup, he’d tried various string types; on
our session, he was using stainless-steel,
flat-wound strings, which both reduce
finger-squeak and produce the warm
bass sound required for this music. On

auditioning the setup, I decided I could
simply EQ when mixing if I needed to
round-off any offending high frequencies
that remained. Alan preferred to overdub
his vocal parts so he could focus on the
bass parts during the main performance.
Still, we decided he’d sing unamplified to
help the band navigate the songs. Tony
played his 1950s Gibson guitar through
a Fender Blues Junior amplifier, which
I decided to mic up. Adrian would rely on
the built-in speakers in his V-Accordion for
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The electric guitar was recorded
via a DI output from the
amp, with the amp acting as
a monitor speaker.

parts. As in most DAWs, the grouping
can easily be switched off for work on
individual tracks. Finally, the tracks were
named and icons put in place to help me
identify the different instruments quickly.

On With The Show
The band set up to perform in fiddle player
Angie’s front room. My compact portable
recording rig was based around a MacBook
Pro, Logic Pro recording software and
a multi-channel PreSonus audio interface.

monitoring, and would send me a stereo
line-level feed, with no added effects.

Session Prep
I chose a compact recording system:
a MacBook Pro running Logic Pro and
recording via a PreSonus AudioBox
1818VSL audio interface to an external
USB drive. The interface’s eight mic inputs
are perfectly adequate and it’s a versatile
box: line/instrument inputs are available
via the first two channels’ combi input
sockets, and line inputs are similarly
available on the remaining channels.
Before the session, I prepared a Logic
project template, comprising a stereo
track for the accordion, a track each for
bass, guitar and violin, and two further
tracks for the guide vocal and a room
mic. The tracks were linked/grouped in
such a way that any edits would involve all
eight tracks, so there’d be no possibility
of upsetting the relative timing of any

On the day, I set up my recording kit
on a coffee table at one end of the
room, which meant I could see everyone
and communication would be easy. At
this stage, my monitoring consisted of
closed-back headphones.
And so I turned my attention
to the performers. My first aim was to
achieve a realistic acoustic balance in
the room. That would allow use of an
ambience mic and give the performers
the best chance of hearing each other
without headphones, helping them to
deliver a better performance. In some
musical styles a click track can be really
stifling, and nobody here wanted to be
tied to a click — the band play mainly
at dance events, where I’m told a little
speeding up is deemed to be perfectly
acceptable! The lack of a click makes
editing a touch more difficult, but I always
defer to how the artists want to perform.
So that Tony could hear what he was
playing while keeping his guitar balanced
for everyone else, I moved his amp onto
the sofa and built a wall of cushions at
one side, just to attenuate what everyone
else would hear of it. As that worked well
enough, I set up a mic on a short boom,
a few inches back from the grille. I tried

my Roswell Mini K47 (a capacitor mic
I built from a kit a year or two back) in
cardioid pattern, and it turned in a good
result; very little adjustment of the mic
position was needed. I set it up slightly
off-axis to the Blues Junior’s 12-inch
speaker, and close enough that the
proximity-effect bass boost balanced the
slightly ‘forward’ voicing.
For the guide vocal, I used a Prodipe
TT1 dynamic mic, and for room ambience
I pointed a Rode M5 pencil mic at the
ceiling to capture some reflections,
juggling this mic’s position to capture the
best overall balance.
After setting the levels to leave plenty
of headroom, the recording proceeded
without a hitch, other than a few of the
usual ‘expected’ issues, such as false
starts, the odd dodgy ending and Angie’s
occasional cry of “I played a wrong note”!
In most cases, we captured two or three
full takes of each song, but for a couple

Recorded This Month
Los Compadritos feature Angie
Goddard-Webb on violin, Alan Hoida on
Takamine GB72CE acoustic bass guitar
and vocals, Tony Beech on a 1952 Gibson
ES150 arch-top electric guitar, and Adrian
Malbon on a Roland V-Accordion. There’s
no percussion section, the rhythmic
foundation of the performances instead
being laid down by the bass guitar and the
accordion’s left-hand bass notes.
W https://www.facebook.com/los.
compadritos.73
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increase the correction speed for notes
or phrases that needed more tightening.
As the violin parts included a lot of slides,
I left the pitch corrector in chromatic
mode, rather than the scale used in the
song, and only used a very fast correction
speed on staccato sections. The pitch
corrector worked much more smoothly
when placed after the EQ than before
60 Hz hum and to decide
it, presumably because the fundamental
how many harmonics of
pitch was easier to identify without all
that frequency to notch out
the harmonic clutter.
along with the fundamental.
Some gentle VCA-style compression
Set to 50Hz, this produced
(2.5:1) with a fast attack time evened out
a much cleaner result with
the levels nicely, and just enough reverb
no obvious detriment to
was dialled in to take away the dryness.
Tony’s guitar sound. Other
That PSP spring emulation sounded really
than that, the guitar only
sweet on the violin. Some odd bow noises
needed a little compression,
between notes and during pauses had to
to even out the level, plus
be chopped out, and there were a couple
a dash of reverb.
of notes in Angie’s solos that needed
The violin needed
attention. Sometimes just removing the
EQ’ing, as the sound
note made the phrasing flow better,
from the pickup was
other times I had to find a replacement
much brighter and
note or phrase from another takes.
thinner-sounding than the
On one occasion, I used a destructive
instrument as heard in the
pitch-shift edit to move an errant note
room. I added EQ boost
by the required semitone, and in one of
at around 350Hz to add
the sections where a note was removed,
warmth, and used a steep
I time-stretched the preceding note to
low-pass filter to shave off the unwelcome
fill the gap. Finally, level automation kept
highs. I also put in a notch at around
the fiddle nicely balanced; it otherwise
2.5kHz to take away some of the bowing
sounded too quiet in some sections and
harshness. Occasional pitching issues also
too loud in others.
showed up when the fiddle and accordion
The V-Accordion’s stereo out places
were playing a line together, so I used
the left-hand ‘button’ notes on one side
Logic’s Pitch Correction plug-in, set to
and the keyboard notes on the other,
a fairly relaxed speed but automated to
and I’d recorded this to a stereo track.
Listening back,
Adrian decided
the keyboard was
a little too quiet, so
I altered the levels
using Logic’s stereo
balance control.
The default left/
right panning of the
stereo track created
the unhelpful illusion
of a 20-foot wide
accordion, so I used
Logic’s Direction
Mixer to narrow
the stereo image.
This also allowed
the overall sound to
be panned a little
Alan had solved his finger-squeak issues,
left or right. Some
but a little fretting noise remained.
gentle compression
This was tackled with a combination of
kept the level a little
multiband compression and EQ (mostly
more even and, once
subtractive high-frequency).
Alan played acoustic bass guitar
and sung vocals on some tracks.
We opted to capture guide
vocals only via an inexpensive
dynamic mic, in order that he
could concentrate on the bass
performance — but some of
those vocals made it on to the
finished tracks.

of the more challenging pieces we
recorded individual sections again too.

Back To The Studio...
Later, in my studio, I created a Logic
Project for each song. As most tunes
required similar treatment, my plan was
to set up the EQ and compression for
each instrument in the first song, saving
each setup as a channel-strip preset
for quick recall later. I also set up PSP’s
Nexcellence spring reverb, fed from Aux
Send 1; I felt this might produce a more
organic-sounding result than the more
conventional reverb options.
One of the first things I noticed was
some audible hum
from Tony’s guitar.
That’s a common
issue when recording
guitars fitted with
the great-sounding
but notoriously
hum-prone P90
pickups. I turned
to Soundness
SoundSoap, using
only its hum filter
section. This plug-in
allows the user to
choose from 50 or
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more, a hint of PSP Nexcellence helped
the sound sit in the mix. Only a little
EQ was needed, taming a little excess
reediness at around 2kHz, and adding
a little low-end warmth at around 100Hz.
The bass DI from the Vox amp sounded
rather thin and, while finger squeaks
weren’t problematic, quite a lot of fretting
noise was still evident. I used a few tactics
to fix this. Multiband compression helped,
but couldn’t tackle the job all on its own,
so an instance of FabFilter’s Pro-Q2 EQ
beefed up the lows and shaved off the
highs quite steeply above about 1.5kHz.
The multiband compressor was set so
that most of the time only the top two
bands (covering 500Hz and above) came
into play, the thresholds adjusted so the
high-pitched string noises triggered the
most gain reduction. If you listen to the
result in isolation, some characteristic
piezo bridge-pickup string noise is still
audible, but all that really matters is
what it sounds like in the full mix — and
the bass sounds reasonably deep and
‘rounded’, just as Alan wanted.

It’s All About... Timing
The band play with no percussion
and their music invariably includes
improvised parts, and given this, their
timing was pretty good. There was
a tendency to speed up slightly, but
I’m told that dancers don’t mind this.
There were several places, though,
where the accordion left-hand notes
and the bass didn’t quite lock as they
should. Fortunately, both these parts in

Various parts were edited for time and
pitch, but only to sort out noticeably
errant timing, as it was important to
retain an authentically live feel.

tango tend to be played fairly
staccato, so it’s usually easy to
edit the offending note to slide
it forward or backwards in time.
Where the accordion needed
fixing, isolating the errant bass
note could have meant also
cutting into the right-hand
part — in hindsight, it would
have been easier if I’d recorded
the instrument on two mono
tracks rather than a stereo
one. Luckily, I only needed to move bass
notes that didn’t coincide with the righthand melody line! In a couple of places
where a phrase started out of time but
ended in-time, I used Logic’s Flex Time
to stretch or shorten the section. I only
treated obvious timing issues with such
detailed edits, though, as the band were
keen that the recordings didn’t sound too
obviously ‘polished’.

Vocals
Alan liked the sound of his guide vocal on
a couple of songs, despite the mic having
been a low-budget dynamic model. All
that was needed to deliver the sound
he wanted was a little low-cut filtering,
a touch of compression and a dusting of
reverb. I also used Logic’s automatic pitch
corrector, set to a medium correction
speed. Most of the time this didn’t need

to do much, but it did prove its worth in
places. In some sections where Alan wasn’t
entirely happy with his performance, we
also took phrases from other parts of
the song, and I shifted the odd phrase
a fraction to improve timing, but in general
the recordings presented no real problems.
No doubt that an hour or two spent with
Melodyne would have enabled me to
put more of a polish on the vocals and
some of the fiddle parts, but as the band
recorded 12 tracks rather than just the
odd one or two, this really wasn’t practical
— or necessary, given that the recordings
were intended as ‘real life’ examples for
getting gigs.

Room With A VU
I wasn’t certain that I should use the
ambience mic, but it did help to create
a homogenous sound, so I eventually

I addressed some of the characteristic scratchiness of the violin’s piezo pickup
with EQ, and added just a gentle touch of automatic pitch-correction, along
with compression to even out the levels, and some level automation.
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chose to. I processed it via a 100-percent
wet diffuse hall reverb, and faded it into
the mix at a fairly low level. Only when
there was an obvious clash with a phrase
we’d edited or replaced did this need to
be pulled down in level.
In terms of panning, I aimed for
a simple, well-balanced live-band image,
moving the fiddle slightly to one side
and the accordion a similar amount in the
opposite direction using the Direction
Mixer plug-in. Tony’s guitar was placed
just one side of centre, and the bass was
left smack in the middle, as you’d expect.
All the tracks needed some careful
trimming at the start and end of the song,
especially as certain musicians (I’ll mention
no names...) had a habit of commenting
on the take before the final note had
died away! In most cases, I added a slight
fade to the end of each track to ensure
a noise-free ending. There were also
sections that should have been silent but
weren’t, which is why you can see gaps in
some tracks on the arrange screen.
For mastering-style processing, I used
my trusty Drawmer 2476 rackmount

unit to add some split-band saturation
and gentle overall compression. The
saturation was mainly in the low band,
to help fatten up the sound a touch.
This was followed by a UAD Precision
Limiter plug-in and Logic’s Loudness
Meter. The amount of compression overall
amounted to no more than 3-4dB, and
the limiter was set only to act on the very
highest peaks. This type of music doesn’t
require a ‘louder than everybody else’
approach, and I aimed to bring the mixes
to a broad target of around -17 LUFS.
I also thought it might be fun to see if
some tape emulation could add a vintage
vibe — a UAD ATR-102 preset sounded
nice, so I left that in the chain directly
before the limiter.

Summary
As we were recording and mixing 12 tracks,
I really didn’t want to take the ‘massage
every note with Melodyne’ approach,
and it could be argued that this style of
music needs to retain a slight raw edge
anyway if it’s to sound ‘authentic’. Though
I had to use quite a lot of subtractive EQ,
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Listen Online
I’ve prepared a number of audio examples
to give you an idea of the results that
I captured on the day and refined later
in the studio. While ‘Derecho Viejo’, the
tune the band and I have picked to share
with you as an example, doesn’t include
any vocals, I felt it was more representative
of the band’s overall style. It also serves to
demonstrate some of the fix-up techniques
that I’ve discussed in the main text.
W http://sosm.ag/session-notes-0418

especially at the high end, to get the DI’d
fiddle and bass sounding close to how I felt
they should, the recordings presented no
real mixing challenges. By tackling only
the obvious timing and tuning problems,
and gelling things together with the
spring reverb and room mic, the mixes
sounded significantly tighter than the initial
recordings without the life having been
polished out of them. Most importantly, the
band members thought that the end result
sounded good and genuinely represented
the way they sound when playing live.
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ON TEST

Soundtheory Gullfoss
Automated EQ Plug-in For Mac OS
Soundtheory’s first
plug-in doesn’t just
give you a ‘make it
sound better’ control
— it has five of them!

formats. It comes with one computer-based
authorisation plus a number of further
online authorisations to allow you to put
Gullfoss on multiple machines; online
authorisations require the computer to
be connected to the Internet during use,
and only one of them can be used at any
one time.

Recovery Position

PAUL WHITE

M

any people dream of having
a single control that just makes
things sound better — and
while Soundtheory’s Gullfoss isn’t quite that
simple, it is capable of extraordinary results
despite having only five user parameters
and an operation manual just one page
long. Currently, the plug-in is available
for Mac OS only, in AU, VST and AAX
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While the user interface is simple, what
goes on behind the scenes is apparently
very complex, and is based on a model
of human auditory perception. This
model then adjusts the EQ curve of the
signal being processed in a dynamic way
to maximise clarity according to your
parameter settings and the nature of the
input signal. Apparently Gullfoss also
helps to counter the side-effects of phase

problems, such as the temporal smearing
introduced by minimum-phase EQs and
multi-mic setups. In addition to proprietary
perception modelling, new precision
EQ technology was developed for this
plug-in to avoid artifacts when the EQ
curve is being modulated quickly. The EQ
algorithm is designed to avoid overshoots
and audible ringing.
The two main parameters are Recover
and Tame. Recover accentuates those
elements that are in danger of getting
masked by other sounds, while Tame
suppresses those over-dominant sounds
responsible for the masking. Both have
their own amount percentage controls,
and a third control called Bias determines
how Gullfoss reacts in situations where it is
less clear whether Recover or Tame would
be most appropriate. Positive Bias values
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Waterfall Plotting
One of the most mysterious aspects of
this plug-in is its name, apparently taken
from an Icelandic waterfall. I wasn’t sure
what that had to do with an automated EQ
plug-in, so I asked Soundtheory’s Andreas
Tell, who told me that the sound of the
Gullfoss Waterfall — which is close to pink
noise — inspired him to think about the
problems that led to the development of
this plug-in.

favour the Recovery mode at lower signal
levels, while negative values lean towards
the Tame mode. While Gullfoss matches the
subjective level of the output to the input,
it is designed not to adversely impact the
dynamics of the treated signal — indeed,
in the case of an over-compressed or
over-limited signal, a useful degree of
dynamic improvement can be made to
transients. This was certainly borne out in
my tests, where some delicate percussion
that was in danger of getting buried in the
mix came across much more cleanly.
The next control, Brighten, adjusts the
overall tonality of the processed signal; as
its name suggests, it can be used to lift the
top end, but it can also be set to a negative
value to reduce the highs if the source is
already too bright. Finally, there’s a Boost
setting, but this isn’t just a level control;
it also affects the overall tonal balance in
a way that reflects the way human hearing
perception changes with level. Its action
is to some extent based on the familiar
Fletcher-Munson equal loudness curves,
but there’s more to it than that, as it also
has a dynamic impact on the EQ rather
than applying a static curve — increasing
Boost emphasises bass frequencies while
cutting back the mids. Actual output level
can be adjusted using the vertical slider at

Soundtheory Gullfoss
£139

PROS
Adds a natural-sounding clarity to mixes.
Very simple user interface.
Treats the whole audio spectrum, not just
the high frequencies.

CONS
Could get addictive!

SUMMARY
Gullfoss adds a sheen of polish and clarity to
mixes and submixes without making things
sound unnatural or artificially bright.

the right of the plug-in window.
In situations where you don’t want
Gullfoss to treat the entire audio spectrum,
there are upper and lower frequency
markers that can be dragged to limit
the band of frequencies within which
processing takes place. This is useful when
you want the plug-in to perform a specific
task such as de-essing, or the two markers
can be swapped over to exclude a section
of the spectrum from processing.
There’s plenty of visual feedback to
show you what’s happening. The EQ
curve continually moves as it adapts to
the signal being processed, only reverting
to a flat line when the input is completely
silent, and the Bias, Recover and Tame
parameters have their own metering, which
is displayed to the left of the screen. The
meter for Bias shows whether Recover or
Tame is currently active, while the Recover
and Tame meters are combined in a split
meter view, with Recover denoted by the
top displayed bar and Tame by the bottom.
There are also horizontal input and output
level meters at the bottom of the screen.

Homing In
The correct adjustment for the Recover
and Tame parameters is often just a matter
of listening and dialling in what sounds
best. I found Gullfoss most effective on
complete mixes or submixes as that’s
really what it is designed for, though it
can also be beneficial in improving the
focus of individual tracks too, especially
if they are clouded by reverb or recorded
with more than one mic. Apparently the
designer makes extensive use of Gullfoss in
his own projects to clean up mixdowns of
multi-microphone recordings starting with
equal settings of Tame and Recover, usually
in the 20 to 50 percent range with Bias left
set at zero. A gentle treatment certainly
helps lift vocals out of a mix without
making anything sound unnatural.
Where prominent narrow peaks are
evident, Tame is the first parameter to
try; here, Bias acts as a kind of threshold
control so that when set appropriately, only
the resonances are processed. Recover,
Brighten and Boost can then be used to
match the tonal balance of the output to
the original. In cases where the issue isn’t
obvious, starting with Recover is usually
a good plan, though it should be used with
care if the material is noisy, as it can bring
up the noise level; unless the track has
completely silent sections, the EQ will still
carry on trying to ‘fix’ any residual noise as
it would valid signal.

Alternatives
The closest plug-in I’ve used for bringing
a sense of focus to a mix is Noveltech’s
Character, though Gullfoss is much more
controllable. Also similar in concept are
Oeksound’s Soothe and Sonible’s Smart:EQ.

The manual tells us that Gullfoss
always attempts to create an optimum
tonal balance, and that if it seems always
to be adding cut or boost at one part of
the spectrum, that might indicate that
your raw material needs to be mixed with
a better EQ balance. If the amount of
high-frequency lift is slightly more than
you need with the Brightness and Boost
controls set at neutral, a small tweak of the
Brightness (negative) and Boost (positive)
controls should get the overall mix tonality
back to sounding the way you like it.

Lifting The Veil
So, does it work? Well, yes, it really does,
adding a natural-sounding sheen of clarity
to a mix while also helping lift out detail.
It’s as if all the sonic fog that fills up the
space between instruments is being
pushed back. Percussion sounds really
benefit, and the whole mix seems to come
into better focus right across the spectrum.
In most instances, I used a little bit of both
Recover and Tame, adding a hint of Boost
to balance any sense of added top end.
The dancing EQ display gives you a good
guide to what is happening as you adjust
the controls.
For all of its magic, the changes are
for the most part suitably subtle if you
set the parameters sensibly. In wellmixed parts of a song you may hear little
difference, but then elsewhere in the
track the effect may be more profound as
Gullfoss decides that more work needs
to be done. The masking effect of reverb
tails and fizzy pad parts is addressed to
improve clarity, and in most cases, the
end result is less fatiguing to listen to than
the unprocessed version, presumably
because your brain doesn’t have to work
so hard to hear all the elements. Of course
you can overdo it if you max out all the
controls for no good reason, but as long
as you keep comparing what you have
done with the sound when the plug-in is
bypassed, you shouldn’t get into trouble.
For a plug-in to make such a significant
improvement with so few controls is an
impressive achievement.
£ £139
W www.soundtheory.com
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Transformizer Pro
PAUL WHITE

F

rom the Danish developers of
the same name, Transformizer is
designed to perform a kind of sonic
alchemy, analysing the characteristics of
a ‘Master sound’, before imposing some
or all of those characteristics onto between
one and three of what are referred to as
‘Child sounds’. The analysis is fairly rapid,
but takes place offline — so you might
reasonably ask why Transformizer is a plug-in
and not a stand-alone application. We’re
told that the main reason is to allow it to be
able to send outputs to four separate DAW
tracks, and to enable real-time parameter
adjustment using MIDI — which is why
Transformizer instantiates as an instrument
rather than as an effect within your DAW.
When the DAW is playing, Transformizer
plays along — and, in Pro Tools, does so in
sync with the cursor. In Logic Pro, starting
and stopping the transport starts and stops
Transformizer regardless of where the cursor
is in the song.
Audio files can be dragged directly into
the Transformizer window
from the file browser in the
DAW, Mac OS Finder or
Windows Explorer, but not
directly from DAW tracks.
Although a Transformizer
setup can be saved as part
of a project in the manner
of other plug-ins, I found it
more useful to generate the
modified sound files and
then render them to audio
tracks within the project, not
least because Transformizer
takes a hefty chunk of CPU
capacity — so much so that
it sometimes overloaded
a processor core on my 2012
Mac Pro tower. Doing an
offline bounce to capture
the new file side-steps the
overload problem.

Sound-design Plug-in

A unique new DSP tool allows disparate sounds
to be mated — with intriguing results!
you have the option of having it analysed
as being Tonal, Rhythmic or Complex. You
can then set start and stop/loop markers,
engage high- and low-pass filtering by
dragging horizontal bars in the waveform
display, and adjust the various faders that
control what aspects of the Master sound
are imposed onto each Child sound. There
are separate Master and Child section faders
for Pitch Mode, which goes from Energy to
Tone (Energy focuses on timing while Tone
leans towards tonal content), Pitch Smooth,
which smooths out the effect of any pitch
changes, Amplitude Smooth, which smooths
out level changes, Speed, which adjust the
playback speed, and Loop Crossfade.
Each Child section also has faders for
Pitch Transpose, Pitch Tracking, Amplitude
Tracking and Formant Tracking to set the
strength of each parameter as it relates

to the Master audio file. Once you have
tweaked each of the Child settings to
produce something you like, the Master and
three Child sounds can be balanced in level
using a simple mixer before being bounced
to a new file using the Export button.
During the course of this review,
Transformizer was updated to v1.2, with
several new features including an internal
automation system. It is now possible to
zoom in on a dedicated part of the overall
Transformizer Pro window using the first four
numeric keys or a new, dedicated view key,
and a new Randomizer function offers three
levels of constraint: 10 percent, 20 percent
or total randomisation of all randomisable
parameters. The user may also select exactly
which parameters within each section are
to be randomised. Automation data may
be used to control any of the relevant

Child Development
The scalable window hosts
four rectangular sections,
one for the Master sound file
and three for the Child sound
files. When you drag in a file,
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parameters in the waveform window,
allowing the creation of more dynamically
changing sounds.

New Forms
The manufacturers would be the first to
admit that what comes out after processing
can often be surprising, but the controls
are fairly simple so it doesn’t take long

Transformizer Pro
$599

PROS
Easy to use.
Capable of creating unique sounds.

CONS
Unpredictable.
Heavy CPU load.

SUMMARY
Transformizer Pro is a powerful
sound-mangling tool with applications that
include EDM and other electronic styles
as well as movie sound design. Be warned,
though, that the results aren’t always
conventionally musical!

to figure out what Transformizer can and
can’t do. It doesn’t do the smooth kind of
sound shaping that you might expect from
morphing or convolution, but it can still
produce very musical results, depending
very much on the choice of input material,
the analysis mode, and how strongly the
attributes of the Master are imposed onto
the Child sound.
There are obvious movie sound-design
applications such as combining the sound
of an angle grinder, a chainsaw and a rotary
mower to produce some kind of alien
machinery or starship drive motor, but I’ve
also had success from treating a rhythmic
piano part as the master and using that to
impose a rhythmic and timbral character
onto a sustained pad-like sound. The final
sounds always have a resynthesized quality
that varies according to the type of analysis
mode you select, and it seems that if you
want halfway predictable results from the
pitch tracking, the Master sound must be
monophonic. Even then, if you overdo
the pitch-tracking you can end up feeling
seasick, but just occasionally something
quite wonderful and totally unexpected

Alternatives
I haven’t come across anything else that
works quite this way, though there’s a small
degree of overlap with things like iZotope’s
Iris, and with vocoders and ring modulators.
Flux’s IRCAM Tools Trax Transformer also
offers a way to impose the characteristics of
one sound onto another.

turns up. Combining sounds to create
complex drones is a doddle, and although
sometimes the result might not be what
you expect, at other times it might be
a real gem.
If you’re into recording singer/songwriter
type material, I can almost guarantee that
Transformizer won’t appeal to you, but if
you have a more experimental bent and
need to create interesting evolving drones,
pulsing rhythms or downright ugly sonic
interludes, it has much to commend it. EDM
and ambient music producers will really get
it, and for sci-fi video sound effects creation,
it is a gift.
£ $599.
W www.transformizer.com
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ON TEST

SIMON SHERBOURNE

I

K Multimedia are probably best
known to music tech veterans
as a software developer, with
well-established products like T-Racks,
AmpliTube and SampleTank. But in recent
years they’ve made a name for themselves
with the growing ‘iRig’ range of
interfaces, controllers and accessories that
have penetrated into mainstream retail
outlets. They have a knack for filling gaps
in the market with products that solve
problems for pros and hobbyists alike.
The iRig I/O 49 Pro is a light and portable,
yet full-size, controller keyboard made for
both iOS devices and computers. It is also
an audio interface providing stereo output
and headphone monitoring, plus a line,
mic or instrument input.

One Rig To Rule Them All
IK appear to have aimed for a sweet
centre spot when laying out the design
parameters of the iRig I/O Keys. It’s about
as compact as a controller with full-size,
full-travel keys could get without ditching
other controls altogether. The glossy
panel, touch sliders and cool blue lights
give it a pleasing futuristic appearance.
It has a light, plastic shell but feels
reasonably rugged. A big plus is the use
of touch-sensitive, endless

IK Multimedia
iRig Keys I/O 49
Controller Keyboard

The iRig Keys I/O offers a one-cable
controller solution for computer- and
iPad-based musicians.
get power from four AA batteries, which
is a requirement when running with an
iPhone or iPad, and there’s a switch to
choose this option if you want to help
save your laptop batteries. A PSU is
available as an optional extra (I got one
in the box), which allows you to charge
a connected iOS device. Although there’s
battery power there’s no MIDI output
outside of USB so the iRig Keys I/O isn’t
suitable as a stand-alone master keyboard
for hardware. A MIDI port would
also have been nice as

On the iOS side, this has some benefit
as it allows you to just use the dedicated
Lightning connector provided without the
Apple Camera Connection Kit that most
iOS compatible devices rely on. Other
than that though it’s a bit of a drag. The
provided cables are too short, especially
the USB one. And sooner or later

IK Multimedia iRig
Keys I/O 49 £299
PROS

encoders rather than basic pots, although
the feel of these is the one thing that lets
the side down a bit: they’re wobbly and
not that easy to grip.
The keyboard will run from USB power
when connected to a computer, giving
you a nice one-cable setup. You can also

138

a MIDI interface for a computer or iOS
device: it would have made the iRig
Keys I/O a true one-stop shop for simple
studio connectivity.
After loading up the AAs, I began
a perplexing and ultimately fruitless
search for the USB connection to hook
up to my Mac. IK have decided to ditch
the regular USB Type-B port for a small
DIN connector combined with adaptor
cables. This is familiar from other iRig
devices such as the Pro I/O and iRig Pads.

All-in-one keyboard and audio interface.
Phantom power and high impedance input.
Configurable with up to 99 user pages.
Custom iPad cradle.

CONS
MIDI only on USB.
Proprietary, short cables.
Only Logic has specific control support.
No software editor.

SUMMARY
IK Multimedia’s iRig Keys I/O is
an attractive, compact master keyboard
and audio interface providing a one-cable
solution for simple computer- or iPad-based
music setups.
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The iRig Keys I/O’s back panel features a power source selector switch, an input for the optional DC power supply,
a DIN port for connecting to your device via an included adapter, a 3.5mm headphone socket, stereo outputs on
quarter-inch jacks, a gain control for the audio input, a combi XLR/jack audio input socket and an external pedal input.

you’re going to lose or break one and
then you’re out of action until you buy
a €30 replacement.

In Use
The iRig Keys is class compliant as both
a MIDI controller and audio interface
and requires no setup on either Macs
or iOS devices. On Windows you’ll
need ASIO4All for the audio interface
functionality. The only hardware-related
install is a Logic/GarageBand controller
plug-in. There’s also an instrument
bundle that runs on both desktop
and iOS platforms comprising the full
version of SampleTank 3, the orchestral
SampleTank-powered Miroslav
Philharmonik 2 CE, and Syntronik Pro-V.
Additionally, on computers you get the

T-Racks 4 Deluxe mix and mastering
suite plug-in.
For much of the time that I had the
iRig I used it as a generic keyboard
controller and interface on my Mac,
working in Reason, Pro Tools and Live,
with a little bit of Logic to test the

Keys I/O. As well as the direct Lightning
connection you get a special iPad stand
in the box. This simple but effective
plastic bracket presents your tablet at
the right height and angle behind the
keyboard, and the foot slides underneath
to hold everything in place. As well as the

“IK have made an attractive controller keyboard
that’s portable yet full-size and supports both
iOS and desktop as equals.”
integration. The keyboard feels positive
and ‘non-budget’ and the pads are robust
with decent sensitivity and range. Pitch
and Mod controls are on touch sliders,
which I like, and the other buttons are
under similarly damage/liquid-resistant
flat surface covers. Alongside the sliders
you have octave shifters, Program Change
triggers, then three buttons that double
as transport controls for connected
software and internal edit controls for the
keyboard. Lastly, there’s an Alt button,
which toggles the other controls between
their main and secondary functions.
iOS is treated as an equal by the iRig

included apps the keyboard worked nicely
with several iOS synths and GarageBand.
I also set up a map in my favourite iPad
DAW, Beatmaker 3, which worked fine,
although I could have done with some
more controls and pads to really make
this effective.

Presets
With a relatively modest array of controls,
the iRig relies on preset layers to broaden
the scope of its MIDI functionality. There
are four factory maps, and 99 available
user pages. Each preset can store
completely different MIDI functions for
nearly every button, knob, slider and pad
on the surface. All presets can be recalled
in a three-step process via the data wheel,
but there’s also a fast recall option which

The iRig Keys I/O comes with a
handy iPad stand.
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B ES
Introducing Little Plate

Push the limits of reality and take the sound
of classic plate reverb from zero to infinity with
one simple knob twist. The unmistakable
EMT 140 sound – warm, rich and spacious –
is now at your fingertips in this fun and musically
inspiring plug-in that takes you places the
original hardware only dreamed of.
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identify products whose sounds or tone were studied in the development of Little Plate.
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Despite measuring just 693 x 208 mm, the iRig
Keys I/O somehow manages to squeeze in a
full-size 49-note keyboard. Not bad.

brings up the first eight user maps on the
drum pads.
Preset 1 is set up to work with the IK
Multimedia software instruments, giving
hands-on control of patch browsing and
macros. It puts only white notes on the
pads, which is a bit of a pain for playing
most generic drum instruments though.
Preset 2 is aimed at Logic. Preset 3 is
a general chromatic map, which was
where I spent the majority of my time,
and, finally, preset 4 replaces the drum
pad notes with program changes. The
Alt key accesses a second bank of knobs,
but not pads, which is a shame given
that most software drum instruments
present 16 pads.
The Logic preset provides a certain
amount of intelligent mapping with
Apple’s DAWs, but for other apps you’ll
need to map controls yourself, or use
your software’s learn functionality. With
some patience you can edit your own user
presets for fast access to more control
pages from the pads. Unlike the iRig
Pads there’s no software editor, so you’ll
need to follow the manual to navigate
the hardware editing process via the
basic three-character display. You’re free
to assign most flavours of MIDI message
to any control, and there’s a particularly
clever option to assign a message to be

sent on touch for the knobs. The knobs
can send both absolute and relative
control data.

Audio
I read with some scepticism that the iRig
Keys I/O is the only combined USB MIDI
keyboard and audio interface, but after
some hunting around I concluded this to
be true. There was a small Edirol keyboard
with this combo that I reviewed a few
years back, and Line 6’s Tone KB37 had
audio on board, but neither are available
any more. As I said, IK are good at sniffing
out these gaps.
The iRig Keys I/O features a 1-in, 2-out
audio interface (up to 96k, 24-bit), with
the output channels shared by a pair of
quarter-inch balanced jacks and a stereo
mini-jack headphone port. Awkward
reach-arounds have been avoided by
placing the level control front and centre
on the panel as a toggled function of the
main data wheel.
The single input is a combined XLR
and quarter-inch connector with a preamp
that caters for all-comers: guitars, mics
or line-level sources. Switchable 48V

Alternatives
There are many other MIDI keyboard
controllers with comparable control sets,
and for the price you could get quite a bit
more from the likes of M-Audio, Akai or
Nektar. However, there are no alternatives
with on-board audio I/O or direct Lightning
support as far as I know, and the iRig Keys
I/O is unusually compact for a full-size
controller keyboard.
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The optional gooseneck microphone L-shaped
connector is a nice touch.

phantom power is provided, even when
running from batteries. This time, gain
control is on a small pot at the back, but
this isn’t much of an inconvenience as you
don’t need to access it often. I tested with
a good-quality condenser mic and sound
quality was perfectly adequate — just
a touch of noise — with enough gain
available for what I needed. There’s no
provision for direct monitoring, so you’ll
need to get that buffer right down. IK
Multimedia are also selling a gooseneck
mic for £69.99 that you can plant directly
into the back of the keyboard.

Summary
Some of my conclusions about the iRig
Keys I/O echo my thoughts about the
iRig Pads, including my gripe about
using proprietary cables. Both are highly
configurable, with multiple user layers.
Multiple encoder modes and the ability to
send messages on touch show a degree
of sophistication that pros can dig into.
But both controllers lack a certain amount
of instant gratification with software
outside of the IK family. Few users
program their MIDI controllers these days
— they expect intelligent functionality
using custom codecs and templates
purpose built for their DAW. The iRig
only offers this with Logic/GarageBand,
so perhaps IK Multimedia are banking on
a large percentage of their non-pro users
using those apps. In any case, IK have
made an attractive controller keyboard
that’s portable yet full-size and supports
both iOS and desktop as equals. It is also
currently unique in offering USB audio
I/O. If this ticks all your boxes you should
definitely check it out.
£ £299.99 including VAT.
W www.ikmultimedia.com
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OS Acoustics DB7
Active Monitors
New British company
OS Acoustics
impress us with their
high-performance
debut monitor.
PHIL WARD

A

s if to prove that old axiom that
if you have to wait a while for
a bus, then two will come long
together, the subject of my review in
last month’s issue was the HEDD Type
20, which was unusual in featuring,
through its Lineariser app, time-domain
normalisation. And the KEF LS50
Wireless, reviewed back in January
2018, incorporates some time-domain
normalisation too. But hang on — there
are actually three busses at my stop,
because up for review here is the DB7,
from UK monitor start-up company OS
Acoustics, and this also features an
element of time-domain normalisation,
albeit not full bandwidth. It seems to me
there’s a trend developing here...
For those who missed either of
those reviews, and before I get on

OS Acoustics DB7
£2998
PROS
Well engineered with quality components.
Great basic performance with good tonal
balance and great stereo.
Time-domain normalisation adds an
unusual extra appeal.

CONS
None.

SUMMARY
The DB7 is a great start from OS Acoustics
and it’ll be fascinating to see if the company
can fully establish themselves in the monitor
market. More pertinently, however, the DB7
from my point of view falls firmly into the
‘must hear’ category.
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to describing the DB7, I’d better
do a quick recap. Put simply, all
speakers display phenomena, be they
electrical or acoustic in nature, that
result in a degree of in-out latency
that varies with frequency, from
single-figure milliseconds or less at
mid and high frequencies, up to tens
of milliseconds at low frequencies
for some ported monitors. The
idea behind normalising in the time
domain is to apply DSP-based delay
compensation selectively to slow
the arrival of frequencies that would
otherwise arrive at the ears ‘early’,
so that the entire audible bandwidth
arrives simultaneously. Many speaker
engineers and audio-geeks, me
included, believe such time-domain
normalisation brings some significant
subjective benefits (although there’s
a similarly significant bunch of folk who
are skeptical), although it also of course
brings the disadvantage of potentially
problematical full-bandwidth latency.

The Ins & Outs
Moving away from time-domain
normalisation and back to focussing on
the DB7 specifically, this is a relatively
conventional-looking two-way, ported,
active nearfield monitor with, as ever,
its amplifier heatsink, connection
sockets and controls located around
the back. The connections fitted
comprise a balanced analogue input
(and output), a mains input and
a couple of RS485 network sockets.
The RS485 sockets are present at this
stage simply to provide diagnostic
and firmware update functions but,
according to OS Acoustics founder Tom
Osborne, they may come into play with
further connectivity in the future.
Alongside the sockets are a couple
of knobs: one that provides variable
input gain adjustment and one that
enables the selection of EQ and
time-domain normalisation presets.
My usual frustration with variable gain
adjustment — that it’s not easy to be
sure that both of a pair of monitors is at
the same level — was eased by Tom’s
assurance that variable adjustment
will in future become stepped. And
the presets? I’ll describe them fully
a little later.
Heading back around the front
of the DB7, the first thing perhaps
to mention is that this is a relatively
long journey because the enclosure

“A fine monitor that takes some high-quality
components and presents them in
a well-engineered and professional system.”
is unusually deep. Tom explained
that there are two reasons for the
enclosure depth. Firstly, the internal
enclosure volume required to enable
the target low-frequency bandwidth to
be reached without having the ports
tuned too high meant that at least
one dimension needed extending.
And secondly, somewhat unusually,
the DB7 electronics do not share the
enclosed volume with the drivers and
ports but are contained in a completely
isolated space. This, to my way of
thinking, is a good decision because
many electronic components are
inherently microphonic to a greater or
lesser degree, and introducing some
isolation that spares them from direct
assault by the acoustic energy off the
back of the bass/mid driver can only be
beneficial. I’d happily pay for that with
a bit of extra enclosure depth, although
of course, seeing as I could make the
DB7s fit either side of my workstation
without any trouble, that’s easy for me
to say. However, if by the end of this
review you’re considering the DB7 as
a possible option, do check the 44cm
depth will fit your installation.
The DB7 enclosure is conventionally
manufactured in MDF with a profiled
front panel that will help a little to
reduce edge diffraction effects.
Internally the enclosure is heavily
braced with both multiple back-to-front
struts and a single side-to-side block.
The significant size of the side panels,

each one being over 10 times the area
of the bass/mid driver, means that it is
crucially important that their potential
contribution to the sound of the DB7
is kept to a minimum. To that end, the
enclosure construction was developed
using finite element analysis techniques
and it certainly feels suitably rigid and
non-resonant.

Outside Influence
Finally having made it to the front of
the DB7, we find the expected couple
of drivers arranged conventionally
with the 25mm tweeter above the
140mm bass/mid driver. In common
with countless other pro and hi-fi
speaker companies, OS Acoustics don’t
manufacture drivers but buy them
from specialist suppliers. In the case
of the DB7, the aluminium diaphragm
bass/mid driver comes from the SEAS
company in Norway (www.seas.no),
and the tweeter, with its impressively
high-tech ceramic-coated magnesium
dome, from Eton (www.eton-gmbh.
com) in Germany. But it’s not only the
drivers that OS Acoustics purchase
from specialist suppliers: the class-D
amplifier also is an OEM component,
this time from Pascal in Denmark. And
speaking of the amplifier, it’s rated at
500 Watts (into 4Ω) for the bass/mid
channel and 150 Watts for the tweeter.
The 2.1kHz crossover is handled via the
internal DSP module, which of course
means that the DB7 internal signal

Intermodulation Distortion
I mentioned in the main body of the review
that one of the potential issues that drove
OS Acoustics towards a ported design for
the DB7 was mid-range intermodulation
distortion, and it occurred to me that the
mechanism behind that phenomenon,
and why a port might help, is maybe not
obvious. Intermodulation is a particularly
insidious variety of distortion because
it has no harmonic relation at all to the
input signal. I’ve mentioned it in a couple
of recent reviews in the context of dual
concentric compound drivers. Put simply,
it occurs when a higher frequency is
modulated by a lower one. So, imagine
a bass/mid driver pumping vigorously

back and forth at, say, 50Hz while
simultaneously reproducing a 1kHz tone.
From the listener’s point of view, the source
of the 1kHz tone is effectively moving
back and forth at 50Hz and consequently
its frequency will vary. Analyse the audio
at the listening position and you’ll see
fundamental signals at 50Hz and 1kHz
with intermodulation side-bars at 950Hz
and 1050Hz. And the reason that this effect
is reduced on port-loaded speakers is simply
that the action of the port is significantly
to reduce driver diaphragm movement
around the port tuning frequency. This
phenomenon is illustrated in the ‘Bass
Loading Options’ box.
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path is fundamentally digital — there’s
a 96kHz, 24-bit A-D/D-A round-trip
between the analogue input and the
power amplification. It seems to me that
a digital input will make sense on a DB7
MkII should it appear over the horizon.

Pass The Ports
There’s another feature on the front panel
that I’ve not yet covered and that’s the
DB7’s twin ports. Tom’s argument for
twin ports (rather than one of the same
total cross sectional area) is that, due to
the unusually low tuning frequency, two
ports are necessary to get the required
area within the front panel real estate
available. I’m not entirely convinced that
really adds up though because, doing
the maths, the diameter of a single port
of the same cross-sectional area as the
two summed (30.4cm squared) would be
6.2cm, which would seem to be feasible
on the centre line of the front panel. This
is mildly significant because the losses
inherent with ports in terms of the various
distortion, unwanted resonance and
compression effects they can introduce
will express themselves ‘per port’. So
to my mind, a single port is a lesser evil
than two. Having said that, the DB7 ports
are tuned low at 43Hz and are relatively
free, as illustrated in Diagram 1, of major
‘organ-pipe’ resonance problems. They’re
also reasonably flared at both ends, so
there exists a distinct possibility that I’m
just being a bit picky.
On the subject of ports, however,
I do find it interesting that on a monitor
in which time-domain normalisation
is a fundamental element, a ported
low-frequency system, which will
inherently have higher group delay, is

The DB7’s rear panel.

chosen over the more ‘benign’ closed
box. I put this to Tom and while he agreed
that closed-box loading, with its inherently
lower group delay, is attractive, he felt
that, considering the relatively compact
scale of the DB7, the compromises
necessary in terms of low-frequency
bandwidth, low-frequency power handling
and mid-range intermodulation distortion
(see ‘Intermodulation Distortion’ box)
would be too great. In a second box, I’ve
used the example of the DB7 to examine
more closely some of the characteristic
differences between ported and
closed-box loading.

Presets
I mentioned earlier the EQ and
time-domain normalisation preset knob

fitted to the DB7 rear panel, and the
time has now come to elaborate on it
and explain the presets. There are eight
presets in all that enable combinations of
options to be selected. The options are
the default ‘flat’ response, time-domain
normalisation (from 200Hz up), a ‘voiced’
tonal balance, and a ‘room boundary
corrected’ balance. The eight presets
combine the options as follows:
Preset 1: Flat response
Preset 2: Voiced response
Preset 3: Flat response +
time-domain normalisation
Preset 4: Voiced response +
time-domain normalisation
Preset 5: Flat response + room
boundary correction

Diagram 1: The output of the DB7 measured at one of its ports. The port tuning is fairly low, at 43Hz, and there are no significant ‘organ pipe’ resonances.
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Preset 6: Voiced response + room
boundary correction
Preset 7: Flat response + time-domain
normalisation + room boundary
correction
Preset 8: Voiced response +
time-domain normalisation + room
boundary correction
I’ve illustrated the flat response (orange),
voiced response (green) and room
boundary corrected response (purple) in
the FuzzMeasure curve in Diagram 2. The
flat response of the DB7 appears suitably
linear with no obviously significant
features, and the room boundary
correction, as expected, provides a few
dB of attenuation from 500Hz downwards,
but perhaps the most significant curve
is the voiced response. The result is
significantly more mid-range level and
a degree of attenuation in the presence
band. The intention behind the voiced
response, as Tom Osborne explains it,
was to provide a more relaxed balance for

less-critical listening, and it certainly does
that, but to my ears it’s possibly a little
overcooked to be useful in a monitoring
context. I’ll move on shortly to describing
more fully my thoughts on the subjective
performance of the DB7, but there’s
a more technical aspect to cover first.
Along with producing frequency
response curves, FuzzMeasure can display
time-domain data, and it reveals quite
clearly in Diagram 3 how time-domain
normalisation cleans up the DB7 impulse
response. The orange curve shows the
impulse response with the ‘flat’ preset
selected. The two separate arrivals
from the tweeter and then the bass/
mid driver can clearly be identified. The
green curve illustrates the same flat
frequency response but with time-domain
normalisation engaged. The much tighter
impulse is obviously apparent. The
second thing that’s obviously apparent
is that time-domain normalisation results
in 5ms of extra latency (the 4.5ms of
latency on the orange curve is the sum

Diagram 2: The DB7’s frequency response
in its flat (orange trace), voiced (green) and
boundary-corrected (purple) modes.

of the DAW interface latency and the
signal ‘flight time’ between monitor and
measuring microphone).

Booting Up The OS
So, on to listening. As usual, with the
DB7s setup either side of my DAW,
I began trying a few well-known pieces
from a variety of sources. I also had the
DB7s, as is often the way, playing various
Spotify streams in the background while
I worked. First impressions, with the
conventional ‘flat’ preset selected, were
of a slightly bright, mid-emphasised and
analytical balance with a very low level
of tonal coloration and a notably open
character. Stereo imagery was sharply
defined with a good degree of depth.
From the first few moments it was clear
Diagram 3: The DB7’s impulse response, both
with and without time-domain correction
(orange and teal, respectively).
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ON TEST
OS ACOUSTICS DB7

that the DB7 is fundamentally a very
capable monitor. Interestingly, the SEAS
bass/mid driver fitted to the DB7 is,
I believe, from the same range as the
bass/mid drivers fitted to the Amphion
monitors, and it displays a similarly explicit
nature that’s well suited to monitoring.
It’s sometimes not the most relaxing of
characters, but it works well in context
by revealing low-level details and helping
untangle different strands of a mix.
Bass from the DB7 was a little
overblown in terms of level in my room,
until I engaged the room boundary

compensation preset after which its level
sat much better within the overall balance.
The low port-tuning frequency of the the
DB7 helps it avoid a really obvious ‘ported
monitor’ character but, to my ears, it
still misses out slightly on an element of
integration of transient and sustained
low-frequency mix elements. The smack
of a kick drum isn’t quite connected to
the ‘woomph’ of its body, for example.
Having said that, this character of
nearfield monitoring is something that
we’ve all become adjusted to, and the
DB7, in the grand scheme of things, is as

good as (and in a lot of cases probably
better than) many other monitors out
there. I hanker after a closed-box version
of the DB7 but I also appreciate that such
a thing would require a significantly more
heavily engineered and expensive bass/
mid driver (or two).
At the other end of the audio
bandwidth I have no complaints at all.
The Eton tweeter is clearly a good one
that combines a satisfying degree of
high-frequency detail with an easy-going
and untiring nature. It seems to me that
the basic architecture of a successful

Bass Loading Options
The comment from Tom Osborne of OS
Acoustics that a closed-box loading option
for the DB7 brought with it too many
compromises set me off to illustrate some
of the options theoretically available from
the use of the same SEAS bass/mid driver in
a similar-sized enclosure. I used a free online
speaker simulation app called SpeakerBuilder
Pro 2.0 (http://sbp.softica.dk/2.0/en/) to
generate the data. I’ll include a couple of the
resulting graphs here but the full set would
consume too much space so I’ll put the rest up
on my blog (musicandmiscellany.com).
Diagram 4 shows the simulated frequency
response of the ported and closed box of

the same volume, both with the same SEAS
driver as is fitted to the DB7. It’s obvious
that the ported option results in significantly
extended low-frequency bandwidth (although,
below 40Hz, the closed box actually beats it
for level). Diagram 5 shows a comparison of
the bass driver cone movement (excursion is
the technical term) for the same volume level
(with an ‘X-Max’ dotted red line showing
the limits of excursion linearity). Again,
around port resonance (43Hz) the ported
option has benefits because it requires the
driver cone to move less, and if you imagine
the scenario of selecting the closed-box
option but then using equalisation to extend

its bandwidth, you can perhaps see that
the bass driver will very quickly run out of
linear excursion. The comparison of driver
excursion also illustrates why so many active
ported monitors (DB7 included) incorporate
high-pass filters just below the port frequency:
to restrain the potential for exaggerated and
potentially destructive cone excursion at very
low frequencies.
One reason why, back in the (first) days of
vinyl, closed-box hi-fi speakers rather than
ported were the norm, is that a closed box
provides driver excursion restraint at the very
low frequency of record warps. A warped record
could be all but unplayable on a ported speaker.

Diagram 4: A simulation of the low-frequency response of a ported (left) and unported (right) speaker, using the same driver and enclosure volume in each.

Diagram 5: Driver excursion in a ported (left) and unported (right) enclosure.
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tweeter is pretty well established these
days and it’s getting increasingly difficult
to find a genuinely poor one. Go back
a couple of decades or more and there
were some tweeters around that managed
the unlikely trick of drawing attention
to themselves while at the same time
being genuinely difficult to bear over
extended periods, such were their levels
of distortion and coloration. Those days
are past now, and the Eton unit of the
DB7 is a good example of how tweeter
design has moved on. My only question
would concern thermal compression.
The crossover frequency of the DB7 is
relatively low (2.1kHz), which means
the tweeter works relatively hard. This,
however, tends to be a character of many
two-way monitors and is not by any means
exclusive to the DB7. It’s simply one of the
two-way compromises.

In Tune & On Time
And so to the really interesting
element of the DB7: its time-domain
normalisation. As I found with the
HEDD Type 20 previously, switching

between a conventional preset and
a time-domain normalised one doesn’t
result in an immediate, chin-dropping,
night-versus-day revelation. The
difference is apparent predominantly in
terms of stereo image depth and focus.
However, listening over the longer term
I began to notice an increased sense of
clarity in the way elements of a mix are
presented. It’s as if the spaces between
elements are enlarged. And switching
back to the conventional preset after
a period listening in time-domain
normalised mode results in a sense of
a mix collapsing back into a smaller aural
space. It’s still a relatively subtle effect,
but it becomes more significant the longer
you experience it. Ultimately, I stopped
listening to the DB7 in conventional,
non-time-domain compensated mode,
which perhaps is all that needs to be said.
If you’re going to launch a new
monitor into an over-crowded and hugely
competitive market it had better bring
something unusual. This is especially so
if you’re a new company with limited
resources. In those terms, OS Acoustics

Alternatives
There’s something of the ‘usual suspects’
about this list, but the DB7 has landed in
an extremely competitive market segment
inhabited by numerous fine products such as
the HEDD Type 20, the Neumann KH310,
the PSI A17-M and the Genelec 8350.

have done exactly what’s needed to
be noticed and to make a success of
their efforts. The DB7, even without
its time-domain normalisation, is a fine
monitor that takes some high-quality
components and presents them in
a well-engineered and professional
system. I haven’t included a pair match
measurement in the review but I did check
it, and the two monitors were matched to
well within 0.5dB over the full bandwidth.
That speaks volumes for the care with
which the DB7 is manufactured. Add the
benefits of time-domain normalisation
and the arguments for the DB7 become
yet stronger.
£ £2998 per pair including VAT.
T OS Acoustics +44 (0)845 299 0213
W www.os-acoustics.co.uk
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INSIDE TRACK

‘Say Something’ is a duet between
Justin Timberlake and country
star Chris Stapleton. This photo
shows the enormity of the atrium
at the Bradbury Building.
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PAUL TINGEN

J

ust before Christmas last year, French
sound engineers Henri d’Armancourt
and Guillaume de la Villéon spent
five days in Paris mixing a new single for
Justin Timberlake. They received little
feedback, apart from a request to come
to New York — and when the French
duo duly set up at Jungle City Studios, it
turned out that Timberlake and his musical
director, Adam Blackstone, had not even
heard the rough mix. Luckily for the two
Frenchmen, Timberlake
and Blackstone reacted
with an enthusiastic
“Incredible!” followed by
“And how did you do it?”
Watching the official
music video for ‘Say
Something’, the third
single from Timberlake’s
new album Man Of The
Woods, is likely to elicit
the same response — at
least, once it dawns that
the entire video is done
in one shot, with the
audio recorded live on
set. D’Armancourt and
de la Villéon acted as
sound directors for the
video, and later mixed
the audio. If you haven’t
seen and heard the music
video yet, take a moment
to go over to YouTube,
and prepare some
support for your jaw, as
it’ll almost certainly drop.
The 6:22 video for ‘Say
Something’, featuring Chris Stapleton, is
by all standards a tour de force. It’s set in
the Bradbury Building in Los Angeles, first
made famous by its appearance in Blade
Runner in 1982. Both ‘Say Something’ and
the iconic Ridley Scott movie make ample
use of the building’s labyrinthine corridors,
stairs, balconies and elevators, as well as
its huge atrium. The music video starts
with Timberlake in a small room, pushing
buttons on a Native Instruments Maschine
controller to trigger samples from the
studio version of the song. The real action
begins at 1:13 when the sound of an
acoustic guitar enters and Timberlake
walks down a corridor, humming, passes
the guitarist, enters an elevator, and picks
up his own guitar.
Emerging from the elevator a few floors
up, Timberlake passes a pianist before the

camera pans to reveal Adam Blackstone
playing bass on the balcony, and then
settles on country singer Chris Stapleton,
who is on the other side of the building,
also singing and playing guitar. The
choreography grows ever more complex,
with Timberlake and Stapleton walking
around, stepping into two elevators, and
meeting up, still singing and playing guitar.
The climactic moment sees a 54-strong
choir join from the balconies. In the vast
majority of music videos, there’s little
relationship between the audio and what

which uses multiple cameras, as well as
large, major artist, concert recordings.
The Takeaway and Pocket Parties series
are posted on the company’s web site and
YouTube channel.
It was the Takeaway Shows format
that attracted Timberlake and his crew,
and by the time d’Armancourt and de la
Villéon were invited to join the team, film
director Arturo Perez Jr and four people
from La Blogothèque, including creative
director Christophe Abric, were already in
Los Angeles, working out how they were
going to do the video.
Their original idea involved
recording four or five
musicians in Ennis House,
a 100-year old building
designed and built to look
like a Mayan temple, but
by the time d’Armancourt
and de la Villéon arrived in
LA on Monday December
4th, the concept had
grown far more ambitious.
D’Armancourt recalls:
“After we arrived in Los
Angeles, we went from
surprise to surprise. The
first thing we were told
was that they had decided
on the ‘stripped-down
version’, with 17 musicians
in a big five-storey
building. We were like,
‘How’s that strippeddown?’ On Tuesday
we met with Justin
Timberlake’s team and
director Art Perez at the
Bradbury Building. We’d
been told that Justin’s team might want
to put up all the mics and we’d just do the
ambient mics, but Art announced us as the
sound directors, so that’s what we ended
up being. On Wednesday we visited
the Bradbury Building and met Justin
Timberlake and Adam Blackstone, and
all of us walked through the building. By
the end Justin said, ‘Hey, what if we add a
choir of 50 people?’”
De la Villéon: “On Thursday we called
around rental companies in Los Angeles to
get all the gear. We also were present at
band rehearsals on Tuesday and Thursday.
Things kept changing and a last-minute
decision was to put the horns on the
second floor. On Friday we set up the gear,
and there was a general rehearsal without
the choir. On Saturday we shot five final
takes during the daytime and one during

Secrets Of The Mix Engineers:

Henri d’Armancourt &
Guillaume de la Villéon
Performed live and filmed in a single take,
Justin Timberlake’s ‘Say Something’ is one of
the most ambitious music videos ever made.
happens in the video; by contrast, the
connection between sound and vision is
total in the ‘Say Something’ video, giving
the viewer an exciting sense of witnessing
an event taking place in real time.

High Thèque
The creative forces behind the video
belong to French production company La
Blogothèque. Back in 2006, independent
film-maker Vincent Moon and producer/
writer Christophe ‘Chryde’ Abric sought
to develop a new music video format
they called ‘Concerts à Emporter’, or
‘Takeaway Shows’, which would be filmed
and recorded in a single live take. Today,
La Blogothèque employ eight people
and uses a pool of film-makers and sound
people to create their music videos, which
now also include the Pocket Parties series,
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The ‘Say Something’ video begins with
Justin Timberlake performing elements
of the studio version on an NI Maschine.

Henri d’Armancourt (left)
and Guillaume de la Villéon
at d’Armancourt’s Velvet
Underground Studio in Paris.

the night. The first two takes were not
as good, the next two takes were pretty
good, and the fifth one was great. They
were very happy with that last daytime
take, so they knew they had something
good. Then we set up for the night
version, and we only did one take of that.
They preferred the night version, which
was more mysterious and more magical,
and it’s the take that was used.”

Wireless Walking
The challenge, then, was not only to
record Timberlake and Stapleton singing
and playing acoustic guitar while walking
around and going up and down elevators
in a huge building, spread out over
five floors. In addition to the two main
characters there was also an electric
guitarist, a third acoustic guitarist, a
percussionist, a drummer, a piano player
and a Fender Rhodes player, four horn
players, four backing vocalists and the

152

54-singer choir. D’Armancourt and de la
Villéon stress that many of the solutions
they found were based on know-how
developed at La Blogothèque over the
last decade by the in-house team of eight
sound directors. Clearly, tons of wired
and wireless gear would be required,
and d’Armancourt and de la Villéon’s
first request was for a radio frequency
coordinator familiar with the US situation.
De la Villéon: “We did not only need
to be able to record all these musicians
across five floors, but also provide all of
them with monitoring — plus we needed
all the audio to be routed to a monitoring
console, from which it was sent to the
in-ear monitors, a broadcasting console
for a live preview mix of each shot, and
the audio recorders, which were two
Sound Devices 970s, because they are
exceptionally reliable and never crash.
We ended up using an Axient digital
wireless system for the transmitters,

and an analogue wireless for in-ear
monitoring. The heart of our recording
setup was Audinate’s Dante, or Digital
Audio Network Through Ethernet, which
uses standard Ethernet RJ45 cables, and
works with switches that allow you to plug
in as many devices in as many directions
as you want. On the different floors
everything that was wired was plugged
into Audinate’s stage boxes.”
D’Armancourt: “In total we had 64
recording channels that went to the
Sound Devices 970s. We had 16 digital
Axient wireless transmitters, so we had
to choose wisely what to use them on. Of
course, when you’re moving around you
need wireless, so Justin and Chris each
had wireless transmitters for their two
DPA 4060 lavalier vocal mics and their
guitar. For the rest, wireless transmitters
were used for the percussionist, who
had a DPA 4060 mic on each wrist; each
of the four backing vocalists had a DPA
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The ‘Say Something’ film
was directed by Arturo
Perez Jr (right), seen here
during the shoot at the
Bradbury Building with
Henri d’Armancourt.

‘Say Something’
Written by Justin Timberlake, Larrance
Dopson, Floyd Nathaniel Hills, Timbaland
& Chris Stapleton.
Studio version produced by Justin
Timberlake, Timbaland, Danja &
Larrance Dopson.

4080, and each of the two elevators had
a Neumann KM184 ambient mic with
wireless. Justin’s crew provided most of
the band instrument mics and DIs, though
Blogothèque took care of a drum DPA

4061 ‘underhead’, two piano DPA 4060
mics, acoustic guitar DPA 4060 mics, the
vocal mics, and all the ambient mics.
“We in general use many DPA 4060
mics, because it’s the best-sounding
lavalier mic out there. The only
disadvantage is that it’s a bit larger and
harder to hide. On Justin and Chris, the
lavelier mics were stuck between two
buttons of their shirts, and we had to pray

that Chris’s beard and chest hair did not
rustle, but it turned out fine. Just to be
sure, we had a plan B that consisted of us
attaching a Countryman B6 mic to his hat,
pointing down at him.”

All Hands
De la Villéon, meanwhile, explains what
d’Armancourt and he were up to while
shooting. “I was in charge of the Dante
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Vocalists and instrumentalists
were miked in the most visually
unobtrusive way possible.

network. During the recordings I was at
the broadcast mixing desk, doing live
mixing, which was similar to what I do
most of the time, which is front-of-house
mixing. So when they wanted to look at
takes, they were listening to my mix. I
was also interacting with Justin’s monitor
sound engineer Paul Klimson, who was
in charge of the gain and sending signals
to the in-ear monitors. Paul and I were
working together to check all the time that
all the sources were OK. For example, at
one point there was a buzz in one of the
wireless mics, and we also had a problem
with a piano mic, which was a faulty cable.
So these problems had to be addressed
immediately. We also had a local sound
engineer making sure all the Sound
Devices recorders were working properly.”
D’Armancourt: “In addition to the
64 recording channels that came in via
wireless or cabling, we also had another
10 recording channels that went to two
mobile recorders, the Sound Devices
788 and the Sound Devices 633. The
two boom mics were recorded on these,
for example. There was a boom mic
operator recording Justin as he walked
from the Ableton setup to the elevator,
but together with the Steadicam operator
there was not enough space in that first
elevator, so the boom operator had to
stay outside, and all that remains in the
elevator are the wireless mics. I was the
second boom operator, and waited on
the fifth floor for Justin to come out of
the first elevator, and I then managed
to follow the Steadicam until the end,
also going into the second elevator. The
camera and all Sound Devices recorders
are sync’ed with Digital Clapperboard
time code.”

Complications

During the shoot, Guillaume de
la Villéon was positioned at the
console, providing live monitor
mixes to the musicians and crew.
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The late addition of the choir provided
d’Armancourt and de la Villéon with some
challenges, as the former explains. “We
didn’t get to rehearse with the choir, so
we did not know what it was going to
sound like in the building. But because
the choir was so spread out, we could
not have two or three mics in front of the
singers, and we had to record them with
the ambient mics. The choir director had
in-ear monitors, while the choir itself could
hear the snare drum for timing, and there
was plenty of sound from the electric
guitar and the horns for them to get pitch
information. However, we were aware that
the snare drum was a bit overwhelming
in the ambient microphones, and so in
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CV

Reverb & Realism

The decision that the sound mix should be
more polished and studio-like than that
of typical Blogothèque mixes meant that
Henri d’Armancourt and Guillaume de la
Villéon used some techniques not normally
employed in their other videos. De la Villéon:
“Despite the rule of the Takeaway Shows that
everything you see is in the soundtrack, and
vice versa, because it had to go on Justin ’s
channel and appeal to his fans, we felt quite
free to use different post-production tricks
to enhance what we had recorded with the
microphones. And the vocals are always the
weakest signal to deal with, yet they’re also
the most important. So post-production
treatments are almost inevitable.”
D’Armancourt: “We try not to use
artificial reverb in the Takeaway Shows. But
we had so much spill on the ambient mics
that we could not extract a useful vocal reverb
from them. The ambient mics were the most
useful for reverb on loud things, like the
electric guitar or the drums. Sometimes also
we used artificial reverb because the sound of
the lavalier microphones is not particularly
natural. It does give you something really
present and up close, like you have your ear
against someone’s chest. But at the same time
you need to add some reverb so it does not
sound claustrophobic.
“The question we always asked ourselves
was: ‘Does it sound good?’ And then: ‘Does
it sound good with the image?’ Those were

case that would later give us problems,
we did some takes just with the choir, as
a backup. That was really helpful later
during mixing.”
De la Villéon: “It’s always the same
thing, which is that the human voice
always loses in competition with the
drums, electric guitar, and so on. So yes,
you could say we cheated with the choir.
But the problem with the snare sounding
around the building really affected what
we recorded with the ambient mics.

156

Several different reverb plug-ins were
employed to augment the ambient recordings,
which were sometimes problematic.

the two golden rules. In film production,
when you are sound editing or are doing
re-recording mixing, you always try to put
yourself in the mind-set of the viewer, and
often this involves doing things that are not
‘real’. For example, they often add footsteps
in the movies, but in real life, unless someone
is walking in high heels on a concrete floor,
you don’t really hear footsteps that much. So
Justin and Chris walking around was not an
issue when we mixed. On the other hand, the
metallic elevator sounds are pretty present,
and we could not take them out. But we
were quite happy with these sounds, because
they added to the sense of being in the
Bradbury Building.”
De la Villéon: “If you have footage of
someone in the Grand Canyon, you imagine
what it might sound like, but the reality may
be very different. Similarly, we knew what the
Bradbury Building sounded like, but when
we added reverb during mixing we did not
necessarily try to copy that exactly, but instead
we went more for what fitted the images and
what people would imagine the building would
sound like. So we did not try to measure the
reverb in the building. We knew that the decay
was around 3.5 seconds and we were aware of
the frequencies in the reverb. But we did not
feel that we had to match that exactly.”

Because of the distances in the building,
there were ambient mics on which the
snare sounded a full beat late! The
snare really prevented us from using the
ambient mics as much as we normally
would. The snare also was in the vocal
mics, because the DPA 4060 is omni.
You can hear the snare in Chris’ voice
when he starts singing. Our ambient
mic setup consisted of two [Sennheiser]
MKH8020 room mics, and five ORTF
setups, which is a technique from Radio-
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INSIDE TRACK

To capture ambience, separate ORTF stereo arrays
were positioned on each floor of the building in
such a way as to be almost invisible on camera.

TV-Française, using two cardioid mics
that are 17cm apart, at an angle of 110
degrees. On two ORTF setups we used
Sennheiser MKH8040s and the other
three had Neumann KM184s. We also
had four Sennheiser Ambeo four-capsule
mics set up, but in the end these were
less important.”
After the first night take, the
decision was made to do no more takes.
“Everything was perfect with that one
night take,” recalls d’Armancourt. “The
night version had this unexpected thing
with the elevator, with the lights flickering
to give a kind of Alfred Hitchcock effect.
It was pretty staggering visually. The
cinematography team was super creative
and did a great job.”
De la Villéon adds: “Everyone left to
party soon afterwards, but Henri and I
remained because we were doing backups
for hours. We made two copies of all the
sessions, and in the end we had three times
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300GB. One copy stayed in the US and we
took the other two with us to Paris.”

Underground Sound
D’Armancourt and de la Villéon
conducted the mix of ‘Say Something’
over five days, December 18-22, at the
former’s studio in Paris, called Velvet
Underground Studio. “It’s a home studio,”
says its owner. “I had put up the famous
poster of the Velvet Underground with
the banana there, and thought it was a
good name, also because the studio is
underground, and there are velvet drapes
in the live room to treat it acoustically.”
“The studio is a bit more than a home
studio,” interjects de la Villéon, “because
it’s used professionally. It’s a big room and
sounds extremely good. Henri has K&H
O300 speakers, which I love, and when
we later went to Jungle City Studios, it
sounded very similar.”
D’Armancourt: “The first thing we

did was to put all takes in one session,
on different playlists, and check that
everything was synchronised with the
visuals. We also wanted to make sure that
if they suddenly decided that they wanted
the day version after all, that we could
switch to that immediately, with us being
able to keep our settings on each track,
and plug-ins, and also the automation.
“Before we even started to mix there
was the huge job of cleaning all the
audio. We heavily relied on iZotope’s
RX De-Noise Spectral Audio Repair and
De-Click plug-ins, and we also used
SPL Transient Designer and dynamic
EQ plug-ins to prevent spill from doing
weird stuff.”
De la Villéon: “The biggest challenge
we faced was to retain the huge sense of
space that was present in the Bradbury
Building in the audio, without having a
sound full of dirt, far away and not precise.
We began our mix with working on the
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Because of the extreme spill problems, very
detailed editing and automation was required,
especially on the lead vocal tracks.

ambient microphone tracks, spending
even more time cleaning up all the
frequencies and all the dynamics. It was
a massive job to be editing and trimming
everything to only the bits of audio that
we wanted to use. If we’d left all tracks
open all the time, it would have sounded
like a complete mess. We did this on all
tracks. If there was a space between two
words in the backing vocals, we’d take that
out to prevent spill.
“Once we had cleaned up the close-mic
tracks, we put them together with the
ambient mics, chose which ambient mics
worked best, and adjusted everything
to the right amount of ambience, while
also deciding whether we needed to add
things like reverb.”
D’Armancourt: “Because of the delay
and spill from the snare in particular, there
were three things that we did. First of all,
we used close mics as much as we could,
especially on the leads. The second thing
is that we put all the ambient mics in phase
with the instrument that’s spilling the most
into it — again, mostly the snare. This also
involved a lot of fader riding, pulling the
fader down the moment you don’t want to
hear something any more. We did this far
more than we would normally do in a live
recording. We then delivered a preliminary
mix, which used the techniques that we
normally use in Blogothèque mixes, with a
lot of ambience, a bit harsh, quite roomy,
and you could really hear the building.
After internal discussions with Arturo and
Christophe we decided that it should
sound more like a mainstream mix, more
dry and focused, and we delivered a mix
on December 22 in which we went for a
sound that Timberlake’s fans would be
able to relate to, while still remaining true
to what you’re seeing in the video.”

the raw audio tracks are grouped and
routed to aux tracks, with the latter usually
appearing immediately underneath. So
for example, after the video track at the
top, there are four tracks with the Ableton
material that plays at the beginning of the
video, which in turn feed an Ableton aux
track just below it.
Following the session further from
top to bottom, next are two grouped
pre-recorded percussion audio tracks,
and the pre-recorded percussion aux
track. Next are two pre-recorded music
tracks, with background effects, with a
music aux, two effects tracks (with the
sound of glass), and an effects aux, two
unused backing vocal tracks with an aux,
and the Maschines aux, to which all the
above-mentioned aux tracks are sent.
Next down are a snare trigger track, a
kick, a kick trigger, two real snare tracks
and overheads, all going to a drums aux,
followed by two percussion tracks and a

percussion aux. A bass DI track follows,
and then six guitar tracks, consisting of
two electrics, the three acoustics played
by Timberlake, Stapleton and Ives, and
another acoustic guitar track, all sent to
the guitar aux. Stereo piano and Rhodes
have their own auxes, as do the four horn
section tracks. Finally, a ‘Music All’ aux
combines all the instrument tracks.
Tracks 49-69 are vocals, comprising
backing vocals and associated aux,
Timberlake and Stapleton lead vocals and
a leads aux, and then a further global Vox
aux track that receives all the lead and
backing vocals, along with the six choir
tracks, via their four related auxes. The
next section, 70-91, consists of all the
ambient mic tracks with associated auxes:
AB stands for two omnis, the ORTF tracks
are numbered to indicate which floor each
of them was positioned at, and there are
various tracks from the Sennheiser Ambeo
mics. The last section consists of effects
aux tracks, mostly hosting reverbs such as
SoundToys’ Little Plate, HOFA’s IQ-Reverb
and Audio Ease’s Altiverb, plus an ‘FX All’
aux. Track 104 is the master, containing
only two plug-ins, and the session is
completed by the master print track at
the bottom.

Instruments
It is notable that large parts of the session
contain almost no plug-ins. There’s nothing

Invisible Guitar Miking
Henri d’Armancourt: “Justin’s team really
liked the piezo [under-saddle pickup] sound
of the acoustic guitars, so we used them for
his and Chris’s guitar, but over the last 10
years we have at the Blogothèque developed
a technique of placing a DPA 4060 inside
acoustic guitars. We place the mic on the strut
inside the soundhole, just in front of the neck,

and we then run the wire outside the guitar
alongside the fretboard, just below it, so it’s in
the shadow of the fretboard, and then to the
back of the guitar. For us, using a mic results
in a warmer and more natural guitar sound.
Elliot Ives [the other guitarist in the video]
allowed us to install the DPA 4060 inside of
his acoustic guitar.”

Spot the microphone!

To Each Its Aux
The ‘Say Something’ Pro Tools mix session
that d’Armancourt and de la Villéon
worked with consists of 105 tracks. All
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on the Ableton tracks, the effects tracks, the early backing
vocal tracks or the Maschine track, while the pre-recorded
percussion and pre-recorded music auxes have a single
EQ each. However, some tracks have been more heavily
processed, notably the two live snare tracks, the bass DI and
guitar tracks and, most of all, Timberlake and Stapleton’s
lead vocals and lead vocal aux, which have tons of plug-ins
and sends.
De la Villéon: “We put the [FabFilter] Pro-Q2 on the
kick to cut a frequency around 150Hz and help it cut
through a bit by adding 5kHz. It also has the Waves CLA-76
[compressor] and Waves SSL E-channel [channel strip]. The
first snare track has the Waves SSL G-channel EQ, again the
CLA-76 and also the SoundToys Devil-Loc [compressor and
distortion effect], because it was a side-stick and we wanted
a little bit more crunch to help it sit better in the mix. The
other snare has similar plug-ins, as well as the Waves L1
[limiter] and the Lexicon Room [reverb], set to a Tiled Room,
with a splashy sound, to give a bit more power at the end of
the song.”
D’Armancourt: “We had the SoundToys Radiator
[saturation plug-in] on the bass DI and Justin and Chris’s
acoustic guitar tracks to add some dirt and harmonics.
Basically our problem was that we were mixing material
coming from high-quality studio microphones, boom
microphones, lavalier microphones and DI, and if we did
not process things in certain ways, we’d have ended up
with several different layers that don’t really fit together. So
throughout the whole mix process we were very focused
on making sure everything blended together and that it
sounded coherent. We used harmonics generators like the
Radiator and Devil-Loc to this end.”
Talking about the bass, one area in which d’Armancourt
and de la Villéon’s mix of ‘Say Something’ is notably different
from the urban and pop music that’s out there is that it’s
relatively bass-light. Apparently there was a good reason
for this. D’Armancourt: “If the first minute of the video,
when the studio samples and pre-recorded tracks can be
heard, is amazing sound-wise, then the rest of the video
could become disappointing, as we could never match the
impact of this pre-recorded material. So instead we opted
to build throughout the video, so that the viewer is engaged
throughout and can still be amazed until the end.”
De la Villéon: “We also did not have a lot of bass to
work with. There’s only the bass guitar, there are no synths
with low end, and the kick sound actually was not that low.
When the Maschine plays in the beginning, we also wanted
to keep it small because it’s in a room, and not yet in the
big hall.”

Vocals
Justin Timberlake’s lead vocals consist of three tracks, which,
says d’Armancourt, “all come from one track of lavalier
recording. The two boom mics that also capture some of
his vocals are further down in the session. But many other
things were picked up by these boom mics as well, which
is why we did not put them with
the vocal tracks. We split Justin’s
This composite screen
vocal recording over three tracks
capture shows the entire
to make it easier to treat each track
Pro Tools Edit window for
differently. The ‘JT Intro’ track is
the ‘Say Something’ mix.
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The Back Story

Extensive processing was needed to overcome
the slightly unnatural sound of the lavalier vocal
mics, as here on Chris Stapleton’s joint lead vocal.

where you see him with the NI Maschine,
and our idea there was that we wanted
to bring out the physical sound of him
actually hitting the pads, because we really
liked that. It brings that controller into
the analogue world. The SPL Transient
Designer and the FabFilter Pro-G gate
help to bring these pad hits out.”
De la Villéon: “The main ‘JT’ and the
‘JT Verse’ tracks are pretty much the
same, only the ‘Verse’ track has Justin’s
vocals without the guitar, which led to
different EQ settings on the Pro-Q2. The
Pro-Q2 is most of all a corrective EQ,
because the sound of lavalier mics has
a lot of 5-600 Hz and also a lot of what
you don’t want to hear, depending on
where you place it on someone. We use
the [UAD] Maag EQ on all vocal tracks
to alter the sound more to our taste,
particularly applying the Air band function
of that EQ, which sounds really great. We
also removed some 2.5kHz, with a large
Q, to get the vocal to sound smoother.
Then there’s the Softube Tube-Tech CL1B
compressor, and then the Melda Dynamic
EQ, which is pretty cool if you want to
take off some harshness, and lavalier mics
can sound a bit harsh. In this case we
use it to add some high end during quiet
parts and it cuts high end during louder
sections to avoid harshness.
“We also really wanted to have a small
room sound during the intro, so the verse
track has a send to the ‘Short Room’ aux
track with the Altiverb small space reverb.
When Justin enters the elevator, we take
the reverbs down to zero, and you get the
sense of the sound becoming small and
boxy, and then we push up big reverbs as

he enters the main building, using both
the Altiverb and HOFA IQ reverbs. There’s
also panning automation on the latter,
which is on the moment Justin appears at
the left side of the screen, when they sing
harmonies a cappella. We really wanted to
have Justin and Chris very separate at that
point, because the camera is far away from
Chris, and yet the focus is on him, with
Justin blurred on the left.”
D’Armancourt: “The choir aux track has
the SPL Transient Designer, to shorten the
natural reverb, the SSL compressor, and
the Flux Stereo Tool. It’s one of Flux’s rare
pieces of freeware, and it’s really useful
to narrow or widen stuff. It doesn’t just
work with M-S processing, but also does
weird stuff with phasing. We also have the
FabFilter Pro-DS [de-esser] on some of
the ambient mics, because at the end the
drummer hits his cymbals pretty hard, and
that became overwhelming. In a case like
this we find the Pro-DS handy to find the
frequency and reduce it.”

Life & Ambience
The master bus in this session is very
sparsely populated by modern standards,
with just the SoundToys Sie-Q EQ and
the Waves WLM Loudness meter. De la
Villéon: “We used the EQ on the master
bus only very lightly, bringing a tiny bit
more life to the mix by adding just 1dB
of 3.5kHz. The loudness meter is there
because we knew the video would end up
on Justin’s YouTube channel, so we had to
care about this, and make sure it was loud
enough. At the same time we didn’t want
it to be too hot and reduce the dynamics.
When we were in Jungle City Studios we
routed the session through the SSL Duality,
which added a bit of an analogue quality
to the mix.

Guillaume de la Villéon began playing
violin aged four, and also played bass
and drums before going more deeply
into studio work. He cut his engineering
teeth as an assistant at Studio Pigalle in
Paris, and then switched to live sound.
In addition to having freelanced for La
Blogothèque for eight years, he regularly
tours with well-known French bands as
their front-of-house engineer. To this end
he has his own mobile studio. He prides
himself in still recording and mixing on
average three studio albums a year, and
thereby being able to keep his feet in both
live sound and studio camps.
Henri d’Armancourt plays bass, guitar
and sings, and is the singer and guitarist
in his band Shoefiti. While still at school
he was an assistant at Studio Sequenza
in Montreuil, near Paris, which records
mostly world, jazz and classical music.
After leaving school, d’Armancourt began
working in film and on TV shows as the
production sound mixer, and sometimes a
boom operator. He began doing freelance
work for La Blogothèque six years ago, and
complements this with work as a sound
engineer, mixer and producer. Like de la
Villéon he prides himself in being able
to work in both studio, live band and AV
situations, calling himself “kind of like a
Swiss Army knife!”

“Afterwards the track was mastered.
We had some discussions with Justin
about this, and decided to work with
Chab in Paris, who won a Grammy
for his work on mastering Daft Punk’s
Random Access Memories. Mastering
was important, because the sound of
this video is quite different to what you
usually hear on YouTube music videos.
There’s lots of ambience without a strong
centre, and we wanted to make sure the
ambience wasn’t reduced. We’re super
happy with what he did.”
The French duo were, naturally, equally
happy with the enthusiastic response
their efforts received from Timberlake
and his team, while stressing again that
they only could achieve this because of
the “invisible team” behind them at La
Blogothèque — where, says d’Armancourt,
“a whole team of engineers have
worked for 10 years to improve all these
techniques”. The video itself has enjoyed
47 million YouTube views at the time of
writing, and played its part in pushing the
album version of ‘Say Something’ to the
top 10 in the US, and Timberlake’s Man Of
The Woods album to number two in the
UK and the US top spot.
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oundcraft’s
console-design
history goes right
back to the time when tape
recorders ruled the Earth
— and even the Notepad
model name has been around
for more years than I care
to remember! Soundcraft
now form part of the Harman
group of companies (which,
in turn, is owned by electronics
behemoth Samsung) and one benefit
of this relationship is that Soundcraft
have access to sister-company Lexicon’s
highly regarded DSP effects algorithms.
As with a number of their other mixers,
they’ve chosen to include some of these
effects in their latest-generation Notepads,
albeit in a simpler form than those in the
Lexicon-branded effects processors. But
there are a few other tweaks and updates
to explore too. For instance, Soundcraft
have incorporated a 24-bit two-in, two-out
USB audio interface which can operate at
either 44.1 or 48 kHz sample rates. This
means that the Notepads could take on

Soundcraft

Notepad-8FX

Analogue Mixer & USB interface
Boasting two mic preamps, USB interfacing
and Lexicon effects, this keenly priced mixer
holds lots of promises. Does it deliver?

the role of an audio interface and monitor
controller for a basic desktop studio setup,
or be used to record live performances, with
all the mixer channels, their effects and EQ
printed to a stereo file in your DAW software
— though it’s worth noting that the latter
scenario requires you to remember to mute
the mixer’s USB return from your DAW.
Three models grace the latest Notepad
series: the Notepad-5, the Notepad-8FX
and the Notepad-12FX. The main difference
between the two larger models is the
channel count, though there are also some
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signal-flow variations and an extended USB
implementation in the Notepad-12FX. The
Notepad-5 (which, as the name implies,
lacks the effects section of its larger siblings)
and the Notepad-8FX include a two-input
USB interface, while the Notepad-12FX
offers four channels.
Windows drivers are available to
download from the Soundcraft web site,
and you’ll also find any necessary firmware
updates there too. Mac users don’t require
drivers for basic USB audio interfacing
— it’s recognised automatically by the

OS — but you’ll want to install the control
panel software, which had just been made
available for MacOS as I was completing this
review. This software allows specific channel
pairs to be selected as recording sources
(this facility already existed in the Windows
version). By default, a mix of all channels —
including the return from the DAW — is sent
to the USB recording feed, so this software
is pretty much essential!

Design & Construction
We were sent the Notepad-8FX model for
review and, as its name suggests, this has
eight channels. These are arranged as: two
mic/line inputs (1/2) presented on balanced
combi XLR/jack sockets; two mono/stereo
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line channels (3/4 and 5/6),
on dual quarter-inch jacks;
and a further stereo channel (7/8)
with a pair of RCA phono connectors. The
last of these can also receive a signal from the
USB return — the USB input is summed with anything
that’s connected to the phono inputs. Using just the upper
input jack of either stereo channel 3/4 or 5/6 switches that
channel to mono operation. The master stereo output signal
is delivered via impedance-balanced XLRs (which gives much
the same benefit as full balancing but uses a simpler circuit)
and there’s also an Aux out jack and a quarter-inch TRS
headphones jack. This Phones output has a 150Ω impedance,
so it will drive all but the lowest impedance headphones.
Structurally, the mixer is built within a robust, folded-steel

Soundcraft Notepad-8FX £119
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shell, to which plastic end cheeks have been
added to introduce an element of styling.
All connections other than the PSU input are
on the top panel. Speaking of the PSU, the
mixer runs from an external power supply,
a universal voltage, switch-mode type.
This has a fixed cable at the low-voltage
side that plugs into the back of the mixer,
and a figure-of-eight hi-fi-style mains
cable socket at the other end. (Personally,
I prefer IEC connectors because they’re
more commonly used in other equipment,
which means I almost always have a couple
of spares available in the event of failure!)
Oddly, there’s no LED to tell you that the
mixer is powered up unless the delay
effect is selected, in which case the Tap
Tempo LED flashes.
The Notepad’s channel-strip layout
follows the traditional analogue paradigm,
though note that there’s just one aux send.
This normally feeds the internal effects
section, though it also feeds the aux send
jack. In a departure from the norm, this
accesses the signal pre-fader, so you can use
the Aux out as a monitor mix.
Channels one and two offer the
most functionality. Channel one has an
additional switch to change the line input
(the jack socket in the centre of the combi
connector), to a high-impedance instrument
input. Both Channel one and two have
switchable 100Hz low-cut filters, as well as
full, always-on 48V phantom power for the
XLR mic input. The continuous presence
of 48V phantom power isn’t a problem
for most mics (other than faulty or vintage
ribbon types) or DI boxes, as long as they’re
connected using a balanced cable. The mic
amps claim high headroom, wide dynamic
range and a good signal-to-noise ratio, with
an EIN of -127dBu — which is pretty much
what you’d expect from Soundcraft.
The mic inputs produce a THD plus
noise figure of better than 0.006 percent
with a level setting of +10dBu, and in
my experience with this desk I had no
qualms at all concerning the sound quality.
The specifications show the obligatory
20Hz to 20kHz frequency response, flat
to within ±1.5dB.

Routing Around
When pairs of channels are selected as
USB sources the input channel signals are
sent (post-gain-trim, pre-EQ and pre- the
channel Level control) to their respective
USB recording channel, while the two USB
return channels are, as I mentioned earlier,
summed with the RCA input signal in
channels 7/8. This allows the main channel
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level controls to be used to set up a monitor
mix that combines the inputs and the USB
return. However, if you’re sending the
whole stereo mix to the USB out, any EQ
and effects settings are included. If you
need to hear both the inputs and the DAW
returns at the same time, then monitoring
needs to be handled using the Aux bus,
while keeping the channel 7/8 Level control
turned right down to avoid feedback. That,
unfortunately, means you lose control over
the effects — if recording to a DAW, you’ll
probably want to record dry and add plug-in
effects later, but it might have been nice to
have the reverb available for cue mixes.
PC and MacOS users can change the
USB routing via the Soundcraft USB Audio
Control Panel, so that the USB picks up
channels 1/2, 3/4 or 5/6 or the main mix.
The latest Mac control panel also includes
a ducking option, for those radio-style
podcasts where the music (the USB return)
drops to make way for the voice. This can be
controlled by channels 1, 2 or both.
Below the input Gain control of each
Mic/Line input is a three-band EQ section,
offering fixed-frequency cut or boost at
12kHz (shelving), 2.5kHz (bell) and 80Hz
(shelving). Only the first two channels have
the benefit of EQ, but all channels have
an aux/effects send, and pan (balance on
the stereo channels) and level pots. All but
channels 7/8 have input gain trims.

Effects
The Effects section includes a Tap Tempo
button, an effects Parameter adjustment
knob and three latching push-buttons for
selecting Delay, Chorus or Reverb — you
can push any two down and have two
effects at a time. If you push down all three
you get a fourth algorithm, with the ominous
title of ‘Karaoke’, and which sounds rather
like a railway station PA system if you use
too much! While the Parameter control does
much as you might expect in addressing
the main parameters for each effect type,
for reverb it also seems to switch between
different algorithms, as there’s a brief
period of effect muting as you pass certain
positions on the dial. This results in a useful
range of reverb sounds, from small room to
large hall. Note that in the Notepad-8FX,
the Aux Master control is situated in the
signal path before the effects processor
and acts as a master effect send control,
affecting the overall wet/dry balance.
In the master section, there’s a switch
for Mono Line Out or Stereo Headphones
out, (which reconfigures the Aux output as
a second stereo headphone feed), a Phones

Alternatives
Budget analogue mixers with stereo USB
recording included are available from
a range of manufacturers, including Yamaha,
Allen & Heath, Mackie, Alesis, Alto,
Behringer and Phonic.

Level control with a switch to monitor
either the Master Out or Aux (post fader,
pre-effects), an Aux master level control, and
a short fader to set the main output level.
A stereo LED meter (four LEDs per channel)
monitors the output.

Taking Note
While some routing options might have
been included in the hardware to make life
easier (eg. the ability to exclude channels
7/8 from the mix without using the control
software), the ability to use software to
select any input pair or the complete mix
for recording is quite sophisticated for
a mixer in this price range. I suspect many
users trying to use the ’all-channels’ setting
as a source will end up doing some head
scratching — but if you just want to use two
channels as recording sources everything
is dead easy. Note, though, that the USB
routing is not remembered by the mixer
on power down but is stored by the host
software, so you’ll need to set it again
if changing hosts.
A mixer on this scale and at this budget
is inevitably going to be very basic in many
respects, but Soundcraft have managed to
include two well-specified mic preamps,
the Lexicon effects are of a high standard,
the EQ on the first two channels has a very
clean and polished sound, and having
a tap-tempo button for the delay effects is
very welcome for live use. Fitting channel
level knobs rather than faders is perfectly
acceptable on a small mixer as far as I’m
concerned, and it helps keep the mixer’s
footprint usefully small. Perhaps the USB
routing isn’t as straightforward as it could
have been — USB playback might better
have been configured as a tape return, as
on some other mixers — but the control
set is flexible enough to allow you to get
most jobs done. Considering that the
Notepad-8FX can do the job of many more
costly two-channel audio interfaces but can
also perform mixing and effects duties for
small gigs, it could prove quite an attractive
proposition at this price.
£ Notepad-8FX £119; Notepad-5 £95;
Notepad-12FX £149. Prices include VAT.

T Sound Technology +44 (0)1462 480 000
W www.soundtech.co.uk
W www.soundcraft.com
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ON TEST

Rycote Stereo Cyclone Microphone Wind Shield
Four years ago, Rycote launched their most advanced
during hurricane season an optional Windjammer accessory
wind shielding system, the Cyclone, introducing some really
increases the attenuation to almost 70dB (at 20Hz.)
innovative approaches to deliver a step-change in wind
The asymmetric outer shell and 3D-Tex fabric aren’t the only
shielding performance, combined with delightful ease of use.
innovations. Rycote discovered that some low-frequency handling
The original models for mono shotgun mics (still the mainstay
noise actually comes from acoustic radiation off the wind shield
of TV and film location sound) have recently been joined by
basket. Consequently, the Cyclone’s outer shell is fully decoupled
a comprehensive range of Stereo Cyclones, and I’ve been
from the chassis via isolators at the top and bottom. An array
testing the MS4 kit with a Mid-Sides stereo array of Sennheiser
of small Lyres connect the outer race track-shaped collars (to
MKH30/40 microphones.
which the shell attaches magnetically) to the inner support
The Cyclone features a pear-shaped outer shell, used with the
structures connected directly to the standmount at the base
‘fat end’ facing forward. This minimises turbulence and maximises
of the Cyclone.
the capsule-to-shell distance, both helping to reduce wind
Usefully, if the wind shield isn’t required (such as for indoor
noise. The shape also avoids flat and parallel surfaces around
work), not only can the outer shell be taken off in seconds
the mic, preventing internal reflections from causing coloration.
(literally), the C-arm supporting the upper suspension can also
Constructed in two pieces, the outer shell is split down the
be removed by pressing on a lever, further reducing the size and
middle of the centre section with one end cap attached to
weight of the entire system.
each half, and embedded magnets secure these sections to the
Rycote’s familiar Lyre suspensions also isolate the microphones
Cyclone’s ‘chassis’, allowing speedy removal and refitting.
from the internal mounting platform, each Lyre selected to
Previous generations of Rycote wind shield used a
provide the optimum compliance for the weight of the mic array.
small-weave plastic mesh for the basic ‘zeppelin’ structure, lined
Over 30 different mic configurations can be accommodated in
on the inside with a breathable fabric and usually sporting a
the new Stereo Cyclones, with options covering Mid-Sides, X-Y,
furry outer cover (a ‘Windjammer’). The Cyclone is built quite
single-body stereo mic, Double M-S (surround) and Ambisonic
differently, with a much more open plastic frame and a specially
arrangements. (For ORTF arrays a variant of the company’s
developed multi-layered acoustic fabric bonded to the outside.
Modular Windshield is recommended, as the basket is used
Rycote call this new material ‘3D-Tex’ and it’s responsible for
sideways to accommodate the capsule spacing).
much of the improved
Various configurations are available to cater for
technical performance.
a range of mic arrays — shown here is an ‘MS Kit
Windjammers tend
4’ Mid-Sides version, as evaluated for this review.
to have a relatively short
service life as the fur
fibres break and shed,
reducing the cover’s
effectiveness, and the
acoustic performance can
be inconsistent either due
to manufacturing variations
or if the fur becomes wet or
matted. In contrast, 3D-Tex
is extremely consistent
in manufacture, its wind
noise-reducing performance
and acoustic transparency
are both considerably better
than Windjammer-based
systems. It also dries out
very quickly if it gets wet
and exhibits no matting
or shedding!
Putting some numbers on
the performance, the wind
noise attenuation at 20Hz
for a head-on air current
is around 50dB. That’s
superb and it substantially
outperforms older
Windjammer-type systems
in all but the most extreme
wind conditions. If recording
an interview outdoors
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The internal wiring provides short flexible XLR ‘tails’ for
each mic, sprouting from a ‘Connbox’ attached to the rear
of the mounting platform. A thicker multicore output cable
from the Connbox routes through a clamp in the Cyclone’s
base and out to an XLR plug that’s secured in an external
bracket (five-pin for stereo arrays and seven-pin for Double
M-S). This arrangement prevents vibrations that travel
along the mic cable getting into the mic, and a furry fabric
effectively seals the cable entry slot to prevent air currents
entering the wind shield.
The specific rig I’ve been testing is identified as the ‘MS
Kit 4’ using the small Cyclone shell that measures 267mm
in length by 157mm diameter (at the fat end). Inside, three
grey Lyres attached to the mounting platform support
an inner frame with linked carriers shaped specifically for
the flat-sided Sennheiser mics. As I started to install the
mics I found that the lengths of the XLR tails are such that
the MKH30 (Sides mic) can only be placed in the bottom
carrier, and the MKH40 (Mid mic) in the upper carrier. This
surprised me as I find the decoded M-S stereo image is
more stable when the Mid mic captures sound fractionally
before the Sides mic and, when ‘booming’ from above
the action (which is the typical application), that requires
the Mid mic to be installed on the bottom of the array.
When I put this to Timo Klinge, Rycote’s Chief
Technology Officer, he explained that, as the fig-8 mic in
an M-S array is always the most sensitive to wind noise,
placing it at the bottom of the array ensures it sits exactly
in the centre of the wind shield, maximising the distance
to the outer shell and therefore the wind noise attenuation
too — which makes a lot of sense!
Impressively, with both mics installed the complete
Cyclone rig weighs just 850 grams, and I was able to wave
the wind shield around on the end of a long ‘fish-pole’ for
extended periods quite comfortably. The installation is
very neat and tidy, and there were no rattles at all in use,
even with some aggressive movements. Handling noise
was negligible, and the few LF rumbles that did make it
through were almost entirely from the fig-8 Sides mic — to
be expected given the physics of the arrangement — but
they were easily quelled with a high-pass filter on the Sides
channel, which I consider ‘standard practice’ anyway.
In use, the Cyclone really is in a different league
to any wind shield system I’ve used previously; it’s no
exaggeration to say I was gob-smacked at just how quiet
it is, even in unpleasantly blustery conditions. And, since
a Windjammer is rarely needed, no longer will some highly
amusing member of the public interrupt me to ask why
I have ‘a dead cat on a stick’, or if I could ‘just dust off
the light fittings’. That benefit alone could easily justify
the purchase price!
Obviously, this is pretty specialist equipment and
only relevant to those recording sound outside with
studio-quality mics. But where the recording quality is
paramount and wind noise completely unacceptable, there
really is no better solution, either technically or in terms
of practicality. The Cyclone sets a new benchmark — I am
genuinely very impressed indeed. Hugh Robjohns
£ Prices range from £550.80 to £910.80, depending on the

MIDI Made Easy

CV to MIDI converter
Use your analogue keyboard or
sequencer to play your MIDI equipment
or record it into a MIDI sequencer.

MIDI Merge
8 opto-isolated MIDI Ins
and 2 MIDI Outs. Merges
all MIDI data including
MIDI Clock, MTC & SysEx.

MIDI thru box
One MIDI in and 25 MIDI Thrus.

USB Host to MIDI converter
Provides MIDI In & Out sockets for USB MIDI keyboards and
controllers which only have a USB-B socket and no MIDI.

Buy from selected dealers or online at kenton.co.uk

chosen configuration. Prices include VAT.
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ON TEST

Mission Engineering 529
USB Pedal Power Supply
Mission Engineering’s new ‘529’ model
is designed to convert the 5V of direct
current available from any USB power
source into the 9V DC used by most of
the world’s guitar effects pedals. This is
a subtly different concept to integrated
battery-driven pedalboard power supplies
such as the Pedaltrain Volto, in as much
as the 529 doesn’t have any power of
its own: it relies on being connected
to a battery or USB charger. Given that
such things are now highly affordable
and practically ubiquitous, this is not a
problem. Indeed, this configuration could
be said to confer one great long-term
advantage in that the element in the
system that must eventually wear out — all
rechargable batteries have a finite number
of cycles — is readily replaceable when the
time comes. You can also decide to always
carry a second battery as a backup.
The 529 unit itself is an anodised
aluminium box, smaller than most
pedalboard power supplies (4.5 x 1.75 x 1
inches), because it doesn’t have to house
a mains transformer. There’s a Type-B USB
2.0 input (the square one) for connecting
the power source, a Type-A USB socket
(the flat one) for daisy-chaining to another
529 box, or powering something else, and
five isolated 9V outputs for pedals. Four
of these are rated at 150mA, with one
rated at 500mA to cater for the higher
current demand of many digital pedals,
giving a working capacity for a single 529
of 1100mA.
The 529 can be purchased with or
without a battery, offering a decent saving
if you’ve already got something suitable,

and comes complete with a 12W USB
mains adapter, short (3’) and long (10’)
USB leads, and five standard 2.1mm
pedal-power cables.
Most USB battery packs of reasonable
capacity will work just fine with the
529 — I tested three different units,
including Mission’s own optional
‘Mission-529-Verified’ 10,000mAh battery.
Obviously, working time is dependent
on the capacity of the battery and the
power consumption of your particular
pedals, but the nominal 12 hours offered
by a 10,000mAh unit should get you
through most gigs and the longest
of long rehearsals.
Running a small pedalboard from
a battery supply not only frees you from
having to find a conveniently placed
extra power outlet on stage, but is also
inherently quieter, as there’s no potential
for induced hum from having a PSU mains
transformer in close proximity to your
pedals, or earth loops to corrupt your
signal. I successfully tested that the same
noise-free performance was retained
when using a standard phone/tablet USB
power adapter to feed the unit directly
during use, and whilst still connecting a
cable to power your board might seem to
negate one of the primary benefits of the
concept, I’m sure there won’t be a single
user that wouldn’t be pleased to know

that the option is there should a battery
fail, or indeed the user find that they’ve
forgotten to charge it!
The supplied USB power adapter is
the higher-rated 2.4A type, allowing it to
simultaneously power two 529s, but many
USB plug-in power supplies are rated
at just 1.2A — comfortably enough for
any number of analogue pedals, but not
enough for a bunch of digital units, or for
daisy-chaining 529s. You can also power
the unit from a USB port on a computer,
although these will often only have a
rating of 500mA, which will then become
the limit available to power the pedals
(USB 3.0 is higher-rated at 900mA)
More ‘alternate power’ options exist
now than ever before — I saw several
new ones at NAMM — but this one is
compact, affordable and as well built
and ‘pro’ as all Mission Engineering kit
tends to be. Having wanted a mains-free,
‘fly-rig-style’ pedalboard for some
time now, it was the future-proofing
inherent in the separation of the battery
from the distribution box that really
caught my attention here, and I bought
the review model. Dave Lockwood
£ 529 only (no battery) $149; ‘Pro bundle
version’ (529 plus Mission-validated APC
10,000mAh rechargeable USB Lithium
Polymer battery) $199.

W www.missionengineering.com

Room Acoustics, 6th Edition by Heinrich Kuttruff Book Review
Heinrich Kuttruff, the author of Room Acoustics — which was
first published in 1973 and is now in its sixth edition (2017) — is
Emeritus Professor, and former head, of the Institute of Technical
Acoustics at the Aachen University in Germany. So it’s no surprise
that this is an academically rigorous reference work, liberally
scattered with all the relevant maths. However, don’t let that put
you off; while the (broadly A-level-standard) maths provides the
appropriate technical language to fully depict and comprehend
the underlying physics of acoustics and wave-propagation, and
all the implications thereof, the text explains these principles and
their practical ramifications in a very clear way too, aided by many
succinct and informative diagrams.
Compared with earlier editions, this latest version of Room
Acoustics (published by CRC Press/Taylor & Francis Group;
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ISBN 978-1-4822-6043-4) has been expanded with material on
spherical wave reflections, finite element analysis techniques, and
virtual reality ‘auralisation’, amongst other updates.
In this 300-page work, it is inevitable that the first of its
10 chapters covers the fundamentals of plane and spherical
sound waves, energy density, intensity and radiation, sound
pressure and power levels, and the basics of human hearing.
This is followed by an exploration of sound-wave reflections
and scattering, examining the absorption coefficient and wall
impedance concepts, the reflective behaviour of plane and
spherical waves, the significance of the size of reflective surfaces,
and scattering from boundary irregularities.
These basic principles lead neatly into the real-world
behaviour of sound waves within a room, looking at room modes
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and eigen-frequencies, the effect of
non-rigid boundaries, and an introduction
to reverberation. Chapter Four delves
deeper with geometrical analyses
including the temporal and directional
distribution of reflections and the effect of
curved walls, before progressing naturally
into a more detailed examination of
reverberation and diffuse sound fields.
Having explored the physics of
sound waves in a room, Chapter Six
discusses the principles, design and
application of several different forms of
sound-absorbing treatments, while the
following chapter considers the subjective
assessment of room acoustics, including
speech intelligibility, reverberation and
spaciousness. Given such a technically
exacting book, though, subjectivity
must be balanced with objective
measurements, and Chapter Eight
details the appropriate techniques and
tools for measuring impulse responses,
reverberation, directional distribution and
diffuseness, and so on.
The penultimate chapter pulls
everything together in a practical context,

discussing the design considerations
and the current industry procedures
employed for modelling and designing
the acoustics of real physical spaces,
such as concert and multi-purpose halls.
In an unexpected twist, the book closes
with a chapter on the use of electroacoustic systems, such as PA speakers
and artificial reverberation enhancement
techniques, discussing topics including
the appropriate power and placement
of PA systems, and the control of
acoustical feedback.
This book is clearly aimed at
degree-level students studying the
theory and practice of acoustics, and
I can wholeheartedly recommend
it as a reference work in that role.
However, although it probably won’t
appeal to the project-studio owner
seeking straightforward advice on DIY
acoustic treatments, for anyone seeking
a thorough tutorial on the subject it
provides a very solid and accurate
guide to the underlying physics and
the appropriate design considerations
surrounding professional acoustic design.

I learned much from reading this book,
and it has become a welcome addition to
my reference library.
Hugh Robjohns
£ Hardback £108; eBook £35.99.
W www.crcpress.com
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F E AT U R E

Notes From
The Deadline
TV Music From The Inside

Today’s TV composers have no choice but to
operate a Zen studio. Where’s the fun in that?
PAUL FARRER

R

ecently, the kindly souls at
muzines.co.uk undertook to scan
a load of Sound On Sound issues
from the magazine’s earliest days and put
them up online for free. For people like us,
this is the equivalent of the rite of passage
of stumbling across a stash of, ahem,
‘gentlemans’ magazines’ left in the woods
by some of the older boys.

All Kinds Of Everything
Starting with the launch issue in November
1985 and working through the decade,
they give a fascinating look at how far we
have come, in so many ways. Obvious
techno-hilarity fills every column, with
reviews of samplers that offer ‘a massive
20 seconds of mono sampling at 10kHz’
and test drives of the latest DX7 sound
cartridges. But the overwhelming feeling it
leaves you with is one of melancholy. Aside
from the the startling realisation that you
really used to be able to sell magazines with
a cover photo of Paul Hardcastle in some
edgy knitwear looking glum in front of his
Synclavier, you notice a range of equipment
in those pages that seems sadly lost to
us these days: drum machines, strange
SMPTE sync boxes, bespoke hardware
arpeggiators, endless outboard equipment,
tape machines, synthesizers and all manner
of lovely, unobtainable things.
Not to say that the SOS of today isn’t
rammed full of even more cool stuff, but
there was certainly more diversity back
then. Apple was still a tiny and esoteric
company that didn’t look like it had any
chance at all of unseating the Atari ST
or the BBC Micro from their position of
studio hardware market dominance, and
digital recording was just a pipe dream,
beyond the grasp of all but those at the
very top of the industry. I was 15 in 1988
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and I didn’t lust after motorbikes, leather
jackets or snogging in the bus stop. The
only thing that interested me was hardware
sequencers. I didn’t want a girlfriend, I just
wanted a Fairlight.

What’s Left?
And here I sit 30 years later with a phone
in my pocket that has more multitrack
recording power than Abbey Road did 20
years ago, and more virtual synths than
I could ever hope to play — and I’m utterly
miserable. With my TV clients requiring
me to be on call 24/7 no matter where
I am, it seemed to make sense a long
time ago to give up the idea of owning
anything that I couldn’t clone onto a spare
Mac and take with me on the laptop. If it
doesn’t fit in a backpack, I can’t reliably
use it, so my studio is even less studio-like,
knobby and twinkly than it ever was. My
dad has a train set in his shed that looks
more technologically impressive than
my place of work. I’ve lost count of how
many orchestral sample libraries I own,

I can’t remember which of the 17 different
Minimoog emulations I prefer to use, and
at the last count, I am the curator of some
9000 kick-drum samples.
And I’m not alone. Even synth
manufacturers join me in this retro-ennui;
the most interesting thing on sale recently
has been the D-O5, Roland’s hardware
reboot of the classic D50 (reviewed in May
1987, if you are interested). I bought one
of these and it sits neatly on top of my
original D550 rack unit. I’ll probably never
use either.
My accountant told me recently that
I should consider spending some money
on any studio equipment that I may
need before the end of the tax year. And
I couldn’t think of anything I wanted.
I tried to imagine how disappointed the
15-year-old me would be at hearing such
a preposterous idea but there I was. At the
age of 44, I’ve reached peak gear and I’ve
never been sadder.
When it comes to studio equipment,
nostalgia’s not what it used to be.

“Sound On Sound, sir? Top
shelf, in the brown paper bag.”
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The OB-6 is a once-in-a-lifetime collaboration between Tom Oberheim and Dave Smith,
the two most influential designers in poly synth history. With a sound engine inspired by
Tom’s original SEM, no other modern analog poly synth has its pedigree or
its in-your-face sonic signature.
Vintage 6-voice polyphonic analog tone, from the men that invented it.

Designed and built in California
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TONSCHEUNE OLEAK,
BERLIN

HANNES BIEGER

F

or many decades, sound recording studios
have conventionally had physically and
acoustically separate live and control rooms,
with a window in between. This layout has obvious
advantages, such as the possibility to monitor
what’s being recorded on loudspeakers without
spill. However, these benefits come at a price.
The experience of working in such a recording
studio can feel alien and uncomfortable even to
experienced musicians, who have to leave the
friendly environment of the control room to step into
the spotlight when it’s their turn to track.

Plan B
Thre is an alternative: an open-plan recording
studio, where everything happens in one space.
Communication between artists, producers and
engineers is direct and inclusive, the atmosphere
surrounding a session can be informal and friendly
— and, done properly, there is no need for sound
quality to suffer. Tonscheune Oleak (‘sound barn
Oleak’), named after its founder and owner
Rainer Oleak, is a great example of such a space.
Located in the borough of Dahlwitz-Hoppegarten
just outside the Berlin city limits, the studio is
a 30-minute drive away from the city centre and
accessible on public transport.
Owner Rainer Oleak has enjoyed a long and
successful career both as a composer and producer.
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STUDIO FILE
TONSCHEUNE OLEAK , BERLIN

The microphone collection
includes many vintage classics.

He studied electronic engineering and room
acoustics in Dresden in the mid-’70s, and
piano, composition and arrangement in East
Berlin in the mid-’80s. Since then, Oleak
has composed and produced hundreds of
soundtracks for films and television shows,
music for ballet, for olympic figure skater
Katarina Witt, and he also worked with
numerous pop artists, including East German
rock legends Puhdys, Silly and Karat.
Oleak acquired the premises in 2007; as
well as the large barn dating from 1870, the

site is also home to a residential building from
1916 and a few stables. The barn conversion
wasn’t finished until 2011, as the barn had to
be rebuilt literally from the ground up, with
only the wooden framework surviving — the
original building didn’t even have flooring.
The walls were rebuilt with old repurposed
bricks, and the building also has its own
electric supply and grounding scheme.
With a floor space of around 110 square
metres, the main area covers a little more
than half of the building’s ground floor, and

Rainer Oleak’s Moog
System 35 modular
synth, with Sequencer
Complement B and
some additional
Eurorack modules.

there are a few more rooms on the upper
floor, with a total space of 300 square
metres. The staggering eight-metre ceiling
height adds to the sense of space in the
main room. There are several isolation
booths, an amplifier room, a machine room
and recreational and office areas. However,
the whole building serves as an integrated
recording space, with tie lines even to the
winter garden.
Rainer Oleak explains: “Like all of us,
I started with a studio in my living room.
Even my previous recording space was in
the attic of my house, and at some point my
work interfered too much with our family
life. My goal was to build a dedicated music
production space, but I wanted to retain the
atmosphere of a living room. And indeed
often times musicians come together for
a jam session after the actual production and
recording day has finished, they have some
wine, and sometimes they stay until 3am
playing and making music.”

Shifting Sounds
Employing a clever combination of
absorption and diffusion, the ambience is
slightly longer in the recording area where
an Imperial Bösendorfer grand piano
resides next to a modular Moog System 35,
and tighter and more controlled near the
mixing area. The studio is centred around
a 56-channel SSL 9000 J-series console,
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STUDIO FILE
TONSCHEUNE OLEAK , BERLIN

and it offers an enormous collection of
outboard gear. Dynamics processors
include pairs of Amtec 099 and EAR
660 limiting amplifiers, a Vertigo Sound
VSC-2, Elysia Mpressor, a pair of ADR
Vocal Stressers and a Compex limiter
from the same manufacturer. They
are complemented by EAR 825Q,
Chandler Curve Bender, GML 8200,
Manley Massive Passive and Pultec
EQP-1S3 equalisers, and the preamp
section offers more than half a dozen
BAE 1073 modules, a DW Fearn
VT-2, Telefunken V76, Lorenz UV300
and a pair of Shep 1073 modules.
Reverberation is taken care of by EMT
140, 251 and 252 units, along with
a Quantec Room Simulator, Lexicon
960, AMS RMX16 and other classics.
Even this collection, however, is
eclipsed by Oleak’s microphone locker.
Alongside newly made microphones
such as an AEA R44C, this includes
vintage classics such as an AKG C12,
several Neumann M49 and M50s,
two U47s, plus an M269C, SM2, U67
and USM69, as well as CMV4S and
ELA M 301/2 ‘bottle’ mics. Finally,
the instrument collection includes
a vintage Minimoog, a Sequential
Prophet 5 that was previously owned by
Tangerine Dream’s Edgar Froese, and
numerous guitars, basses, amplifiers and
percussion instruments.
Recent projects at the studio
include the Ostrock In Klassik album of
orchestral adaptations of East German
rock classics, produced by Rainer Oleak
in collaboration with the original artists,
including Puhdys, Silly, City, Rockhaus,
Karat, Anna Loos, Veronika Fischer
and others. As well as his numerous
soundtrack projects, he has also been
recording and producing with artists
like Manfred Krug, Mark Forster and
Yvonne Catterfeld.

The acoustics are cleverly
managed to give a tighter,
more controlled sound in the
area where the console and
monitoring are positioned.
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The handmade, duophonic
Muvig Synthe-Bass instrument
was built by Hagen Grabowski,
the aim being to pack a lot of
features into a small footprint.
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ON TEST

SAMPLE LIBRARIES
Cinesamples

Tonal Ticky
Tackies

4.5

Kontakt
Instrument
Steeped in LA’s
musical and
film culture,
Cinesamples built
their reputation on
the acclaimed CineSymphony
orchestral series. Having also
brought us the excellent
Hollywoodwinds library, Voxos
choirs, a bunch of grand
pianos, wild, processed electric
cello phrases and the inevitable
‘cinematic’ thunderous drums
collection, this enterprising
company’s latest offering is
Tonal Ticky Tackies, which
combines multisampled tuned
and unpitched percussion with
a set of rhythm patterns. At
5.7GB installed, the library
requires the full version of
Kontakt 5.5.0 or higher.
Tonal Ticky Tackies
(known to its friends as TTT)
is designed to produce
light, mobile grooves that
bubble and percolate,
creating rhythmic momentum
without dominating the
sonic landscape. To achieve
this, the library focuses on
smaller, colourful sounds
such as marimbas (including
glass and stone variants),
crotales and ethnic cowbells.
In a more esoteric vein,
there’s a Hang drum (an
increasingly popular and
haunting soundtrack sonority),
a Hapi steel tongue-drum
and tuned ‘Boomwhacker’
plastic percussion tubes.
African balafon, Indonesian
angklung tuned rattles and
Appalachian dulcimer add an
exotic world-music flavour.
Rather than being struck
with conventional sticks and
mallets, the instruments are
played with brushes, hot rods
and hands: this softens and
diffuses the attack, creating an
overall lightness of touch which
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is a distinguishing feature of
the library.
While you can play each
instrument individually, TTT
really comes to life when you
load its all-in-one master patch;
this houses 50 presets, each
containing a pair of instruments
with individual volume and pan
controls (though no individual
tuning setting). Twenty of the
presets incorporate a built-in
rhythm pattern, with the
remainder divided into ‘one
shot’ instrument patches, pads
and effects. The patterns (which
can be played in any tempo
or key with no adverse effects)
are based on repeated single
notes programmed in a variety
of rhythmically hip styles, with
a corresponding set of MIDI files
which you can load into your
DAW and edit to taste.
I enjoyed the gamelan-like
tones of ‘Stardust’, a hypnotic,
chiming 3/4 pattern which
blends song bells (whatever
they might be) with tuned metal
plates. For more earthy settings,
you can dial up the urgent,
clacking ‘Woody Groove’
and ‘Jungle Chase’, while the
bustling ‘Hang Drum Groove’
takes you straight into James
Bond chase-scene territory. In
the sound design department,
the ‘Voices In My Head’ pad
creates amazing, ethereal
outer-space soundscapes.
The instruments are
enhanced by a range of
excellent reverbs, a powerful
compressor, six mix treatments
(including an effective
small-speaker ‘Radio EQ’)
and a crazy ‘3-D’ autopan
feature, which I was only able
to audition in two dimensions

due to government cuts. While
a larger sound set would have
been nice, this idiosyncratic
and characterful library does
exactly what it sets out to do;
in short, give its users instant,
toe-tapping light percussion
grooves and interesting sonic
textures at the touch of a key.
Dave Stewart
$149
www.cinesamples.com

RealiTone

Screaming
Trumpets
Kontakt
Instrument
RealiTone offer
several specialist
sample-based
virtual instruments
and the latest release —
Screaming Trumpet — is no
exception. There are, of course,
lots of brass/trumpet libraries
available, but the ‘screaming’
bit suggests that, in this case,
we are not dealing with some
conventional orchestral take
on the instrument. The library
requires the full version of
Kontakt and is built upon
2.25GB of sample data.
Supplying the sound was
American jazz trumpeter Wayne
Bergeron, whose playing you
will undoubtedly have heard
in soundtracks including The
Incredibles, Despicable Me,
Frozen and Toy Story 3; this man
can play and, yes, he can make
a trumpet scream.
At its heart, Screaming
Trumpet is a conventionally
structured multi-sampled virtual
instrument with articulation
keyswitching. However, what
perhaps sets it apart from the
majority of solo trumpet libraries
out there is the colourful nature
of the playing and the diverse
and very expressive range of
performance articulations.
Indeed, you get eight
sustain-based articulations,
some 14 ‘swell’ articulations
and a combination of over 40

articulations with different start/
attack and release styles. Rips,
falls, growls, shakes, grace
note attacks, flutters, scoops,
bends, slurs, swells... well, you
get the general idea. Indeed,
there are so many that there is
a dedicated panel for you to
configure which articulations
you want to lay out across
your MIDI keyboard. The other
neat thing is that some of the
keyswitches do the
conventional
thing and
5
‘hold’ the
articulation
until another
keyswitch is
triggered,
but others are
temporary and only
trigger their articulation while
held. In addition, there are also
some ‘repeat’ keys that make it
easier to play successive notes
of the same pitch.
So does Screaming Trumpet
scream? Well, yes, it can, but
it is also suitable for more
soulful playing and the legato
system works pretty smoothly.
There is a good range of tonal/
timbre dynamics as you up the
MIDI velocity and you can also
select between seven different
global timbre/tone settings
to suit your needs. Thankfully,
things certainly do start to get
nice and raspy (screaming!)
when you play hard. However,
what’s particularly impressive
is when you start to work in
those performance articulations
as there are enough options
here to really add character
to a performance. With a bit
of practice, you could create
some very convincing solo
trumpet parts even when sat in
a relatively spare mix.
OK, Screaming Trumpet is
something of a niche product
but, if you want a characterful
solo trumpet in a playable VI,
then RealiTone’s take is well
worth a look. And while the full
price might put it beyond some
potential purchasers if required
only for occasional use, at the
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time of writing, it also happens
to be available at the discounted
price of $99. This is an excellent
addition to the RealiTone
catalogue with a cool but very
appropriate title. John Walden
$149
www.realitone.com

Embertone

Joshua Bell Violin
Kontakt Instrument
A collaboration between
eminent American violinist
Joshua Bell and the small but
perfectly formed Embertone
company, this excellent library
features a deeply sampled solo
violin expressively played by
the maestro himself. Recordings
took place over two days at
New York’s Avatar Studios,
yielding nearly 20,000 samples
in a diverse range of styles; all
the performance variations are
packed into a single playable
patch, saving you the trouble of
wading through encyclopaedic
listings to find the articulation
you need. The library runs on
the free Kontakt Player and the
full version of Kontakt 5.6.8 or
higher, and uses 8.24GB of disk
space once installed. A legacy
Kontakt full 5.4.1+ version is
also available.
Building on techniques
developed for Embertone’s
previous solo strings (which
include Friedlander Violin and
Fischer Viola, reviewed here in
May 2016), the company’s new
solo violin is an unmitigated
triumph. Rarely have I heard
such subtlety and tenderness
in a sampled instrument: the
player’s breathy quiet notes
are a thing of beauty, and his
natural note transitions and
glides are perfectly realised
by an ultra-realistic, supremely
organic true legato mode.
I was pleased to find the
programmers have adopted
the superior VSL legato style in
which a held note is retriggered
when a superimposed note
is released, making it easy to

play the fast trills and gracings
which characterise expressive
violin performance.
Though this wonderful
instrument has a lot going on
under the bonnet, once it’s
downloaded, installed and
activated you can jump in and
play it straight out of the box.
A predictive programming
script unobtrusively selects
the appropriate articulation
on the fly — for example,
detached playing triggers
a bow change on each new
note — while overlapped notes
produce a smooth-sounding
legato slur. Putting it another
way, it plays like a dream, and
though a small lag is sometimes
noticeable while the script
figures out what’s going on,
the violin will keep pace with
the fastest performances you
can throw at it. As is normally
the case, the legato mode is
monophonic, but you can render
the instrument polyphonic
(though still maintaining true
legato transitions) at the touch
of a button.
A large articulation menu
includes all the common
violin playing techniques, and
more besides: a brilliant set
of ethereal legato harmonics
caught my ear, and I was
impressed by the accurate
tuning of the tone trills — but
then the tuning is exquisite
throughout. Played with and
without vibrato, the looped
sustains are played at four
dynamics in normal, con
sordino (modelled on the
sordino tone of Joshua Bell’s
violin), sul ponticello and sul
tasto styles, the lovely, elegant
portamento slides kick in when
you play quiet overlapped
notes, while the pizzicatos bang
out a rousing ‘Bartok snap’
at high velocities. In addition,
there are played swells and
diminuendos, note repetitions
and ricochets, though no col
legnos. Long notes are played
with and without vibrato, with
vibrato depth controlled by
a slider; you can use the mod

wheel to introduce the violinist’s
expressive real-life vibrato,
or use Embertone’s
thoroughly convincing
scripted version.
5
In order to access
all these articulations
within a single patch,
the makers provide an
elaborate set of keyswitches.
There are three types:
a conventional latching
keyswitch which simply selects
a style, a momentary keyswitch
which is only active while
you hold down its key (useful
for inserting a quick played
trill or slide), and the ‘instant
keyswitch’, which automatically
sounds an articulation and
reverts upon release. This last
is a fun way of triggering (as
opposed to actually playing)
trills and tremolo, and opens
the door to creating rhythmic
effects such as an eighth-note
oscillation between straight
notes and harmonics. The
keyswitch types are respectively
colour-coded red, yellow and
green on the GUI with blue
keys showing the violin’s G3
to G7 playing range, resulting
in a somewhat brain-boggling
keyboard colour scheme.
The violin’s rich, mellow
timbre can be brightened,
darkened or further warmed
up with preset tone settings;
you can play it completely
dry, or use one of the built-in
convolution IR impulses for
various acoustic spaces, which
include classy concert halls
and an amazing big, spacious
cathedral reverb. Though this
is one of the most tastefully
designed interfaces I’ve
seen, it wasn’t a good idea to
make the reverb dial a dark
shade of grey over the black
background — using it is like
trying to find the light switch in
a darkened room at midnight.
Delving deeper into the
interior, we encounter features
which will gladden the heart of
a small minority of hardened
tweakheads, while scaring the
pants off people who just want

to play a sampled violin and
have done with it (in terms
of real-life music-making,
I’d place myself firmly in the
latter category). Embertone
admit the level of detail is
insane, but justify it by saying
they want the instrument
to be as user-customisable
as possible. To that end,
A so-called ‘intuition page’
offers humanisation and
randomisation controls with
almost psychic powers, while
the control page allows users to
assign various controllers and
keyswitches to articulations,
legato styles, dynamics and
vibrato. If (or rather, when) you
mess things up, a ‘reset’ button
restores everything to the
default settings.
Joshua Bell performed
the samples on his 1713
Stradivarius. Known as one of
the world’s great violins, this
famous fiddle has a chequered
history: it was stolen twice from
the same owner in the 1900s
and wrangled over in the courts
before ending up in the arms of
Mr Bell, who became smitten
after playing it at a concert.
Declaring it “the most
amazing-sounding violin I’d ever
heard”, the violinist is reported
to have paid around four million
dollars for it — that’s real love!
The chances are you won’t find
a comparable instrument on
eBay any time soon, so from
that point of view, being able
to play a beautiful, detailed
sampled version in your own
home for a couple of hundred
bucks seems like a hell of
a bargain. Dave Stewart
$199
www.embertone.com
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F E AT U R E

COMMERCIAL PRODUCTIONS ANALYSED

We discuss another handful of hit records, to
help you brush up on your listening skills.
MARSHMELLO FEATURING KHALID
‘SILENCE’
Arguably the most basic loudness
processing technique is digital clipping
— in other words, just turning up the mix
until it exceeds the digital headroom of
the delivery medium. However, dealing
with the side-effects of
clipping on music signals
isn’t as straightforward as
you might expect, because
although the primary
side-effect of digital
clipping is distortion, its
impact and audibility on
different sounds varies a good deal, as
this Marshmello production demonstrates
rather neatly.
So, for example, the kick-drum sound
that first appears at 0:26 is fairly heavily
clipped (several waveform flat-tops of
70-100 samples per hit),
but it doesn’t actually
sound ‘distorted’ as
such, because the
distortion harmonics meld
perceptually with the
drum sound, becoming
an integral part of its
timbre. Yes, the drum
in the original mix will
have sounded different,
and it may have lost
some low end (relatively speaking) from
shifting the spectral balance in favour
of upper-spectrum harmonics, but that’s
academic as long as the artist was happy
with that final altered timbre — after all,
the public only ever hear the ‘louder-ised’
release version. However, if you now listen
to the song’s introduction, you can quite

distinctly hear the artifacts of flat-topped
regions that are only a 10th as long (at
around 0:07 and 0:10), partly because
there’s nothing noisy or percussive in the
arrangement at that moment to mask
them, and partly because the unmatched
left-channel and right-channel clipping
locations make the distortion ‘sprinkles’

than anything else. On simple
bass lines, this tends to manifest
itself as an extra square-wave-like
tonal character, but with lead
vocals I find it adds a certain
hardness to the sound. You can
hear this on “fighting” at 0:18 or “been
lying” at 0:24, for example, which both
have a tonal edge that’s
absent from the smoother,
scarcely clipped “a feeling
of comfort” at 0:20.
Occasionally, you may also
get interactions where
the large low-frequency
waveform excursions
of a bass instrument don’t themselves
clip but cause other instrument
waveforms to do so, which can lead
to slightly grainier-sounding character.
If you’re wondering what I mean by
this, there’s a prime example on the
word “alone” at 0:35, where the vocal
is being clipped by the bass, giving
almost a whiff of ring modulation to the
singer’s tone. Mike Senior

“The vocal is being clipped by the
bass, giving almost a whiff of ring
modulation to the singer’s tone.”
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appear hard-panned, so they’re easier
to separate perceptually from the rest
of the stereo picture. With these two
illustrations in mind, it should therefore
be clear that clipping as a loudness
enhancement tends to work best when
it catches centre-panned
percussive peaks while
avoiding smoother and
more stereo sources.
The effect of clipping
on pitched sounds is also
rather context-dependent.
Although polyphonic
instruments quickly
sound pretty nasty under
even light clipping, it’s
rare for anything other
than bass and lead vocal (both usually
monophonic signals) to have enough
peak level to risk serious flat-topping
in mastering situations. In those cases,
clipping may not immediately make
things sound obviously broken, because
the added odd-numbered harmonics will
be perceived more as a timbral change

LANA DEL REY
‘LUST FOR LIFE’
Although compression decisions usually
have a technical dimension, there’s
always an aesthetic angle too. Where
drums are concerned, the main technical
consideration is to consolidate the mix
balance and restrain their peaks to within
the available headroom of the output
medium, but personal taste also has
a big part to play. In this production, for
instance, the drums function admirably
from a purely technical balance
perspective, in that their rhythmic pulse
remains solidly audible throughout the
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Classic Mix
VILLAGE PEOPLE
‘Y.M.C.A’ (1978)
Over the past few months I’ve mixed a handful
of project-studio productions where the
drummer’s combined a four-to-the-floor kick
drum with a snare backbeat, and it’s given me
new respect for the drummers of the ’70s. It
might seem like a straightforward pattern, but
I’ve come to realise that it’s actually far from
simple to play consistently and without subtly
flamming the kick and snare
hits against each other,
something that slyly robs
the pattern of its trademark
rhythmic punch and
skipping groove.
Needless to say, this
classic Village People
production, arguably the last word in disco
calisthenics prior to Jane Fonda’s Workout,
features some of the tightest hits outside of Ms
Fonda’s leotard — the kick and snare remain
within about 5ms of each other, well under the
10-15ms that typically starts to sound lumpy in
terms of timing. Furthermore, the kick drum is

so consistent that you can remove
it surprisingly effectively from
the mix by polarity-cancelling
one section of the song against
another, even though there doesn’t
appear to be any obvious copy/paste
tape-editing going on. I was so struck by this, in
fact, that I actually wondered whether they might
somehow have triggered a sample, given that
Roger Nichols was pioneering his Wendel drum
computer for Steely Dan in the same year this

by brightening the tone for his
more melodic moments (eg. the
fill at 0:34 or the falling scale at
0:39) to make them more easily
noticeable without recourse to fader
rides — which would, of course, have
had to have been done manually in those days.
The exaggerated string slides that lead into each
chorus are another highlight, as well the player’s
comprehensive use of chromatic passing-notes:
A-A#-B at 0:34; B-C-C# at 1:27; C#-D-D#
at 1:04; E-F-F# at 1:16;
F#-G-G# at 1:15. This
‘no half-step left unturned’
policy works in tandem
with the horns/strings
arrangement to enliven
a strophic song structure
that might otherwise be a
little short on variety. Of course, in that respect
there’s no doubt that singer Victor Willis’s
contagious enthusiam is another vital ingredient
in the recipe. Like a lot of singers, though, the
enthusiasm comes at the expense of a tendency
to drift sharp, not that anyone was too concerned
in those days before Auto-Tune... Mike Senior

“The kick drum is so consistent that you
can remove it surprisingly effectively
from the mix by polarity-cancelling one
section of the song against another.”

song and they aren’t triggering clipping
lights or ducking other important parts.
Aesthetically, however, I can’t warm to
them, even within such a retro-dreamy
sonic concept. It’s like the kick and
snare are in a dynamics straitjacket,
and somehow hollowed out as if
driven too hard into a fast-acting
limiter. (In this respect, this
song reminds me of some of
those late-’90s ‘Guess who’s just
bought L2?’ mastering jobs.) Or
perhaps what I’m hearing is the
cumulative effect of those 10
master-bus plug-ins the producers
mentioned in our October 2017
‘Inside Track’ feature? To be fair, Lana
apparently signed off on the mix and
master personally, so I suppose the buck
must officially stop with her, but judging
by the results I find it hard to believe
that loudness bias played no part in her
decision. Mike Senior

RUDIMENTAL
‘SUN COMES UP’
If you feel I’ve just been a bit hard on
Lana Del Rey, and that it’s unreasonable
to expect more punch out of the drums

record was released. Having tracked down the
widely available online multitracks for the song,
however, I reckon that the spill on the kick track
puts paid to that theory.
What also struck me from the multitracks is
the way the bassist is using his playing technique
to make the mixing job easier, for example

at this kind of loudness level, then I’d
encourage you to give this Rudimental
release a listen. Both tracks are mastered
to a similar loudness level, but this

production has masses more punch to its
drums than Lana’s ‘Lust For Life’.
There are several reasons for this, in
my opinion. For a start, Rudimental’s
kick drum has a denser and more even
distribution of frequency energy in the
lower half of the spectrum, whereas
the ‘Lust For Life’ kick relies heavily
on generous doses of sub-80Hz woof,
such that the drum’s impact all but
disappears on any system that can’t put
out serious low frequencies. But it’s not
just a question of frequency response,

because the lowest frequencies of the
‘Lust For Life’ kick drum seem to lag
behind the rest, so it feels sluggish
compared with the better-aligned
spectrum of the Rudimental’s kick
drum. Furthermore, the backing
parts in ‘Sun Comes Up’ seem
to interact more audibly with the
kick-drum level, so the illusion
of power is better retained at
lower playback levels and on
bass-restricted systems. As for
the snare, the envelopes are like
chalk and cheese, with Del Rey’s
seeming squashed and edgeless
when set against Rudimental’s,
even taking the tonal differences
between the two into account.
Now before I get hate mail from Lana’s
fan club, I’m not trying to imply that
‘Lust For Life’ should sound exactly like
‘Sun Comes Up’ — that would clearly be
comparing apples with oranges, because
the artistic intent of each production is
clearly different. But I do nonetheless
think that Del Rey’s song would have
benefited from a touch more of the
fatness and punch that Rudimental’s
drums showcase here. Mike Senior
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TECHNIQUE / LIVE

LEN SASSO

L

ive 10’s new MIDI Capture and
Multi-Clip editing features are
among my favourite improvements.
They make working with MIDI clips much
more convenient in both Session and
Arrangement view. This month we’ll show
you several ways to get the most out
of them.
Live now archives all MIDI input to any
track that is armed for recording or has
its Monitoring mode set to ‘In’. Clicking
the Transport’s new Capture button
(the button with the four-corners logo
in the Transport bar at the top of your
Live set) inserts new MIDI clips holding
the archived notes either in clip slots in
a new Scene in Session view or at the
current playback position on
Arrangement view tracks. At first,
I considered this a nice feature in
case I forget to hit record or was
noodling around and happened
to play something useful. Only
after experimenting for a while
did I realise what a creative tool
Capture is. Here is one way to
build a MIDI project from scratch
using only Capture.

News At 10

We explore Live 10’s new MIDI Capture
and Multi-Clip editing features.
edit the notes and stretch or shrink their
spacing, but the point is to avoid that as
much as possible.
In the example in screen 1, I’ve used
the Soul Drifter Drum Rack from Mad
Zach’s 64-Pad Lab free Live Pack (www.
ableton.com/en/packs/64-pad-lab). After
auditioning the pads, I played four-bar
patterns until I got one I liked and then
captured and trimmed the results to suit.

Dive Right In
Start in Session view by inserting
an instrument on a MIDI track,
arming the track for recording
and then, with the transport
stopped, playing your MIDI
keyboard. When something takes
your fancy, click the Capture
button. Live will create a new
Scene, insert a clip containing
everything you’ve just played, loop the
last bit, reset Live’s tempo to match and
start Live playing. Most often you’ll get
a four-bar loop, but you can easily adjust
that to include anything you’ve played
since the last capture. Live’s guess at the
tempo will usually be between 80 and
160 bpm, so if your playing is well outside
that range, you may find the note spacing
doubled or halved. For example, if you
play eighth notes at 48 bpm you may
wind up with quarter notes at 96 bpm.
The important thing is not the tempo Live
chooses (you can easily change that), it
is that the number of measures captured
matches the number played, or put
another way, that the notes are where
they should be in each measure. To give
Live a leg-up on that, it’s a good idea to
end your playing on a downbeat. You can
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1: The Captured drum riff (1) is edited and
overdubbed four times (2 to 5) with the resulting
loops used to create the arrangement shown
at the bottom. Only Session view Capture
recording was used.

The top-left of screen 1 shows the whole
capture ending with the four-bar loop
followed by a downbeat on the fifth bar.
The trimmed loop is shown below.
Next you’ll want to overdub additional
kit pieces, and Capture makes that easy
as well. The process is the same for each
new capture. Create a copy of the clip
you want to overdub; duplicate, crop
and edit the copy to taste; loop the
copy; start it playing and then play along.
Unlike Live’s Session Overdub feature,
captured overdubs are not piled on top
of one another. Each iteration of the loop
creates a new overdub so that when you
hit the Capture button you wind up with

individual takes over copies of the original
loop. Slice out the keepers and repeat the
process to add more kit pieces.
Capture is also available in
Arrangement view and capturing with
the Arrangement Loop switch turned on
produces multiple takes just as it does
in Session view. In screen 2, I’ve added
five instrument tracks to the arrangement
from screen 1. Nine clips were captured
using multi-take looping in
Arrangement view.
You’ll notice that
Arrangement view works
a bit differently in Live 10. For
starters, you can create new
MIDI clips the size of the grid
by simply double clicking in
a track. When you hover over
a clip and move the mouse up
and down, the cursor changes
from a hand (top half) to an
arrow (bottom half). You use the
arrow to select a segment of the
clip and the hand to drag the
selected segment, thereby also
splitting it out from the rest of
the clip. Holding Option+Shift/
Alt+Shift changes the arrow
to a pointing finger that you
can use to slide the clip’s
contents horizontally. You can
also activate and deactivate the selected
region across multiple tracks and, in the
case of audio, reverse its content. While
hovering, you can use mouse scrolling to
zoom horizontally by holding Command/
Control or vertically by holding Option/
Alt. Finally, automation display and
editing for Arrangement view tracks is
now turned on and off globally from the
View menu. See the box for some handy
new key commands.

Multitrack Capture
If you enable several tracks for MIDI input
by either arming them or setting their
Monitoring to ‘In,’ Capture will create clips
on each of those tracks that receives MIDI
input. This is really only useful if the track
inputs are different (otherwise all the clips
will be the same). Using different inputs
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2: Nine instrumental parts
are added to the percussion
arrangement from screen
1 using Arrangement view
Capture. Letters denote edits
to captured clips.

lets you simultaneously capture the output
from multiple MIDI devices: keyboards,
button boxes, tablet apps and so on. You
can also capture MIDI processing routed
from one track to another within Live.

In the example shown
in screen 3, I’ve placed
an Instrument Rack with
three chains on one MIDI
track (top) and used two
additional MIDI tracks to
capture the MIDI output
of the Rack’s second and
third chains (middle).
Those two chains hold
Pitch effects to transpose
the MIDI input followed
by Scale effects to
scale-correct the transposed notes. I’ve
then inserted instruments in the Rack’s first
chain (electric piano) as well as on the two
additional tracks (guitar and bass) to play
the three parts.

3: The Instrument Rack (top) on the piano track feeds transposed and scale-corrected notes to the bass
and guitar tracks. The three clips are captured simultaneously and displayed using Multi-Clip editing.

The Keys Please
Live 10 comes with several new keyboard
shortcuts to make your life easier. If you
find that any of these don’t work, chances
are you’ve assigned them to other tasks in
Live’s Keyboard Mappings (Command+K/
Control+K). Because assigned keyboard
shortcuts are Set-specific, you may want
to change any conflicting assignments
in your default Live Set (Command+N/
Control+N) and then save that as your
new default Set using Live’s File/Folder
preferences.
A: toggles Arrangement view’s global
automation mode. Notice that audio
clip fade handles are not available in
automation mode.
R: splits the selected portion of
Arrangement view audio clips and
reverses their content. (You can reverse
selected content in a MIDI clip in the
Notes section of the Clip editor.)
S: minimizes all Arrangement view
tracks (not undo-able).
Z: zooms horizontally to the
Arrangement view selection. Hold
Command/Control to zoom back out.
With no selection, zoom-out is to full
length and minimizes all tracks.
The left and right arrow keys move the
selected segment of an Arrangement
clip backward and forward in time.
Hold Command/Control to turn
off quantising.

The content of the three clips is
shown using Live’s new MIDI Multi-Clip
editor. With a single clip selected, Live’s
MIDI note editor works as before, but
when you add additional clips to the
selection by Shift-clicking them, the
editor sprouts colour-coded bars along
the top that you can click to focus on
one clip for editing — the remaining
clips’ notes will be displayed in gray.
Clicking on a gray note will switch the
focus to its clip. Mousing over notes or
the bars at the top will display the notes
in colour without changing the focus.
This is especially helpful for finding and
adjusting notes in one part that are
buried behind notes in another part. In
screen 3, the yellow electric piano clip
is the focus of editing and the mouse
hovers over the bass clip’s bar to display
its notes in green. The guitar clip’s notes
are displayed in gray.
Capture may not change your life;
anything you can do with it and Multi-Clip
editing you can also do with standard
recording and single-clip editing. But
suddenly that seems a bit old-school...
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TECHNIQUE / REASON

Plate
Expectations
Cut to the chase with
Reason templates.
SIMON SHERBOURNE

W

hatever DAW you use,
the most effective way to
boost your productivity is to
master templates. This is not just a matter
of reducing the number of mouse clicks
between launching your software and
getting down to actual creative work, it
can also be about limiting the amount of
abstract choices you have to make before
making some music. It can be liberating
to set up a Rack which is pre-populated
with instruments, devices and inputs
that you want to use on a particular
project. If you’re working on an album
or collaboration this also helps define
a consistent sound palette.

Starter For 10
Templates have more potential uses in
Reason than in many other DAWs. Some
Reason Songs are neatly divided into
independent tracks with associated device
groups, much like a typical set of DAW
tracks with their own plug-in chains. But
the Rack means devices can soon get
intertwined, with cross-connected audio
and CV, so that a Reason project ends up
somewhere between a DAW document
and a giant modular studio patch. It
would make no more sense to start from
scratch every time than to unplug all your
hardware synths and modules between
songs. I have an old Rack that I used to use
for jamming and live shows (screen 1). It’s
a familiar template starting point: I know
where everything is and can swap sounds,
loops and step sequences out to quickly
get something new going.
My current template (screen 2) is a bit
more conventional, combining a few
choice starter instruments, physical input
channels for hardware synths and guitars,
and some structure and effects in the
Mixer. This gives me a completely working
studio as soon as I launch Reason, based
around my Zoom eight-input USB mixer
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connected to a few portable hardware
synths. There’s a guitar track fed from
the high-impedance input on the Zoom
with my go-to amp sim Rack Extension
inserted. In an earlier version I had
independent input channels in Reason’s
mixer for these instruments, which
I enabled as record sources for bussing
to audio tracks. However, it was a bit
fiddly to manage the monitoring so
I now come straight into audio tracks
with Input Monitoring enabled. There’s
a Kong drum machine, the Komplete
Kontrol host for Native Instruments
integration, and my current favourite
RE instrument, Grain.

Default Song
There are several ways to access
templates in Reason. In fact there are
three different ways that new songs get
created in Reason: automatically when
you launch Reason; when you choose
New from the File menu; and when you
choose New From Template from the
File menu. The last option lets you pick
from a list of templates, while the other
two use a specific file that you set as
your Default Song.
The new song behaviour is set
up in the General tab of Reason’s
Preferences (screen 3). The Default
Song section lets you choose between
a completely empty Rack, or a Reason
Song file. If you’ve not changed this
before you’ll notice that Template is
chosen by default and set to a factory
template called Empty+FX. This starts
any new song with two reverbs, an
Echo and a delay hooked up to the
mixer. You might have thought this was
the minimum starting point in Reason,
but if you change the Pref to ‘Empty
1. An old favourite live jamming
template — so old in fact that it still revolves
around the original mixer device and can all
fit into one Combinator.
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the Preferences. On Macs
the Song Template folder
is located at (user)/Music/
Reason/Template Song.
Windows users can find
it at \AppData\Roaming\
Propellerhead Software\
Reason\Template Songs.

Pick ‘n’ Mix

2. My current starter template combines hardware
synths and guitar with internal instruments.

Rack’ you’ll get a true blank slate when
creating a new Song.
To choose your own Default Song you
need to point to a .REASON Song file.
There’s no special document type for
templates, although the factory templates
use the .RSNDEMO file extension. To set
the file, click the folder icon next to the
Templates entry in the Preferences. This
will open the Browser in Reason where
you can navigate to your Song file of
choice. The Default Song becomes the
starting point for the auto-created project
that pops up when you launch Reason,
but there’s also a Preference to have the
last song you were working on reload
on start-up.

Windows Explorer. Files copied here will
subsequently appear in the template list.
Unfortunately you can’t make subfolders.
One challenge I’ve found is trying to
set a template from the Song Templates
folder as the Default Song. There’s no
quick way to do this, you have to navigate
to the folder manually when setting up

New From Template
The File/New From Template command
lets you select from a pre-prepared list of
Templates instead of the Default Song.
Several factory templates are provided
for scenarios such as multitrack audio
recording, song-writing or mastering.
You can add to this list with your own
Song files by dropping them into the
folder. As this folder is fairly well buried,
the quickest route is to go to the New
From Template drop-down menu and
choose Show Template Folder. This will
open the directory in the Mac Finder or

3. Default Song preferences let you pick a custom
starting point when launching Reason.

Song Templates are great,
but sometimes you only
want to re-use part of
a Rack or Mixer Setup.
This is catered for in some
DAWs via Track presets,
Track Import, etc. In Reason,
where your environment
is not rigidly structured
into tracks, it’s not always
quite so simple. There are
a couple of different cases:
re-using a collection of Rack
devices, and re-using mixer
channels and sequencer
tracks. A typical way for
packaging up a collection
of devices for use elsewhere is to use
the Combinator. We’ve done this many
times before in these pages: simply select
the devices in the Rack and choose Edit/
Combine. The resulting patch file can
be dropped into any other song. This
is particularly useful for saving effects
chains, modular sound constructions and
combinations of instruments and effects.
However, Combinators cannot include
mixer channels, so they’re no use for
importing tracks or mixer groups. Luckily,
it’s perfectly possible to do this via simple
copy and paste. Reason allows you to have
multiple Song files open simultaneously,
so you can grab stuff from one project and
put it in another. This means you can re-use
whole chunks of a Song’s structure, or even
create a special Song file full of building
blocks. You can either copy from the mixer
or the Rack. Select all the devices or Mixer
channels that you want to move, then
Copy. From either source this works with
the standard Copy keyboard shortcut for
your OS, but if you look in the Edit menu
the command will be ‘Copy Devices and
Tracks’, or ‘Copy Channels and Tracks’.
You can Paste into either the Mixer or Rack
areas of the destination Song; either way
the result will be the same, with all mixer
channels and associated Rack devices and
Sequencer tracks being brought in. You
can also copy and paste Mixer channels
that don’t have associated Tracks.
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TECHNIQUE / LOGIC

Vocal Produce
We serve up some fresh
ideas for vocal processing
using Track Stacks in
Logic Pro X.
GEOFF SMITH

I

n this month’s Logic workshop we will
create a Track Stack for processing lead
vocals. By taking this less conventional
path, we’ll use a Track Stack to encapsulate
the vocal track and its effects sends,
and explore some of the advantages of
this approach.
We’ll also dive into Logic’s Stereo
Delay plug-in, looking at how you can use
the key features of the effect to maintain
separation between the delay repeats
and the dry vocal. We’ll then add reverb
and compression to make the vocal sound
‘bigger’, looking at which parameters
we can tweak to stop the vocal losing its
position at the front of the mix. To finish off
we will assign the key parameters from our
effects to Smart Controls so that we can
tweak them easily in one place.

The Delay
Begin with an audio track with a lead vocal
recording on it and name it Lead Vocal.
Add any basic processing such as EQ and
compression so the dry vocal is ready to
use. On the Lead Vocal track create a send
to an effects bus and name the bus Vocal
FX. Now, let’s create the effects chain on
the Vocal FX bus. As we add effects let’s
consider how we can maintain separation
between the Lead Vocal and the Vocal
FX. On the Vocal FX bus add an instance
of Logic’s Stereo Delay plug-in. The UI is
divided into four sections: the Left Channel,
the Right Channel and the Global and
Output sections. The Stereo Delay is useful
for when you want the delay effect to stand
apart from the mono source since it adds
width to a signal or movement across the
stereo field. By default the Stereo Delay
plug-in loads as a ‘Straight’ stereo delay
where the left channel is delayed by a 1/4
note and the right channel delayed by an
1/8th note. As the left and right channel
delay times are multiples of each other we
can increase the width of the Stereo Delay
by using the Deviation parameter to offset
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Screen 1: Logic’s
Stereo Delay is
very flexible at
emulating different
stereo delay
configurations. To
make the process
of comparing
different
configurations
easier, the Routings
drop-down menu
contains a series
of presets.

them slightly. To do this, set the Deviation
for the Left channel to -1 percent and
the Deviation for the Right channel to +1
percent. Offsetting the left and right delay
times by a few milliseconds will ensure they
never sound exactly at the same time, which
creates extra width.
The Stereo Delay has many potential
setups and the Routing parameter (see
screen 1) makes auditioning different
options quick as it contains a series of preset
snapshots for the Feedback, Crossfeed
and Input parameters. This lets you quickly
jump between these different behaviours.
Go to the Routing field and from the
drop-down menu choose Ping Pong L.
The following things will change from the
Straight setting: the Left Input field will be
set to L + R whereas the Right Input field will
now be OFF, meaning only the left channel
will receive our input signal. The Left and
Right Feedback controls will be set to 0 so,
initially, it may look like there is no feedback.
However, the regular Feedback controls
are simply replaced by the Crossfeed
Left/Right, Crossfeed Right/Left controls.
Experiment with the different options
in the Routing field. For the vocal I was
processing I preferred a tweaked version
of the Ping-Pong setting as it was more
distinct from the dry vocal giving it width but
without cluttering it.
We can use the Low Cut and High Cut
filters to make the Vocal FX distinct from the
dry vocal. I chose to remove some bottom
and top end, and found that values 160 to

5300 Hz worked best for my vocal. Here,
the duller delay was less distracting and
commanded less attention than when the
timbre was the same as the Dry signal.

The Reverb
Now that we have our delay sorted let’s
explore another common vocal processing
technique by running the delay into a reverb
processor to create a hybrid delay/reverb
effect. As we are going to input the Stereo
Delay into a reverb, set the Left and Right
mix parameters to around 30 percent.
After the Stereo Delay insert an instance
of Logic’s Space Designer reverb plug-in.
Rather than loading an Impulse, let’s just use
the algorithmic generation that occurs in its
default state. As a starting point, set both
the Dry and Rev controls to -8dB so that you
have equal delay and reverb, then adjust
the Dry/Rev control ratios to taste. Turning
up the Dry control will increase the Delay
signal, whereas turning up the Rev level will
give you more of the delay signal drenched
in reverb. Now let’s copy our Stereo Delay
plug-in so that we can compare adding
delay pre and post reverb. We have created
Input Delay > Reverb > Output Delay.
Experiment by comparing the results of the
Input Delay generating repeats, compared
to the Output Delay; do this by bypassing
each of them in turn.

Ducks In A Row
One of the most aggressive ways to
separate the dry vocal from the effected
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Screen 2: Logic’s
Compressor can be used
to duck the level of the
effects on the Vocal FX
bus by choosing the Lead
Vocal track from the Side
Chain drop-down menu.

vocal is to simply duck
(decrease) the level
of the effects whilst
the vocal is playing.
To achieve this we
will use a compressor
across the effects
whose side-chain
bus is being fed by
the dry vocal. In this
setup, the level of the
dry vocal will trigger
compression, ducking
the effects and
making them quieter
when the vocal is
louder. Insert Logic’s
Compressor plug-in
after the last Stereo Delay effect and choose
the Lead Vocal track from the Side Chain
drop-down menu located in the top right of
the plug-in window. Adjust the Threshold
and Ratio controls to achieve the desired
amount of ducking.

Take Control
Now that we have our basic lead vocal
chain we’ll simplify the interface. Put the
Lead Vocal track and the Vocal FX bus into
a Track Stack and assign the key effects
parameters to Smart Controls. Go to the
Mixer and Ctrl-click on your Vocal FX bus
mixer strip and, from the pop-up menu,
choose Create Track. In the Workspace area,
select the Vocal Track and the Vocal FX bus
and Ctrl-click on one of their track headers.
From the menu that appears, choose Create
Track Stack. Then, from the pop-up menu
choose Summing Stack and name the

summing bus Lead Vocal Stack. From within
the Track Stack select the Vocal Effects Bus
and show the Smart Controls panel. Press
the (i) to reveal the Inspector so that you can
configure the Smart Control interface. Let’s
divide the interface into Input Delay, Reverb,
Output Delay, Ducking and Volume. From
the Inspector choose the Modern Black 66
template and configure the first knob and
accompanying button to control the Stereo
Delay. To do this, click on knob one and
then assign the ‘Stereo Delay - Mix Left’
parameter. Click the settings icon and select
Add Mapping, then repeat the assignment
process for ‘Stereo Delay - Mix Right’.
Assign the accompanying button to Main
/ Insert 1 Bypass. You now have a knob to
add delay and a button to bypass it. Do the
same thing again, assigning the key controls
and a bypass from the other effects until you
have a completed Smart Control layout.

Once you have got the hang of this you may
want to add more effects to the Vocal FX
bus and assign them as well. Screen 3 shows
my finished effects layout in which I added
Chorus, Sample Delay and Filtering to my
Vocal FX bus. This Smart Control layout will
be displayed whenever the Vocal FX bus
is selected. Repeat the same exercise for
the Lead Vocal track and the Track Stack
summing bus, adding the effects you might
use and assigning them to their own Smart
Control layouts. Lastly, save the Track Stack
by going to the Media Browser and hitting
the Save button in the bottom right-hand
corner. To feel the full power of Track Stacks,
open a new project, select your vocal track
and go to Media Browser / User Patches
and load your preset; the audio track will be
replaced by your entire Lead Vocal setup
with all the routing and Smart Controls
ready to go.

Screen 3: My finished Smart Control layout contains all the main controls from the different effects on the Vocal FX bus so that I can quickly try out different
processing ideas. I added Chorus, Sample Delay and Low and High Cut filters to finish off my chain.
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TECHNIQUE / CUBASE

Into The Groove
JOHN WALDEN

B

ack in SOS October 2017,
I reviewed Toontrack’s
Superior Drummer
3 (SD3), and diving into that
wonderful instrument got me
wondering just how capable
Cubase’s bundled Groove
Agent SE4 (I’ll call it GA SE4)
might prove in comparison. In
this column, then, I’ll consider
how well GA SE4 can do three
things that really impressed me
about SD3: its ability to stack
sounds; options for adding
room ambience to a drum mix;
and its workflow for generating
a complete drum track.

Can Cubase’s Groove Agent SE4 take
care of all your virtual drummer needs?

Stack Attack
Amongst the SD3 features is
a very neat ‘stacking’ system,
which allows you to combine,
for example, multiple snare or kick samples.
GA SE4 can do this too, albeit with less
ease and elegance. Let’s assume we want to
layer two kick instruments, a multi-velocity
acoustic kick and an electronic sub-kick,
over an Acoustic Agent kit. Unfortunately,
the Acoustic Agent doesn’t let you drop
samples on to an empty Instrument pad
(I suspect there’s a technical reason for this,
related to the way this Agent handles room/
overhead mics). However, the Beat Agent
does allow this, so a simple workaround is to
run a Beat Agent GA SE4 instance alongside
the main Acoustic Agent one.
When you create the second instance, it
should default to an empty Beat Agent (if
it doesn’t, right-click the Beat Agent icon
and select ‘Remove Kit’ from the menu),
and you can drag and drop samples from
almost anywhere onto the Instrument pads.
For the screenshot, I dropped a set of seven
acoustic kick samples on the C1 Instrument
pad. In doing this, be careful exactly where
on the pad (top, middle or bottom) you
drop the sample, as each position forces
Beat Agent to handle the incoming samples
in a certain way. Here, I dropped them on
the top third of the pad so that Beat Agent
would arrange the samples as velocity layers
(up to eight layers are allowed per pad).
The default order of the velocity layers is
determined by the sample file names, but
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you can reorder the layers for a pad using
the Edit page. Right-clicking on each pad
allows you to rename them too.
For ease of triggering, ensure the kick
samples in both GA SE4 instances are
triggered by the same MIDI note (C1 is the
Acoustic Agent default for kicks). In the
second instance, activate the Use Hardware
Controller mapping switch (the small e-drum
icon, bottom-right beneath the bottom row
of pads), then right-click a pad to change

The Beat Agent makes building multi-sample
Instrument pads easy — here I’m
dragging and dropping a set of velocity-based
kick drum samples.

its MIDI note (multiple pads can be set to
the same note). Finally, copy your Acoustic
Agent track’s MIDI part to the Beat Agent
track. Any C1 notes will trigger all your
‘stacked’ kick drum samples; as the other
Beat Agent Instrument pads are empty,
other notes will effectively be ignored.
The Beat Agent
editing options and
The Acoustic Agent’s Mixer includes
the channel faders
both overhead and room mic channels.
for each GA SE4
instance allow you to
control the balance of
your stacked sounds.

I Need More
Room
When mixing acoustic
drums, a key decision
is how much ‘room’
you blend into the
mix, and SD3 offers
endless options.
Thankfully, GA SE4’s
Acoustic Agent is
no slouch either!
The Mixer tab of the
Acoustic Agent shows
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Unlike with a real drum kit,
GA SE4 lets you control just
how much of each kit piece
is picked up in the overhead
and room mics.

stereo channels for both
overhead and room
mics. The rest of the
channels in the Acoustic
Agent mixer represent
the close mics, with
a much drier sound. You
can adjust the faders, of
course, but you actually
have more control than
when recording a real
kit, as you can also adjust
the amount of each individual drum/cymbal
picked up by the overhead and room mics
— via a pair of rotary knobs on the Edit
screen for each kit piece.
You can, therefore, reduce the amount
of kick appearing in the ambience mics to
keep the kick sounding fairly dry relative
to the rest of the kit without resorting to
high-pass filtering, which can affect the
phase relationship between the mics. The
only ‘catch’ is that these virtual room mics
are only available for the Acoustic Agent; for
our ‘stacking’ example, you’d need to add
suitable reverb to the Beat Agent drums if
you want them to sound like they’re in the
same room as the Acoustic Agent kit.

Go With The Flow
SD3’s options for building a complete
drum track, with intro, verse, bridge,
chorus, outro and suitable fills, are truly
impressive, and GA SE4 can’t match it (to
be fair, I don’t think any other VI drummer

can!). But as Matt Houghton demonstrated
in SOS August 2016, GA SE4 ships with
various groups of style-based patterns
and, making use of these, some very useful
song-construction tools. Once loaded,
these patterns can be triggered via the
Pattern pads. Each set of patterns includes
a main groove, fills, intros and endings,
with variations offered for the main pattern
via the very clever Intensity/Complexity
X-Y pad. This gives you control over
performance variation of the underlying
pattern, so that it sounds less robotic and
more ‘real’. As Matt explained, this makes
the construction of full song-style drum
performances easy.
But it’s worth exploring this in more
detail. The GA SE4 styles (which you can
browse and load via the Pattern section
of the Edit screen) each contain one main
groove plus four intros, four endings and
eight fills — a total of 17 individual patterns.
When you load a ‘kit + patterns’ preset,

you are in fact loading the same basic
pattern onto all the Pattern pads, but with
the Agent’s settings varying for each one.
GA SE4 only offers 16 Performance pads
(the full version, GA4, boasts 128) and the
‘kit + patterns’ presets load to give you
easy access to four fills, two intros, two
endings and perhaps eight variations of the
main groove. By default, then, you don’t
have all the intros, endings and fills on
dedicated pads.
But if you select a pad, the performance
dial will adjust to show its current settings,
indicating which pattern is being triggered,
and you can change these by adjusting
the dial. As each main groove variation is
created from a single pattern with different
Intensity/Complexity settings, then if
you’re prepared to automate the Intensity/
Complexity slider (as Matt described), it’s
well worth tweaking the pad settings so
that only one pad triggers the main groove
pattern. You can use the other 15 pads to
give instant access to almost all the other
intro/ending/fill patterns.
A few more Performance panel features
are worth exploring. For example, if
you’re happy to let GA SE4 provide subtle
variations for your main groove pads
automatically, then engage the AC (Auto
Complexity) function for any pads you wish.
If you click and hold, you can set different
time-bases for this variability (the 1/1
setting, in which the Complexity setting is
tweaked automatically every bar, is a good
place to start). In addition, the AF (Auto Fill)
buttons automatically add a random choice
of drum fill pattern, and you can control how
often the fills appear. Toggling on the Break
button gives you a further alternative to
a fill, with the drums just dropping
out for a bar — a very dramatic and
effective performance ‘trick’.

Secret Agent
So, while Toontrack’s flagship
drum instrument can outperform
GA SE4 without breaking a sweat,
Steinberg’s bundled drummer
nonetheless boasts an impressively
deep feature set. Used to its full
potential it should take quite
some time before you run out
of drumming inspiration for
your personal songwriting and
production projects.
The Performance panel provides plenty
of options for building a complete
song-based drum performance from the
included pattern style sets.
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TECHNIQUE / SONAR

CRAIG ANDERTON

T

here’s a misconception among
some people that groove-oriented
music is just non-musicians pushing
buttons and playing “other people’s
music” (ie. loops). But musicians who are
into this genre put a lot of effort into what
they do; much of it involves extensive
editing based on isolating individual
sections of music, and then piecing them
together in novel and musical ways.
Arguably, the easiest way to slice up
a clip is with Propellerheads’ ReCycle,
which is designed to create REX files: you
place markers within the file to create
slices, and can then export each slice
as an individual file. However, Sonar
has some surprising talents along these
lines as well. (Note that upon bringing
a REX file into Sonar, it acquires many of
the attributes of a Groove Clip, so the
following applies to REX files as well as
standard Groove Clips.)

Chop Chop
Groove Clips are inherently ‘sliceable’.
Open a Groove Clip in the Loop
Construction view, and you’ll see markers
placed on the transients that isolate
individual bits of sounds (kick drum hit,
bass note, and so on). If the Groove Clip
was edited carefully, these markers will
be optimised for stretching. If the clip
was simply a standard audio file that was
opened up in the Loop Construction view,
then Sonar will guess where the markers
should go to match up with percussive
transients. These markers are where Sonar
will split the clip in subsequent steps, so
if you don’t want a split (for example,
a marker is in the middle of a sustained
sound), use the Eraser tool to delete the
marker. If you need more splits, use any
tool to add markers by double-clicking in
the Loop Construction view ruler above
the waveform.
You can also ignore the default marker
placements, and slice at regular intervals.
This works with any type of audio file,
not just Groove Clips, if you set the
project tempo to the same value as the
clip’s native tempo and then open the
file in the Loop Construction view. Click
the Loop button to enable looping (with
Groove Clips, turn off looping first to
reset the markers and then re-enable
looping). Verify that the Beats field
shows the correct number of beats
before proceeding.
Suppose you want to slice at every
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Slice Of Life

We show you the many ways you can
chop up and manipulate loops in Sonar.

16th note. Set Threshold to 0, then from
the slice drop-down menu to the left of
the Threshold field, choose 1/16 note.
This sets all the transient markers at
exactly 16th-note intervals (or whatever
rhythmic value you choose).
Once the transients are set as
desired, save the loop by choosing Clip /
Save Loop.

Lickety Split
To simplify the splitting process, choose
Edit / Preferences / Customization /
Editing. Under Clips, set ‘Selection after
single split’ to Right Portion.
Place the Now time at the start of the
clip where you want to create the splits,
and then select the clip. Hit Tab, and
the Now time will move to the clip’s first
transient marker. Type S to create the
split. Keep hitting Tab followed by S to
split at each transient marker until the clip
has been converted to a series of slices.
You can also split a clip using
AudioSnap’s ‘Split Beats Into Clips’ option.
However, there are some limitations: to
split at regular intervals, you’ll need to
quantise the transients (possibly affecting
the audio), and the slices will have short
automatic fade-ins and fade-outs. I prefer
using the Loop Construction view.

It’s Playback Time
The primary reason to create slices
from a clip is to change their order, thus
creating a new loop. This is common with
drum loops, where it’s often possible to

You can slice loops at specific rhythmic values,
not just at transients selected by Sonar’s
looping algorithm.

find slices that are a single kick, snare, etc.
Now that we have these slices, here are
some options on what to do with them.
Most simply, you can just rearrange
slices on the timeline — drag, drop, copy,
paste... this is an easy way to create new
loops from existing loops by shuffling the
order in which the slices play back.
Session Drummer also provides
you with some excellent options for
manipulating your slices. Insert an
instance of Session Drummer, then go to
the Mixer page. Drag slices onto the drum
icons, and now you can play slices by
triggering individual drums via MIDI Note
data. Using Session Drummer also lets
you edit the slice tuning and width.
Then there’s Matrix view. You can drag
slices into the Matrix view, but unlike
Session Drummer, triggering a slice
will play back more than just the slice.
Trimming the slice is not sufficient; you
need to either bounce the sliced clip to
itself, or drag it into the browser and then
drag from the browser into Matrix view.

Cyclone Ranger
Sonar was into the groove thing before
other mainstream DAWs, so when Cyclone
was introduced traditionalists didn’t know
what to do with it, and by the time EDM
caught on, Cyclone was considered passé
because of its dated user interface. But
it’s not always necessary to cut loops into
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Eliminating Clicks
If splits do not occur on zero crossings,
you can end up with clicks. In the previous
column we mentioned how to fix this with
loops; the same process applies for adding
a fixed fade-out simultaneously to all slices.
Select them all, choose Clips / Fade Clips,
then enter a fade-out time using the fast
curve. A fade-out of 3 to 7 ms is usually
sufficient to remove these clicks. You can
also accomplish the same result by moving
a fade-out handle, because moving one
fade affects all fades.

one file on a pad (whatever you drag
in will replace whatever was previously
there), you can drag slices in the Pad
Editor from one pad’s ‘track’ to another,
and stack multiple sounds on the same
pad track that will all play back at the
same time. Of course, because Cyclone
is a soft synth, you can bounce this
composite set of sounds to a track and
create a new loop.
These are just the basics — Cyclone
can do more. If you haven’t checked it out
lately, consider re-visiting Cyclone.
Slices from the loop loaded into Pad 1 have been
copied to Pad 3 and shifted around to create an
entirely different loop.

slices to work with them, because Cyclone
can do many similar functions, and do so
non-destructively.
Cyclone has an MPC-like 4x4 pad
matrix; each pad can hold Groove Clips or
one-shot samples, can feed its own output
that can route to individual Sonar tracks
(assuming you tick ‘All synth outputs’
in the Insert Soft Synth dialogue box),
and has an Inspector that shows MIDI
triggering parameters. You can trigger
pads with individual notes, a range of
notes to transpose what’s on the pad, and
over a specific range of velocities that
can trigger the pad. Root Note shows the
root of an imported file, assuming that
information is included.
When you drag a loop onto a pad,
the individual slices appear as blocks in
the Pad Editor section. You can move
these around within a pad or drag them
to a different pad, as well as cut (use the
Del key) and Ctrl-drag to copy them.
Furthermore, a Slice Inspector can vary
pitch ±24 semitones, as well as gain and
pan, for each slice.
Cyclone has additional features
of interest when manipulating slices.
The Pad Editor treats each pad very

much like a track that can be up to 32
measures long; if you select Latch in the
Pad Inspector, then just giving the pad
a trigger will cause it to keep playing.
Without Latch selected, the pad will play
only for as long as the key feeding it is
held down. However, if the Loop and Sync
Playback buttons (the two buttons to the
right of the Solo button) are on, and Latch
is off, then the loop will play continuously;
you’ll hear the section of the loop that’s
playing at the moment you trigger the
pad. What’s more, Cyclone allows for
loops of different lengths — for example
Pad 1 could be a four-bar loop, Pad 2
a seven-bar loop, Pad 3 a 17-bar loop,
and so on. Polyrhythms, anyone?
Although you can’t drag more than
The RXP soft synth can randomise the slices in
REX files to create new loops out of existing ones.

The Easy Way
To move slices around and obtain
different loops with almost no effort,
insert the ancient RXP virtual instrument
and drag a REX file into its main window
(sorry, this doesn’t work with Groove
Clips). Click the Loop button, then click
the 0 pad to hear the original loop.
Now right-click on the waveform,
choose Randomize, click the 0 pad,
and you have an entirely different
loop. Click Randomize until you hear
something you like, then either save it
as a program (click the little button just
above the Filter module) or play it safe
and bounce the results to an audio track
— you don’t know if an ancient, 32-bit
plug-in bit-bridged in a 64-bit system will
continue to work the next time Windows
does a major update.
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TECHNIQUE / PRO TOOLS

MIKE THORNTON

I

n the days when studios always had
a hardware mixer, functions such
as talkback, mono fold-down and
speaker switching would be handled from
its master section. Nowadays, many of
us no longer use a ‘real’ mixer, but those
functions are still just as important. Some
audio interfaces include basic monitor
control, and stand-alone hardware
monitor controllers are available, but
it’s also possible to set up the functions
you need within the Pro Tools mixer. In
this workshop, we’ll look at how best to
do this, and how to save the results as a
template session that you can use on all
your projects. You will need some spare
inputs and outputs on your interface to
enable some of these features.

Volume Control
If you have your stereo monitor speakers
fed directly from a pair of interface
outputs, and your interface does not itself
have an output level control, the first
problem you need to resolve is how to
adjust the monitor speaker volume. I have
lost count of the number of users I have
seen use the master fader on the session
as the monitor level control. This is OK
up to a point, until you come to bounce
out your mix, at which point the master
fader level matters a lot — not least
because, in Pro Tools, the master fader
track is the one place where the inserts
are post-fade. If you have any dynamics

Hearing Things
Some of the most important features
of a hardware console are found in its
master section. Here’s how to add them
to the Pro Tools mixer.
plug-ins on your master fader channel,
adjusting the master fader will change the
level of audio going into these plug-ins
and increase or decrease the amount of
compression being applied. To get around
this, we need to create a dedicated
output for your monitor speakers with its
own level control.
But before we start, I must stress that
for this system to work and be easy to
use, it’s essential to label all the inputs,
outputs and busses you’ll be using. This
process will be easier if you have an
understanding of how the Pro Tools mixer
and routing are structured.
The first step is to create a dedicated
stereo output from Pro Tools to your
monitors. Create an Aux track, and set
its input to your main mix bus and its
output to a pair of physical outputs on
your interface.
Screen 1 shows a simple example. I
have two stems called ‘Voices’ and ‘FXs’,
which feed the input of my Mastering
Track using the bus ‘Mastering Input’. As
the name suggests, this
Mastering Track hosts any
plug-ins I want to apply
to the whole mix. I am
using it as an alternative
to a conventional master
fader, partly because I
can then feed its output
to an audio track and
render my mixes using
Bounce to Track rather
than Bounce to Disk.
(This allows me to drop
in and patch changes
Screen 1: A simple monitor
control setup: the two stems
(left) feed the Mastering
Track Aux input, which hosts
any master bus processing.
This, in turn, feeds an audio
track that can be used to
record bounces, and the
Monitor Output Aux, which
feeds studio monitors.
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to a previously rendered mix rather than
re-bouncing the whole session — and
as I work on documentaries and dramas
up to one hour in duration this is a very
useful and time efficient way of working.)
A bus called ‘Mastering Output’ feeds
the output of my Mastering Track to
the input of my Bounce Track, and it
is this ‘Mastering Output’ bus that I
have selected as the input source of
my Monitor Output track. This output
is routed to two spare outputs of my
interface, which I have labelled in the
Output tab of my I/O Settings window.
The fader on this Monitor Output track is,
in effect, my monitor level control.
Another advantage of this technique
is that if you use speaker calibration
software with a plug-in, such as
Sonarworks Reference or IK Multimedia’s
ARC, the plug-in can be placed on an
insert on the Monitor Output channel
rather than on the master fader channel.
That way, you won’t have to remember
to bypass the speaker calibration plug-in
when you bounce a mix, because the
Monitor Output is not in the bounce path.

Creating External
Monitor Inputs
Another useful feature often found in the
master section on a large-format mixer
is the ability to audition external sources
such as master recorders and a studio
CD player. If you want to set up similar
functionality in Pro Tools, there are two
ways you can do so. Either you can create
separate Aux tracks for each external
source you want to bring in, or create a
single Aux and use the input routing to
select the appropriate external source
as needed.
In either case you’d route the output of
these external monitor input tracks to the
dedicated monitor output. The channel
faders on the external source Aux tracks
become monitor level trims, allowing you
to adjust the external monitor source level
to match the main mix if needs be. Again,
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it is really important to clearly label all the
busses, inputs and outputs.
In Screen 2 you can see that I have set
up a single Aux track called Ext Mon 1,
and created four separate stereo inputs
labelled External Mon I/P 1-4. This lets
me select which external source I want to
listen to from the Ext Mon 1 track input
selector. Alternatively, I could create
four Aux tracks, one for each of these
inputs, and use the solo or mute buttons
to determine which external sources I
want to listen to. Of course, rather than
calling your external inputs ‘External Mon
I/P 1’ and so on, it would be better to
label them according to what they are
connected to: ‘CD Player’, ‘DVD Player’
and so on.

Alt Options
Another common master-section feature
is speaker switching, allowing you to
hear your mixes on more than one set of
speakers. Let’s suppose you have two sets
of stereo speakers — perhaps a pair of
nearfield monitors and a pair of ‘grotbox’
domestic speakers for comparison. We
have already set up a dedicated monitor
output, so we could do one of two things.
One option would be to duplicate this
existing Monitor Output Aux and re-route
the duplicate to another pair of outputs
on your interface, to which the secondary
speakers are connected. We could then
use the mute buttons on the two Monitor
Output tracks to silence whichever set
of speakers we don’t want active at any
given time.

Screen 3: This screenshot shows
two further ‘master section’
features: alternate speaker
switching and talkback. The
former is enabled by having a
second Monitor Aux input, in this
case labelled AltMonitors, which
picks up the same ‘Mastering
Output’ bus as the main Monitor
Aux but is routed to a different
hardware output. The latter is
created by bringing a mic in on an
Aux input labelled Talkback; this
does not have its output assigned,
and so is greyed out, but aux sends
transfer the talkback signal to the
‘Cans’ busses and channels.

The alternative is to
retain a single Monitor
Output track, but use its
input selector to change the
output routing as required
whenever we want to switch
speakers. This is the simpler
option and means we’ll never
find ourselves accidentally
listening to both sets of
speakers at once, but the
switch between the monitors
will not be clean, as we are changing the
Pro Tools mixer routing. The first option
also lets you use the Monitor Output track
faders to trim the levels to the different
speakers so that volume matches when
you switch between them.

Yacketty Yack

Another function you often find in mixers
and hardware monitor controllers is
talkback. This makes
provision for a mic
permanently set up in the
control room to be routed
to different outputs,
including headphone
feeds. The mic would
usually be muted by
default, and only unmuted
when the engineer or
producer needs to talk to
the musicians.
To make this happen
you will need to be able
to hook a mic up to an
Screen 2: In this screenshot, input on your interface,
I’ve created four ‘External
and turn this mic on and
Mon I/P’ inputs that can
off externally. Dedicated
be used to bring in external
talkback mics with an
sources such as CD players,
built-in push-to-talk switch
and choose which of the four
sources to listen to using the are available, or you can
use a separate box with
input selector on the Ext
a button on it, which is
Mon 1 Aux input.

what I have. If you have neither you could
use the mute button on the Pro Tools
mixer, but an external switch is easier and
more certain.
Label the input ‘Talkback’ and create
another Aux track with this input selected,
but the output set to No Output. Then
add post-fade sends to this track to
feed the appropriate headphone mixes.
Although the Talkback Aux channel will
appear greyed out because no output is
selected, the signal path to the aux sends
is still intact, and so the talkback mic ends
up in the cue mixes as expected. You can
also trim the overall talkback level using
the Talkback channel fader, even though
it is greyed out, and adjust the send levels
to trim the talkback levels to the indvidual
headphone mixes.
As long as you have sufficient hardware
inputs and outputs, then, the Pro Tools
mixer has the potential to recreate almost
any hardware monitor control features
— it’s just a question of setting up the
appropriate routing. However, what you
won’t get is the hands-on control that a
hardware mixer gives you, and if this is
important to you, a dedicated monitor
controller might be the best option.
Fortunately, there are many products
on the market which include all the
functionality mentioned here, at every
conceivable price level!
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T E C H N I Q U E / D I G I TA L P E R F O R M E R

JIM COOPER

B

ack in SOS February 2018, we
looked at how to employ Digital
Performer’s built-in comping
functionality to combine the highlights of
multiple takes into an edited vocal track.
Hopefully, this comped vocal track will
feature reasonably good pitch accuracy
and inflection, but there is often scope
for improvement!
To make minor pitch-corrections or
adjustments, as seen in screen 1, expand
the height of the track in the Sequence
Editor (1), zoom in the pitch ruler for finer
resolution (2), choose Relative (versus
Absolute) from the pitch layer mode menu
(3), choose PureDSP Solo Vocal from the
pitch-shift mode menu (4), and make your
pitch edits with the Pencil tool (5).
In Relative pitch-editing mode (1),
the single bar and the pitch line within it
represent the current pitch of the vocals. The
Pencil tool can be used to reshape the pitch
line, drawing upwards to raise the pitch
and downwards to lower it. To delete any
adjustments, select with the I-beam and hit
the Delete key. Additional basic pitch curve
editing techniques, such as working with
control points and parabolas, are described
in the section beginning on page 880 in the
Digital Performer User Guide, available from
the Help menu. All of this can be done in
real time, with the section looping.
Screen 2 shows Absolute pitch mode
(1), which is useful for more substantial
pitch changes, such as changing the actual
notes sung or creating harmonies from
a solo vocal. The pitch ruler will change to
an absolute pitch scale (2) with customary
numbered octaves, and the notes of the
audio detected by DP’s PureDSP or ZTX
PRO pitch engine (3) will be represented as
bar segments (4) aligned with the pitch ruler,
which serve as a convenient mechanism for
you to manipulate the source as discrete
notes. The specific pitch at every point is
represented by the thin blue line running
horizontally through the segments. In the
screenshots, you can see a minor pitch edit

On The Pitch
We explore DP’s tools for applying
pitch-correction, harmony
generation, pitch-quantising and
pitch effects to vocal tracks.

Screen 1: Preparing a track for pitch-correction and editing. In Relative pitch mode (shown here), the
single bar and the pitch line within it represent the current pitch of the vocals. Draw upwards with the
Pencil tool to raise the pitch and downwards to lower it.

made in screen 1 as the red portion (5) of
the line in screen 2. Sections of unpitched
audio such as breaths, sibilants, and so
on appear as grey bars (6). You can freely
switch between Absolute and Relative pitch
modes: doing so has no effect whatsoever
on the actual pitch of the audio, and the
techniques for adjusting pitch segmentation
discussed below apply to both.

Segmentation For The Nation
Before you begin dragging pitch segments
to transpose or harmonise notes and
phrases, it’s a good idea to make sure they
accurately represent the actual notes in the
material, and to correct this representation
if necessary. Select the entire track, making
sure that all audio in the track is selected,
and choose Pitch Automation / Set Track
Pitch Mode / Vocals (instead of Instrument)
from the Audio menu to fine-tune the
segments for vocal material. Check segment
accuracy by playing through the track while

watching the playback wiper pass over the
pitch segments. If you need more coarse
or fine detail overall, choose Audio Pitch
Correction / Adjust Pitch Segmentation
from the Audio menu and drag the
slider accordingly.
To join two segments where there should
only be one, click their border with the Mute
(X) tool; to split a segment where there
should be a division between notes, click
with the Scissors tool. Segment boundaries
can be adjusted by dragging them
horizontally with the arrow cursor, which
appears as a dual arrow when hovering
over the boundary, and the length of a pitch
segment can be changed by dragging either
edge with the arrow cursor. None of these
adjustments has any effect on the audio, just
how accurately pitch is represented by the
segments.
To change a note chromatically, drag
it up or down by the number of desired
half steps. It will snap chromatically to the
pitch ruler, maintaining any slight offset it
may have had originally from its root pitch.
For microtonal adjustments, Command/
Ctrl-drag to override ruler snapping. Zoom
in vertically for more pitch resolution. To
Screen 2: In Absolute pitch mode, each segment
represents a sung note. The thin line represents
actual detected pitch. Grey bars represent unpitched
material, such as sibilants and breaths. You can see
the pitch edit made in screen 1 as the red portion of
the line.
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Screen 3: With the pitch
segments from screen 1
cleaned up, the original
vocal track (top) has
been tweaked and then
harmonised in the second
track. Notice the first
note is transposed up
a fifth from F3 to D4,
and adjusted closer to
the correct note to make
the interval sound more
in tune.

transpose several pitch segments, select
them with the lasso (arrow tool) and drag
any selected segment. To select all pitch
segments, use the View Filter to hide
soundbites and then Select All in the track.
To revert to the original pitch, select the
segments and choose Pitch Automation /
Clear Pitch from the Audio menu.
Digital Performer also lets you ‘quantise’
pitch, which can be useful for clamping
down hard on a sloppy vocal performance,
or for creating the T-Pain effect. Choose
Pitch Automation / Quantize Pitch from
the Audio menu and watch the selected
segments magically snap to their respective
root pitch (represented by the shaded rows
behind them). Depending on the material,
the situation and/or your creative goals, this
can be a huge time-saver.
To take the T-Pain effect to the extreme,
use the Scissors tool to split long pitch
segments as desired. If you want to conform
pitch changes to beat subdivisions, turn
on the edit grid beforehand and set it to
eighth notes, 16th notes, or whatever is
appropriate. The Scissors tool splits will
then align with the beat grid. You can then
drag all those resulting pitch segments to
T-Pain glory. Similarly, if you want to apply
the classic ‘sampler’ effect to a soundbite
when transposing it, rather than the more
natural-sounding formant-corrected shifting
we’ve been using so far, choose ZTX
Standard from the pitch-shift mode menu.
To A/B-compare your pitch edits with the
original vocals, click the Pitch Layer Bypass
‘P’ button to temporarily disable your
pitch edits.

Ahead Of The Curve
After making pitch segment edits, you’ll
often find that you need to do some shaping
of the pitch curve at segment transitions to
keep it sounding natural. This is done with

the Pencil tool and your ears.
The beauty of the pitch curve is that
it represents all the subtle nuances of
the singer’s performance. You can scale
the curve to enhance desired nuances or
remove unwanted ones. To do this for
a single note, Option/Alt-click the curve
anywhere on the note segment and then
drag vertically up or down to scale the
curve’s current shape, enhancing or reducing
pitch variation respectively. To do this across
multiple pitch segments, first select any
portion of the curve you wish to modify
with the I-beam tool. Scaling the pitch curve
is a great way to enhance or reduce the
amount of vibrato on a sustained note.

Sweet Harmony
To harmonise individual syllables, words,
phrases or even a whole chorus, first
duplicate the vocal track. This next step
is very important: select the soundbites
in the duplicate track and choose Merge
Soundbites from the Audio menu. If you
skip this step, any changes you make to
the duplicate track will also affect the
original track. Merging creates a whole
new soundbite with its own pitch layer to
edit independently.
After merging, you may need to replicate
some of the pitch edits you made in the
original track, including pitch segment
clean-up. Also, be sure the newly merged
soundbite is set to PureDSP Solo Vocal
mode. Now you can freely drag pitch
segments up or down to harmonise as
desired throughout the track. After snapping
them to the desired chromatic pitch, try
dragging slightly with the Command (Mac)
or Ctrl (Windows) key to vary the pitch
slightly for a more natural sound. You can
also try nudging the soundbite(s) in the
harmony track forward or backward in
time with the arrow keys to mix up the

timing a bit. If you want to build three- or
four-part harmonies, repeat this procedure,
duplicating a separate track for each layer.
You will be surprised at how good it sounds,
especially after applying reverb and other
vocal channel effects.
You can also use the Transpose command
from the Region menu to transpose the
vocals, change modes (from major to minor,
for example), and even completely transform
them with custom transposition maps
of your own making. This can be a huge
time-saver for generating harmonies, as you
can constrain transposition to certain notes
in the scale while leaving others unaltered.
The Transpose command can also be used
to transpose vocals along with instrument
tracks or other MIDI material in your project.

Mixed Doubles
Pitch segments in a vocal track can also be
converted to MIDI notes, allowing them
to be doubled on a virtual instrument. The
accuracy of the conversion depends on how
accurately the pitch segments represent
the vocals. For best results, try quantising
the pitch, as discussed earlier — perhaps
on a duplicate vocal track, to preserve your
nuanced edits — and make sure there is
a direct correspondence between each pitch
segment and the sung note it represents.
Also, adjust the timing and duration of the
pitch segments to accurately reflect their
corresponding note. After making these
preparations, select the segments with
the arrow (lasso) cursor, copy, leave them
selected, choose Set to Selection Bounds in
the Selection Info panel Set To menu, click
the name of the MIDI track to paste into,
and paste. This ensures that the pasted MIDI
notes line up with the pitch segments in the
vocal track. To further refine the timing of
the MIDI notes, try quantising both Note On
and Note Off messages.
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Q
Q

Why don’t my mixer
inserts work when
using the mic input?

My Soundcraft EFX12 mixer is pretty
new and hasn’t given me any problems
until now. I hope it’s just ‘operator error’,
but when I try and use a channel with
a microphone (an SM57 or AT-2030), and
an insert cable running to an effects loop
with various Moog pedals, I get almost no
level from the mic — it’s like it’s running it
pre-everything into the pedals. If I crank
the gain up to almost full I get a small
amount of signal, with nasty distortion. If
I remove the insert, the channel behaves
as normal. And if I use a line input with the
insert, that works as expected. I can’t work
it out. It’s my understanding that the insert
is post-gain but pre-fader/EQ, so I just
can’t see why I’m not getting a normal
level. I’ve tried various channels and get
the same result. Can you help?
SOS Forum post

SOS Technical Editor Hugh Robjohns
replies: The insert point is indeed after
the input-stage preamp, which handles
both mic and line signals, so the signal
appearing at the insert point will be the
same regardless of the actual type of
channel source. This assumes you set the
channel gain structure for mic and line
sources to provide the same signal levels
on the meter when you PFL the channel(s).
So, when you say the inserts work
with line sources but not mics, there
must either be some level of ‘user error’
going on, or you’re talking about different
channels connected with different insert
cables and different effects pedals.
In other words, something must be
significantly different in the insert
signal path but you’re overlooking that
difference for some reason!
The way to resolve a problem like this

Q&A

YOUR TECHNICAL QUESTIONS ANSWERED
is to simplify things as much as possible,
then work logically through the signal
path. With that in mind, the likely possible
errors/faults are:
1. You have a defective insert Y-cable.
2. You’ve plugged the split ends of the
Y-cable into the pedals the wrong
way around (the send is connected to
a pedal output and the return to the
pedal input —it’s easily done!).
3. The pedals can’t handle the line-level
input signal or are unable to operate
at unity gain, and are therefore
returning too low a signal level into
the insert return.
You can test the cable by setting the mic
channel up as normal without the insert
cable plugged in. Next, plug in the insert
cable: at this point the channel should
go quiet because the send/return plugs
aren’t connected to anything, and so the
send signal is not getting back into the
return path. If you now touch the tips of
the two send/return jack plugs together
the channel should burst back into life. If
it does the cable is good... if not, it ain’t!
If you find you have a good insert
cable, the next thing is to confirm
the correct send/return connections.
Although most desks use the tip=send/
ring=return connection format, some
wire unbalanced inserts up the other
way around. In the same way, some
insert cables are labelled for the
uncommon/incorrect arrangement! To
check whether you have a reversed
send/return configuration, plug the
insert return lead into the output of an
effects pedal that you know works, and
plug a guitar (or some other suitable
device) into the input of said pedal to
serve as an independent sound source.
You should then hear the guitar (or other
source) passing through the pedal and

When hooking a preamp such as this Grace Design m201 AD, which has both analogue and digital
outputs, to an audio interface, it’s important to make sure the analogue sensitivity settings of both units
are suitably configured — otherwise you can end up with wildly different levels from the digital and
analogue preamp outputs.
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straight back into the mixer channel via
the insert return connection. If necessary,
adjust the output level of the effects
pedal (assuming it has one) to achieve
a similar volume through the mixer to
that achieved previously during the mic
channel test.
If it won’t go loud enough, the pedal
isn’t suitable for use as an insert effect
on its own — you’ll need something else
in-line to boost its output signal level.
And if you get nothing at all, you probably
have the reversed send/return scenario,
so try swapping to the other side of the
insert Y-cable and see if that works. If
it does, the insert cable is labelled the
wrong way around for you, so re-label it!
Having proven that the return side of
the insert connection is working properly
with the pedal, you can check the send
side. Disconnect the guitar (or other
source) and plug the send side of the
insert cable into the pedal input instead.
You’ll probably need to adjust the pedal’s
input level downwards at this point,
because the insert send level will probably
be louder than the guitar used previously.
And hopefully, everything will now be
working as required!

Q

How do I prevent my
preamp overloading
my audio interface?

I purchased two Grace Design m201 mic
preamps because Hugh Robjohns really
praised the design and its performance,
so I seek his help again to resolve an issue
and add to my understanding. I’m having
trouble understanding how the m201
A-D converter works. I use a Neumann
mic on channel 1 and take the analogue
XLR output to a MOTU interface and
into my DAW. The DAW signal level is
pretty good and very usable. The same
Neumann mic signal goes through the
Grace’s internal A-D, and I take the S/PDIF
output to the same interface and into the
DAW, but in this case the S/PDIF signal
level is a great deal less — and not very
usable via comparison.
I can increase the Grace channel 1
gain to get the S/PDIF out to be nice and
usable, but then the Grace’s channel 1
analogue out clips the interface. I think the
AES3 and S/PDIF connections give similar
output levels and both are much lower
than the analogue channels XLR outs for
the same mic signal.
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I contacted Grace Design, who said
that there could be a sensitivity mismatch
between A-Ds, and that I may have to
re-calibrate my Grace m201 units; MOTU
said their AES and S/PDIF circuit is
designed to AES pro standards. What am
I doing wrong? Can you explain what’s
happening in technical terms, so I can
understand how to resolve this issue?
Michael via email
Hugh Robjohns replies: Grace were
right on the money: the only ‘issues’ here
are different analogue gain structures
in the two signal paths, and/or different
analogue/digital alignments employed
in the Grace and Motu A-Ds. The Grace
preamp is designed to full professional
specifications and has the ability to output
very high analogue signal levels — its
analogue outputs don’t clip until +28dBu,
and the factory calibration of the internal
A-D provide maximum digital level
(0dBFS) with an analogue signal of either

to +22dBu — which happens to be the
same as the Grace’s default alignment. If
your interface adopts the same approach,
you should be able to turn down the
input sensitivity of the MOTU input
channels that are connected to the m201.
The MOTU would then require a much
stronger analogue input level to reach the
maximum digital level (0dBFS) — you’d
have brought the Grace and Motu A-D
converters into alignment. It might also
help if you switch the Grace to use the
+18dBu alignment option, as this will also
reduce its analogue output level a little.
To comment briefly on your other
point: the Grace’s AES3 and S/PDIF
outputs will be identical in level, as the
differences between these two formats
relate only to the physical connectivity
(plug types, electrical voltages, balanced/
unbalanced, etc.) and the ancillary data.
I have to say, though, that it seems
rather pointless to run an analogue signal
into the MOTU from the Grace m201

“It seems rather pointless to run an analogue
signal into the MOTU from the Grace m201
when you have the latter’s lovely A-D converter
on-board.”
+18 or +22dBu, depending on which
calibration mode is selected (although
the internal alignment can be adjusted
between +20 and +24dBu, if required).
So, to get your mic signal peaking
strongly on the Grace’s internal A-D you’ll
end up with quite a high signal level at
the analogue output, as you’ve found.
That this appears to be overloading
the MOTU’s inputs suggests that the
analogue/digital alignment in the MOTU
is (currently) set much lower than in the
Grace — in other words, the MOTU’s
A-D converter reaches the maximum
digital level (0dBFS) with a much lower
analogue level of, say, +12dBu. By setting
a strong level in the Grace, then, you
overload the MOTU, while setting a more
conservative level in the Grace gives
a weak digital output.
I don’t know which MOTU interface
you’re using, but the MOTU 828 MkIII,
for example, has adjustable input trims
for the rear-panel analogue inputs, and
the manual implies that when turned
fully down it’s capable of accepting up

when you have the latter’s lovely A-D
converter on board. Personally, I’d just
send the Grace’s digital output to the
MOTU, not forgetting to set the MOTU’s
clocking to sync from the digital input.

Q

Should I choose
small speakers for
a small room?

I finally have a spare bedroom into which
I can put some studio gear. It’s strictly an
amateur affair, with no need for the perfect
setup, but I will notice even if nobody else
does! I mainly work with metal, rock, and
folk. The room is approximately 2.7 x 2.8
metres, with an awkward L-shape formed
by a cupboard above stairs, and measures
2.35m floor to ceiling. The external walls
are blockwork, and the internal ones
timber-frame partitions.
While I’d prefer to spend less,
I could look at new or second-hand
monitor speakers costing up to about
£1000. Assuming I’ve treated my room
acoustically and sound leakage is not

A
In a small, broadly cubic room, it’s almost
inevitable that there’ll be strong cancellation
of bass signals from your speakers. Small but
high-quality speakers (such as this Neumann
KH120, with a five-inch woofer), used in
combination with good headphones, are likely to
be the best option in such a space.

a concern, what size of monitors would it
be worthwhile me considering? Needless
to say, Id like them to be as large as
possible, but considering the size of the
room I’m wondering if anything greater
than five-inch drivers will be a waste.
SOS Forum post
Hugh Robjohns replies: Your room is
almost a perfect cube, which is the worst
case from an acoustics standpoint, and
there will doubtless be a noticeable lack
of deep bass in the middle of the room
where, inevitably, you will end up sitting.
That being the case, it ends up being
self-defeating to use larger speakers
— they’ll pour more low-frequency
energy into the space, none of which
you will hear! Consequently, you’ll get
better results — by which I mean more
consistent mixes — if you stick with good
but smaller monitor speakers, combined
with decent open-backed headphones
to judge the low-end. I agree that the
five-inch woofer is about the right limit
for the kind of space you describe.
Something like the Neumann KH120
should be a good choice, as it is very
impressive for its cost and size. But there
are many other compact monitors to
choose from...
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This month — MeLo-X: Mobile Music Making
How does a platinum-selling producer make music on a mobile device? We sit down with
MeLo-X, who found commercial success co-writing tracks on Beyoncé’s Lemonade, as he
talks about the real-world advantages of making music on a phone or tablet. Watch him
build a track on his iPad by sampling from YouTube and layering a collection of batterypowered instruments small enough to throw in a backback.
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Helping you create
Tuition, Advice and Troubleshooting
Cubase, Logic, ProTools and more

Classifieds

All aspects of System and Studio set-up
Experienced Engineer and Tutor

Classified Department, Sound On Sound, Media House,
Trafalgar Way, Bar Hill, Cambridge CB23 8SQ

Steve: 07986-522595

Lucinda Harper

steve@swsounds.co.uk www.swsounds.co.uk

lucinda.harper@soundonsound.com

Tel: +44 (0)1954 789888

Also online mixing and mastering service

PROLEADS
Manufacturing Limited
All audio leads, D Sub Leads
Stage boxes, Custom Audio Equipment

On Site Studio wiring at very
competitive costs
Call: 020 8539 0074
web: www.proleads.co.uk
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Grab yourself a bargain!
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£290,393 worth of gear on sale today! *correct at time of print - 20/02/18
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Each campus is equipped with custom-built, soundproofed studios along with Mac and PC labs loaded with the
latest digital audio workstation applications (DAWs) including Pro Tools, Logic X and Ableton. You will also have
access to industry-standard effects processing units, compressors, mixing consoles and post-production studios.

enquiries@sae.edu
03330 112 315

YOUR BEST GEAR IS

unplugged.
ABSORPTION

DIFFUSION

ISOLATION

THE GIK DIFFERENCE
GIK Acoustics products are QUALITY,, meaning beyond simple do-it-yourself panels that are found on the
market today. INNOVATION allows GIK to have launched creative, unique products. Pound for pound
VALUE, GIK Acoustics’ products absorb more sabins (sound) than any other product on the market. We
start by our SUPPORT with customers, helping them determine the best products to treat their space
with our free, expert Acoustic Advice. We are ﬁrm believers in education, so we are INFORMATIVE
and our website is full of Educational Articles and Videos. Greensafe means GIK Acoustics products are

“Since installing GIK treatments, the sonic
difference has been really astounding.”
- Rupert Neve Designs HQ

ENVIRONMENTAL and friendlier on air quality, the environment, and your budget.

PATENTED

Many of our products are
patented and tested by
Salford University

CLASS A FIRE RATED

Our products are all Class A ﬁre
rated for your safety with commercial and residential uses.

GREENSAFE

We use naturally occurring and/or recycled
raw materials bonded using a bio-based
technology free from formaldehyde.

FREE ACOUSTIC ADVICE
ORDER DIRECT

gikacoustics.co.uk

+44 (0) 20 3815 8608
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SOUNDING OFF
Hard work isn’t always enough...
TOM FLINT

T

here comes a point in
many action adventure
films where one of
the main characters finds
themselves in a seemingly
impossible situation and asks,
“What are my chances?” It’s
a great question. In some
stories that person decides that
the odds of their survival are
terrible and so they sacrifice
themselves to improve the
chances of everyone else, while
in other tales, they are spurred
on, in gung-ho fashion, to carry
on with renewed determination.
If you are reading this, you
may well be trying to make
a living in the music industry
at the moment, or thinking
about doing so. If you are
already working at it you might
have a fair idea of what your
chances are. However, if you
are starting out, you should
definitely ask the question.
The first thing to be wary of
is people who enthusiastically
say you can do it if you really
want to. Take, for example,
the ex-track athlete Kelly
Holmes, who won 800 and
1500 meters Olympic gold
medals at the 2004 summer
games and is now active as an
inspirational speaker.
She was 34 at the games
and had overcome many career
setbacks to get there. The
younger Mozambican athlete

Maria Mutola had dominated
the 800 metres for years and
had, up to that point, seemed
unbeatable, while the 1500
meters was contested by a
number of tough Russian and
Romanian athletes. At this
particular Olympics, however,
Mutola was not at her best for
once and so a slim window
of opportunity opened up
for Holmes, who was in peak
condition and injury free. After
snatching the 800 gold, Holmes
was confident, relaxed and
no longer desperate for that
elusive gold during the 1500.
Emboldened by her recent
victory, she fought off the
Eastern European competition
and secured another win. After
these successes she began
saying, at every opportunity,
that if you never give up and
work hard, you can achieve your
goals. It is true. Ed Sheeran will
probably tell you exactly the
same thing.
However, there are hundreds
of equally talented people,
who made the same kind of
sacrifices and overcame similar
setbacks but, for one reason or
another, never achieved their
goals. Maybe the timing wasn’t
quite right for them, or they
didn’t have the support and
funding that is offered by the
likes of, say, the UK National
Lottery. What they might say
is that you can try all you like,
but it might just never happen,

and that, for most people,
will also be true.
So, what about the music
industry? You are going to
find it tough. If you want a
near-guaranteed career, then
become a doctor, teacher or
undertaker. This industry is
far more uncertain. Maybe
you don’t want to be the next
Ed Sheeran, and are happy
making library music. Well, in
2009 I did an interview with
Hugh Padgham, who had
begun using his incredibly
well-equipped studio to create
library music as a way of filling
the gap left by dwindling
production income. His library
productions featured top
musicians (Dominic Miller was
mentioned), so these are the
kind of people and resources
you’ll be up against. Certain
areas of the industry are like a
shrinking African watering hole.
You are going to be the gazelle
trying to get a drink in amongst
the mature wildebeests,
elephants and lions.
And if you do want to
emulate the Beatles, bear in
mind that you are no longer
just competing with your
contemporaries. As Malcolm
McLaren and quite a few others
have pointed out in recent
years, now that shops stocking
the latest releases have
vanished, everything that is in
existence, from whatever year,
is current and indistinguishable
online. In effect, you’ll be up
against every popular artist
there has ever been, including

About The Author
Tom Flint splits his time
between making music
and videos and putting up
exhibitions. He calculates his
chances regularly, but carries
on regardless.

the Beatles themselves. As
for labels, they are much
more likely to plough their
marketing budget into
promoting a sure-fire bet like
an Elton John release than your
untested offering.
So, am I saying give up
and start a funeral firm, with
a guaranteed stream of
customers? No. But you should
seriously calculate your chances
and then, somehow, work very
hard to improve them. Know
what you are up against, be
canny, determined and take
advantage of any fleeting
window of opportunity you
come across.
If you would like to air your
views in this column, please
send your submissions to
soundingoff@soundonsound.com
or to the postal address listed in
the front of the magazine.

NEXT MONTH IN
Passive Power!
Whether it’s the humble Auratone, the classic NS-10 or something
much pricier, passive speakers can be indispensable studio tools — as
long as they’re paired with the right power amp. We tell you all you
need to know to make the right choice.
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IRON

MASTERING COMPRESSOR
HIGH DYNAMIC 120V OPERATING VOLTAGE

The IRON combines not only the sonic virtues of legendary vintage tube compressors
with the advantages of the High Dynamic 120V operating voltage in a single unit.
The Iron also sets a new benchmark in terms of tube compressor technology, with
the innovative implementation of a parallel dual-tube circuit, making it perfectly fit the
needs of modern mastering studios.

SPL

SPL

PQ

CRIMSON

The PQ Mastering Equalizer is a fully
parametric, dual-channel five-band equalizer.
Based on our 120V Rail Technology. The
new PQ features the same high-quality
characteristics as the previous model.

SPL Crimson combines a USB interface
with high-quality preamps and a separate,
fully-featured monitor controller. You can
play and play back, record and convert,
control and listen with one single device.

Based on our 120V Rail Technology

10 recording, 4 playback and 20 monitoring channel

Five bands can each be activated or deactivated

Two boutique level, discrete Class A, 60V mic-preamps

Switch between Constant Q and Proportional Q

Two Hi-Z instrument preamplifiers

Activate or deactivate each channel via Auto-Bypass

Connect and control two stereo speaker sets

SPL

SPL

SPL

SPL

2CONTROL

VOLUME2

PHONITOR 2

PHONITOR EXPANSION

The 2Control is an audiophile Monitoring
Controller. It allows for connection of two
stereo sources, two stereo loudspeaker sets
and two headphones.

Featuring an analog signal path with highend
potentiometers and mute switches, Volume2
(sterero) and Volume 8 (eight-channel) are
dedicated solely to level control.

SPL introduce the successor of our
legendary Phonitor 2 headphone preamp.
Phonitor 2 can be used as the ultimate
monitor controller and preamp.

The Phonitor 2 is expanded with three
additional loudspeaker outputs thanks the to
built-in 1x4 Switch, allowing you to listen to
three analog stereo signals with headphones
or up to four stereo speaker pairs

SPL

SPL

SPL

SPL

SMC

MTC

GOLDMIKE MK2

MASTERBAY S

The SPL Surround Monitor Controller (SMC)
is a one-point analog volume control and
switching matrix for system-independent
5.1 surround and stereo monitoring.

MTC combines volume level control, source
switching and loudspeaker management for
stereo monitoring with comfortable talkback
and cue mixing.

Like its successful predecessor, the
GoldMike Mk2 retains a hybrid solid state
and tube construction to combine the best
of both worlds.

The MasterBay S can manage up to four
stereo processors comfortably and its
fascinating possibilities allow you to get the
best results out of your equipment.

NEO INSTRUMENTS

PEPPERDECKS

VENTILATOR 2

DJOCLATE

The Ventilator 2 pedal emulates the Leslie 122
rotary cab, right down to the independent treble
and bass rotor speeds, the crossover (800Hz) and
that rich tube drive. Ventilator 2 adds a stereo input,
separate slow and fast speed controls, separate
distance controls, and expression pedal control.

The Pepperdecks Djoclate: an easy and fun to
use, battery free, pocket size audio mixer with
full-size faders and a bass kill feature, means
the music never has to stop!
Pocket size audio mixer. Plug-and-Play
Works with all phones, mp3 players, and laptops

Separate Slow and Fast Speed Control

Bass-kill knobs on both channels

Separate Mix / Distance Control for Lo and Hi Rotor

2 inputs and 1 output (3,5mm jack)

Stereo input. Internal Stop switch. Level Control

No battery needed. Pocket pouch included
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World class sound starts with Apollo.
Superior conversion meets the tone, feel, and realtime workflow of classic analog recording.

Stunning clarity
and dynamic range

Realtime UAD
plug-in processing

Breakthrough Unison™
mic preamp modeling

The world’s best Thunderbolt
implementation (Mac/Win)

www.uaudio.com / apollo
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